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Abstract
Mechanical Kingdoms: Sound Technologies and the Avant-Garde, 1928–1933
by
Lauren Rosati
Advisor: Professor Emily Braun
Against accepted histories of the historical avant-garde, which have elevated artistic
production in traditional media while suppressing sonic practices, this dissertation argues that
artist-engineers working across Europe and the United States independently, if simultaneously,
turned their attention to emerging sound technologies as new media for creative experimentation
by the early 1930s. This spectrum of activity demonstrates the significance of sound in avantgarde practice, and indicates a wide-ranging artistic engagement with technological devices
intended for mass audiences. While the common understanding of the relation between art and
technology in this period amounts to one of mere enthusiasm for the novel formal qualities of
machines and mechanical structures, this dissertation demonstrates that artist-engineers deployed
the telephone, radio, film projector, and synthesizer as tools for direct artistic expression. In
doing so, they transformed a fascination with the machines of modernity into a functional
practice and extended the avant-garde project to explore new modes of perception into a sonic
register.
This dissertation examines a cross-section of these experiments in the United States,
France, Germany, and Russia. In 1932–33, orchestra conductor Leopold Stokowski (1882–1977)
collaborated with Harvey Fletcher, a prominent physicist at Bell Telephone Laboratories, and
other engineers on the long-distance transmission of a symphony concert by telephone.

iv

Beginning in the late-1920s, the Surrealist radio plays of French artist Paul Deharme (1898–
1934) used sound to influence the subconscious mind, drawing directly from methods
developing concurrently in the field of Freudian psychoanalysis. In 1929, building on the recent
invention of optical sound-on-film systems, German animator Rudolf Pfenninger (1899–1976)
devised a method of artificial sound synthesis based on translating hand-painted sound waves
into light and then audible sound through the use of a projector. And in 1930, Russian engineer
Evgeny Sholpo (1891–1951), working with colleagues at the Central Laboratory of Wire
Communication in Leningrad, invented a device for the production of synthetic sound, made
from cut paper, to accompany motion pictures.
With the exception of Italian Futurist projects with noise in the 1910s, early twentieth
century artists working with sound technologies, such as the figures I explore, have been
excluded from canonical art histories and theories of the avant-garde. As a result, the conceptual
artist and composer John Cage has emerged as the catalyst for postwar experiments with art,
technology, and music. This dissertation fills in the historical lacuna between Futurism and Cage,
a gap of nearly forty years, to demonstrate a continuum of sonic practices. In doing so, it reveals
a previously-unexplored relationship between sound, the avant-garde, and technological
innovation.
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INTRODUCTION
Wireless Imaginations
In 1913, F.T. Marinetti, the provocative poet-founder of Italian Futurism, wrote his now
infamous “Destruction of Syntax—Radio Imagination—Words-in-Freedom,” a manifesto that
proclaimed the revolutionary literary technique and theory of parole in libertà (words-infreedom) and introduced the notion of immaginazione senza fili (wireless imagination). These
two related practices freed language from the conventions of grammar, punctuation, and syntax
and allowed for illogical collisions of thoughts and phrases, resulting in wild syncopated rhythms
when declared aloud and bold typographical innovations on the printed page. Marinetti hailed the
wireless telegraph, a technology that was less than twenty years old, as his source for this antiliterary style. He not only compared his elliptical “prose” to this modern mode of communication
but also modeled its form on the speed and concision of a telegraphic transmission:
…in order to render the exact weight and proportion of the life he has experienced, [the
poet] will hurl immense networks of analogies across the world. And thus he will render
the analogical ground of life, telegraphically, which is to say with the same economical
rapidity that the telegraph imposes on war correspondents and journalists for their
synoptic accounts…the imagination of the poet must weave together distant things
without connecting wires, by means of essential words in freedom.1
Marinetti first published “Destruction of Syntax” in 1914 as the preface to Zang Tumb
Tuuum (1912–14), an avant-garde visual poem and centerpiece of Futurist literature that
expressed in practice what the manifesto codified as theory (Fig. 0.1).2 The text ostensibly
provides an account of the siege of Turkish Adrianople during the Balkan War—which Marinetti

1

F.T. Marinetti, “Destruction of Syntax—Radio Imagination—Words-in-Freedom” (May 11, 1913), in Futurism:
An Anthology, eds. Lawrence S. Rainey, Christine Poggi, and Laura Wittman (New Haven: Yale University Press,
2009), 145. Later, in the same text, he writes: “With words-in-freedom we might have: Condensed metaphors –
Telegraphic images – Sums of vibrations – Knots of thought…Analytical explanatory telegraph poles that sustain
the cable of intuitive wires.” Ibid., 147.
2

Zang Tumb Tuuum, Adrianapoli Ottobre 1912, Parole in Libertà (Milan: Edizione Futuriste di “Poesia,” 1914).
The copy I consulted for this text is held at the Beinecke Rare Book & Manuscript Library at Yale University.

1

witnessed as a war correspondent for the Parisian daily Gil Blas beginning in October 1912—but
rendered in the disjunctive, syncopated style of parole in libertà.3 The onomatopoeia, dynamic
rhythms, and linguistic barrage of parole in libertà are accentuated in Zang Tumb Tuuum by
varying typefaces and graphic arrangements of letters, which became a hallmark of Futurist
design.4 Marinetti had observed the wireless telegraph in operation on the battlefield, and
appropriated its efficient, accelerated mode of communication as the basis for his modern poetry.
Marinetti’s “transmission” was first “heard” by his own disciples in the visual arts.
Already with their early “Futurist Painting: Technical Manifesto” (1910), Giacomo Balla,
Umberto Boccioni, Carlo Carrà, Luigi Russolo, and Gino Severini asserted the central role of
machines and speed in their experiences—and representations—of modern life.5 In 1913, the
Italian Futurist painter Carrà declared that artists should depict “the plastic transcendence of the
animal, mineral, vegetable, and mechanical kingdoms.”6 Written in “The Painting of Sounds,
Noises, and Smells,” Carrà’s call challenged Futurist painters to expand their perceptual field
beyond the mere visual and to reach both auditory and olfactory senses by analogizing odors,
forms, colors, and sounds. The mediums of painting and sculpture, however, proved limited in
their ability to incorporate, versus merely picture, technological innovations; unlike audio

3
Marinetti first witnessed military actions during the Italo-Turkish War in Libya beginning in October 1911, which
he covered as a reporter for the Parisian paper L’Intransigeant; he began working as a correspondent for the Balkan
War in Adrianopole exactly a year later, in October 1912.
4

The sensory inundation of noises at the front likely solidified Marinetti’s ideas to represent that experience
graphically so that the text could be more easily performed aloud, thereby mimicking the sounds of warfare. For
more information on Marinetti’s typographical innovations, see Johanna Drucker, The Visible Word: Experimental
Typography and Modern Art, 1909–1923 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1994). For more information on
the significance of war sounds for Marinetti, see Douglas Kahn, “Noises of the Avant-Garde,” in The Sound Studies
Reader, ed. Jonathan Sterne (New York: Routledge, 2013), 427–448.
5

“Futurist Painting: Technical Manifesto” (1910), reprinted in Futurism: An Anthology, 64–66.

6

Carlo Carrà, “The Painting of Sounds, Noises, and Smells” (August 11, 1913), reprinted in ibid., 157.

2

technologies, they could not communicate across mountains and oceans on invisible waves of
sound.
Nonetheless, the Futurist vision of mechanical kingdoms (the imbricated realms of
science, communication networks, and industrial technologies) immediately captivated avantgardes across Europe and the United States. In the early twentieth century, radio towers and
telephone poles began to dot the landscape, coast to coast. Once-silent films whirred to life, and
projectors began emitting sounds as well as moving images. New mechanical instruments were
used to play both harmonic music and amusical noise, and advancements in sound recording
enabled engineers to capture live sound in the traces of phonographic grooves. These modern
inventions produced new possibilities for artistic representation and revolutionized ways of
perceiving the world. This dissertation focuses on some of these sound technologies as they
developed in the interwar period, namely the telephone, radio, film projector, and synthesizer. It
takes as its subject four different artist-engineers from four different countries, who harnessed
these devices as new media for creative experimentation with sound by the early 1930s.7
Specifically, I examine a cross-section of experiments in the United States, France,
Germany, and Russia: key centers of avant-garde activity into the interwar period.8 By avantgarde, I refer to a period of creative experimentation in the early twentieth century across Europe
and the U.S. characterized by a desire to break with the past, challenge the status quo, reach mass
audiences, enact social change, work across media, overturn conventions of representation, and
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The persona of the artist-as-engineer had a particularly strong presence in Soviet art and culture of the 1920s, as
will be discussed in Chapter 4. Unlike the creative practitioners in the USSR, for whom the role of the artist-asengineer was largely symbolic, indicating their ideological alliance with industry, technology, and science, the
figures I discuss worked synthetically between the realms of art and engineering, producing music, films, radio
plays, and visual materials in the context of engineering studios and scientific or corporate research departments.
8

England, Spain, Brazil, Belgium, Japan, and many other countries could have been added to this list. In settling on
France, Germany, Russia, and the United States, I also take into account my own bias as a scholar of American and
Western European art, and my limitations as a translator.
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transform perception, among other principles. In 1932–33, orchestra conductor Leopold
Stokowski (1882–1977) collaborated with Harvey Fletcher, a prominent physicist at Bell
Telephone Laboratories, and other engineers on the long-distance transmission of a symphony
concert by telephone. Engaged in international dialogues around avant-garde electronic music
and with Synchromist ideas in the U.S. around synaesthesia and the fusion of light, color, and
sound, Stokowski conceived of the concert as an audiovisual spectacle incorporating the latest
technological advancements. Beginning in the late-1920s, the Surrealist radio plays of French
artist Paul Deharme (1898–1934) used sound to influence the subconscious mind, drawing
directly from methods developing concurrently in the field of Freudian psychoanalysis.
Harnessing the movement’s key principles of automatism and dreams, Deharme initiated a new
form of Surrealist expression on the radio that sought to use the mind as a theater for the
production of images.
In 1929, building on the recent invention of optical sound-on-film systems, German
animator Rudolf Pfenninger (1899–1976) devised a method of artificial sound synthesis based on
translating hand-painted sound waves into light and then audible sound through the use of a
projector. Bauhaus master László Moholy-Nagy championed this project for transforming a
reproductive medium (in this case, a film projector) into one of production. And in 1930, Russian
engineer Evgeny Sholpo (1891–1951), working with colleagues at the Central Laboratory of
Wire Communication in Leningrad, invented a device for the production of synthetic sound,
made from cut paper, to accompany motion pictures. This early synthesizer emerged from his
utopian intention to create a mechanical instrument that did not require an operator/performer,
making use of a key Constructivist principle: to produce concepts for theoretical artworks.

4

Motivated by the spread of communication networks, advancements in acoustics, and
innovations in sound recording and reproduction, the four figures I discuss used sound
technologies to expand perceptual experiences of the world and to reach mass audiences.
Working in dialogue with distinct avant-garde movements, they independently—but
simultaneously—explored the artistic possibilities of audio devices in the years around 1930, a
phenomenon that points to an underlying thread binding avant-garde practice at this moment. I
trace that thread of activity, which has been suppressed in accepted art histories, to argue that
members of the avant-garde turned their attention to mass technological devices as new artistic
media, transforming a fascination with the machines of modernity into a functional practice and
extending the avant-garde project to explore new modes of perception into a sonic register.
Though I focus on the ways in which members of the interwar avant-garde worked with
sound technologies, it was precisely with the founding movement of the European avant-garde,
Italian Futurism, that the creative potential of sound technologies emerged. Many of the debates
around sound in which these technologies were embroiled in the 1930s (such as those related to
noise pollution, perceptual dislocation, and mechanical music) also originated with Futurism
before World War I. This dissertation thus necessarily begins with a brief exploration of that
movement’s relationship to a technology, namely the telegraph, which directly inspired Marinetti
to create the linguistic staccato and bold graphic style of Zang Tumb Tuuum.
***
Beginning in the mid-eighteenth century, numerous inventors including William Watson,
Charles Wheatstone, Joseph Henry, and Samuel F. B. Morse contributed to the development of
the telegraph, a device capable of transmitting electrical signals over a wire cable between
stations. In 1896, after a year of experiments, the Italian-born inventor Guglielmo Marconi filed
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patent paperwork in England for a telegraph that could send information wirelessly, an invention
that built on the findings of Heinrich Hertz, a German physicist who proved that electromagnetic
waves exist in force fields that do not need to be channeled through a wire to effectively transmit
signals.9 Numerous demonstrations of the technology in subsequent years raised both attention
and funds for its continued refinement and, by 1901, Marconi was able to send a message
wirelessly across the Atlantic from western England to Newfoundland, Canada. Though the
method of transmission for the telegraph and the wireless was identical, namely Morse code
tapped out on a transmitter, their modes of reception differed. The wired telegraph depended on a
machine to print out the dots-and-dashes of Morse code that then had to be interpreted by a
human operator, whereas the marconista (or wireless operator) used a headset to listen to the
sounds from the ether and then transcribe them with pen and paper.10
The nascency of the wireless telegraph is tied to the founding of Italian Futurism itself. In
1909, Marconi received the Nobel Prize in Physics for his invention; early that same year, on
February 20, Marinetti published his treatise, “The Founding and Manifesto of Futurism,” on the
front page of Le Figaro in France. This was no mere coincidence. Advanced technologies and
methods of communication, such as the wireless telegraph, prompted new perceptual
experiences, shocking their users into a fresh relationship with the world. It was precisely this
renewed sensibility engendered by scientific innovation that led Marinetti to create Futurism:
“Those people who today make use of the telegraph, the telephone, the gramophone, the train,
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Though Hertz, James Clerk Maxwell, Nicola Tesla and others contributed to the development of wireless
telegraphy, Marconi is credited with its “invention.”
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Timothy C. Campbell, “Marconi, Marconista: The Futurist Manifestoes and the Emergence of Wireless Writing,”
in Broadcasting Modernism, eds. Debra Rae Cohen, Michael Coyle and Jane Lewty (Gainesville, FL: University
Press of Florida, 2009), 53–54. Campbell argues that it is the task of the marconista, not the wireless itself, that
Marinetti attempts to translate in his literary practices, that is, to convey in writing the sounds of modern life. The
writer, in this way, becomes the telegrapher. For more information on Marconi’s wireless, see Campbell, Wireless
Writing in the Age of Marconi (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2006).
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the bicycle, the motorcycle, the automobile, the ocean liner, the dirigible, the airplane, the
cinema, the great newspaper (the synthesis of a day in the world’s life) are not aware of the
decisive influence that these various forms of communication, transportation, and information
have on their psyches.”11
Of the diverse new technologies mentioned in the Futurist manifestoes, the wireless
telegraph captured Marinetti’s imagination most immediately. Though it had already been in use
for nearly twenty years, the technology’s expanded use on the frontlines of warfare and in
applications beyond machine-to-machine communication probably sparked Marinetti’s
fascination anew. Advanced technologies intended for military use emerged during the ItaloTurkish War including, notably, an observation balloon equipped with wireless telegraphy,
which Marinetti represented in his orthographic poem Frenato Turco Pallone (Captive Turkish
Balloon), published in Zang Tumb Tuuum (Fig. 0.2).12 The title of the poem forms a circle,
mimicking the shape of the balloon. The letters “TSF” (télégraphie sans fil/telegraphia senza fili,
or wireless telegraph) descend from the balloon, radiating sound waves (designated by the word
vibrare, or vibrate) indicating that messages have been sent.13
In “Destruction of Syntax,” Marinetti called for the production of “telegraphic images,”
or the conveyance of a scene and its multiple sensory experiences as if by telegraph: with

11
F.T. Marinetti, “Destruction of Syntax—Radio Imagination—Words-in-Freedom” (May 11, 1913), in Futurism:
An Anthology, 143.
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Marinetti, Zang Tumb Tuuum, 120. Italy at this time was economically underdeveloped and behind in terms of
industrialization; the Futurists’ obsession with machines and new technologies can be seen as a response to this
social and political condition.
13

Other avant-garde poets across Europe responded to the telegraph in their writings. For example, Blaise Cendrars,
working in France, and Expressionist Franz Richard Behrens, working in Germany, each wrote in a style that they
named “telegram” poetry; Italian Futurist Giovanni Gerbino wrote Telegrafo e Telefono Dell’Anima (1926); French
author Guillaume Apollinaire wrote the calligraphic poem Lettre-Ocean (1914), which imitates in its form the
radiating sound waves of TSF transmissions from the top of the Eiffel Tower; and Spanish poet Joan Salvat
Papasseit wrote “poems in Hertzian waves,” according to the single-issue periodical Arc-Voltaic (1918) in which
they were published.
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rapidity, economy, and with an insistence on the sonic force of language.14 He had achieved this
already before Zang Tumb Tuuum when, as a war correspondent in Libya in early 1912, he wrote
the parole in libertà prose poem Battaglia Peso + Odore (Battle Weight + Smell) and
transmitted it wirelessly from the front (Fig. 0.3).15 Unlike that poem, which only hints at the
typographical chaos and onomatopoetic barrage of his later work, Zang Tumb Tuuum is a literary
assault that seeks to report on the Turkish conflict while placing the reader in the middle of the
action.
Originally composed in French but published in Italian, the poem begins on the cover
with an emphatic salvo: the firing of a projectile (“zang”), its impact (“tumb tumb”), and the echo
of that impact (“tuuum tuuum tuuum tuuum”). The title’s bold type and arrangement on sharp
diagonals, intercut by the gently arcing phrase “parole in libertà,” initiates the reader to the
publication’s tone and graphic disarray. This onomatopoetic beginning, meant to indicate the
sounds of battle, thematizes the wartime subject of the poem through its language and form.
Within the text, Marinetti skillfully integrates fragmented narrative descriptions with
sonic metaphors to convey the intensity and freneticism of the scene:
Far far back of the orchestra pools muddying huffing goaded oxen wagons
plujf-plajf horse action flic flac zing zing shaaack laughing whinnies the tiiinkling
jiiingling tramping 3 Bulgarian battalions marching croooc-craaac [slowly]
Shumi Maritza or Karvavena ZANG-TUMB-TUUUMB toc-toc-toc-toc [fast]
croooc-craaac [slowly] cries of officers slamming about like brass plates pan here paak
there BUUUM ching chaak [very fast] cha-cha-cha-cha-chaak down there up
there all around high up look out your head beautiful!16
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Marinetti, quoted in Douglas Kahn, Noise Water Meat: A History of Sound in the Arts (Cambridge, MA:
The MIT Press, 1999), 58–59. Brackets and emphases are original. Luigi Russolo, a painter, composer, and noise
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Here, the rapidity of the reportage and attentiveness to the noises of military combat are
privileged over narrative legibility. Sound and meaning are collapsed in a continuous flow of
language, without punctuation or breaks in thought. It is this compact, accelerated flood of words
that Marinetti sought to mimic in modeling his prose on the wireless telegraph (Fig. 0.4).
For Marinetti, the telegraph provided a communicative mode for conveying the noise and
chaos of war, and also perhaps, as Arndt Niebisch has argued, the psychological trauma
experienced by soldiers. Shock, post-traumatic stress disorder, and physical injuries are common
pathologies of wartime, and can result in neurological damage, muscular tremors, impaired
speech, and other disturbances in speech and movement. Niebisch has suggested that Marinetti
assimilates this trauma in his texts of 1912, which resist clear communication; he also links this
warbled speech to the telegraph, which he identifies as the device best suited to conveying the
experience of the solider.17
Additionally, as Jeffrey Schnapp has explained, the dense “speed-writing” of Zang Tumb
Tuuum and its typographical variety—as encoded in differing fonts, sizes, kernings, and styles
(bold, italic, etc.)—register “within the very text the conditions and instructions for its
‘performance’ by the reader, creating a dynamic practice of ‘speed-reading.’”18 For example,
modulations in volume are indicated by the size and boldness of the text, while reading speed
and pacing are signified by the compression or expansion of the print.19 These indicators not only
assist the reader in comprehending the text, but also act as a “score,” of sorts, for the declamation

Russolo, “The Art of Noises: A Futurist Manifesto” (1913), in The Art of Noises, trans. Barclay Brown (New York:
Pendragon Press, 1986), 26.
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Arndt Niebisch, “Cruel Media: On F.T. Marinetti’s Media Aesthetics,” Annali d’Italianistica 27 (2009): 334–36.
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Jeffrey Schnapp, “Politics and Poetics in Marinetti’s Zang Tumb Tuuum,” Stanford Italian Review 5, no. 1 (Spring
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of the text aloud. Marinetti himself performed portions of Zang Tumb Tuuum on twenty different
occasions between February 1913 and January 1914, before the poem was published, and
sometimes created sound effects during the performance to heighten the noise of the text.20
The inclusion of noises is central to Zang Tumb Tuuum’s efficacy as both a written
account of combat and as a sound poem meant to be read aloud. Replicating via onomatopoeia
the sounds of battle—the artillery fire and explosions, the infantry and the cavalry—places the
reader or listener in the theater of war. In this emphasis on noise, the text also explores one of the
central themes of Italian Futurism, which emerged in its early years with the theatrical sound
poetry proclaimed at serate (interdisciplinary Futurist “evenings”). Marinetti’s text anticipated
the concept of everyday sounds as a form of music, which was codified six months later in
Russolo’s 1913 manifesto “The Art of Noises.”
Russolo’s ideas also responded to the essay “Futurist Music: Technical Manifesto”
published in 1911 by composer Francesco Balilla Pratella, who proposed minor modifications to
conventional notation, instrumentation, and performance in order to create a more modern
musical sound. Russolo, instead, advocated a radical break, including the incorporation of
mechanical sounds into musical performance, the construction of noise-making instruments

20
Ibid., 78, note 4. On April 28, 1914, after the publication of Zang Tumb Tuuum, Marinetti performed passages
from the text at the opening of a Futurist exhibition at the Doré Galleries in London, using various objects to create
sound effects and a telephone to relay instructions to his assistant off stage. Marinetti described the performance in
his manifesto “Dynamic and Synoptic Declamation”: “I declaimed several passages from my ZANG TUMB
TUUMB. On the table in front of me I had a telephone, some boards, and matching hammers that permitted me to
imitate the Turkish general’s orders and the sounds of artillery and machine-gun fire…There were two big drums in
a distant room, from which the painter Nevinson, my colleague, produced the boom of a cannon, when I told him to
do so over the telephone.” This event was one of the first avant-garde performances to incorporate a sound
technology and indicates his continued fascination with communication devices. Marinetti would later work
extensively with the radio. Marinetti, quoted in Kahn, Noise Water Meat, 61. See also Günter Berghaus, “The Use of
Audio-Visual Media in Italian Futurist Theatre,” in Theater und Medien/Theatre and the Media: GrundlagenAnalysen-Perspektiven. Eine Bestandsaufnahme, eds. Henri Schoenmakers, Stefan Bläske, Kay Kirchmann, and
Jens Ruchatz (Bielefeld: Verlag, 2008), 134.
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(intonarumori), and a new musical grammar of noises (Fig. 0.5).21 Though Russolo’s aim was to
create a revolutionary new musical form, his thoughts on noise—namely, his exhortation to
observe any natural or mechanical sound—galvanized the musical and literary practices of his
peers:
Let us cross a large modern capital with our ears more sensitive than our eyes. We will
delight in distinguishing the eddying of water, of air or gas in metal pipes, the muttering
of motors that breathe and pulse with an indisputable animality, the throbbing of valves,
the bustle of pistons, the shrieks of mechanical saws, the starting of trams on the
tracks…Nor should the newest noises of modern war be forgotten.22
After the publication of Zang Tumb Tuuum, the telegraph continued to occupy
Marinetti’s imagination. Several designs for Futurist stationary were modeled on standard
commercial telegraph forms, sharing the red and white color scheme of Italo Radio sheets or
partitioned into spaces to indicate different parts of a telegrammed message; Marinetti also wrote
an abstracted poem on a telegraph form in 1914 (Fig. 0.6). When wireless telegraph technology
was adapted to form a new radio network in the 1920s, Marinetti was one of the first members of
the avant-garde to take up the medium with his 1925 broadcast, Il bombardimento di Adrianopoli
(The Bombardment of Adrianopolis), produced in the first year of regular radio broadcasting in

21

Russolo first demonstrated his intonarumori (“noise-intoners,” or “noise instruments”) in 1914, following the
publication of his treatise “The Art of Noises” the previous year. In that document, Russolo argued that standard
notes, instruments, and strategies of musical composition were inadequate to stimulate the modern listener and
suggested instead that noises and machines be used as the basis for a new mechanical music. To this end, he
constructed more than a dozen mechanical instruments, each housed in a wooden box, concealing the soundproducing mechanisms inside, and mounted with an acoustical horn. Russolo operated the instruments (named for
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Italy.23 Though there is no indication that Marinetti operated an actual telegraph for creative
purposes, his engagement with the technology in the 1910s as a literary model precipitates the
active involvement with sound technologies by members of the avant-garde in the late 1920s and
early 1930s.
***
Though their engagement with technological forms did not extend beyond traditional
media until the mid-1920s, when Marinetti began transmitting radio programs, the Futurists
aimed to provoke an intermedia and intersensory revolution in art—as Carrà’s early statement
makes clear—evident in other practices such as the performative manifesto, serate, Russolo’s
intonarumori concerts, and the Teatro futurista sintetico (Futurist Synthetic Theater), to name
only a few. This integrative approach to artistic production, in which sounds and noises played
an essential role, became a key tenet of avant-garde movements thereafter from Constructivism
to the Bauhaus to Surrealism and Synchromism.24 Yet this focus on sound has been largely
suppressed in histories of the avant-garde and in art historical literature, both in academic and
museological contexts, which overlook the pivotal role of sound experiments in contributing to
the theoretical definition of the avant-garde itself.25

23
Marinetti worked with the radio consistently through the 1930s, publishing the Radio Manifesto in 1933 and
hosting a series of monthly broadcasts throughout 1936, among other activities. His pioneering engagement with the
technology is necessarily colored, however, by the way that he used it as a propagandistic tool to promote Fascism
in Italy. Marinetti became friends with Mussolini, supported the Fascist movement, and emphatically sought to
affiliate Futurism with Fascism, using the radio as a mouthpiece for his ideology.
24

Though the Synchromists (namely Stanton Macdonald-Wright and Morgan Russell) are widely celebrated for
their paintings, their music and film experiments are little known. As early as 1912, Russell composed music as
aural analogies to his colorful painted abstrations and, with Macdonald-Wright, conceived of a kinetic light organ in
1913 called the Kineidoscope that would project colored lights onto black and white films.
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This omission is due, in part, not only to the conventions of scholarly print publishing—
which allow for the easy reproduction of visual, but not sonic, material—and to the various
practical, material, and technical difficulties in exhibiting and collecting sound art, but also to a
key methodological tradition of art history. Estera Milman describes this tradition as the
“formalist hierarchy,” in which the classic mediums of painting and sculpture—and even
photography—have been elevated in favor of newer vehicles of expression, such as sound
technologies, which were no less significant to Futurism and other avant-gardes in this period.26
This oversight is apparent in each of the major theories on the historical avant-garde, by Peter
Bürger, Renato Poggioli, and Matei Calinescu—none of which discuss pre-World War II
experiments with sound, noise, or sound technologies.27 The exclusion is even more lamentable
given that sound reached mass audiences directly without the necessity for material embodiment,
and therefore had the potential to achieve, effectively and efficiently, one driving aspect of
avant-garde ideology: to engineer a “new man” and new consciousness for a technologicallybased modern society.
Indeed, except for photography and film, the common understanding among art historians
of the modernist engagement with technology amounts to an enthusiasm for its novel formal
qualities, resulting in the widespread representation of mechanical forms, as with Cubism and
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Estera Milman, “Futurism as a Submerged Paradigm for Artistic Activism and Practical Anarchism,” South
Central Review 13, no. 2/3 (Summer/Autumn 1996): 158. In the case of Futurism specifically, Marinetti’s embrace
of Fascism in the interwar period sidelined the Futurist legacy and further contributed to the lack of scholarly
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Although Poggioli makes passing reference to music through the figures of Richard Wagner and Arnold
Schoenberg. See Peter Bürger, The Theory of the Avant-Garde, trans. Michael Shaw (Minneapolis: University of
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geometric abstraction. Artists (and writers) galvanized by Machine Age advancements in
communication and transit depicted (through mimesis or by analogy) new technologies and their
related themes of speed, dynamism, and mechanization. Radio waves, telephone wires,
gramophones, and telegraphs, as well as airplanes and automobiles, appear in countless
paintings, sculptures, photographs, and prints from this period and in abstract idioms derived
from Cubist or non-objective geometric models. Performances glorified the inhuman rumblings
of modern machines. New sounds (the clamor of modern warfare, the static of radio
transmissions) became a central interest, mimicked verbally on stage during theatrical events,
performed with handmade instruments and industrial equipment, or represented
onomatopoetically in written form.
My dissertation thus examines an understudied direction of the avant-garde, which in its
aim to move beyond the elite connotations of the fine arts—and its limitations of medium and
mobility—looked to mass technological devices capable of simultaneous collective reception.
Rather than merely representing mechanical kingdoms, the artist-engineers discussed herein
commanded them, using machines to blur the boundaries between mediums, senses, and
perceptual modes.
Moreover, the case studies I present prove that avant-garde sound experiments continued
well into the 1930s, thus filling in the present historical lacuna between the Futurist projects of
the 1910s and John Cage’s work of the 1950s, the only examples of sound art typically discussed
in mainstream histories of art before the 1960s.28 “Sound art” is both an imprecise and
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Cage himself is partially responsible for this omission, since he cited the Futurist position on noise as the basis for
his investigations into non-musical sound. See John Cage, quoted in Roselee Goldberg, Performance Art: From
Futurism to the Present (New York: H.N. Abrams, 1988), 124.
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anachronistic term.29 Coined in 1983, it has been used to describe a wildly diverse array of
practices from sculptures and installations to musical compositions, live performances, and
scores.30 It also characterizes a broad range of methods that investigate and foreground the
properties of sound, including music and amusical noise. Yet it most commonly describes
artworks for which sound is the primary medium and, in this capacity, has been retroactively
applied to pre-1980s experiments with sound such as the work of the Italian Futurists in the
1910s and 1920s. Since sound art is now a widely accepted term for the diverse practices
outlined above, and since I wish to distinguish my protagonists’ work from music composition, I
adopt the term here.
As noted above, the Futurists promoted a new discordant vocabulary of “noise” by means
of mechanical instruments, dissonant music, sound poetry, serate, and the radio. Marinetti’s
declamations of Zang Tumb Tuuum, Russolo’s intonarumori concerts, and Balla’s 1917 staging
of Igor Stravinsky’s composition Fireworks (1908) are among the Futurist noise projects that are
well documented in texts on the movement.31 In the 1950s, building on this legacy of noise and
language-based sound, Cage rejected formal musical conventions and used strategies of
indeterminacy, chance operations, and silence to revolutionize experimental music. His ideas on
noise, synthetic music, and electrical instruments were deeply indebted to Russolo, something he
himself acknowledged, and his own prescriptive manifesto on noise, “The Future of Music:
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Alan Licht offers a useful summary of some of the ways in which the term has been defined, and Max Neuhaus
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Credo,” echoed Russolo’s earlier text in its insistence on the incorporation of everyday sounds
and new technologies into modernist music.32
Furthermore, reaching back to the Futurist approach to intermedia, an interdisciplinary
urge in art-making exploded once again after World War II under the influence of Cage with the
groups around Black Mountain College and Fluxus. Cage’s work and theories significantly
influenced his artist colleagues working mid-century, such as Robert Rauschenberg and Jasper
Johns, and cast a long shadow on artists, dancers, and musicians of the post-1960s generation.33
Cage is such a profoundly important figure in American and European cultural
production from the 1950s onward that art historians have embraced the term “post-Cagean
aesthetics” to describe much intermedia art produced after this moment.34 Yet while Cage is
celebrated in art history classrooms as both a conceptual artist and composer as well as a catalyst
for the experimentation that occurred within his orbit, early twentieth century artists working
with sound have been excluded from canonical histories of the historical avant-garde—a
problem, again, of the “formalist hierarchy,” but also one that implies that sound art is solely a
phenomenon of 1960s techno-culture.35
32

“According to Cage, in order to understand ‘the sense of musical renaissance and the possibility of invention’ that
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Art-historical literature on Cage focuses primarily on his famous (and infamous) musical composition 4’33”
(1952), comprised of 4 minutes and 33 seconds of silence, which is frequently discussed not as a work of “sound
art” but as a landmark precursor to 1960s conceptualism. See Kotz, “Post-Cagean Aesthetics and the Event Score,”
and Julia Robinson, “From Abstraction to Model: George Brecht’s Events and the Conceptual Turn in Art of the
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My aim is to push against the dominant account that Cage is the progenitor of postwar
experiments with sound by turning to four figures—Stokowski, Deharme, Pfenninger, and
Sholpo—whose interwar projects with mechanical instruments, sound technologies, and
synthetic sound help to chart a continuum from Futurism to the 1950s, a period that has been
largely ignored in literature on sound in the arts.36 The above protagonists, little-known for their
interventions into mass sound technologies, should be situated alongside notable avant-garde
artists, authors, and musicians that worked with music, sound poetry, or film, including Arseny
Avraamov, Hugo Ball, Marcel Duchamp, Oskar Fischinger, László Moholy-Nagy, and Kurt
Schwitters. Through them, one can also tell the story of pre-digital art making, before artist
groups (USCO, E.A.T., etc.) and exhibitions (Software, Information, etc.) of the 1960s and after,
which are typically highlighted in studies of art and technology. Against the tide of writing and
research on new media, I investigate old media and the ways in which artist-engineers both
harnessed their effects and encouraged their development. In doing so, I construct a new
genealogy for sound art.
***
Building on the work of German media theorist Friedrich Kittler’s Gramophone, Film,
Typewriter (1999), this dissertation considers a suite of modern sound technologies introduced in

1960s,” October 127 (Winter 2009): 77–108. In recent editions of the four major art history survey textbooks—H.H.
Arnason’s History of Modern Art (2013), Gardner’s Art Through the Ages (2011), Stokstad’s Art History (2014),
and Art Since 1900: Modernism, Antimodernism, Postmodernism (2nd edition, 2011)—John Cage is the only
“sound” artist mentioned (and only in three instances, as Stokstad excludes him).
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These figures differed, however, in their relationship to classical music. Though Stokowski, Pfenninger, and
Sholpo were invested in avant-garde ideas around spatialized and synethetic sound, the new technologies that they
developed were not applied toward these experimental ends, but rather used to reproduce tonal music. This seems to
have been, in varying cases, a misreading of the public palate for new music, the result of pressure from bourgeois
funders, or a desire to modernize compositions from the classical tradition. Cage, however, had no use for classical
music. In his text “The Future of Music: Credo,” he invokes Beethoven only to speculate on the sound that his
silhouette would make when repeated on the optical soundtrack of a filmstrip. See Cage, “The Future of Music:
Credo” (1937), in Audio Culture, 26.
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the nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries that attracted members of the avant-garde: the
telephone (1876), radio (1895), film projector (1922), and synthesizer (1897).37 These devices,
based on the transmission, reception, or generation of sound waves, offered new modes of
communication as well as novel ways of producing and disseminating information, but only
became technically refined by around 1930. Alexander Graham Bell patented the telephone in
1876, but it took decades to develop additional technologies (e.g., the vacuum tube) and
infrastructure (e.g., transatlantic cables) necessary to expand the telephone network in the United
States and to offer an effective, affordable device for private consumers. In France, the radio,
which had existed only as a novelty in the early 1920s, became a mass medium by 1930, with
twenty-five stations operating in France and hundreds of thousands of radios in homes across the
country. In the late nineteenth century, Léon Bouly invented the film projector, originally the
cinématographe, which was initially only capable of broadcasting short, silent films; optical
sound-on-film systems were developed in the early 1920s, and only in the late 1920s did they
became widely available in Germany. Finally, despite Thaddeus Cahill’s U.S. patent for the
Telharmonium in 1897, considered to be the first synthesizer, the technical prototype for a
modern synthesizer emerged more than three decades later in Russia. All of these devices
experienced rapid development in the early twentieth century due to new understandings of
hearing, acoustics, recording, and noise reduction owing to research in the scientific and
engineering fields. The technologies that form the basis of this study, therefore, only became
viable as artistic media in the years around 1930.
37

Friedrich A. Kittler, Gramophone, Film, Typewriter, trans. Geoffrey Winthrop-Young and Michael Wutz
(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1999). These technologies were not conceived at once as the products of
individual genius, but rather were developed and improved upon over long periods of time by a number of different
engineers. The dates that I provide above correspond to specific moments in the development of these technologies
that I identify as the origins for the modern iteration of that specific technology. For example, in 1895, after years of
experiments and drawing on prior discoveries by Heinrich Hertz, Nicola Tesla, James Maxwell, Guglielmo Marconi
devised the first complete wireless radio transmission system.
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Although these emerging technologies were quickly absorbed into everyday life, many
people were skeptical about the supposed benefits they provided. Others were anxious that
mechanization would replace human labor, and still others expressed profound distress at the
perceptual dislocations effected by these technologies (such as hearing a disembodied voice from
one end of a telephone line). Many critics, including Walter Benjamin, have identified this
defamiliarization—already familiar from the introduction of automata in eighteenth- and
nineteenth-centuries—as not only constitutive of audio technologies but also of modernity and
the avant-garde project.38 Artist-engineers often exploited the uncanniness of sound technologies
to create performer-less instruments that could function and produce sound (electrically or
mechanically) without the intervening presence of an operator or musician. This effort to
reconceptualize or reconfigure the role of the performer, in many ways by granting performative
agency to a machine, was a core concern for each of the figures I discuss. I explore the
unsettling, destabilizing effect that new sound technologies had on the modern psyche and on
patterns of perception in the 1920s and 1930s, and the ways in which this led to enhanced aural
sensitivity and other new modes of experiencing the world.
At precisely the same time that these sound technologies became accessible and
practicable, artists across Europe and the United States realized their creative potential. The fiveyear span, 1928 to 1933, that provides the temporal scope of my project maps the first creative
experiments with these sound technologies by the figures I explore. By this period the avantgarde had been experimenting for nearly two decades with visual technologies (notably cinema
and photography) in order to replicate their effects in artworks (such as adapting Étienne-Jules
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See Walter Benjamin, “The Work of Art in the Age of Its Technological Reproducibility,” in The Work of Art in
the Age of Its Technological Reproducibility and Other Writings on Media, eds. Michael W. Jennings, Brigid
Doherty, and Thomas Y. Levin (Cambridge, MA: The Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 2008), 19–55.
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Marey’s chronophotography to represent motion) or to push towards abstraction with forms the
naked eye could not see (as with the paintings of Vasily Kandinsky that depict amorphous forms
based on microscopic images of amoeba). But sound technologies offered an array of original
tools for expanding aural perception, an innovative genre of media with which to experiment,
and new ways to reach mass audiences through an unprecedented means of collection reception:
the generation and transmission of sound waves.
Yet, as I have already discussed, literature on the avant-garde has neither acknowledged
the impact of sound technologies nor theorized their widespread use in artistic practice. This is
perhaps due to the fact that these experiments were undertaken not by the leading spokespersons
and practitioners of avant-garde movements (with the exception of Marinetti), but by peripheral
figures—such as Stokowski, Deharme, Pfenninger, and Sholpo. Working with sound
technologies was also a barrier for most artists, since it required both audio engineering skills
and a knowledge of acoustics and sound reproduction as well as at least a basic familiarity with
musical composition. Thus, the figures responsible for such research and experimentation were
not primarily visual artists, but rather what I call artist-engineers who worked synthetically at the
intersection of these two fields.39 As a result, they resist easy categorization into genealogies of
art, music, or science, and exemplify instead an interdisciplinary position within the avant-garde.
Significantly, many avant-garde practitioners embraced modern technology and the cult
of the machine but typically failed in their attempts to work with technology directly (witness
Raoul Hausmann’s unbuilt synaesthetic Optophone).40 Instead, the artist-engineers discussed
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Similarly, an art historian attempting to excavate these histories of artist-engineers must also have a degree of
expertise in music and sound theory, making this subject an uncommon one for investigation.
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See Jacques Donguy, “Machine Head: Raoul Hausmann and the Optophone,” Leonardo 34, no. 3 (2001): 217–20.
The Optophone, which remained at the theoretical stage, was conceived as a light organ, in the tradition of color
music and mechanical instruments from the Weimar Republic. Hausmann dreamt up the device in 1922 and was
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here were present at the nascent stages of new developments and devised new ways to use
machines as creative media, even when their application was sometimes backwards-looking
(such as synthesizing sound from cut paper in order to reproduce classical music, in the case of
Sholpo). I have also chosen inventors who have received little critical attention in an effort to
bring their significant projects to light.41 As a result, in-depth analyses of more well-known
figures and projects are omitted. These include: George Antheil, whose 1924 score for Ballet
Mécanique originally called for sixteen mechanically-synchronized player pianos; Antonin
Artaud, who wrote the 1947 radio play Pour en finir avec le jugement de Dieu (To have done
with the judgment of God), a landmark work of the French avant-garde; Marinetti, whose Fascist
radio broadcasts beginning in the 1930s represent perhaps the most robust engagement with the
radio by a member of the avant-garde; and Thomas Wilfred, whose kinetic light sculptures,
invented in the 1910s, prefigured the advent of television and video technology.42
Cinema emerges as a central theme in my study. This dissertation’s temporal focus
coincides with a major technological shift, the transition from silent to sound film, that had farreaching implications and reverberations in the cultural, economic, and scientific spheres. As the
cinema industry exploded, studios raced to devise new audio and projection systems.
Pfenninger’s graphic sound project and Sholpo’s synthesizer emerged within this milieu, one that

granted a patent for it in 1935 but, under pressure to leave Germany by the National Socialists, sold the patent in
1938. The Optophone was never built.
41

These figures have not been properly celebrated, perhaps because of an engagement with politics perceived as
insufficient and an engagement with industry perceived as overly intimate. I will discuss the sparse literature on
each of my protagonists in their respective chapters.
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See, for example, Julia Schmidt-Pirro, “Between the European Avant-Garde and American Modernism: George
Antheil’s ‘Ballet Mécanique,’” Soundings: An Interdisciplinary Journal 89, no. 3/4 (Fall/Winter 2006): 405–29;
Allen S. Weiss, “Radio, Death, and the Devil: Artaud’s Pour en finir avec le jugement de Dieu,” in Wireless
Imagination: Sound, Radio and the Avant-Garde, eds. Douglas Kahn and Gregory Whitehead (Cambridge, MA: The
MIT Press, 2001), 269–308; Margaret Fisher, “Futurism and Radio,” in Futurism and the Technological
Imagination, ed. Günter Berghaus (New York: Rodopi, 2009), 229–62; and Keely Orgeman, Lumia: Thomas
Wilfred and the Art of Light (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2017).
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combined both aural and visual senses. When sound suddenly materialized within the darkness
of movie theaters, it transformed them into sensual, immersive spaces, enabling audiences to
correlate for the first time an image on screen with its immanent sound. Deharme’s radio plays
capitalized on this perceptual shift by asking listeners to project their own “inner film,” and
Stokowski subverted it by forcing listeners to disassociate sound from its source: in his case, the
familiar presence of a symphony orchestra.43 With new mechanical, musical, graphic, and
transmitted sounds, artist-engineers confounded the relationship between sound and sight,
foregrounding aural perception in new ways that circumvented the conventions of both narrative
depiction and abstract evocation. The dialectic between sound and image thus also represents a
key theme of the present study.
These fertile experimentations with sound art occurred at the cusp of socio-political
conflicts in the very societies that spawned them between the years 1928 to 1933. In the United
States, the stock market crash and Great Depression resulted in economic insecurity and
nationwide unemployment that reverberated worldwide.44 In France, anti-parliamentarian and
anti-fascist demonstrations built momentum for the establishment of the left-wing Popular Front
movement in 1936. After the trauma of World War I, economic collapse, a fear of left wing
revolution, and the humiliation of the Treaty of Versailles led to the rise of the National Socialist
party in Germany and Adolf Hitler’s eventual seizure of power as Chancellor of the Reich in
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Paul Deharme, “Proposition for a Radiophonic Art” (1930), trans. Anke Birkenmaier, Modernism / Modernity 16,
no. 2 (April 2009): 407.
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The United States was not necessarily the benign nation of the four countries I explore in depth (taking into
account France, Germany, and Russia). As Wolfgang Schivelbush has noted, critics on the left and right in the 1930s
“identified a number of similarities between the socially oriented policies of the New Deal and Fascist ideas of
collective consolidation.” He notes that the phrase “economic Fascism” was often used to describe the pluralist
nature and socially-oriented policies of the New Deal. Wolfgang Schivelbush, Three New Deals: Reflections on
Roosevelt’s America, Mussolini’s Italy, and Hitler’s Germany, 1933–1939, trans. Jefferson Chase (New York:
Metropolitan Books, 2006), 14 and 25.
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1933. In the Soviet Union, Joseph Stalin’s First Five-Year Plan (implemented in 1928) and his
“purges” of the professional and peasant classes devastated both the infrastructure and
citizenship of the nation. The repressive doctrine of Socialist Realism, codified in 1934, censored
all experimental or non-traditional forms of artistic expression as mere “formalism.”
The artist-engineers I describe worked within this unstable milieu, as political tensions,
economic volatility, and authoritarian dictatorships were on the rise. Although Pfenninger and
Sholpo lost state financing and largely disappeared from the historical record, there is no
evidence to suggest that their work was subject to censure, and their projects continued to
resonate with filmmakers and musicians. Clement Greenberg’s famous quip that the avant-garde
was tied to the patron class “by an umbilical cord of gold” proved true in the case of Stokowski,
who achieved his vision with the support of a powerful and forward-looking corporation—Bell
Labs.45 And, working within the infrastructure of a national telecommunications network and
with the equipment of a corporate advertising firm, Deharme was able to define a new art form
on the radio.
***
At this point a definition of the avant-garde, as I use it in this dissertation, is in order. A
military term that was repurposed in the mid-1850s to describe the artworks of the French Realist
painter Gustave Courbet, “avant-garde” also characterizes a fervent period of advanced creative
experimentation with modernism and the inherent properties of the visual arts across Europe and
the United States from the 1910s to 1930s that aligned with a radicalization of both left and right
politics (sometimes referred to as the “historical avant-garde”). It also refers to a recurrent period
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Clement Greenberg, “Avant-Garde and Kitsch,” in Art and Culture: Critial Essays (Boston: Beacon Press, 1961),

8.
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of artistic and political activity in the 1950s and 1960s (sometime referred to as the “neo-avantgarde”).46
The central text on the avant-garde remains its most controversial: German Marxist
literary critic Peter Bürger’s Theory of the Avant-Garde (1974), which attempted to define the
radical shift in culture that the historical avant-garde precipitated as a direct response to the
bourgeois concept of the “ivory tower” and the autonomy of art from the capitalist sphere.47
Writing in the wake of the Frankfurt School’s critical theories, Bürger revisited the example of
the historical avant-garde to argue that artists in the 1910s and 1920s sought to criticize and
upend the conventions of the unified work of art, thereby privileging college and montage as the
most radical forms of creative practice.48
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These include Bürger, The Theory of the Avant-Garde; Calinescu, Five Faces of Modernity: Modernism, AvantGarde, Decadence, Ktisch, Postmodernism; Diana Crane, The Transformation of the Avant-Garde: The New York
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Bürger’s text attempts to recast some of claims made by Renato Poggioli in his
identically titled 1968 book Theory of the Avant-Garde. Yet the basic characteristics of an avantgarde, according to Poggioli, offer a more capacious understanding than other theorists have
allowed, making his text particularly useful for the present study. Notably, Poggioli called the
avant-garde not an aesthetic movement but “a social phenomenon,” characterized by ideological
imperatives shared among a group.49 He further identified the fundamental attribute of avantgardism as “experimentalism”—a designation that syncs with the etymological meaning of the
term “avant-garde” as an advance guard or group and one that I take up here.50
In his essay “The Hidden Dialectic: Avantgarde–Technology–Mass Culture,” Andreas
Huyssen follows Bürger in recognizing the historical avant-garde’s revolutionary artistic and
political aims but diverges in identifying technological advancements as the foundation for those
objectives.51 For him, “no other single factor” influenced avant-garde production as much as new
technologies.52 They not only provided new media with which to create art, including those
intended for mechanical reproduction such as photography and film, but also lent their modes of
operation to a variety of artistic effects based on mechanization, including collage and montage.
Moreover, technologies “played a crucial, if not the crucial, role” in the avant-garde’s efforts to
provoke a revolution in everyday life through art, given their position as mass cultural forms.53
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Thus for Huyssen, the concept of an avant-garde is tethered to the idea of technological progress
and to its dialectical relationship with mass culture. Such claims to the centrality of technology
are central to my study.
I also follow an idea developed by several scholars, including Bruce Clarke and Linda
Dalrymple Henderson.54 They argue that developments in modernism can best be understood
through the contextual lenses of science and technology, which provided much of the formal
vocabulary for avant-garde experimentation (such as multiple photographic exposures, which
prompted the fracturing of pictorial space into overlapping viewpoints). Scientific discourse also
lent technical terminology to the avant-garde, such as “experiment,” “research,” and
“laboratory,” as Poggioli has noted.55 In addition, scientific schemes of representation—graphs,
diagrams, technical descriptions—were adopted as artistic forms.56 Avant-garde artists also
exploited the ability of technological devices and scientific processes to extend, augment, or alter
perceptual faculties, such as the close-up views of microphotography or the penetrating vision of
X-rays. In other words, scholars such as Clarke and Henderson realign the idea of an advanced
guard to technological innovation in addition to class revolution. While they primarily explore
technology in relation to visual culture and optical perception, I also examine the ways in which
technologies transformed the sonic cultures of the avant-garde and aural perception.
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While theories of the avant-garde have been largely adopted by the field of art history,
significant histories of avant-garde cultures in the 1920s and 1930s have emerged from the
domains of film studies, music history, and media studies. Malte Hagener provides the first
comprehensive account of the development of European film in his book Moving Forward,
Looking Back: The European Avant-Garde and the Invention of Film Culture, 1919–1939.57 He
assesses film’s unique position, since the ability to control its means of production was more
challenging and costly than with other visual media and since it could not completely break from
either bourgeois or commercial culture. While musicology lacks a theory of the avant-garde as
prominent as Bürger’s, several books explore particular aspects of its history. Thomas Patteson’s
book, Instruments for New Music: Sound, Technology, and Modernism, charts the development
of mechanical instruments and sound technologies in Germany during the Weimar Republic.58
Media historian Douglas Kahn offers a broad interdisciplinary view of sonic practices within
modernism and postmodernism in his book Noise Water Meat: A History of Sound in the Arts,
and devotes a brief chapter to the avant-garde that emphasizes the significance of noise as a
means of expression.59 Finally, Kahn and Gregory Whitehead’s edited volume Wireless
Imagination: Sound, Radio, and the Avant-Garde explores the radiophonic practices of avantgarde artists from the Surrealists and the Russian Constructivists to those from the 1960s
counterculture.60
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In general, musicians and filmmakers of this era followed a similar path to visual artists.
They sought political engagement, the negation of illusory mimeticism, radical experimentation,
abstraction, and the rejection of traditional forms and institutions. Yet, unlike their counterparts
in the visual arts, filmmakers and musicians in this period—working with mechanical
instruments in forms designed for mass consumption—necessarily held positions between the
avant-garde and mass culture, between industrial production and elite creative practice, and
sometimes between the experimental and the bourgeois. Dziga Vertov, the pioneering Soviet
documentary filmmaker, for example, produced profoundly experimental works like Man with a
Movie Camera that were also propaganda films commissioned by the state. This negotiation—
this “grey zone” between these spheres—is more complicated to theorize, but also offers a more
complete perspective on avant-garde practice in the early twentieth century away from the
binarism of avant-garde and mass culture. This new theoretical model allows us to uncover
creative practices that either do not fit conveniently into received histories or that push against
common understandings of interwar cultural production in general.
In sum, this study focuses on several key characteristics of the avant-garde: formal
experimentation across media; a concern with new technologies and scientific advancements; a
desire to transform perception; a relationship to mass culture; and a collective social engagement
with political and aesthetic concerns (Poggioli’s “social phenomenon”).61 It explores how the
avant-garde broke down the boundaries between art and life, producer and consumer, avantgarde and mass culture, theory and practice, artist and engineer. Yet it differs from the
aforementioned texts on the avant-garde in its focus on technology, which I see—like Huyssen—
as the most important factor to inform the intellectual development and aesthetic proclivities of
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the avant-garde in their identification as modern artists. As film historian James Lastra concurs,
“the experience we describe as ‘modernity’—an experience of profound temporal and spatial
displacements, of often accelerated and diversified shocks, of new modes of society and of
experience—has been shaped decisively by the technological media.”62 In the hands of artistengineers, these technological media became mediums for revolutionizing creative practice.63
***
Making several significant claims that address broad methodological and historical gaps
in orthodox art histories, I first and foremost consider sound as a medium. Though art historians
have dealt extensively in the postwar period with time-based media (i.e., film, video,
performance), conceptual art, printed matter, and other forms of ephemeral art, sound continues
to pose challenging methodological problems for a discipline concerned primarily with visual
material. As a result, art history has largely considered sound only as a corollary to the visual,
specifically in relation to the development of abstraction.64 In doing so, it has overlooked both
the critical importance of sound as a medium of modern artistic expression and the contributions
that artists working with sound have made to the narrative of twentieth-century art. Similarly,
musicology has approached sound (as opposed to music) tentatively by subsuming it under the
general rubric of experimental music and its attendant history, systems, and theories while
widely refusing to define, let alone concede, its own aesthetic imperatives.
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There are exceptions, of course: the scholarship of art historians Branden Joseph and Liz
Kotz, in particular, provide productive models for thinking and writing about sound although
both of them focus on art and music after World War II, as does the vast majority of arthistorical literature on this subject.65 Marsha Morton and Peter L. Schmunk’s edited volume The
Arts Entwined: Music and Painting in the Nineteenth Century and Richard Leppert’s The Sight of
Sound: Music, Representation, and the History of the Body offer two of the few serious
musicological considerations of painterly representation, yet their century of focus predates the
explosive period of technological experimentation that is the subject of the present study.66 By
contrast, I excavate sound’s significance for the avant-garde. In developing this history, I draw
most heavily on interdisciplinary writing from the field of sound studies, in particular Jonathan
Sterne’s The Audible Past: Cultural Origins of Sound Reproduction (2003) and Emily
Thompson’s The Soundscape of Modernity: Architectural Acoustics and the Culture of Listening
in America, 1900–1930 (2002).67
Second, this dissertation contends that experiments with sound technologies are integral
to an understanding of avant-garde artistic production, rounding out accepted histories that focus
on more commonly-understood mediums such as painting, sculpture, photography, film, theater,
literature, and performance. Although individual experiments with sound are sometimes cited in
art histories of European avant-garde movements, these mentions are scarce. And despite
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widespread evidence of disparate experiments with sound technologies across Europe, sound—
as mediated through the technological devices of modernity—is hardly recognized as a medium
regularly deployed by the European avant-gardes.68 The United States had its share of
experiments with sound technologies too but, unlike in Europe, U.S. artists who worked with
sound in the early twentieth century were typically disconnected from key circles of avant-garde
activity in the visual arts, which likely explains their absence from art histories of this era.69 The
only sound technology that has received critical art-historical attention is the radio, from Robert
Desnos’s surrealist radio programs of the 1930s to F.T. Marinetti’s Fascist broadcasts.70 Among
the numerous interdisciplinary histories of creative interventions on the radio, several focus on
the avant-garde, notably Kahn and Whitehead’s Wireless Imagination, but no text has yet taken a
look at avant-garde sound projects across a range of geographical situations and technological
media.71 Constellated through technologies, I argue, the sonic preoccupations of the avant-garde
become clear.
Third, by recognizing the achievements of figures who worked at the intersections of art,
technology, and science, I propose a broader definition of artistic practice to include the
visionary work of artist-engineers. In looking at several figures who worked between the realms
of art and science, I also chart a move from conventional avenues of artistic creation,
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distribution, and reception situated in ateliers and exhibition spaces to alternative modes
grounded in engineering studios, scientific laboratories, and corporate research departments.
Lastly, I offer a more capacious understanding of the artwork beyond the visual to encompass the
materials, sonic artifacts, machines, and concepts produced as the result of creative activity.
While art historians have yet to fully accept sound studies, the history of science,
technology, and medicine has recently embraced the field, resulting in a number of important
texts on the way sound is produced, mediated, recorded and perceived, including The Oxford
Handbook of Sound Studies.72 Sterne’s anthology The Sound Studies Reader provides an
indispensable primer on the subject and helps to define it as a flexible field for studying the
formation and development of auditory cultures.73 Despite a surge of interest in sound studies,
Sterne has argued that our understanding of sound is still inflected by the “audiovisual litany”:
tropes for describing sound and listening based on their relationship to or divergence from
strategies of vision and looking, which are seen as superior.74 Indeed, the visual bias of scientific
fields, as well as the empirical approach to examining evidence that defines these fields, has
largely precluded considerations of the subjective experience of listening and the ways in which
non-musical sounds produce meaning.75 Moreover, major texts from science and technology
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studies have discussed technology’s impact on cultural practices (such as collecting, as in Karin
Bijsterveld’s co-edited volume Sound Souvenirs) and cultural phenomena (such as advancements
in architectural acoustics, as in Thompson’s The Soundscape of Modernity), but rarely explore
cultural production (one example being Hans-Joachim Braun’s Music and Technology in the 20th
Century, which focuses on music making).76
Methodologically, I bridge a close examination of visual and sonic artifacts with a
rigorous reading of primary sources (in particular artists’ texts, patents, and archival materials)
and histories of technology, as well as an analysis of social, historical, scientific, and political
events. I follow Bruno Latour’s formulation of “actor-network theory” to map interactions
between heterogeneous technologies, scientific and corporate institutions, and artists as well as
the materials they produced.77 Branden Joseph’s concept of a “minor history,” borrowed from
Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari, which describes a “certain trajectory through and within an
artistic and historical milieu,” has also been a productive model for my project.78 I also take a
media archaeological approach, looking (and listening) attentively to the history, technologies,
and uses of old media. My interdisciplinary study makes use of these methods, histories, and
texts to argue for the impact of sound and technology on avant-garde practice and to make the
case for listening to the early twentieth century. If, as Kahn argues, “modernism has been read
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and looked at in detail but rarely heard,” then this dissertation aims to be a corrective, recovering
the sonic dimensions of modernity and the technologies with which it was shaped.79
***
The first two chapters of my dissertation deal with the issue of transmission, considering
projects with the telephone and radio that distributed sound outwards across vast communication
networks while at the same time directing perception inwards to listeners’ minds and the acoustic
properties of sound itself. The last two chapters consider technologies used as generative media,
namely the film projector and synthesizer, which produced sounds within the interior spaces of
cinema halls in order to direct aural perception out of the body towards a frontal screen,
correlating the direction of sight with that of hearing.
Chapter one, “Telephone—‘Invisible Orchestra’: Leopold Stokowski’s Telephonic
Experiments,” considers a little-known 1933 collaboration between engineers from Bell
Laboratories and Stokowski, the famed Philadelphia Harmonic conductor. Telephone wires
transmitted a concert performed by his orchestra in an empty Philadelphia theater to audiences
listening from a concert hall in Washington D.C. The high fidelity system devised to broadcast
the event reproduced the tonal effects of the orchestra so as to rival the experience of a live
concert, fascinating listeners who were mystified by the “invisible orchestra.”80 I argue that
Stokowski, in conceptualizing this 1933 spectacle, drew on two perceptual models: the
nineteenth-century concert hall and the modern sound cinema. In doing so, he conditioned
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listeners for the impending arrival of surround sound and promoted a new form of auditory
“spectatorship” (to use a visual metaphor) in this period.81
Chapter two, “Radio—‘Inner Film’: Paul Deharme’s Radiophonic Surrealism,” uncovers
the three plays that Deharme produced for Radio France between 1928 and 1934 and analyzes
his treatises on radiophonic art. Drawing on techniques from Freudian psychoanalysis and
Surrealist automatism, Deharme devised a method for accessing listeners’ minds to create what
he called an “inner film” of images and sensations. While many French Surrealists, including the
movement’s founders André Breton and Philippe Soupault, conceived of film as the ideal
medium for manifesting the movement’s techniques and concepts, their engagement with
cinema, as I will show, was limited at best, due in large part to a lack of technological expertise.
I argue that Deharme attempted to overcome the unfulfilled relationship between Surrealism and
sound cinema with art radiophonique, which he described in cinematic terms.
Chapter three, “Projector—‘Music Made of Ink’: Rudolf Pfenninger’s Graphic Sound,”
explores the invention of graphic sound in Munich by Pfenninger, an animator at the EMELKA
film lab who, in 1930, produced six films using tönende Handschrift (“sounding handwriting”), a
systematic method for the synthetic generation of sound. He hand-painted wave forms onto paper
which he then photographed onto the optical tracks of filmstrips, precluding the use of a
mechanism for recording. The resulting sounds were of an entirely new timbre, creating sonic
effects distinct from those produced by available instrumentation and with conventional musical
notation. Pfenninger was suddenly able to inscribe any possible acoustic phenomena,
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generating—at will—“sounds from nowhere.”82 I argue that Pfenninger took up the modernist
call to re-function everyday objects as creative media, finally realizing Bauhaus master László
Moholy-Nagy’s proposal to transform devices intended for reproduction into tools for
production.
The fourth and final chapter, “Synthesizer—‘The Enemy of Music’: Evgeny Sholpo’s
Paper Sound,” examines the simultaneous, but independent, development of graphic sound in the
USSR by means of an early synthesizer prototype designed by Sholpo, an engineer working at
the Central Laboratory of Wire Communication in Leningrad, between 1929 and 1932. Sholpo’s
automatic Variophon converted light passing through perforated paper disks into sound and was
capable of synthesizing speech or music, rendering the musical performer obsolete. Sholpo’s
desire to create “performer-less” music was a visionary proposition, one that synced with a
general goal among the avant-garde to pursue speculative, research-based projects and to engage
with machine technology. I read Sholpo’s work retrospectively through the lens of Projectionism
to argue that Sholpo’s work demonstrates the reorientation of Soviet cultural production from
productivist aims to a projectionist aesthetic, that is, from a societally-useful art grounded in the
production of objects to a future-oriented art geared towards technological revolution and based
on principles from science and math.
The conclusion links 1930s experiments with sound technologies to artistic practices
since the 1950s, including the telephonic transmissions of Maryanne Amacher; the radio plays of
John Cage; the “projected” sounds of Daphne Oram; and the synthesizer music of Morton
Subotnick. I posit that interwar sound experiments, such as the four case studies that I discuss,
provide generative models for these post-war and contemporary projects. In doing so, I
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demonstrate that the mechanical kingdoms of the early twentieth century—which worked with
sound as material and medium, as aural event and graphic trace—have settled in the wireless
imaginations of artists today.
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CHAPTER 1: TELEPHONE
“Invisible Orchestra”: Leopold Stokowski’s Telephonic Experiments
After months of frenzied experimentation with harmonic telegraphy and electric
telephony, Alexander Graham Bell uttered the first intelligible words into the diaphragm of a
telephone on March 10, 1876: “Mr. Watson—Come here. I want to see you!”1 (Fig. 1.1) Bell’s
eager plea to his assistant listening in the next room validated his patent (issued only three days
prior) for the electromagnetic transmission of sound, launched the Bell System, and precipitated
decades of modifications and improvements to the modern telephone.2 Yet it is notable that the
first words expressed through the telephone—a device for communicating verbally at a
distance—announced Bell’s desire to see. The separation of sound from its source, and the
anxiety that this immanent visual lack provokes, was inscribed in telephonic communication
from its very beginning.3
This chapter examines an important episode in the development of the telephone: a series
of collaborations in the early 1930s between conductor Leopold Stokowski (1882–1977) and
engineers from Bell Telephone Laboratories—most notably Arthur Keller and Harvey Fletcher—
that aimed to transmit and reproduce music in “auditory perspective” (early surround sound)
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over telephone lines and, ultimately, enhance the experience of listening to orchestral music by
prohibiting access to the visual reference of the orchestra.4 The experiments culminated in 1933
with the long-distance transmission of a concert that featured “disembodied performers under the
direction of a discarnate conductor.”5 The Philadelphia Harmonic played four works by Bach,
Beethoven, Debussy, and Wagner to an empty theater at the Academy of Music in Philadelphia
(under the direction of Alexander Smallens). The music was simultaneously transmitted over
telephone wires to loudspeakers and broadcast to a listening audience at Constitution Hall in
Washington D.C. where it was electronically “conducted” by Stokowski, who manipulated the
frequencies and volume controls on a sound mixing console in the back of the room (Fig 1.2). A
massive and costly technical apparatus, consisting of not only audio equipment in both locations
but also a network of wires and custom-built telephone stations between them, facilitated the
transmission of music; a dramatic light show, designed to promote synesthetic correspondences
between the music and colored lights, accompanied the sounds of the orchestra in Constitution
Hall. Although Stokowski and Bell Labs never repeated this mass presentation of auditory
perspective, the technologies devised for the concert performance were adapted several years
later, famously, for the cinema: Fantasound, the first stereophonic motion picture format—
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developed by Walt Disney Studio and RCA with Stokowski for the film Fantasia (1940)—
revolutionized the film industry by establishing surround sound as the cinema standard.
Although this demonstration of auditory perspective was the first public manifestation of
Stokowski’s idea to improve the listener’s experience of music by making its source “disappear,”
he had formulated the concept years prior. He wrote the following notice, which was inserted
into the programs for a 1926 performance by the Philadelphia Orchestra at Carnegie Hall:
The conviction has been growing in me that orchestra and conductor should be unseen, so
that on the part of the listener more attention will go to the ear and less to the eyes. The
experiment of an invisible orchestra is for the moment impossible—so I am trying to
reach for a similar result by reducing the light to the minimum necessary for the artists of
the orchestra to see their music and the conductor.6
Stokowski must have known that his “invisible orchestra” drew upon an important precedent:
Wagner’s Festspielhaus (Festival Theater) in Bayreuth, Germany, which opened in 1876.7
Renowned for concealing the orchestra pit beneath the stage, the theater also plunged the
audience into darkness during performances (save for washes of colored light) in order to allow
them to experience “acoustic hallucinations.”8 (Fig. 1.3) Wagner termed this type of intermedia
performance a Gesamtkunstwerk (“total work of art”), a term that now generally defines a
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synthesis of several art forms, such as opera (which comprises poetry, music, drama, and visual
art).9 Through its utopian unification of artistic disciplines and promotion of an active, but
individualized, spectatorship, the Gesamtkunstwerk epitomized, for Wagner, the ideal art form in
the mid-nineteenth century.10 Yet the composer’s vision could not be fully achieved with the
technical means of the era. Contemporary historians, most notably Friedrich Kittler, have
nonetheless redeemed Wagner’s concept of the total work of art—and its aim to inundate the
senses through the “all pervasive power of sound”—as a precursor to the modern cinema.11
Thus, in conceptualizing the 1933 spectacle, I argue, Stokowski looked both to the past
and to the future: to nineteenth-century Bayreuth and the setting of a concert hall, and to the near
future of American cinema and the dawn of surround sound. He adapted Wagner’s model—a
seated, frontally-focused audience; a darkened auditorium; a bright show of lights; a flood of
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sound—as a familiar frame for listening to music.12 Yet he also disrupted this frame: removing
the orchestra from its traditional site of reception altogether and instead mediating its off-site
performance through “auditory perspective,” a forerunner to cinema surround sound. Bridging
these experiences of the concert hall and cinema, Stokowski exploited the capacity of both
orchestral music and sound film to overwhelm the senses. In doing so, I will argue, he
conditioned listeners for the impending arrival of surround sound, an innovation that he himself
helped to usher in with Fantasia.
The “invisible orchestra” represented a modern financing model for creative work—the
corporation as patron—and a rare alignment of corporate priorities with artistic ones. Stokowski
shared Bell Labs’ interests in developing new technologies that would improve the transmission
of music and in testing the limits of these technologies. Collaborating on a public demonstration
of their research results not only provided publicity for Bell Labs’ products but also enabled
Stokowski to produce a major concert at a scale that would not have been possible at the time, in
the wake of the Great Depression, with government patronage or individual funding. Notably,
their project occurred decades before Bell Labs’s most high-profile artistic collaboration:
Experiments in Art and Technology (E.A.T.), a collective founded by engineer Billy Klüver and
artist Robert Rauschenberg in the late-1960s. That decade, which experienced a boom of such
partnerships between businesses and artists (as I will explain briefly in this dissertation’s
conclusion), is when the corporate sponsorship model for art is said to have emerged.13
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Until now, the importance of the Stokowski-Bell Labs partnership as a pioneering artistic
experiment has been eclipsed in favor of interpretations that merely emphasize the project’s
scientific relevance. Literature of the period and more recent monographs on Stokowski broadly
acknowledge the significance of the project for the history of telephonic communication in
general and for the American Telephone & Telegraph Company (AT&T) in particular, as well as
its implications for the domain of music.14 Likewise, the only text to consider the project
exclusively, by Robert E. McGinn, a Professor of Management Science and Engineering at
Stanford, evaluates it primarily as a milestone technical achievement in the electrical
reproduction of music.15
Indeed, the collaboration had positive and long-lasting repercussions for the
telecommunications field both technologically and financially. It represented the first successful,
multi-channel telephonic transmission of music and the first public demonstration of Bell Labs’
newly-developed high fidelity system aimed at the live transmission of musical performance.16
Fletcher, a key engineer on the project, conducted research on audition (hearing) as part of the
collaboration. His discoveries on the perceptual capabilities of the human ear not only
contributed to the development of technology used in the Stokowski-Bell Labs transmission, but
also resulted in the invention of the audiometer and the electric hearing aid, as well as
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improvements to the telephone network.17 Major technological advancements devised for the
transmission of the concert in 1933, such as improvements to amplifiers, microphones, and
bandwidth capacity, were later used to develop stereo sound recording, and, more recently, MP3
players.18
Yet Stokowski’s experiment also embraced the direct coalition of art and technology to
play with perception and reach a mass audience, and engaged with Synchromist ideas around the
fusion of light, color, and sound. These conditions, and the relationship between audible sound
and visible source, will be investigated in the pages that follow. First, it will be necessary to
discuss the theoretical debates surrounding the telephone in this period (such as its purported
ability to transmit a “copy” of an “original” sound, which will become central to the discussion
of the Stokowski-Bell Labs collaboration). I will also briefly describe early speculation on the
telephone’s use value as a device for transmitting music, in contrast to other disembodied means
such as the radio. After describing the project and its context, the political and economic
conditions surrounding the development of this concert will also be addressed. Finally, I will
consider the afterlife of the project and its connection to the modern cinema industry. This
analysis, which makes use of significant new research on the project, will reveal that
Stokowski’s efforts to accurately represent the full fidelity of sound could only be realized by the
aural presence of an “invisible orchestra” transmitted by means of telephone wires.
*
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The relationship between Stokowski and the engineers at Bell Labs was predicated both
on artistic and scientific innovation. Despite his training in orchestral music, Stokowski was
deeply invested in new sound technologies and innovative cultural forms and the ways in which
these could be used to transform music and the aural perception of sound. Sought out by
recording and engineering companies, Stokowski led the Philadelphia Harmonic to record the
first symphony acoustically (1917); electrically (1925); and in stereo sound (1931), and he
planned to incorporate electrical instruments, including the Theremin, into his symphony
orchestra as early as 1928.19 Later in his career, he even stopped using dynamic markings on
scores to indicate volume (pianissimo, fortissimo, etc.) and instead used decibel notations (Fig.
1.4). He also conducted independent research on architectural acoustics, electronics, radio
broadcasting, and microtonal music in India and Java. Over the course of his long tenure as
conductor of the Philadelphia Orchestra (1912–38), he veered away from traditional repertoire
and initiated a number of intermedia collaborations with modern American artists and musicians.
These included the U.S. premiere of Die glückliche Hand (The Hand of Fate)—a mime opera by
the composer Arnold Schoenberg based on Otto Weininger’s book Sex and Character (1903),
featuring choreography by Leonide Massine of the Ballets Russes and performances by the
Martha Graham Company—as well as the world premiere of H.P., a “ballet symphony” with
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music by Carlos Chavez and costumes designed by Diego Rivera.20 (Fig. 1.5) Given Stokowski’s
knowledge about the technological mediation of sound and his interest in artistic
experimentation, it is not surprising that Bell Labs invited him to collaborate on a new system for
the telephonic transmission of music.21 By the early 1930s, Stokowski was also a household
name. He was not only an acclaimed orchestra conductor but also widely known for his
intriguing personal life which included romances with actress Greta Garbo and heiress Gloria
Vanderbilt; thus, his name lent additional expertise as well as prestige and popular appeal to Bell
Labs’ project.
Bell Labs had already revolutionized the music industry by 1925, when it was established
as the combined research and development arm of AT&T and Western Electric. That year,
engineer J.P. Maxfield determined that 33 1/3 revolutions per minute was the ideal speed for
recording sound on a vinyl record (although LPs at this speed were not commercially marketed
until more than two decades later).22 By the early 1930s, the division had shifted its research
focus to the limits and sensitivities of human hearing, which led to design improvements for
electrical and acoustic instruments. Fletcher, one of the main engineers at Bell Labs from 1916 to
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1940 and a researcher on speech and hearing, was tasked with advancing the fidelity of
telephonic transmission to such a point of perfection that the technology itself would
“disappear”; by eliminating the static of the transmission and enhancing the clarity of the sound,
listeners, theoretically, would not be able to discern the source of the sound alone. Of course,
Fletcher could not perfectly mimic the physical listening conditions from one end of the
telephone line to the other. Rather, he aimed to reproduce the phenomenological effects of these
conditions for the listener, creating a “perceptual equivalence” between them.23 Fletcher
considered music to be the ideal object for this scientific study, since specific notes could be
easily repeated, as opposed to vocal sounds which are difficult to replicate due to varying
intonations.24
Demonstrating a correspondence on the telephone between a live sonic event on one end
of the line (whether a musical performance or speech) and its transmission on the other end was
not only a technological matter but also a public relations issue. At the same time as the company
worked to improve the necessary sound technologies, it also worked to convince consumers that
these experiences were comparable by engaging them in tone tests. In this, Bell Labs looked to
the Edison Company tone tests, conducted from 1915 to 1925, as a precedent. Over the course of
that decade, the company ran more than four thousand live tone tests in front of millions of
people; Edison recording artists performed alongside their phonograph recordings in an effort to
convince audiences that they were indistinguishable (Fig. 1.6).25 The results of these
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experiments, intended to promote the purchase of the Edison Company phonograph, reached an
even greater audience through printed advertising campaigns in popular magazines such as
Ladies’ Home Journal. The tone tests conducted by Bell Labs similarly sought to persuade
audiences of the “perceptual equivalence” between one end of the telephone line and the other,
and also served to promote the corporation’s technologies and interests.
Stokowski first visited Bell Labs in April 1930 and met with several engineers, with
whom he discussed his desire to improve the tone color and fidelity of broadcast music. He had
just spent the 1929–30 season conducting the Philadelphia Orchestra on National Broadcasting
Company (NBC) radio and was dissatisfied with the quality of the transmission. After a year of
conversation with Bell Labs, Stokowski became convinced that the telephone system—a more
established, wired medium, without the interference of a wireless technology like the radio—
could more adequately achieve his goal. He dispatched a letter to Bell Labs engineer Harold
Arnold on April 8, 1931 indicating the Philadelphia Orchestra’s availability to participate in
sound experiments on the recording and reproduction of music.26 Bell Labs installed equipment
at the Academy of Music by the end of that month.27
In collaborating on the “invisible orchestra,” Stokowski and Bell Labs believed that the
experience of listening to live music (potentially from anywhere at any time) could be replicated
through high fidelity telephonic reproduction. This was only feasible, however, by eliminating as
much of the telephone’s physical presence as possible and any acoustic artifacts (such as static).
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In other words, as Jonathan Sterne explains, Stokowski and Bell Labs had to “erase the medium
(ironically, by highlighting the technology), render it transparent, and turn the question of
reproduction into an equivalence between original and copy.”28 That is, they could render the
telephone “invisible” by eliminating the noise of the machine and enhancing its fidelity, thereby
making the transmitted “copy” sound like the performed “original.”29 The effectiveness of their
experiment hinged on this challenge: to make something sound, clearly and directly, like the
thing it was supposed to represent.
According to Thompson, this clear sound without reverberation or extraneous noise
characterized the “soundscape of modernity” by the early 1930s.30 It also effected a new kind of
listening. In comparison to the readily-perceptible nature of live musical performance—in which
one sees an orchestra and hears the music it produces, thus understanding the music’s source—
signal-like sound (filtered, recorded, and reproduced through technological mediation) offered an
alternative form of perceptual absorption and phenomenological engagement. On one hand,
listeners could concentrate more closely on the sonic event, without any visual distractions; on
the other hand, hearing a familiar sound, like a recognizable voice, plainly and unmistakably
emanating from a mechanical device without visual access to the source of that sound was a
deeply unsettling experience for a public that was still grappling with new sound technologies
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and their capabilities.31 An article in The New York Times describes a public demonstration of the
system in January 1934 at the auditorium of the Engineering Societies’ Building on West 39th
Street:
A new world, populated with substances and entities fashioned of “sculptured” music
made “solid” by giving it three dimensions, through which distant unseen things become
“substantiated” and assume the aspects of a reality that can almost be seen, touched, and
felt, was demonstrated for the first time in New York last night…The mystified and often
terrified audience heard—and many of them ‘felt’ and ‘saw’—phenomena and effects
that […] might have made them believe they were attending a spiritualistic séance. Some
women in the audience, admitting a feeling of ‘spookiness,’ left the auditorium...32
Whether or not this account is embellished, the system certainly enabled audiences and critics
alike to associate the distant sound of the orchestra with something happening live. The acoustic
facsimile of the symphony orchestra forced listeners to rely solely on their ears rather than
familiar visual experiences of causation, leaving audience members stunned at the veracity of the
transmission. In this way, the “invisible orchestra” created a disruption, not through politicized
noise to épater les bourgeois but rather through perceptual dislocation.
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Telephone Theory: Original and/or Copy
The telephone is one of a number of devices—along with the radio and phonograph—
commonly referred to as sound reproduction technologies.33 According to Sterne, modern
technologies of sound reproduction are primarily defined by two characteristics. First: the use of
transducers to convert sound to and from another form, whether electricity, inscriptions, or
signals. Telephones, for example, transduce sound into electricity, which is transmitted by wires
and transformed back into sound at the receiving end.34 Second: the power to split the “original”
sonic event (the source) from its transmitted “copy” (the reproduction).35
Perhaps the most famous illustration of this separation of sound from its origin is the
image of the dog Nipper peering quizzically into the horn of an Edison Bell cylinder
phonograph, a scene immortalized in an 1898 painting by Francis Barraud which became the
basis of company trademarks for Victor Talking Machine and, later, the Radio Corporation of
America (Fig. 1.7).36 Referred to commonly as “His Master’s Voice,” the image represents
Nipper listening to a recording of his absent master with an intensity that suggests his confusion
at hearing the sound of his owner’s voice without seeing his body.37 It is critical to note that it is
not only the fact of the reproduction but its fidelity that puzzles Nipper: the emanation from the
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phonograph “sounds like” his master. Nipper is also emblematic of the anxieties of the modern
listener, confronted with the proliferation of modern media technologies that would carry
disembodied voices over hundreds of miles, preserve them on recorded discs, or broadcast them
aloud.38
Theodor Adorno argued in “The Curves of the Needle” (1928) that the disjunction
between speech and speaker, such as that experienced by Nipper, gave rise to the preservative
function of the phonograph.39 In reference to “His Master’s Voice,” he writes:
What the gramophone listener actually wants to hear is himself, and the artist merely
offers him a substitute for the sound image of his own person, which he would like to
safeguard as a possession. The only reason he accords the record such value is because he
himself could also be just as well preserved. Most of the time records are virtual
photographs of their owner, flattering photographs – ideologies. The mirror function of
the gramophone arises out of its technology.40
The listener’s desire to archive his voice in the form of the phonograph record is, for Adorno, not
only an act of self-preservation but one of immortalization—a way to stave off death. This
morbid interpretation of the phonograph recording had purchase among early critics of the
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device; numerous articles, personal accounts, and advertisements profess the affective power of
the phonograph to hold the voices of the dead.41 This aspect of the “talking machine,” as it was
then known, was unsettling to listeners at first, who could hear the abstracted voices inscribed
into wax cylinders. Sterne aptly describes the phonograph record as “a resonant tomb,” capable
of permanently entrapping, and perpetually sounding, the voice.42
Adorno’s discussion of “His Master’s Voice” also hits on a persistent, and productive,
homology between the photograph and the musical record.43 Adorno uses language to analogize
the two on more than one occasion: the “sound image” he describes in “The Curves of the
Needle” (1928) becomes an “acoustic photograph” in “The Form of the Phonograph Record”
(1934).44 He takes advantage too of an etymological link, using the German word for ‘record,’
platte, to describe both gramophonic and photographic plates.45 Adorno’s likening of photo- and
phonographic reproduction depends on their common relationship to the reality that they purport
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to represent. The record—like the photograph—functions both iconically and deicticly,
providing a faithful representation of a moment in time and always pointing to that moment it
arrests.46 Numerous authors have explored the shared indexical qualities of the photograph and
the musical record and the synaesthetic affinities between image and sound.47 While in some of
these interpretations the effectiveness of and correspondence between the musical record and the
photograph hinge on their truth to reality, for the later Adorno it is the express erosion of this
authenticity that characterizes technologies of mechanical reproduction.
Adorno asserts that sounds are irrevocably altered through the process of recording. Since
the “reality” of an acoustic event exists only at the moment of its audition, a recording
necessarily modifies the audio it captures.48 He casts this distance between original and copy not
only as a separation in space and time, but also as a loss of what he calls the “third dimension” of
the original (or, as Stokowski and Bell Labs would call it, auditory perspective.)49 This peculiar
term describes a kind of acoustic presence that inheres to, and defines, the initial sound; the loss
of this “third dimension” signals the dissolution of the initial sound’s claim to legitimacy.
In “For the Record: Adorno on Music in the Age of Its Technological Reproducibility,”
Thomas Y. Levin, perhaps the most proficient interpreter of Adorno on music, aptly positions
Adorno’s “third dimension” as an acoustic equivalent to, and anticipation of, Walter Benjamin’s
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photographic “aura.”50 Benjamin’s theory of the destruction of the artwork’s “aura” by its
mechanical reproduction is routinely reiterated in histories of media and studies of that author’s
oeuvre, so I will not rehearse it here.51 Simply, in Benjamin’s formation, the authority—the
“most sensitive nucleus”—of an original artwork is “jeopardized” by its replication.52 Such loss
of the aura under mass consumption constitutes a positive effect of modernity, engendering new
forms of perception. For Adorno, the acoustic presence (“third dimension”) of an original sound
is paradoxically erased through the very process of its inscription on a phonograph record. Yet,
in contrast to Benjamin, Adorno views this loss negatively, as constitutive of the standarization
and ubiquity of music.
Adorno makes a similar case about the radio, which irretrievably alters live musical
performance through mass dissemination. Yet he goes so far as to suggest that broadcasting goes
beyond mere transformation by degrading the very “essence” of music.53 What is lost in the
process of reproduction via radio, he explains, is a spatial experience of music (“auditory
perspective”), which situates the listener “in” the sound, something one gets from listening to
music in a concert hall. Moreover, the “magnitude” of broadcast music is disproportionate to the
volume one hears in live musical performance. Endowing music with these unwanted qualities
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the radio, Adorno writes, corrupts symphonic music into a “ready-made.”54 He does not use that
word in the Duchampian sense, to imply that “ready-made” music offers its composer a radically
redefined form of authorship. Rather, he suggests that music becomes a manufactured “product”
that a listener perceives with little enjoyment or effort.55 (This criticism is consonant with the
debates surrounding “canned” music, which date to the early years of the phonograph).56 It
seems as if Stokowski shared Adorno’s belief about the degraded quality of radio sound: he
argued that “auditory perspective”—which was impossible to achieve with the substandard
technologies for wireless radio transmission—could instead be produced with the more advanced
capabilities of wired telephonic communication.57

The Musical Telephone
These debates on the relationship between an “original” sound and its “copy” are
significant for a broader understanding of sound reproduction technologies and the telephone in
particular. Indeed, the development of a successful commercial telephone hinged on its ability to
reproduce speech intelligibly, that is, to transmit tones that “sounded like” the original. This was
achieved primarily through advancements in sound fidelity, which aimed to faithfully reproduce
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sounds transmitted via telephone in terms of quality, volume, and frequency.58 High fidelity
sound was necessary, of course, to understand speech transmitted over telephone wires, but
especially important for music, whose complexity, harmonic range, rich tones, and variation in
volume were much more difficult to convey.
While the transmission of music over the telephone seems unusual now, it was
incorporated within the device’s very definition. The noun “telephone” was originally used by
French composer Jean-François Sudré in 1835 to describe the conveyance of words over distance
by means of musical notes, one of which was assigned to each letter of the alphabet.59 Earlier
still Charles Wheatstone—inventor of the stereoscope, a Victorian-era device for displaying
“three-dimensional” images—first used the word ‘telephonic’ in 1821 in connection with his
Aconcryptophone, or ‘enchanted lyre,’ an instrument that transmitted music acoustically by
means of a steel rod that acted as a tuning fork of sorts.60
In the early years of its development in the United States, novel uses for the telephone
were common as inventors and customers determined how the device could best be employed.
For instance, Gray created a harmonic telegraph in 1874 capable of transmitting signals over
telephone wires to receivers as far as two hundred miles away. His “Musical Telegraph” had two
keys with distinct tones which, when pressed, would close an electrical circuit and vibrate a
metal reed, producing a sound which could be electrically amplified; later iterations of the device
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had multiple piano-like keys that could be pressed simultaneously.61 Edward J. Hall, vicepresident of AT&T, speculated on the commercial viability of such an invention: “[There is] a
scheme which we now have on foot, which looks to providing music on tap at certain times
every day, especially at meal times. The scheme is to have a fine band perform the choicest
music, gather up the sound waves, and distribute them to any number of subscribers…The effect
will be as real and enjoyable as though the performers were actually present in the apartment.”62
Despite his enthusiasm for the project, his description of sound waves as something one can
“gather up” betrays his lack of knowledge about sound transmission. Moreover, his admittance
that “the telephone could not [yet] successfully distinguish among harp, piano, reed, wood or
brass tones” marks the failure of the product as a device to transport multi-instrumental musical
passages to listening audiences.63
In 1897, following Gray’s lead, Thaddeus Cahill devised the Telharmonium, an electrical
sound synthesizer (as Cahill himself described his project) that transmitted music over telephone
wires (Fig. 1.8).64 Inspired by Hermann von Helmholtz’s work on acoustics and tone generation,
the massive instrument consisted of two keyboards and a tone-generating machine wired to
loudspeakers in a distant room. Cahill first demonstrated the device in Washington D.C. in 1900;
when he received financial support in 1906 to reconstruct the machine in New York City, he
opened the Telharmonium up to subscribers who paid a fee to receive a transmission of the live
performances directly to their telephone. While Cahill’s scheme to disseminate electric music
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over telephone wires precipitated the radio by several decades, its practical aspects proved
untenable given the latent stage of the technology. The amount of power needed to pipe music
through the network caused noise interference on adjacent lines, prompting customer complaints
and a drop in subscribers, leading to the Telharmonic Hall’s closure in February 1908.65
Cahill’s invention inspired entrepreneurs elsewhere to pick up his project. A 1909 article
in Telephony, a weekly (!) journal dedicated to advancements in the telephone industry,
described a similar subscription-based service operating by exchange in Wilmington, Delaware.
Devised by the Tel-musici Company, and first demonstrated at the International Convention in
Chicago in December 1909, the service offered phonograph music by request over telephone
wires to subscribers.66 Patrons received an amplifier box to install near their telephone, which
tapped in to the phone line’s circuit; a megaphone to attach to the box; a directory of available
music; and a number to call the service’s music department. Like a primitive jukebox,
subscribers called in to the department operator to request a particular record; the operator then
manually cued the record on a phonograph and dispatched the sound over the network. Eighty
residences subscribed to the service, at the cost of 3¢ for an “ordinary piece” or 7¢ for opera,
with an annual guarantee of $18, about $475 today.67 The technology used to transmit
phonograph music was purported to “eliminate the metallic, rasping and grating features” of
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prior transmission attempts, giving the music “an almost-human quality not hitherto to be found
in any kind of mechanical music.”68 But given the poor fidelity of phonographic recording at this
time, however, it should be noted that the sound of the transmission was only as good as its
recording.69
Aside from these scientific and commercial experiments in America surrounding the
telephonic transmission of music, there were also a number of notable attempts abroad.70 Live
concerts were broadcast over telephone lines in Switzerland (1880); Germany (1881) and
England (1881).71 In France, at the 1881 Paris Exposition International d’Électricité, audiences
experienced perhaps the earliest demonstration of stereophonic sound reproduction. Visitors
crowded into two rooms at the Palais d’Industrie to experience the Théâtrophone (Fig. 1.9).
Headsets in one room linked to a performance at the Paris Opéra, offering binaural access to the
production; in the other, listeners heard a play from the Théâtre Français, which was picked up
by microphones at the foot of stage. On the basis of this exhibit, Jules Grévy, president of the
French Republic, installed connections from his seat at the Élysée Palace to the Ópera, Théâtre
Français, and Odéon Theatre.72 Other aristocrats, heads of state, and affluent Europeans had
exclusive access to entertainment via telephone. The King and Queen of Portugal; the Minister
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of Railways, Posts, and Telegraphs in Belgium; and Queen Victoria of England all enjoyed opera
and live music transmitted over telephone lines.73 While audio recordings of these early musical
transmissions via telephone do not exist and were likely never made, written descriptions, like
Hall’s aforementioned explanation of “music on tap,” indicate that the method, quality, and
mode of transmission were poor, despite aspirations for realistic reproductions of musical sound.
Whether heard through headsets by a single listener, or broadcast through primitive amplifiers,
early telephonic transmissions of music could not reproduce the full richness of directional sound
because they failed to reproduce what Sterne succinctly describes as an “individualized acoustic
space around the listener.”74
In the first few decades of the twentieth century, scientists and engineers devised two
ways to create and control this “space”: technological advancements in architectural acoustics
and auditory perspective. Thompson charts the development of the former in her book The
Soundscape of Modernity.75 From the turn of the twentieth century to 1930, she writes, the
soundscape of the United States was dramatically transformed by the introduction of
electroacoustic technologies and acoustical materials created to combat noise interference and
manipulate the behavior of sound. Physicists and engineers worked to dampen reverberation in
acoustically “live” spaces by modifying interior rooms with acoustic paneling or working with
architects to design buildings that minimized the reverberation time of sound in the space.76 For
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example Wallace Sabine, a Harvard physics professor (and protagonist of Thompson’s history),
consulted on the construction of Boston’s Symphony Hall in 1900, which was designed by
McKim, Mead & White to replicate the style and acoustical properties of the rebuilt Gewandhaus
in Leipzig.77 He developed an equation to predetermine the reverberance of an architectural
space, enabling architects to “hear” a music hall, auditorium, theater, or opera house before
visualizing its construction in order to eradicate reverberation and unwanted noise.78 Thompson
argues that the result—a clear, non-reverberant sound—is the hallmark of the modern
soundscape.
While modern architectural acoustics aimed to reduce the sonic properties of a particular
space by leveling sound to a consistently clear tone, auditory perspective (almost conversely)
sought to reproduce the way our ears hear sound in space by placing a sound source (such as a
speaker) in the relative location of an original sound. In other words, auditory perspective was
not intended to reproduce the acoustic signature of a specific architectural site but rather to
replicate the phenomenological experience of hearing sound from multiple sources in threedimensions as opposed to the single source of a loudspeaker or phonograph horn. This can
perhaps best be analogized to the stereoscopic presentation of photographic images.
Fletcher and the acoustics research team at Bell Telephone Laboratories pioneered
auditory perspective in the early 1930s. In his well-known audiology text Speech and Hearing,
Fletcher explained that auditory perspective could be achieved using two possible methods,
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binaural or stereophonic transmission, and outlined the basic principles of each system.79
Binaural transmission reproduces sound as it vibrates in the ear. Two separate microphones are
affixed to the ears of a dummy head, and two separate telephone receivers are placed on the ears
of a listener. The microphones pick up the exact phase relations and volume as they would be
perceived by the ear, and the receivers reproduce them for the listener. Fletcher tested this
system between 1931 and 1933 with the equipment installed at Philadelphia’s Academy of
Music, using a dummy in the place of a listener (Fig. 1.10). (This practice is still in use today).
Fletcher described the peculiar set-up of this experiment in an article published in the Bell
Laboratories Record on the occasion of Bell Labs’ collaboration with Stokowski. He wrote:
During the Winter and Spring of last year a strange figure inhabited the American
Academy of Music in Philadelphia. Looking him full in the face, one met unblinking
eyes, and a slight smile, fixed and unfading; and this evidence of inhumanity was
confirmed by looking at him in profile, for just in front of his ears, microphones were set
into his cheek bones. Thus Oscar, the tailor’s dummy, though less than human in
appearance, was given one capacity that was more than human: that of instantly
communicating to others exactly what he heard, exactly as he had heard it.80
Photographs of Oscar published alongside the article, and in other publications by Bell Labs
engineers, confirm Fletcher’s description and reveal a disturbingly human-like mannequin
clothed above the waist, but propped up on a rod from the waist down. In one incredible image,
Oscar is shown near an engineer within an undefinable space, a partial wall shielding the lower
halves of their bodies (Fig. 1.11). The scene is strangely still: they face each other but are
separated by an awkward distance for what appears at first to be human-to-human interaction.
Their gazes are fixed, and their mouths are unmoving. A dramatic light casts shadowed doubles
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of the figures on the wall. Aside from the black circle on the side of Oscar’s head—the
microphone used for binaural pick-up—nothing in his countenance or physical appearance
indicates his artifice.81
While this image highlights the extent to which Bell Labs’ engineers designed the
mannequin to resemble a human, even conferring on it a name and a gender, Fletcher’s
description reveals a more far-reaching intention: to make Oscar “more than human” by
endowing him with superhuman communication. The bionic capabilities of machines like Oscar
caused widespread alarm in the 1930s that machine labor would replace human labor. Amidst a
harsh period of economic insecurity, and an adverse surge in technological advancements, many
people blamed machines for the high rate of unemployment during the Great Depression.82 These
fears were particularly intense among musicians, who saw the advent of recorded music as a
threat to their livelihood. In 1930, the American Federation of Musicians and the Music Defense
League spent more than $500,000 on an advertisement campaign against the invasion of “robot”
or “canned” music (Fig 1.12).83 Angst over a loss of agency and control turned to abject fear as
people either expected technologies to turn against them or witnessed the capabilities of
superhuman machines. The more categorically a technology could imitate a human, it seems, the
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more uncanny it appeared.84 Telecommunications systems, like the telephone and radio, were
particularly subject to condemnation. These devices already served as proxies of the living,
extending the human body across distance and time, and their ability to achieve simultaneous
communication without the co-presence of bodies created a profound crisis of selfrepresentation. F.B. Jewett, Vice President of AT&T, may have been preempting these concerns
when he wrote of auditory perspective’s ability “to give tonal effects far beyond the capability of
any human orchestra.”85
While effective for a single person, the equipment required for binaural transmission was
financially and logistically impractical to duplicate for a large group of people, such as a concert
audience.86 For this reason research focused on the second method, stereophonic transmission,
which reproduces sound as it vibrates in space before reaching the ear. Microphones placed
around a sound source, like a symphony orchestra, pick up its sound waves. Telephone lines
connect each microphone to a loudspeaker at another location which is placed in a corresponding
position to that microphone. These loudspeakers deliver sounds at the same magnitude and
frequency as they were received by the microphones, offering an identical listening experience to
a distant audience.87
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Fletcher and his colleagues also tested this system at the Academy of Music, using a
stereophonic set-up to experiment with both the multi-channel recording and transmission of
music. Keller devised a method for two-channel stereo recording, in which the loudspeakers are
replaced by a recording device that etches two channels on parallel tracks of a disk; in order to
play the music back, he devised a special two-arm pick-up that reads both grooves at once.
Stokowski, the Philadelphia Orchestra, and Bell Labs made more than one hundred such
experimental stereo and monaural recordings from 1931 to 1932 (Fig. 1.13).88 Alexander
Scriabin’s Prometheus: Poem of Fire (1910), recorded on March 12, 1932 during a rehearsal,
represents the earliest preserved stereo recording of a symphony orchestra.89
In addition to these experimental recordings, Bell Labs also initiated a series of tone tests
using the equipment installed at the Academy of Music. Both research projects generated critical
information on speech, hearing, and music that would prove vital to the further development of
the telephone. Stokowski participated in one acoustic study in December 1931, and suggested
participants (including Arturo Toscanini, then conductor of the New York Philharmonic
Orchestra; Serge Koussevitzky, then conductor of the Boston Symphony Orchestra; and Leon
Theremin, inventor of the eponymous electrical musical instrument) for a group study in April
1932 that aimed to test the effects of high- and low-frequency filters on the audibility and
intelligibility of music.90 From an engineering perspective, Bell Labs intended to increase the
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line capacity of telephones by determining the minimum frequency necessary for the highquality telephonic transmission of sound. But Bell Labs had motivations beyond the mere
scientific. In a memo from March 9, 1932 describing his expectations for the tone tests, Arnold
proposed that radio stations might boost the volume and frequency range of their broadcasts
(from 20 to 40 decibels and from 3,000 to 10-12,000 cycles, respectively) to represent music
with more breadth and intensity, but that AT&T could offer a rival service to distribute music via
telephone since its high-grade system was superior in quality. Arnold also admitted that the
results of the tests would instigate artists to create new multimedia artworks combining images,
music, and speech.91 The memo indicates Bell Labs’ hope that information gleaned from the
study would contribute to the aesthetic character of transmitted music, while also generating
profits for the telephone company itself.
Aside from a telephonic delivery service for orchestral music, Arnold also suggested in
his memo that “special wire circuits be provided for distributing programs for reproduction in
auditoriums, and before assemblies of various sizes.”92 Stokowski agreed, writing in a letter to
Arnold the following month: “It might be interesting sometime to have a demonstration in the
Academy of Music of the full orchestra with voices playing in the ballroom and projected into
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the Academy from loudspeakers under the stage…It would give a very eloquent expression of
how recorded music is going to sound as soon as surface noise is reduced.”93 Following the
success of the frequency studies, experimental stereo recordings, and binaural transmission tests
on a limited number of subjects at the Academy of Music, Stokowski and the Bell Labs
engineers next focused on the stereophonic transmission of live sound from a stage to an
audience, an event that was said by one witness to initiate “a new era in the history of art.”94

The “Invisible Orchestra”
On April 27, 1933, Bell Labs and Stokowski organized the first public demonstration of
long-distance, stereophonic sound transmission, held at Constitution Hall in Washington D.C
(Fig. 1.14).95 Sponsored by AT&T and the National Academy of Sciences, an audience of 4,500
listened as telephone circuits transmitted the sounds of the Philadelphia Orchestra from their
home at the Academy of Music in Philadelphia to three sets of massive loudspeakers on stage in
the capital city.96 Following Stokowski’s introductory remarks, the lights dimmed and blue
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velvet curtains parted to reveal a white gauze screen veiling an empty stage. The orchestra then
performed four pieces selected in order to demonstrate the full tonal and volume range of the
equipment: Bach’s Toccata and Fugue in D Minor, Beethoven’s Symphony No. 5 in C Minor
and, after an intermission, Debussy’s Prélude à l’après-midi d’un faune and the finale of
Wagner’s Götterdämmerung (The Twilight of the Gods).
Stokowski conceived of a colored light show to enhance the drama and emphasize the
dynamics of the orchestral music (as opposed to privileging the primacy of the visual). This
choreographed composition of lighting effects and music harkened back to modernist precedents
including Scriabin’s Prometheus: Poem of Fire (1910) and Giacomo Balla’s 1917 staging of Igor
Stravinsky’s composition Feu d’artifice (Fireworks; 1908).97 A newspaper account of the
performance describes a synesthetic spectacle:
…waves of polychrome light played across the curtains. The tones started in the darker
triad of the spectrum—blue, indigo, violet and rose through green, to the crescendo of
red, orange and yellow as the climax of the music was approached. This ebb and flow of
color and the intermingling of derivatives of the primaries created a strange and mystical
atmosphere. The effect in stressing dramatic expression told incisively in the closing
scene of Wagner’s Götterdämmerung. Billows of smoky red rolled up and away as the
phrases descriptive of the burning Valhalla were played.98
Yet in this single concert, Stokowski’s avant-garde ambitions clashed with the traditions of his
craft. Although he orchestrated telematic music and spatialized sound in the context of a pulsing
light spectacle, he did so through strict, classical repertoire. This contradiction, between
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technological experimentalism and musical conservatism, implicated other artist-engineers in
this period, including those grappling with graphic sound in Germany and Russia, as we will see.
They pressed new technologies into revolutionary uses while also complying with accepted
musical tastes, whether as a consequence of political pressures, public expectations, or lack of
compositional know-how, or perhaps as intentional strategy, allowing audiences to hear the
effects of experimental processes on familiar pieces of music.
In selecting a work by Wagner to close the orchestral program, Stokowski chose a piece
not only in the Philadelphia Harmonic’s repertoire, but also familiar to audiences as a musicdrama, for which there was a precedent of incorporating lighting effects to complement the
music. Götterdämmerung (the last in a cycle of four operas titled Der Ring des Niebelungen, or
the Ring series for short) premiered at Festspielhaus in 1876, the year of the theater’s opening, as
part of the first complete performance of the Ring series. The opera series was renowned for its
elaborate schema of lighting and special effects that supported the action of the play and
heightened the phenomenological experience of the production. Among other illusions, steam
and red lights were made to mimic a ring of fire and magic lantern slides were projected to create
the effect of the Valkyries riding through the skies.99 This music-drama took place within the
broader frame of the theater at Bayreuth, which Wagner exclusively designed to focus the
audience’s attention on stage; with its sunken orchestra pit (what Wagner called the “mystic
abyss”) and darkened hall, the theater was free of distractions and drew spectators, trance-like,
into the illusion of the performance.100
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The idea of presenting a twentieth-century music-drama, replete with the latest
technological advancements and lighting design, had preoccupied Stokowski in the year leading
up to the performance. He had conceived of his concert as an intermedia experiment combining
light and music as early as August 1932, and worked with the film Electrical Research Products,
Inc. (a subsidiary of AT&T/Western Electric) to achieve the desired effects.101 It is telling that he
concurrently began to work on operas that would incorporate technological illusions similar to
the sunken orchestra of Bayreuth. In October 1932, Stokowski announced a series of musicdramas in which the visual effects would be synchronized with the libretto, using a system
devised in collaboration with scientists. Additionally, the orchestra and singers would be hidden
from view, with non-singing actors playing the roles on stage; an amplification system would
“project” the unseen singers’ voices onto the positions of the actors, like spotlights following a
character on stage.102 Thus while Stokowski drew on the well-known paradigm of
Götterdämmerung in crafting a light show for his collaboration with Bell Labs, he also explicitly
looked to Bayreuth’s invisible orchestra as a model for the sonic immersion of his project.
Stokowski and Bell Labs also modeled a form of unified attention after Wagner’s
totalistic vision of the Gesamtkunstwerk, which stimulated simultaneous, collective reception. At
Bayreuth, individual spectators would recognize their common perceptual experience as a social
expression of the German Volk, subsuming themselves within the mass. Although Stokowski
and Bell Labs did not conceive of their concert in nationalist terms, they also sought to establish
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a shared sensory experience, a collective witnessing: all the better to publicize the efficacy of
auditory perspective.
Although many decades had passed since the opening of the Festspielhaus, the theater’s
design had enduring appeal among composers and conductors eager to improve listeners’
experiences, and Wagner’s concept of a Gesamtkunstwerk, which he had tried to achieve in the
Ring series, struck a nerve with artists and musicians of the early twentieth century who were
invested in the modernist push towards intermedia. With his expertise, coupled with new
technologies devised by Bell Labs and Electrical Research Products, Inc., Stokowski likely
believed that the invisible orchestra was a first step towards finally realizing the
Gesamtkunstwerk that Wagner had intended. The cinema would provide the last step, as
Stokowski himself explained in his 1943 book Music for All of Us: “If Wagner were alive today,
motion pictures would give him the means of expressing dramatic conceptions which he could
only partly achieve in the opera house in his day.” Stokowski’s work on the film Fantasia
marked the culmination of the conductor’s attempts to bring about Wagner’s vision, as we will
see.
Following the performance of Götterdämmerung, the intermission emphasized the
project’s joint aesthetic and scientific aims. It included live presentations by Fletcher and W.W.
Campbell, President of the National Academy of Sciences, on the transmission system and its
technological capacity to control auditory perspective, spatial effects, frequency range, and
intensity. A pamphlet published by Bell Labs on the occasion of the public concert outlines these
demonstrations. First, the loudspeakers in Constitution Hall broadcast the sounds of a worker
assembling a box with a hammer and saw at the Academy of Music as he received comments
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from assistants in the wings.103 Following this demonstration, a soprano sang “Coming Through
the Rye” as she walked across the stage in Philadelphia. Both of these performances enabled the
listening audience to place the sounds in their correct respective positions on stage, in “auditory
perspective,” and to follow the movement of the action around the stage.
A performance by two trumpet players demonstrated the spatial effects possible with the
transmission system. One player, performing from the left side of the stage in Philadelphia, and
another in Washington, playing from the right side of a darkened Constitution Hall, alternately
performed selections from the same piece. The Washington audience, believing that two trumpet
players shared the stage, were fooled when the lights were raised to reveal one musician and one
loudspeaker. Next, someone walked and talked around the stage in Philadelphia; the same
experiment was repeated with a tambourine.
Following these demonstrations, Fletcher then appeared on stage in Washington with a
set of lantern slides to present on the frequency range of the transmission system. Frequency,
defined as the vibratory rate of a particular tone, is one of the fundamental elements of music.104
High notes vibrate at higher frequencies, and low notes at lower frequencies. The series of slides
showed an ascending musical scale, with the vibrations per second indicated at each octave
mark. As an oscillator and then the orchestra itself produced sound at varying frequencies, the
corresponding frequency range on the slide was illuminated. A person with average hearing
typically perceives frequencies ranging from roughly 16 to 16,000 hertz (Hz).105 For this concert,
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three sets of newly developed amplifiers, installed as part of the transmission system, were able
to reproduce nine octaves of sound ranging from 35 to 16,000 Hz (Fig. 1.15).106
Finally, Fletcher demonstrated the intensity (volume) range of the system. The average
human ear can perceive a volume as low as 20 decibels (dB) (a “whisper at a distance of four
feet”) and can tolerate a volume as high as 100 dB (“a pneumatic riveter”) before experiencing
pain, a complete tonal range of 80 dB.107 Since a large symphony orchestra such as the
Philadelphia Harmonic performs at a range of 70 dB, the faithful reproduction of orchestral
music in auditory perspective must be transmitted at that volume range, at least. To prove the full
intensity of the apparatus, the orchestra performed at varying volume levels, from the barely
audible pianissimo to the loudest fortissimo, covering a range of 70 dB. The amplifiers had an
additional 10 dB modulation so that at the turn of a dial, the orchestra could be made ten times
louder than its actual output. A chart on stage indicated the intensity level as the orchestra
performed.108 In terms of frequency and volume range, not only was this system twice the
capacity of any sound picture system then available, and more than that for radio, it was also
three hundred times quieter than any other means of electrical reproduction then available,
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meaning that no extraneous line noise, static interference, or electro-mechanical “howling”
occurred.109
After the intermission, the orchestra performed two final pieces, concluding with
Wagner’s Götterdämmerung.110 While assistant conductor Alexander Smallens led the orchestra
performing in Philadelphia throughout the concert, Stokowski remotely “conducted” the
orchestral transmission from Washington (Fig. 1.16). Seated at a sophisticated control panel in
the rear of the auditorium, Stokowski was able to regulate volume; balance the quality of the
tone, by adjusting the quantity of high or low frequencies (with levers that read “more high” and
“more low”); and communicate with the orchestra (Fig. 1.17). He was set up with an outgoing
transmission line for speaking to the musicians and technicians supervising the equipment on
both ends, a monitor line to receive communications, and a series of lights to signal Smallens and
the orchestra to either “play” or “listen.”111
Newspaper headlines published the day after the concert remarked not only on the
incredibly faithful transmission of orchestral music but also on the surprising method that
Stokowski used to manage the orchestra: “Dr. Stokowski Conducts Ghost Orchestra.”112 “Dr.
Stokowski Controls Orchestra by Telephone.”113 “Orchestra and Leader Are Separated; Music
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Goes On.”114 Even more remarkable is that Stokowski, who had been deeply engaged in research
on acoustics, sound reproduction, and electrical instruments, had already controlled an orchestra
in this way before. In 1929, while leading the Philadelphia Harmonic in performances that were
broadcast over the radio (the first such broadcasts in America), Stokowski adjusted the miking of
the orchestra and took over the volume controls from the radio technicians before ultimately
asking for his own controls at the conductor’s podium so he could bypass the engineers
altogether.115
Stokowski’s use of a control panel during the Philadelphia-Washington transmission
reinforced his concept of the conductor as a key element in the line of transmission from sheet
music to musicians to audience, which he analogizes to an electrical current: “My idea of
conducting is very simple…We’re like an electric wire that runs from one place to another and
conveys electricity to a lamp, we might say, to give light.”116 Taken together, the homologies of
the orchestra as an electrical node and the conductor as a sound mixer point to the notion of the
orchestra as an instrument that can be performed.117 As we already know, Stokowski was
engaged in research on the incorporation of electrical devices and mechanical processes into
orchestral performance leading up to his collaboration with Bell Labs, and this interest persisted
for many years. In the late 1930s, he progressively sought to form an entirely electric orchestra
comprised of newly invented instruments like the Theremin, Hellertion, the Hammond organ and
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the Benioff electric violin.118 But his interest in the telephone, an object of everyday life, as an
instrument of sorts radically outstrips his use of more standard instrumentation, whether acoustic
or electric.119
Whereas all prior attempts at the transmission of music, whether wired (via telephone) or
wireless (via radio), had failed due to an inadequate knowledge of acoustic design and the
inability to control noise interference, the Stokowski-Bell Labs collaboration succeeded. This
was due in large part to the complex technical apparatus used to mount the concert which was
vast, expensive, and the most advanced system to date for the transmission of music. The concert
was transmitted on three separate channels. Each of these channels required its own microphone,
transmission line, amplifier, and loudspeaker. Three microphones were placed around the
orchestra in Philadelphia; initially, Fletcher conceived of a mesh curtain covered with
microphones which would hang in front of the orchestra but, after numerous tests, three was
determined to be the minimum number of microphones necessary to achieve perfect fidelity.120
The sound from each of these microphones was fed into a voltage amplifier and then onto
telephone lines which ran all the way to Washington D.C., 140 miles away (Fig. 1.18).
These long-distance transmission cables presented several problems for the Bell Labs
engineers. First, the longer the distance that a sound has to travel over telephone lines, the more
attenuated it becomes, so sounds are sometimes transmitted at a lower frequency or volume;
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moreover, the longer a transmission cable the more opportunities for noise interference,
crosstalk, or distortion. To preempt these issues, the three transmission lines carried extremely
high frequencies at 25,000 to 40,000 Hz to account for any attenuation; modulators in
Washington D.C. restored the sounds to their standard levels.121 To maintain proper volume,
amplifying “repeater” stations were installed at 25-mile intervals along the lines to boost the
signal (Fig. 1.19).122 Whereas previous repeaters were weak and only able to transmit a few
octaves of frequency, Bell Labs installed improved vacuum tube amplifiers, which provided
distortion-free, high fidelity sound and an interference-free concert transmission.123
Once at Constitution Hall, the transmission lines connected to power amplifiers which, in
turn, connected to three sets of specially-built loudspeakers placed in corresponding positions on
the stage to the microphones in front of the orchestra at the Academy of Music (Fig. 1.20).
Instead of using single speaker horns, which are one-directional, the engineers constructed horns
divided into sixteen sections to ensure that the same spectrum of volume and frequency was
distributed uniformly to audience members in the large hall. These sectional horns radiated
sound at an unprecedented angle of 120 degrees, enabling a greater number of audience members
to receive a faithful transmission.124
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The entire project was undertaken at a considerable cost to Bell Laboratories, which I
estimate to be in the range of $500,000 (about $9 million today), a shocking number considering
that the event was produced during the height of the Great Depression.125 Countering popular
assumptions as to the dire state of the American economy in this period, it is instructive to note
that in 1929, the year of the stock market crash and the onset of the economic downturn, Bell
became the first American company to earn $1 billion in revenues.126 Though earnings slumped
and telephone subscribers dwindled in the early 1930s before recovering at the end of the decade,
deep investment into research and development—especially on improvements to intelligibility—
remained a high priority for Bell Labs throughout this period.127 During the Great Depression,
the company inevitably suffered losses: between 1930 and 1933, Bell lost 2.5 million telephone
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subscribers: a 20 percent loss in service.128 Though it also cut its workforce as well as salaries
and hours for its remaining staff, the corporation remained relatively flush.129
New products and technologies developed with its surplus monies were used to create a
more efficient telephone network, subsequently leading to higher profits. For example, Fletcher,
you will recall, had been tasked with perfecting telephonic communication so that the apparatus
itself would “disappear,” fading from perception as the listener focused on the clarion sound
issuing from the device. This entailed two main modifications: the eradication of noise
interference, which improved quality, and the elimination of non-essential frequencies, which
improved line capacity. The latter modification allowed Bell to quadruple its line space for
phone calls and therefore its profits. Sterne has pointed out, riffing on Marx’s theory of political
economy, that this simple modification to the lines, initiated in 1924 and reworked through the
1930s, transformed “surplus frequencies” into “perceptual capital.”130
Outside of Bell Labs, where the development of the “invisible orchestra” continued
throughout the early 1930s, the atmosphere for cultural production was gloomy as patronage
evaporated, galleries closed, and savings dried up. Visual artists unable to afford supplies looked
for jobs, and those with unsold work remaining sought to trade them for basic goods. Help would
arrive in the form of the F.D.R. administration and several New Deal arts programs, but not until
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December 1933, with most agencies commencing operations in 1935.131 A renewed sense of
nationalism suffused American art created under the New Deal, as the Great Depression bound
together otherwise disparate Americans in solidarity. Artists largely sought to develop a
distinctly American style that celebrated American people, subjects, and themes, while
maintaining a link to the formal experimentation imported from European models and a tie to
leftist political movements emerging among the disaffected working class.132 These innately
American subjects and styles—including images of laborers rendered in the flattened
perspectives, simple forms, and “naïve realism” of Social Realist painting, and evocations of the
American landscape through patriotic leitmotifs and slow, unfolding harmonies in the work of
composer Aaron Copland—predominate art of the 1930s, particularly works created for the
Works Progress Administration.133 Sponsored by the government, artists lost some of their
autonomy; works had to appeal to a broad public audience, sketches needed approval, and the
final projects remained the property of the state.134 In this context it is difficult to imagine an
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artist having the financial resources to produce a large-scale, expensive, experimental, and
ephemeral project like the “invisible orchestra.” For Stokowski, working with a major scientific
corporation under the pretext of corporate research provided the financial stability and
ideological justification to initiate such a project in an otherwise economically austere and
aesthetically restrained environment.135
The concert was heralded as a landmark event of technical achievement for representing
the first long-distance transmission of orchestral music in high fidelity. Never before had the
sound of a symphony orchestra been reproduced with its complete frequency range and intensity,
and in auditory perspective. It was so immediately successful, in fact, that Stokowski and the
engineers at Bell Labs planned additional private demonstrations of the system for the following
year at the American Institute of Electrical Engineers (January 24); the Engineering Societies
Auditorium, for twenty-seven Bell System employees and family members (January 27); the
New York Electrical Society (January 29); the Acoustical Society and Motion Picture Engineers
(January 30); and the Institute for Radio Engineers (January 31).
News of the historic concert spread widely in the press. Papers reported audience
members in disbelief: “[When] the music stopped…the audience rubbed its unbelieving eyes, for
the stage was empty as before the ethereal music of 100 instruments had flowed from its every
corner.”136 Carlos Chavez, a Mexican conductor and founding director of the Mexican
Symphonic Orchestra, described the oddness of the invisible orchestra in his landmark 1937
book Toward a New Music: Music and Electricity:
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The audiences at these concerts had a strange impression, seeing the stage vacant,
completely unoccupied. They could see nothing in place of the orchestra, not even the
loudspeakers, which were hidden. But their amazement was even greater when they
began to hear the orchestra with the same perfection, the same life and quality, as though
it were there before them. The success was extraordinary.137
These and other primary sources describe the concert specatator as panicked, frightened, or
captivated in naïve astonishment, reactions that are consistent with other accounts of collective
encounters with early sound and moving image technologies. While it is undeniable that initial
demonstrations of these machines bewildered audiences, one cannot simply accept their reaction
as one of childlike incredulity or abject fear, what Tom Gunning has cautioned in his work on
film as the “myth of initial terror.”138 Rather than mistaking the projected image for reality, for
example, as Gunning explains, audiences were astonished by the illusionistic transformation of
reality into a celluloid medium. The amazed reactions of audiences witnessing early films and
sound reproduction devices were thus the product of knowledgable confrontations with
modernity, rather than wide-eyed experiences of novel technological marvels.
The concert must be understood in the same dialogic manner. The fragmentary nature of
the concert—with its separation of sound and source—produced an atomized subject position, as
listeners tried to resolve the dissociation of the senses. Yet seated and facing a frontal stage as
sound in auditory perspective whirled around them, listeners were also, paradoxically, centered.
This dialectic between disjunction and centralization, confusion and concentration, emerged as
an inherently modern mode of human perception, as Jonathan Crary (who describes the poles as
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“attention” and “distraction”) has convincingly argued.139 It finds perhaps its most regular and
profound expression in contemporary sound cinema, where audiences face one direction but are
enveloped by sound and do not necessarily experience a relationship between the projected
images and the distributed sounds.
Participants and critics speculated on the implications of this historic event. In a pamphlet
published to accompany the concert, Jewett described the technical apparatus merely as “a set of
tools” that expands the opportunities for “the production of auditory effects” and broadens “the
audience which derives pleasure from such effects.”140 He issued a call to creative individuals to
determine how best to use these tools, and what to produce with them in hand. In an interview
conducted after the concert, Stokowski hinted at a less immediate outcome, envisioning a
futuristic utopia made possible by the discovery of auditory perspective: “I can imagine great
gardens of pleasure in the future—where you can hear the greatest music—coming from a great
light and sound tower which we can construct.”141 One especially prescient critic, anticipating
the ubiquity of radios and synthesizers in musical performance, suggested: “Who knows but that
in years to come the conductor will not use a baton but twirl dials, and follow a score written for
electricians as well as musicians.”142
Although the technical apparatus functioned according to plan and the transmission of
music was considered a success, Stokowski and Jewett expressed some disappointment in the
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lighting design. In an exchange of letters after the concert, Stokowski indicated that he had
hoped to create a more exacting and satisfying synaesthesia between light/color and
music/sound.143 He speculated: “How [can we] develop something visual through light that will
be on the same plane as the sound? How [can we] present this new transmission of music to the
public in the best way…?”144 The cinema proved to be the answer.

Conclusion: Fantasia and the Future of Auditory Perspective
Bell Labs had already been working in the field of motion pictures for years before the
invisible orchestra concert. Its parent company, AT&T/Western Electric, created a sound-on-disc
system in the early 1920s called the Vitaphone, and partnered with Warner Bros. in 1926 to
develop sound films with the technology. Warner Bros. produced numerous feature films and
hundreds of shorts with the Vitaphone including The Jazz Singer (1927), the first feature-length
film with synchronized sound, which became a major commercial success and was credited with
launching the era of sound film in America. AT&T/Western Electric, still primarily known as a
maker of telephones, publicly aligned itself with the cinema industry in order to capitalize on
sound film’s success. In 1929, it launched an advertising campaign that stated, “It pays to go to
theaters equipped by makers of your telephone” (Fig. 1.21).145 In the 1920s and 1930s,
AT&T/Western Electric continued research and development on amplifiers, microphones, multichannel stereo recording, and stereophonic playback technologies to improve the transmission of
sound films. It even launched a subsidiary, Electrical Research Products, Inc. (the same group
143
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that worked on the invisible orchestra’s light show), to handle its increasing business in motion
pictures.146 Just a few years after the concert, AT&T/Western Electric publicly demonstrated a
stereophonic motion picture system in New York in 1937 and again at the 1939 New York
World’s Fair, where around five million people reportedly witnessed the technology.147
In November 1938, Stokowski wrote to Jewett about the system: “Is this ready to be
used? I should like so much to take advantage of your new method for work I am planning...I
feel so dissatisfied with some of the present recording which the public is receiving.”148
Stokowski and the Philadelphia Harmonic had been invited by Walt Disney to collaborate on his
new film, Fantasia, and both men were looking for a technology that would enable audiences to
hear the dynamic range of Stokowski’s orchestra in surround sound. Given Stokowski’s prior
collaborations with Bell Labs on the invisible orchestra and on stereophonic recording, the
company seemed like a natural partner. But Bell Labs, not wanting to participate in commercial
interests, declined, and Disney instead engaged RCA, a rival audio company, to create a
specialized sound system building on the research and products developed by Bell Labs.149
Disney called it “Fantasound.”150
Disney had been an early adopter of new sound and animation techniques, including
Technicolor and synchronized sound, and was invested in incorporating the latest technologies
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into his films. For Fantasia, he envisioned a film in which light, color, action, and symphonic
sound would collide and envelop the audience, à la Wagner. He imagined the film on a wide
screen with surround sound and considered screening the section with Bach’s “Toccata and
Fugue in D Minor” in 3D with Polaroid viewing glasses.151 He also deliberated on scents that
would be wafted into the theater, including incense for the spells cast during Paul Dukas’s “The
Sorcerer’s Apprentice” and floral scents during Tchaikovsky’s “The Waltz of the Flowers.”152
After seeing the abstract painted films of artist Len Lye, Disney also became interested in
creating several abstract sequences for Fantasia, and hired the German filmmaker Oskar
Fischinger (a subject of this dissertation’s third chapter) to produce visual effects for portions of
the film on Stokowski’s suggestion; these became the first presentations of abstract film in a
commercial feature.153
Stokowski played an integral role in the development of Fantasia, not only working with
Disney and RCA on the development of Fantasound in order to ensure the quality of the
soundtrack, but also conducting the score, selecting the music (along with Disney and composer
Deems Taylor), advising on the recording, mixing the tracks, and briefly appearing in the film
(Fig. 1.22). The soundtrack was recorded at the Philadelphia Academy of Music using nine
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optical recorders—eight music tracks and a click track for timing the animation—operated by
nine technicians. Stokowski recorded each section of the orchestra (winds, strings, etc.)
individually, allowing greater flexibility to micro-adjust the sound of a particular group of
instruments during the mix phase. These nine recordings were mixed onto four soundtracks and
printed on a single strip of film that was then synched to the picture.
Disney had hoped that Fantasound would find broad acceptance with audiences, but it
turned out to be too costly to roll out on a wide scale. RCA developed a massive stereophonic
speaker system, composed of three sound horns behind the screen and sixty-five channels around
the theater, to play back the film’s soundtrack in cinemas. But due to the considerable expense of
leasing and installing the system, only fourteen theaters in New York and Los Angeles signed on
to show the film in Fantasound. RCA developed a scaled-down, three-channel stereo version so
that more cinemas could play the film, but this was also too expensive and still found limited
distribution. The film was eventually remixed to monaural sound (a single channel) so it could be
shown in most theaters.154 Fantasound, as envisioned by RCA, Stokowski, and Disney’s
engineers, was never used again, and it would take another twelve years for stereophonic sound
to reach wide distribution in cinemas.155 Yet it remains widely known for initiating the era of
surround sound that is the standard in cinemas everywhere today.
The invisible orchestra provided a crucial link to this era of cinema surround sound in its
earlier presentation of auditory perspective and its anticipation of sound cinema’s listening
subject: seated, facing a frontal screen, and immersed in sound. As film historian Lilya
Kaganovsky has explained about American cinema:

154

See Daniel, Stokowski, 379–91.

155

No equipment survives, but the stereo mix has been preserved.
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Electric companies…helped to create a climate of acceptance for the coming of sound
cinema. They helped to organize a discourse around sound, about progress and
modernity, that made sound cinema appear not as a ‘natural’ development from silent
cinema, but as a new and completely different product: a product of a new era of
technological change.156
Stokowski and Bell Labs contributed greatly to that technological change, devising numerous
devices for the invisible orchestra that went on to revolutionize cinema sound. The concert’s
broadcast in auditory perspective and its attempt at a synaesthetic presentation of color and
music also supplied an important model for the development of Fantasia and Fantasound. In a
book published by Walt Disney Productions to accompany the release of the film, the company
directly cites Stokowski’s invisible orchestra as an influence, and also describes Fantasia as an
opportunity to further develop the ideas initiated by Stokowski and Bell Labs:
It is quite natural to think of music in terms of visual colors. We frequently speak of a
‘blue’ note, while more than one hundred years ago, the great Beethoven was exhorting
the men of his orchestra to give him ‘more purple’ in certain passages, ‘more gold’ in
others. And later Rimsky-Korsakov executed color scales and Scriabin composed
Promethe for colored lights (first performed by Leopold Stokowski and the Philadelphia
Orchestra). There followed an experimental concert in which Stokowski combined the
music of the Philadelphia Orchestra with a color organ. Walt Disney and Stokowski
wished to make the overture to Fantasia a further experiment in interpreting the colors
and moving patterns of music in colors and moving patterns on the screen.157
Yet at the same time as they looked forward to cinema sound, Stokowski and Bell Labs also
looked back to Wagner’s theater at Bayreuth and to his notion of a Gesamtkunstwerk in crafting
the lighting schema and theater set-up for the concert. Wagner’s notion of the unification of
music, drama, and scenic design, displayed within a setting expressly calibrated for focusing on
this combination, found another expression in the invisible orchestra, and yet another in the
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Lilya Kaganovsky, “Learning to Speak Soviet: Soviet Cinema and the Coming of Sound,” in A Companion to
Russian Cinema, ed. Birgit Beumers (West Sussex, UK: John Wiley & Sons, 2016), 292.
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Walt Disney Productions. Walt Disney’s Fantasia in Technicolor and Fantasound (New York: Walt Disney
Productions, 1940), n.p.
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theatrical setting for Fantasia, which Stokowski considered to be the fullest realization of his
ambitions. (The film even incorporates Wagner’s “Ride of the Valkyries” from the Ring cycle—
the very series that launched the composer’s theater at Bayreuth). As a midpoint between these
two poles, concert hall and cinema, the invisible orchestra represented a critical moment in the
redefinition and reconfiguration of modern perception, and an immediate precursor to the era of
cinema surround sound.
It also established the telephone as a decisive participant in this revolution. If the
telephone’s utility as a communication device derives from the need to communicate over
distance, a physical and geographical separation of one sound source from another, then
Stokowski exploited the device to its fullest effect. Emphasizing the immanent non-visual aspect
of sound by presenting music without a visible “source,” he played on the apprehensions of
modern observers who had not yet experienced the full capabilities of the telephone beyond its
social capacities. The new mode of perception that the project engendered was only made
possible in the early 1930s by innovations to and expansions of the telephone network, research
on speech and hearing that led to the development of new acoustics technologies, and a corporate
funding model that generated the fiscal support necessary to create these changes. For Stokowski
the telephone was not a mere object of amusement, a novel device for transmitting sound.
Rather, he used the device to enact a radical transformation of sound as a medium, to
demonstrate its modern powers of transmission, and to promote it as a mass medium capable of
transforming the modern experience of music.
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CHAPTER 2: RADIO
“Inner Film”: Paul Deharme’s Radiophonic Surrealism
“Ecoutez, faites silence!” On the evening of November 3, 1933, La grande complainte
de Fantômas, which began with these words, was broadcast on Radio Paris and excerpted on
radio stations across France and in Luxembourg. The radio play was transmitted as part of a
larger advertising campaign surrounding the release of Marcel Allain’s serial novel Si c’etait
Fantômas? (If it was Fantômas?), one of a number of detective thrillers from the early twentieth
century about the eponymous anti-hero who became an icon for artists and writers of the French
avant-garde (Fig. 2.1).1 While the play is now legendary for its eminent production team—the
Swiss-born Cuban expat Alejo Carpentier acted as musical director, Kurt Weill composed an
original score, Antonin Artaud provided dramatic direction and voiced the role of Fantômas
himself, and famed Surrealist poet Robert Desnos wrote the lengthy, rhyming text—the man
responsible for the broadcast, Paul Deharme (1898–1934), has been all but forgotten (Fig. 2.2).
Deharme was a pioneering radio executive, producer, writer, and theorist within the
Surrealist orbit who explored radio advertising as a new platform for creative activity.2 He was
hired in 1922 to work at Avenir Publicité, an advertising division of the telecommunications
firm, Havas, focusing on signage and displays. By 1926 he had created a new branch of that
agency, Information et Publicité, specializing in radio advertising for cinema, which he ran as
director. Information et Publicité held the exclusive contract to produce ads for Radio Paris (the

1

Fantômas was the subject of 32 roman feuilletons written by Marcel Allain and Pierre Souvestre beginning in
1911; Allain continued writing the series alone after Souvestre’s death in 1914. The silent film director Louis
Feuillade adapted the stories into five films produced before WWI: Fantômas, Juve contre Fantômas and Le Mort
qui tue (all 1913), as well as Fantômas contre Fantômas and Le faux magistrat (1914). The French literary avantgarde and the Surrealists obsessively embraced Fantômas; Apollinaire and Max Jacobow even formed a fan club, the
Société des amis de Fantômas, with Maurice Raynal and Pablo Picasso.
2

Deharme conceived of La grande complainte de Fantômas as a creative advertising scheme, assembled the cast
and crew, and produced the transmission at the studios of his company, Phoniric.
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station that broadcast from atop the Eiffel Tower), Poste Parisien, and Radio Luxembourg, a
remarkable undertaking given the nascence of radio as a medium in France at the time. Through
his friendships and creative collaborations with Surrealist writers—including his wife, the poet
Lise Meyer, whom he married in 1928—Deharme became aware of Surrealism’s interest in the
psychoanalytic interpretation of dreams and conceived of the radio as an artistic medium capable
of reaching not only listeners’ ears but also their unconscious.3 As part of his advertising work,
he developed a radio format that fused two seemingly-opposed genres, on-air publicity spots and
radio drama (for instance, an ad for Philips radio sets told as a detective story), in order to
effectively reach consumers. But he also wrote several radio plays—Un incident au Pont du
Hibou (An Incident at Owl Bridge; 1928; 20 min.), La grande complainte de Fantômas (The
Great Lament of Fantômas; 1933; 31 min.), and L’Ile des voix (The Island of Voices; 1934; 24
min.)—that demonstrated his reorientation of Surrealist principles to the mass medium of radio,
an approach that ran counter to the position of André Breton, the ostensible founder of
Surrealism, who saw the radio as too lowbrow and populist a medium for the avant-garde
ambitions of the movement.4
It is important to clarify here that the use of the word “Surrealism” in this chapter refers
specifically to French Surrealism and to key principles, techniques, and formal properties of the
movement—the exploration of dreams and the subconscious, an interest in Freudian
psychoanalysis, automatism, irrationality, etc.—that yoked artistic innovation to social
radicalism. There were several different French Surrealist factions by the mid-1930s, including
3

Although Freud initially introduced the term unconscious (Unbewusste) in The Interpretation of Dreams (1900) as
a fundamental psychoanalytic term, to refer to a psyhic state below the threshold of consciousness, he came to use it
synonymously with subconscious (Unterbewusste). In French, subconscious (subconscient)—rather than
unconscious (inconscient)—is most common, and is what Deharme uses. I use these two terms interchangeably to
vary my language.
4

Examples of these will be given in the coming sections.
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the groups around Breton, concerned chiefly with automatism; Georges Bataille, whose
philosophy of “base materialism” and criticism of Surrealism initially enraged Breton; and the
Spaniard Salvador Dali, centered on dream representation. Deharme, however, had digested and
synthesized Surrealism’s dual interests in automatism and dreams well before this factionalism
occurred in 1929. He was circumspect about his affiliation with mainstream Surrealism,
acknowledging a shared interest in dreams, Freud, and the meanderings of the unconscious,
while rejecting Surrealism’s “improper use” of dream states and carefully demarcating his
project from Surrealist concerns.5 In a strongly-worded passage from his 1930 book Pour un art
radiophonique (Towards a Radiophonic Art), a treatise on the new art form, Deharme offers a
protracted defense of his project in relation to Surrealism, criticizing that movement’s misguided
focus on automatism and hypnagogic states:
The surrealist doctrine and my idea of a new form of expression, proper to the wireless,
are opposed. The dream is no longer the origin of the work, it is the goal. Half-sleep is no
longer used as a creative state, but as a receptive state. The automatic play of
associations, the impregnation by the subconscious material of images created in the
preconscious, no longer falls necessarily on the author but the public. Now the rotten
apples and crystal balls belong to them!6
Deharme imagined his radio plays as a popular form of Surrealism that would activate the
listening audience’s subconscious and result in waking dreams, rather than Surrealist artworks
which derive from dream material. Deharme’s radiophonic art—heterodox, ephemeral,
distributed, and public—thus provided a foil to Breton’s conception of Surrealism.

5

“Un emploi erroné.” Paul Deharme, Pour un art radiophonique (Paris: Le Rouge et Le Noir, 1930), 94. Unless
otherwise specified, all translations are my own.
6
Emphasis added. “La doctrine surréaliste et ma conception d’un moyen d’expression nouveau, propre à la T.S.F.,
s’opposent. Le rêve n’est plus l’origine de l’œuvre, il en est le but. Le demi-sommeil n’est plus utilisé comme état
créateur, mais comme état récepteur. Le jeu automatique des associations, l’imprégnation par le matériel
subconscient des images créées dans le préconscient n’incombe plus obligatoirement à l’auteur, mais au public. À
lui les reinettes pourries et les boules de cristal!” Deharme, Pour un art radiophonique, 41–42.
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In 1932, Deharme established an independent company, Phoniric—a portmanteau of the
French words for “sound” (phonique) and “dream” (onirique)—and hired Desnos and Carpentier
to assist in the production of narrative advertisements and radio plays, including La grande
complainte de Fantômas and L’Ile des voix, a story about a shipwreck survivor on a deserted
island in Polynesia inspired by William Shakespeare’s The Tempest (ca. 1610–11). In an
interview, Deharme elaborated on his agency’s unusual name:
…Our brand is born from the condensation of these two words [phonique and onirique],
just as our radio technique is born from the double concern that they express. In terms of
transmission, we consider only the phonic truth, while on the level of listening we invite
the listener to adopt as passive a receptive behavior as possible in order to allow the thing
broadcast to be transfigured, like a dream, into spontaneous images. The program thus
delivers “a latent part” of an awakened reverie, a framework on which the listener
automatically hangs the imaginary material he has, to compose what I have called an
“inner film.”7
This passage confirms Deharme’s conviction that broadcasters could use the radio to manipulate
listeners by inducing a dream-like state, what he referred to in an earlier text as “mental
theater.”8 Using the persuasive power of the voice and of narrative, however disjointed, and
adhering to a number of techniques outlined his book, Pour un art radiophonique, Deharme
believed that wireless operators could access the subconscious in order to generate flows of
pictures in the minds of listeners. (This production of “spontaneous images” not only
preoccupied the Surrealists in the 1920s and 1930s, who designated it as automatism, but also
governed much Freudian dream analysis, which Deharme had studied and experienced directly;

7

Emphasis added. Paul Deharme, interview with Karl Hamerlinck, Comoedia (January 27, 1933). “Notre marque
est née de la condensation de ces deux mots, tout comme notre technique radiophonique est née de la double
préoccupation qu’ils expriment: Sur le plan de l’émission, nous considérons uniquement la vérité phonique, tandis
que sur le plan de l’écoute nous invitons l’auditeur à adopter un comportement de réception aussi passif que
possible, afin de permettre à la chose diffusée de se transfigurer, comme un rêve, en images spontanées. L’émission
livre ainsi “un partie latente” d’une rêverie éveillée, une ossature à laquelle l’auditeur accroche automatiquement le
matériel imaginaire dont il dispose, pour composer ce que j’ai appelé un “film intérieur.”
8

Paul Deharme, “Proposition for a Radiophonic Art” (1930), trans. Anke Birkenmaier, Modernism / Modernity 16,
no. 2 (April 2009): 406.
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he drew on both of these practices in his work).9 Yet it is crucial to point out that Deharme limns
this image flow as a “film,” rather than as a series of individual snapshots, and depicts the mind
as a “theater,” in other words, that he conceives of radio art cinematically.
While Breton disdained the radio, and wrote about it only once, the Surrealists’
fascination with cinema was well-documented.10 The two main manifestoes of the movement, as
well as other writings by Surrealist authors and critics, are rife with language (both explicit and
implied) praising cinema and its methods, and repeatedly suggest the adaptation of these
methods (superimposition, dissolves, close-ups, slow motion, etc.) for analyses of the
unconscious and dreams in particular, which they considered analogous to cinematic
representations.11 André Breton, who acted as Surrealism’s self-proclaimed spokesperson,
declared near the end of the “Manifesto of Surrealism” (1924): “The cinema? Three cheers for
darkened rooms.”12 In a 1960s interview, Philippe Soupault—who co-authored with Breton Les
champs magnétiques (Magnetic Fields; 1919), considered to be the first example of

9

Deharme had read Freud, whose key works on dreams had been translated into French in the 1920s. He was also a
patient of René Allendy, formerly the analyst (and lover) of Anaïs Nin.
10

“‘Wireless’: there’s a word that has all too recently entered our vocabulary, a locution whose rise has been too
rapid for it not to contain many of the dreams of our epoch, for it not to reveal to me one of the very few specifically
new determinations of our minds…Wireless telegraph, wireless telephone, wireless imagination, as they say.” André
Breton, “Introduction to the Discourse on the Paucity of Reality,” in Break of Day, trans. Mark Polizzotti and Mary
Ann Caws (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1999), 3.
11

Freud also analogized the cinema to the workings of the mind. For instance, he coined the term “screen
memories” to characterize distorted childhood recollections and used the word “scene” to describe a visual memory
of his own. See Sigmund Freud, “Screen Memories” (1899), in The Standard Edition of the Complete Psychological
Works of Sigmund Freud, Volume III (1893–1899): Early Psycho-Analytic Publications, trans. James Strachey
(London: Hogarth Press, 1955), 303–22.
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André Breton, Manifestoes of Surrealism, trans. Richard Seaver and Helen R. Lane (Ann Arbor: The University of
Michigan Press,1972), 46. For the original text (“Le cinéma? Bravo pour les salles obscures”), see André Breton,
Oeuvres complètes, vol. 1, eds. Marguerite Bonnet with Philippe Bernier, Étienne-Alain Hubert and José Pierre
(Paris: Gallimard, 1988), 345.
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automatism—elaborated: “One can say that, from the birth of Surrealism, we sought to discover,
thanks to the cinema, the means for expressing the immense power of the dream.”13
In many ways, the Surrealists conceived of film as the ideal medium for manifesting the
movement’s techniques and concepts. French film theorist Jean Goudal, in his essential text
“Surrealism and Cinema” (1925), affirmed that “Surreality represents a domain actually
indicated to cinema by its very technique.”14 Yet for all their theoretical posturing and voracious
enthusiasm, the Surrealists—mostly writers and painters—hardly engaged with the cinema (what
some scholars have called a “failed convergence”), resulting in only a few films and several
poems and scenarios inspired by cinematic montage.15 And though language and the voice were
critically important to Surrealism, which was founded as a primarily literary movement, its
leading practitioners largely failed to seize the opportunity that came with the transition from
silent to sound film (also called “talkies”) at the cusp of the 1930s.
I argue that Deharme’s art radiophonique was an attempt to overcome this unfulfilled
relationship between Surrealism and sound cinema (and, as a corollary, to deal with Surrealism’s
thorny relationship to music, which Breton spurned in the 1929 “Second Manifesto of
Surrealism” because of a personal distaste for music and for several contemporary composers). A

13

See Ramona Fotiade, “From Ready-Made to Moving Image: The Visual Poetics of Surrealist Cinema,” in The
Unsilvered Screen: Surrealism on Film, eds. Graeme Harper and Rob Stone (London: Wallflower Press, 2007), 9.
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Jean Goudal, “Surrealism and Cinema” (1925), in French Film Theory and Criticism, A History / Anthology:
1907–1939, ed. Richard Abel (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1988), 353–62. Originally published as
“Surréalisme et cinema,” in La Revue hebdomadaire (February 1925), 343–57. Soupault said: “For us the cinema
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marvelous mode of expression for the dream state […] I myself believed it was possible to transpose surrealism to
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surrealist poetry.” See Jean-Marie Mabire, “Entretien avec Philippe Soupault,” Etudes cinématographiques 38–39,
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close analysis of Deharme’s writings and extant radio programs will reveal that he repeatedly
expressed his projects in terms of the filmic medium, endowing them with the properties of
cinema without binding them to the materials or apparatuses of film. These “para-cinematic”
radio works (to use a phrase developed by film historian Jonathan Walley) enabled Deharme to
participate in the Surrealist project without betraying his own concerns.16 Deharme’s oeuvre is
thus significant not only for the history of radio art, but for the history of Surrealism, for it
represents a realization of that avant-garde movement’s frustrated aspirations to cinema.
Deharme’s output of radio plays and theatrical advertisements, and his theories on radio
art and the radiophonic effects that undergirded them, unfolded over the course of only eight
years, between his hiring at Information et Publicité in 1926 and the production of L’Ile des voix
in 1934. (Sadly, Deharme never heard that radio play realized on the air; he died prematurely of
pneumonia the same year). This chapter, which contains significant new research on Deharme
and his oeuvre, will set Deharme’s work against a coalition of simultaneous events in France that
shaped its development: the expansion of radio technologies in France in the late 1920s and early
1930s, leading to regulations that formed a national network by 1934; the first years of the
Surrealist movement, leading up to the expulsion of first-generation artists and writers in 1929;
the translation of Sigmund Freud’s “The Interpretation of Dreams” (1900) into French in 1926;
and the transition from silent to sound film, which occurred in France between 1929 and 1930.

16

Though the term “paracinema” was coined by filmmaker Ken Jacobs in the 1960s to refer to expanded cinema
performances, it was recently expanded upon by Jonathan Walley in October. Walley broadens the definition of
paracinema to include any project that uses film’s medium-specific concerns of light and time, challenging the limits
of “film.” Yet Walley’s notion of paracinema still applies to avant-garde and experimental works of the 1960s and
1970s. My more capacious use of paracinema here allows the term to accommodate earlier projects, such as
Deharme’s art radiophonique, that are conceived as “films” but that do not make use of the conventional
technologies or materials of the celluloid medium. Jonathan Walley, “The Material of Film and the Idea of Cinema:
Contrasting Practices in Sixties and Seventies Avant-Garde Film,” October 103 (Winter 2003): 15–30.
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“Radio Nation”: French Radio from Origins to Art Form
Before Deharme championed a radio art that turned inward, to the theater of the mind,
state-run and commercial radio stations in France turned their antennas outward, creating a
national network for radio waves to traverse the country and unite audiences in a simultaneous
and collective listening experience. Yet broad access to this network came late to France. As
French radio historian Cécile Méadel has explained, “the radio did not exist as a medium” for the
masses at the start of the 1920s.17 Unlike more industrialized nations such as Germany and Great
Britain, France remained comparatively rural and agricultural in the first decades of the twentieth
century, and also did not have a government incentive in place to motivate the development or
expansion of wireless technology.18 Thus in its early years, radio was largely the domain of
hobbyists and amateur clubs as well as the military, which installed a permanent station at the
Eiffel Tower just before the First World War (Fig. 2.3).19 This station acted as a broadcasting
center and signal beacon, permitting naval ships to track their position along the coast and
allowing field radio operators on the Western Front to use the tower as an intermediary point for
transmissions.20 After the war, the French Postal Administration (Postes, Telegraphes et

17

Cécile Méadel, Histoire de la radio des années trente: Du sans-filiste à l’auditeur (Paris: Anthropos / I.N.A.,
1994), 290. “La radio n’existe pas comme médium.”
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Joelle Neulander, Programming National Identity: The Culture of Radio in 1930s France (Baton Rouge:
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Telephones, or PTT) was charged with controlling the air waves; they issued permits to some
sans-filistes (wireless amateurs) to continue broadcasting and allowed multiple commercial
stations to form. But these ad hoc efforts exposed a profound sense of disorganization and
discord over how the wireless system should be controlled, leading to a fast-growing but
dispersed and poorly-regulated radio network.21 By 1930, there were twenty-five commercial
and state-run stations operating in France, signaling a transformation of the radio from an
enthusiast’s hobby to a mass medium.22
Unlike today’s more private listening experiences, in which individual cars and homes
are equipped with radios, listening to the radio was initially envisaged as a mass public activity
at this moment in France.23 Station operators, in order to drum up interest in the emerging
medium, staged elaborate public spectacles to exhibit the radio’s technical capabilities. In her
indispensable study on French radio between the wars, Rebecca Scales reports on several of
these demonstrations. The 1923 “Festival of the Airwaves” at the Trocadero Palace, hosted by
the popular science magazine Je sais tout and the Société Française de Radioélectrcité, turned
the Trocadero auditorium into a transceiver for the roughly 4,000 attendees to listen to the radio,
most for the first time.24 Quoting a journalist from the magazine T.S.F. Programme, Scales also
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Scales, 12–13.
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Ibid. and Cécile Méadel, “Programmes en masse, programmes de masse? La diffusion de la radio en France
pendant les années trente,” in Masses et culture de masse dans les années trente, ed. Régine Robin (Paris: Les
Éditions Ouvrières, 1991), 52–55.
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Aside from an unfamiliarity with the new medium, the average 1920s French family could not afford a radio set.
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describes a display at the 1929 International Wireless Salon—a radio fair hosted at the Parisian
theme park, Magic City—comprising a massive loudspeaker nicknamed “The Voice of the
Giant” whose “‘deafening, tyrannical voice monopolized the attention of the crowd.’”25 Aside
from these large-scale exhibitions that advertised radio’s functionality and equipment capability,
scaled-down tours of radio concerts broadcast from moving cars, designated listening halls, and
headphone-based demonstrations established collective sites for listening and, more importantly,
a new, national audience for the nascent medium, leading to the expansion of the radio network
at the end of the 1920s.26
Yet this explosion of various haphazardly-assembled radio stations created a new and
unwelcome intrusion into the modern soundscape: interference, or brouillage.27 Radio stations
began to transmit on adjacent frequencies, generating cross-talk and static, and the sheer
multitude of programs broadcast at any one moment meant that listeners often inadvertently
tuned in to bulletins or concerts from faraway posts. With six stations broadcasting from the
capital and its surrounding areas by 1930, and loudspeakers dotting the city in public squares and
radio halls, Paris had become a “cacophonous hell,” according to one period reviewer.28
25

Ibid., 30. French psychologist Gustave Le Bon devised his theory of crowds in the late nineteenth century,
postulating that individuals in a crowd exert psychic influences on one another, forming a collective
unconsciousness and a new entity he called the “psychological crowd.” One wonders whether a dispersed crowd of
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Angry listeners and the wireless press complained about the congested, noisy airwaves
and issued nationalist demands for the government to create a “radio nation” (to use Scales’s
term), that is, an organized and regulated state network of radio stations.29 In 1931, after years of
unchecked growth, the government finally implemented the regulatory Ferrié Plan, named for
General Gustave-Auguste Ferrié, a military officer and French radio pioneer who led the
commission to develop the nationwide system. The Plan proposed to reduce interference and
increase access to the radio by dividing France into regions served by local stations and
establishing a central national station with a powerful long-wave transmitter; this latter outcome
was finally achieved in December 1933 when the state purchased the commercial Radio-Paris
(formerly Radiola) as its flagship station (Fig. 2.4).30
In addition to transmitting standard informative broadcasts (weather bulletins, stock
updates, and news announcements), the burgeoning medium of French radio engendered a new
form of art created specifically for it: théâtre radiophonique (radiophonic theater). Méadel’s
landmark text on French radio of this period, Historie de la radio des années trente, describes
this genre as comprising original dramatic work, performed in the studio, and explicitly created
for or adapted to the medium of radio; it is distinguished from théâtre radiophone (theater on the
radio), which characterizes the retransmission of a theatrical work initially performed on and/or
written for the stage.31 While it did not reach its peak until the late 1930s, théâtre radiophonique
emerged concurrently with radio’s expansion as a mass medium over the previous decade. Radio
plays were transmitted as early as 1922, but it was the 1924 work Marémoto (Seaquake), a
29
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dramatization of a shipwreck produced with studio sound effects, that ushered in that medium’s
modern storytelling tradition by thematizing the medium itself, thus paving the way for
Deharme’s radical re-working of the genre.32
Marémoto—written by Gabriel Germinet (the nom de plume for Maurice Vinot) and
Pierre Cusy who together authored the first major text on radio drama, Théâtre radiophonique.
Mode nouveau d’expression artistique (1926)—is particularly notable not just for its status as
one of the earliest French radio plays but for its scenario, in which the radio apparatus itself is
used as a central “character” and as a plot device for dramatic effect.33 The script is essentially an
anguished dialogue between two sailors on a sinking ship as they attempt to issue distress
signals; as the boat takes on water in an intense storm, they fruitlessly try to radio for help.
Rather than using the radio as a loudspeaker system to merely transmit news of the
purported crisis, Marémoto deployed the radio as an essential character in the drama around
which the action hinged.34 Complete with sound effects of a stormy sea, wind, and rain, the radio
play also creatively incorporated the static interference and cross-talk of the early French radio
network as a narrative element to give the sense of a poor connection at sea. Les bruiteurs (sound
effects engineers) produced faint telegraphic transmissions in the studio to signify the sailors’
frustrated attempts to communicate. An actor playing the role of a sailor gave the actual time, in
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minutes and seconds, as the time of the distress call. And the entire broadcast itself interrupted a
program in progress, without any warning, slowly but weakly fading in over the program
announcer’s voice. In short, the play pushed the notion of a live (produced on air) radio drama to
its limit by appearing to replicate a “live” (happening-at-this-moment) event, offering a new
form of realism predicated on a plausible crisis. This suspenseful but entirely fictional account
created in a radio studio—more than a decade before the American broadcast War of the Worlds
(1938)—was instead interpreted as a real situation by some listeners who caught an on-air
rehearsal of the broadcast on October 21, 1924, and who telephoned emergency responders to
report the distress call.
The panic caused by the misinterpreted rehearsal caused the station to cancel the official
broadcast scheduled to occur three days after the test run.35 According to Christian Brochand, a
French communications historian, “the director [of the play] could be proud because the storm
was born of a silk ribbon on a metallic cylinder and the siren sprang from the cello of Lucienne
Radisse, star artist of the station’s orchestra.”36 By exploiting the convincing power of the
disembodied radio voice and the perceived reliability of the radio as a medium of
communication, Marémoto created an entirely new conceptual and perceptual framework for
future radio plays and laid the groundwork for Deharme’s investigations.
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Marémoto was one of a number of avant-garde projects in Europe in the first few decades
of the twentieth century to explore the idea and promise of radio. Some of these projects
investigated the emancipatory and utopian potential of radio, because of its ability to reshape
consciousness, create more rapid means of communication, and close distances between time and
space. As we know, F.T. Marinetti conceived of a “wireless imagination” (1913) in which
language would be freed from the strictures of punctuation and conventional syntax,
metaphorically linking this untethered language to the wireless radio.37 In Russia, Velimir
Khlebnikov wrote “The Radio of the Future” (1921), in which he describes the radio tower as the
center of a new society.38 Others viewed radio with suspicion and satirized it as a nefarious tool
for invading the minds and bodies of listeners, such as Kurt Schwitters, whose dystopian prose
poem, “A Stimulus to Make the Most Productive Use of Radio” (1934), imagines women being
impregnated by radio transmissions.39 While each of these projects differ significantly from
Marémoto, which is the only radio play among the group, they all sought to describe, critique, or
elaborate upon the qualities of the new medium of radio.
Yet aside from these creative musings, the technology of the radio presented a barrier.
Though a number of writers and poets performed on the radio, using it either as a medium to
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publicize recent work or as a new frame for experimenting with linguistic forms, there are very
few examples of avant-garde artists and writers who actually worked with the technology
directly.40 (Marinetti, who wrote several radio dramas and regularly broadcast on Italian radio
from the late 1920s to early 1940s, is a key exception). This lack of technical proficiency created
a rift between the authors of experimental works for radio (the writers, artists, and musicians)
and the people who typically delivered it to public audiences, namely station managers and audio
engineers. Thus, the production channels for avant-garde work on the radio were limited and
artists’ abilities to fully exploit the modern medium were made difficult—a condition that makes
Deharme’s work all the more significant, since he was able to inhabit both roles.
Despite a general lack of knowledge about the technical and technological aspects of
modern sound recording and reproduction devices, noise, sound, and music were important
elements of proto- and early French Surrealist projects.41 The score for the ballet Parade (1917),
for instance, developed by Erik Satie and Jean Cocteau for the Ballet Russes, incorporated nonmusical sounds including a typewriter, a telegraph, a ship siren and a pistol; Guillaume
Apollinaire, the distinguished avant-garde author and critic, famously coined the term
“surréalisme” in a program note to describe the production.42 Recording technologies also found
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wide use among the Surrealists in the years after the movement’s founding. A number of writers
associated with the movement including Cocteau, Desnos, and Apollinaire created phonograph
recordings of their own poetry, some set to music.43 Early on, Breton embraced some musicians
and composers, especially Satie, Georges Auric, and George Antheil, before souring on music by
Surrealism’s official establishment in 1924, due to his personal distaste for several contemporary
musicians and his belief that painting and literature were superior art forms.44 Sound and modern
audio technologies were still referenced favorably in the first “Manifesto of Surrealism” that
year; in it Breton proclaimed the radio “fine” and notoriously used sound technologies to refer
metonymically to poets as “modest recording instruments.”45 However, by the time of
Surrealism’s “Second Manifesto” (1929), Breton and his associates had written several
invectives against music including Breton’s own “Surrealism and Painting” (1928), which
contains passages that paraphrase Giorgio de Chirico’s statement “No Music” (1911–15) judging
music and sound to be unworthy pursuits, and Belgian Surrealist Paul Nougé’s polemical Music
Is Dangerous (1928).46 The publication of the “Second Manifesto” marked not only Breton’s
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final separation from music, but also his public break with a number of first wave Surrealists,
including Desnos, Soupault, and Artaud, who he scathingly expelled by name in the text for
straying from the revolutionary cause of Surrealism.
Breton’s rejection of music is part of a larger dialectic in Surrealism between vision and
audition, which figured as a debate between Breton, who favored the former, and author Georges
Bataille, the latter. While Breton was antipathetic to music, his writings display his ambivalence
about sound. In “Surrealism and Painting” (1928), for instance, Breton initially states that
hearing is subordinate to vision: “Auditive images, in fact, are inferior to visual images...So may
night continue to descend upon the orchestra, and may I, who am still searching for something in
this world, be left with open eyes...”47 Yet Breton would later shift his position, conceding the
importance of sound while remaining equivocal about its supremacy over the image. In “The
Automatic Message” (1930), he elevates auditive over visual automatism: “I believe
blindly…blindly, with a blindness that covers all visible things—in the triumph auditorily of
what is unverifiable visually.”48
Conversely, Bataille’s writings of the same period explicitly celebrate the auditory as
superior to and incompatible with vision by eliminating the possibility of sight altogether. For
example, in Bataille’s Story of the Eye (1928) and in numerous other writings and artworks by
him and his associates, descriptions of seeing and depictions of the eye abound but they are most
often enucleated, blinded, destroyed, or hidden, evidence of a prevalent antivisual discourse in
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early-twentieth century France, as Martin Jay as masterfully shown.49 Contemporaneous works
of visual art represent this antagonism towards vision, such as the opening sequence of Luis
Buñuel’s Un Chien andalou (1929), where an eye is slit open with a razor blade; Man Ray’s
infamous Object to be Destroyed (1923); and Max Ernst’s cover design for Paul Eluard’s
Répétitions (1922) among many others (Fig. 2.5). According to Jay’s interrogation of vision,
Downcast Eyes: The Denigration of Vision in Twentieth Century French Thought, “there can be
little doubt that the eye seemed to many Surrealist artists less an object to be revered, less the
organ of pure and noble vision, than a target of mutilation and scorn, or a vehicle of its own
violence.”50 Given this violence against or ambivalence towards the eye, the Surrealists
conceived of the ear as a substitute sensory organ and considered the unconscious processing of
internalized thoughts as an alternative to sight. Deharme harnessed this notion of an “acoustic
unconscious” towards the production of an interior cinema that triggered mental images derived
from auditory perception rather than visually-received information.
Breton’s split with artists and authors previously considered integral to Surrealism
occurred as the result of internal disagreements about the movement’s purported relationship to
politics and to mass media.51 Breton wanted Surrealism to express a revolutionary agenda to
match its radical artistic claims. By 1925, he had aligned himself (and, in turn, the Surrealist
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group as a whole) with the Parti communiste française (the French Communist Party, or PCF)—
although the PCF did not embrace him—and grew increasingly vociferous in his support of
communist politics until the early 1930s, an evolution announced in the transformation of the
main Surrealist journal’s title from La Révolution surréaliste (1924–29) to Le Surréalisme au
service de la révolution (1930–33).52 In addition to the group’s artistic pursuits, Breton and his
associates participated in activist and interventionist actions including pamphleteering and
attendance at party meetings. While some key Surrealists (namely Louis Aragon and Paul
Éluard, among others) remained loyal to Breton, others either did not want to affiliate themselves
with the platform of the Communist party or felt that an alliance would dilute the group’s literary
and artistic ambitions.
Breton also shunned fellow Surrealists due to their relationship with mass media. He
became harshly critical of Surrealists who engaged in journalistic activities in print and on the
radio, especially Bataille—whose magazine DOCUMENTS (1929–30) was a primary vehicle for
publishing work by dissident Surrealists and for exploring the movement’s relation to popular
culture—and Desnos, who had published poetry in popular magazines and was just about to
launch his broadcasting career with Phoniric.53 Related to his elitist conviction that Surrealism
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should not concern the general public and should, in fact, consciously work against popular
opinion, Breton opposed any engagement with mass media outlets, which he saw as lowbrow,
unserious, and counter to the avant-garde ambitions of the Surrealist movement: “The approval
of the public is to be avoided like the plague,” he wrote.54 The “Second Manifesto”
excommunicates numerous Surrealists either for failing to ascribe to the “collective” political
action-plan enforced by Breton or for participating in mass cultural activities that he renounced,
although a number of the artists and writers he named either defected willingly to Bataille or left
on their own to pursue independent projects.55
Deharme was not named in the “Second Manifesto,” or called out in any other writings
by Breton for that matter, and histories of Surrealism exclude any mention of him or his work.56
Yet Deharme was connected to the Surrealist circle by the late 1920s, and an active participant in
their activities by the early 1930s. His introduction to the group came through Desnos, whom he
met in Nice in 1919, the same year that Aragon, Breton, Desnos, Éluard and Soupault developed
the technique of automatism, which was famously codified as Surrealism’s central tenet in
Breton’s founding 1924 manifesto.
He and Desnos shared an early interest in the radio: around 1922, the year Deharme
joined Information et Publicité, Desnos produced several paintings with imagery and text that
evoke wireless broadcasting, perhaps a coded reference to the auditory hallucinations he
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experienced during his automatist trances.57 Dream—Poetry, which represents telegraph wires, a
telephone receiver, and phonograph horns—instruments used to amplify and facilitate the
transmission of sound—incorporates a reference to failed communication with the phrases
“Chirico je veux parler” (I want to speak to [Giorgio de] Chirico) and “On ne repond pas” (There
is no reply) (Fig. 2.6). Another work, The Death of André Breton, seems to augur Breton’s
conflicted relationship with the radio and the usurpation of Surrealist principles by mass
communication. Against a background of iconic buildings from New York, Barcelona, and Paris,
linked here perhaps by the invisible connections of wireless radio, Desnos paints the words
“Vous vous trompez” (you are wrong) (Fig. 2.7).
With his 1928 marriage to Lise Meyer (neé Lise Anne-Marie Hirtz), a writer, organizer of
Surrealist salons, and former muse of Breton, Deharme cemented his integration into the
Surrealist group.58 He worked with his wife on the production of Le Phare de Neuilly (1931–33),
a literary journal that she edited and that published contributions by a variety of Surrealist
authors including Hans Arp, Carpentier, Desnos, Raymond Queneau, Man Ray, Georges
Ribemont-Dessaignes, and Roger Vitrac, among others.59 He also invited a number of Surrealists
to collaborate on radio programs for Information et Publicité, including Artaud, Carpentier,
Desnos, and Jacques Prévert.60
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Deharme’s closest Surrealist associates (namely, Desnos and Carpentier) were thus
dissident artists and writers that had been expelled from, or purposefully worked against,
Breton’s main faction of Surrealism, a significant point precisely because their break partially
centered around the use of the radio as a medium for promoting Surrealist work. By the time he
published the “Second Manifesto” in 1929, Breton viewed the radio and other modes of mass
communication with cynicism as media that would vulgarize Surrealist artistic production by
pandering to popular appeal. (“Desnos—he thought he could indulge with impunity in one of the
most dangerous activities that exist, journalism…”).61 Conversely, Deharme believed not just
that Surrealism and the radio were compatible, in that the radio could act as a means of
publicizing Surrealist work, but that Surrealist techniques were actually directly adaptable to the
radiophonic medium. He identified the avant-garde potential of radio as a tool for playing with
aural perception, for producing sonic abstractions, for exploring the persuasive capacity of the
voice and, crucially, for accessing (and sometimes inducing) an unconscious dream-state, as I
will explain.62

Deharme’s “Proposition” and Other Early Radio Theories
In spite of an abundance of resources on the movement and its participants, Deharme has
been completely overlooked in surveys of Surrealism and his radio works have been almost
entirely ignored in English-language literature on French radio history.63 This is, in part, a
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problem of preservation: early radio plays were performed typically live on the air and rarely
recorded. The few recordings that exist, including one of the original broadcast of Deharme’s Un
incident au Pont du Hibou, are pressed on wax discs that are considered too delicate to be
handled, never mind heard, and the archives that house them prohibit access to researchers.64 (It
was only after 1936 that the French government mandated the recording and deposition of radio
plays into the national radio library, now known as the Institut national de l’audiovisuel [INA];
most of these plays have since been digitized.)65
It is also a problem of historical exclusion. Deharme worked, no doubt, on the periphery
of Surrealism, in a medium broadly condemned by the movement’s ostensible founder, and in
association with a number of dissident Surrealists expelled by Breton in 1929.66 This set of
conditions at least partially explains his exclusion from histories of Surrealism, which mostly
focus on the groups around Breton and his rival, Bataille. Deharme also died at a very young age
in 1934, while the Surrealist movement was still well underway, and left no archive behind.67 He
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did, however, publish prolifically during his short life, writing two major treatises on radio art,
articles for advertising trade journals including Vendre, and regular contributions for French
daily newspapers, including Le Petit Journal and Le Matin, all of which have been drawn on for
this chapter.
Only three English-language texts have been devoted to Deharme’s work, all published in
2009 by Anke Birkenmaier, a scholar of Latin American literature and culture who has written
extensively on Carpentier, Deharme’s Cuba-born colleague.68 They offer introductions to
Deharme’s ideas and practices in relation to early theorists of technology and mass media but are
rife with factual and grammatical errors, and also lack criticality, since they do not advance
arguments on Deharme’s work. While one text introduces a translation of Deharme’s
“Proposition pour un art radiophonique” (Proposition for a Radiophonic Art; 1928)—an early
treatise that first announced his theories—and thus does not offer any new scholarship, the other
two essays attempt a lengthier summation of Deharme’s project.
“From Surrealism to Popular Art: Paul Deharme’s Radio Theory” recapitulates the radio
pioneer’s ideas on radiophonic art as outlined in his book, offers a synopsis of Un incident au
Pont du Hibou, and also describes Desnos’s and Carpentier’s activities at Phoniric after
Deharme’s death. Significant for providing the first analysis of Deharme’s book in English, the
article does not chart the transition professed in its title. Rather, it identifies art radiophonique as
a form engaged with both Surrealism and popular art, akin to the action dramas of the day that
were published in books, serialized in comics, and screened in cinemas.69 Although Birkenmaier
location of these belongings is now unknown. Phone correspondence with Bastien Lecouffe Deharme, greatgrandson of Paul Deharme, March 14, 2017.
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recognizes that art radiophonique was in dialogue with film, she does not analyze this aspect of
the work and, moreover, does not draw broader conclusions about the impact of Deharme’s
project.
“Surrealism for the Ear: Paul Deharme’s Radio Plays” provides the first published
summary of L’Ile des voix, which the author accessed via the typescript in the INA, a document
that I was unable to view. Yet the essay’s claims are not supported or fully explained, including
the assertion that Deharme and his colleagues, through their work on the radio, aimed “to make
an argument about surrealism itself.”70 That argument, and its implications for understanding
surrealism and art radiophonique, is never defined. This chapter, because of its length and scope,
provides a more robust account than Birkenmaier’s essays, and also advances a critical
assessment of art radiophonique, drawing on many primary sources for the first time.
While still working at Information et Publicité, Deharme wrote “Proposition pour un art
radiophonique” (Proposition for a Radiophonic Art), a ten-page treatise announcing his theory of
radiophonic art. Published in the literary journal Nouvelle Revue Français in March 1928, the
text broadly lays out Deharme’s ideas for the new medium and a system of “rules” that
broadcasters should follow in order to reach listeners and their unconscious minds.71 Here,
remarkably, in his first piece of published writing, he already describes his project in relation to
film:
I am convinced that today’s minds have a need for an imagination and lyrical
transformation that cannot be satisfied by any conventional or even recent art forms,
except by a radiophonic art. The taste for the unreal is part of this need, and it announces
itself, among other examples, in the pleasure that an average audience, one not
70
Anka Birkenmaier, “Surrealism for the Ear: Paul Deharme’s Radio Plays,” in Europa! Europa?: The AvantGarde, Modernism and the Fate of a Continent, eds. Sascha Bru, Jan Baetens, Benedikt Hjartarson et al. (Berlin: De
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necessarily uneducated but young, takes in a film replete with special effects where
human beings float in the air or turn into smoke, objects become animated and interfere
in the action, and things refuse to abide by the rules that normally govern them. It seems
to me that the waves of the wireless, remote and mysterious like the sources of our
thought, can and should feed our imagination with the new inspiration that it deserves.72
Deharme analogizes the wireless, an untethered form of communication, to the unconscious,
which is similarly “remote and mysterious.” Unlike film, a photographic medium that indexes
the real, the radio is able to appeal more directly to the subconscious, since it is abstract and
disembodied; it is also able to reproduce special effects without the distraction of accompanying
visuals. This dissociation endows the wireless with an uncanny, hallucinatory quality that “‘casts
a spell’” on listeners, who create special effects in their minds like those possible with film.73
Deharme later uses the phrase “inner film” for the first time in this text to describe his project.74
Deharme also clearly situates radiophonic art within the genealogy of Surrealism and
specifically in relation to automatist practices. (The “First Manifesto” of Surrealism is most
explicit in expressing the movement’s objective to access the unconscious and defines
Surrealism precisely as “psychic automatism in its pure state, by which one proposes to
express—verbally, by means of the written word, or in any other manner—the actual
functioning of thought. Dictated by thought, in the absence of any control exercised by reason,
exempt from any aesthetic or moral concern.”)75 Under a section called “The interior theater,”
Deharme writes:
…the wireless will be enabled to evoke images in the spirit of the listener analogous to
those of dreams...This project, in its spirit close to surrealism, should not be received by
72
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the public as unfavorably as the early literary manifestations of that doctrine were.
Surrealism owes its beginnings and really its life to the subconscious, as it is called today.
And it is thus this same subconscious that we aspire to touch with the help of the
wireless, but in a direct fashion, thus avoiding to awake the conscious mind and its
disturbing actions.76
In dialogue with Surrealism, Deharme adapts the movement’s key techniques (automatism,
dream analysis) and main points of interest (the subconscious, the voice) for the medium of
radio, but is also careful to distinguish his project from the “early literary manifestations” of the
movement, a reference to Surrealism’s initial automatist texts. Deharme would later clarify this
distinction in his book, in which he explains that while automatism takes dreams as its source,
art radiophonique aims to produce dreams as its end point.77 The difference in the two
techniques, as Deharme sees it, is the “direct” access to the subconscious that the radio affords,
as opposed to the indirect access of automatist states; moreover, automatic writing records
unfettered thought while the radio seeks to provoke it. While both the radio and automatic
writing are capable of generating powerful mental images, it is the output—the result—of these
provoked images that differs. According to Deharme, the subjective nature of automatism
produces personal “‘literary’ expressions,” while the objective character of radio generates
demonstrable, public works of art, thereby democratizing Surrealist production.78
After summarizing his ideas for a radiophonic art, Deharme then outlines a “preliminary
system” of twelve techniques for broadcasters to produce mental images.79 These can be divided
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into three sets of four propositions concerning the voice of the broadcaster, the composition of
the radio narrative, and the use of sound. First, Deharme offers notes specific to the vocal
performance of the reciter. He specifies that the broadcaster must address the listener directly in
an effort to prompt certain sensations (i.e., “‘you are hungry’”). He must use a neutral, evenlypaced speaking voice, what Deharme calls “grey diction,” to allow the listener to absorb the text
as if reading to herself in silence; to achieve this, the broadcaster must “forget the art of reading
aloud” and become “a kind of phonograph,” naturally and steadily conveying the narrative.80 The
reciter should also devise unique descriptions for each character in the radio play, and maintain a
specific vocal signature for each character, such as “a heavenly voice” for the youthful
protagonist.
Second, Deharme describes the desired composition of a radio play, which he conceives
as a narrative “‘chopped up’ into separate images” that are told sequentially. He recommends
that the narrative should be told in chronological order, in the present indicative tense (so that the
listener always remains “on location”), and should be written in a way that prevents the action of
the narrative from being precipitated. He also proposes the repetition of certain phrases, overlaid
by multiple voices, in order “to emphasize an image” in the subconscious mind of the listener.
Third, Deharme outlines the ways in which musical sounds and non-musical noises
should be used in a narrative. He wants ethereal background music (what he describes as “dream
music, as easy as possible”) with wavering instrumental passages and interludes at suspenseful
moments, musical motifs associated with each character, and melodies that help to illustrate the
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radio play. Narratives should also incorporate intentionally unrealistic sound effects, such as a
light tap on a table to signify the sound of a revolver, as well as moments of total silence at key
plot points to momentarily suspend the action. Lastly, the “chopped” images of the radio play
should be montaged to create a cohesive narrative.81 A chief objective emerges from these
collective techniques: to capture, maintain and direct the listener’s attention, using the
broadcaster’s voice as the primary vehicle to direct that attention. While Deharme saw the radio
as the method uniquely suited to this task, for its strictly aural mode of communication allowed a
listener to focus on the voice alone, radiophonic art—with its emphasis on accessing the
listener’s subconscious—was considered the ideal medium.82
Two texts by Roland Barthes written decades after Deharme’s active years and without
his work on radio drama in mind nonetheless provide concise summaries of the ways in which
the voice and listening behave in Deharme’s propositions. In his essay “Listening” (1976),
Barthes conceives of the act as an inherently psychological activity and, reciprocally, claims that
psychoanalysis epitomizes an “entirely modern” type of listening that is active and
intersubjective. He makes a direct connection between dreams and listening. While he identifies
dreams as visual phenomena, he explains that dreams present themselves to the ear as “acoustic
images,” a phrase reminiscent of Deharme’s terminology. Barthes explains that listening can be
both intentional and unintentional, and that it includes “the implicit, the indirect, the
supplementary, the delayed.”83 Barthes also describes the act of listening to the voice,
specifically, suggesting that it helps us to both identify with and position ourselves in relation to
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the speaker. He elaborates on this idea in The Pleasure of the Text (1975) in which he explains
his desire for the voice to convey the sensuous physicality of the person possessing it—the
“whole carnal stereophony”—rather than mere language.84
Like his Surrealist contemporaries, Deharme’s concern with both the voice of the reciter
and the ear of the listener was drawn directly from psychoanalytic theory, which places
significant weight on the analyst’s attention when listening to a patient. (An analysis of the voice
in Surrealism will be addressed in a coming section.) In his “Recommendations to Physicians
Practicing Psycho-analysis,” Freud promotes a kind of active, “floating attention” on the part of
the psychoanalyst as a counterpart to the free associative talking required by the patient. This
kind of attention demands that the doctor pay equal notice to everything the patient says by
“hovering” (to use another translation of Freud’s term) between the clear perception of
consciousness and the indistinct scrutiny of the unconscious mind.85 This notion of the analyst as
a sensitive instrument who, once schooled, can perceive and intuit repressed unconscious
feelings was also taken up by Freud’s pupil, Theodor Reik, who termed the practice “listening
with the third ear.”86 For Deharme, the wireless transmission acts as the analysand, conveying a
steady stream of language, and the radio listener takes up the role of analyst, filtering the
language of the broadcast into a “mental theater” of images. Deharme’s theory of radio thus links
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the nature of the medium as a transceiver to the Freudian concept of the unconscious as
something that can both transmit and receive. It also indicates that Deharme conceived of an
expanded field of psychoanalysis on the airwaves, beyond the intimate, clinical space of the
analyst’s consulting room.
Deharme’s propositions emerged alongside several other theories of the wireless in the
early 1930s, all of which attempted to provide a foundational discourse for radio’s ontology,
given its newness as a medium of mass communication at the time. While a full review of this
literature—including key texts by Marinetti and Pino Masnata, the German theater pioneer
Bertolt Brecht, and Walter Benjamin—is outside the scope of this dissertation and is available
elsewhere, a brief summary of several essays that relate ideologically to Deharme’s propositions
will help to further explain the period sentiments around radio drama and the auditory nature of
the radiophonic medium.87 For example, René Sudre’s “La Psychologie de la Radio” (1929), a
psychological consideration of radio theater, was written shortly after Deharme’s treatise and in
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response to his text. It was originally delivered as a conference lecture at the Collège de France
and broadcast over the télégraphie sans fil (TSF). In his comments, Sudre repeatedly asserts the
superiority of visual over auditory representation; as he explains, visual representations exist in
space and have permanency, whereas auditory representations exist in one dimension (time) and
are fugitive. Against Deharme, whose entire theory of radio centered on the production of an
“inner film,” Sudré promotes a purely sonic radio theater stripped of any relationship to visual
images and rooted instead in language (speech) and music (sound).88 The following year, in an
article titled “La radio et le rêve” (The Radio and the Dream; 1930), Sudre directly criticized
Deharme for urging the listener to identify with the fictional protagonist of a radio play, an
assumption he passes off as “hypnotism.”89
In the most well-known philosophical text on the early years of the medium, Rudolf
Arnheim’s Radio (1936), the author writes with enthusiasm about the potential of the wireless as
a tool for expression.90 A section titled “In Praise of Blindness: Emancipation from the Body”—
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which uses a common period reference for the radio as a “blind art”—identifies the radio’s
autonomy from vision (and hence the sound source) as its unique characteristic.91 Arnheim
describes the radio play as something “self-sufficient” that “completes itself in the aural.”92 He
envisions the disembodied voice of the radio announcer as a bodiless, almost omniscient,
vocalization: “He is nothing but a voice, his corporeal existence is not included in the broadcast.
He exists, like music, not beyond but in the loudspeaker.”93 Arnheim urges listeners to focus
purely on the sound of the radio transmission, rather than trying to transcribe them into psychic
images, in order to fully appreciate the capabilities of the wireless. In this way, Arnheim’s theory
is opposed to Deharme’s, which not only encouraged but sought to provoke mental images.
Theodor Adorno, writing in exile in New York while taking part in the Princeton Radio
Research Project, wrote most extensively on the radio in this period, although many of his essays
on the subject remained unpublished until recently.94 In “Radio Physiognomics” and “The Radio

repelled by the microphone, alternately approach and withdraw from the surgical charms of the metal stands; whose
performance can be watched through a pane of glass far away as in an aquarium, while their voices comes strange
and near from the control-loudspeaker in the listening room; the serious young man at the controlboard who with his
black knobs turns voices and sounds off and on like a stream of water; the loneliness of the studio where you sit
alone with your voice and a scrap of paper and yet before the largest audience that a speaker has ever addressed; the
tenderness that affects one for the little dead box suspended by garter-elastic from a ring, richer in treasure and
mystery than Portia’s three caskets; the hazard of improvising a speech before the world; the allurement of the quiet
room that invites confidence and homely ease, and the stage fright that lurks behind; the joy of the writer who may
create unhindered fantastic spirit-plays in the realm of thought with symbols and theories as characters; and finally
of the long exciting evenings at the loudspeaker where, a god or a Gulliver, you make countries tumble over each
other by a twist of your hand and listen to events that sound as earthly as if you had them in your own room, and yet
as impossible and far away as if they had never been.” Rudolf Arnheim, Radio, trans. Margaret Ludwig and Herbert
Read (London: Faber & Faber, Ltd., 1936), 19–20.
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Voice,” written between 1938 and 1941, Adorno discusses the innate properties of the radio
voice and the ways in which the speaker engages the listener. He wrote that the radio voice
generates a false sense of intimacy (what one broadcaster described as an “illusion of closeness”)
that makes the speaker seem not only familiar but also authoritative.95 This voice “suddenly
seizes upon the listener,” providing a sense of immediacy as if the listener were present at the
site of the broadcast.96 The radio voice’s aim, particularly in the case of radio plays where
engagement with the narrative is key, was to abolish the distance between the listener and
speaker, to draw them together into an “intimate” listening experience, and subsequently to
consolidate the collective listening audience into a socially unified body of auditors. On the
contrary, describing music in another essay on “The Radio Symphony” (1941), Adorno identifies
the spatial distance between the location of the radio listener and the source of the music as an
unbridgeable divide that cannot be closed by technology; for him, that is, radio music always
seems far away (an experience disclaimed by the collaboration between Bell Laboratories and
Leopold Stokowski described in Chapter 1). This distance is exacerbated by what Adorno calls
the Hörstreifen, which he translates as “hear-stripe,” an undercurrent of noise that interferes with
the transmission and affects the listener’s experience.97 It is notable that Adorno uses a filmic
metaphor to describe this sonic interference, since “hear-stripe” refers to the soundtrack on a
celluloid film.
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Despite their notoriety, both at the time of their writing and today, none of these
philosophies on radio art were as prescriptive—or as early—as Deharme’s “Propositions,” which
provided a toolkit of techniques for producing radio plays that reach a listener’s subconscious.
Deharme also went one step farther than his fellow radio theorists in actually producing a radio
play as a limit case to test his propositions. That play, Un incident au Pont du Hibou, was first
broadcast on May 8, 1928 on Radio Paris as “a manifesto of the new art.”98

Un incident au Pont du Hibou
While Un incident au Pont du Hibou is the earliest preserved French radio play, the disc
of the original broadcast has not been made available for public research, making it impossible to
hear a complete recording of the radio play. Yet, a 2002 program dedicated to the work of Robert
Desnos contains an extended excerpt of the recording, and the archive of Radio France holds a
typescript of the play (Fig. 2.8). Additional accounts come from period newspaper reviews,
Deharme’s book, which includes testimonials of listeners who heard the original broadcast, and
contemporary articles on Deharme’s work. All of these sources (except the transcript) were
consulted for this dissertation.99
Adapted for the radio from a short story by Ambrose Bierce, titled An Occurrence at Owl
Creek Bridge (1890), Un incident au Pont du Hibou portrays in disturbing fashion a man’s final
moments of consciousness before being hanged. Deharme summarized the play in his book Pour
un art radiophonique:
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“Manifeste de l’art nouveau.” Cécile Méadel, Histoire de la radio des années trente: Du sans-filiste à l’auditeur
(Paris: Anthropos / I.N.A., 1994), 295. It was broadcast again in Deharme’s lifetime on February 26, 1929 on Radio
Juan-les-Pins and again on January 13, 1936 on Radio Luxembourg in homage to Deharme after his death.
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The summary and analysis of the play on the following pages comes from the radio broadcast Robert Desnos,
Bouche d’Ondes; Héron, “Aux origines de l’art radiophonique”; and Deharme, Pour un art radiophonique.
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It is the history of a Southern plantation owner who, during the Civil War, tries to burn a
bridge. The federates [federal Union soldiers] surprise and hang him. Between the
moment when the rope tightens and when it hangs still, the hallucinations of agony make
the plantation owner live out a dream of escape. Suddenly the drum of the execution
parade “closes the ban” [“ferme le ban”] and, putting the real world back on stage,
brutally marks the fall of the tortured into nothingness.100
Following the narrative innovations of the text on which it is based, the radio play forgoes linear
storytelling and instead recounts events through the internal mind of the protagonist, whose
thoughts are revealed by a narrator, with a few intervening character voices. It begins with
instructions to the listener: “Sit comfortably in a chair. Close your eyes, or better yet, darken the
room where you are. Finally, try not to think of anything. Do as if you want to sleep. Do as if
you want to dream!”101 The narrator then addresses the listener in the second person so as to
place her in the role of the main character, a plantation owner in the antebellum South: “Imagine
that you are a plantation owner. You have a Panama hat. You’re sitting on a rustic bench at the
entrance to your property and night is coming…” Next, an excerpt from the song “Oh! Susanna”
introduces the main narrative; the narrator returns with a slight change in his voice and an
increase in volume.
We are told that “you,” the plantation owner, have tried to burn Owl Bridge, a strategic
point of passage for the Northern Union soldiers, but have been caught in the act by an enemy
spy: a Federalist soldier disguised as a uniformed Southern Confederate. The soldier returns to
the bridge with the Northern army to ambush and arrest the plantation owner, “you.” At this
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Deharme, Pour un art radiophonique, 46. “Ferme le ban” is a military order for a drum roll or bugle sound to
signify the end of a celebration or ceremony. [“C’est l’histoire d’un planteur américain sudiste qui, pendant la
Guerre de Sécession, essaye d’incendier un pont. Les fédérés le surprennent et le pendent. Entre le moment où la
corde se tend et celui où elle reste immobile, les hallucinations de l’agonie font vivre au planteur un rêve d’évasion.
Soudain le tambour de la parade d’exécution “ferme le ban,” et, remettant le monde reel en scène, rend brutalement
sensible la chute du supplicié dans le néant”].
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“Installez vous bien dans un fauteuil. Fermez les yeux, ou mieux, faites l’obscurité dans la salle où vous êtes.
Efforcez-vous enfin de ne penser à rien. Faites comme si vous vouliez dormir. Faites comme si vous vouliez rèver!”
Birkenmaier, “Surrealism for the Ear,” 423.
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point, the whispered, omniscient voice of a woman intercuts the main narrative to alert the
plantation owner (“You are in an ambush!”) and to speculate on the consequences of his actions
(“Hung without a trial!”). Her voice eventually joins two others, which overlap to repeat
elements of the delivered verdict. The plantation owner (you) is then captured, shackled, and
made to stand on a plank over the river, a bag and noose around his neck. But, in the moment
between when the rope tightens and his body hangs motionless, the plantation owner dreams of
an elaborate escape fantasy in which the rope snaps, he plunges into the water, frees his hands,
swims to shore, and walks through the forest to his home. The symbolic voice of the woman
returns to echo the protagonist’s escape plan (“Free your hands,” “Dive to avoid bullets”). As
Birkenmaier has argued (in the only other English-language analysis of the radio play), the acute
suspense of the moment just before the hanging is heightened by the contradictory relationship
between the brevity of the actual event and its prolonged duration as it unfolds in the plantation
owner’s mind.102 It is important to note that, throughout, the plantation owner remains
anonymous; he never speaks. Rather, the narrator represents his thoughts, feelings, impulses, and
actions to the listener. Deharme purposefully chose not to treat the narrative in a dialogic mode
but rather to privilege the internal thoughts of the protagonist. The other voices, whether
attributed to a specific character (the Northern soldier, for example) or unidentified (e.g., the
woman), are clearly differentiated. In the end, the drum corps and the officer’s order to “close
the ban” snap the plantation owner, and the listener, back to reality. The hanging takes place, and
the plantation owner dies.
Situating the listener, unproblematically, in the universal subject position of a plantation
owner points to the loathsome politics of racial domination that persisted in France in the
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She eloquently describes this as a distinction between “the time of the frame story” and “the time of the inner
story.” Birkenmaier, “From Surrealism to Popular Art,” 364.
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decades after the abolition of slavery while France was still a major colonial power. Deharme
likely selected Bierce’s story for adaptation because its jumps in time and internal perspective
translated well to the medium of radio and to his conception of art radiophonique. Yet it must be
noted that the radio play, like the story it is based on, has a problematic racial subtext. Bierce, a
Union Army soldier in the Civil War, wrote his text after the abolition of slavery in the United
States. Although the plantation owner ultimately dies, Bierce still offers the potential for his
redemption in the form of escape. Deharme preserves this storyline and also shamelessly asks
each listener to “perform” the role of a slave owner. The antebellum context of Bierce’s story
would also have held different meanings to audiences listening in early-twentieth-century
France, which still held numerous colonies in Africa and elsewhere.
This radio play systematically demonstrates Deharme’s rules of writing for radio:
addressing the listener directly, using overlapping and repeating voices, telling the narrative in
chronological order, playing simple and expressive background music, etc. It also exhibits
numerous properties of cinema, namely narrative drama, sound design, and a “close-up” on the
protagonist’s experience.103 Not only wanting to test his propositions, Deharme also asked
listeners, at the start of the radio broadcast, to write letters to him with their impressions of the
play in an effort to determine if the propositions were successful in inducing them to dream. He
imagined this as an inherently Freudian project: to introduce the play scenario, “like a skein of
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While some of these qualities are shared by other radio plays in this period (see Marémoto), it is important that
Deharme considered his project a “film.” He writes: “…We can see here [in Un incident au Pont du Hibou] the
close-up of the cinema which, in an overall picture, allows a detail to be highlighted. By lowering the tones and
successive timbres down to a whisper, we will create the acoustic ‘cross fade’” [“…On peut voir là le ‘gros plan’ du
cinéma qui, dans un tableau d’ensemble, permet de mettre un détail en valeur. En baissent les tons et les timbres
successifs jusqu’au chuchotement, on créera le ‘fondu enchaîne’ acoustique”]. Deharme, Pour un art radiophonique,
62–63.
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latent ideas,” into the listener’s subconscious in order to produce manifest dream content.104
Deharme published a number of testimonials from listeners in Pour un art radiophonique that
curiously describe Un incident au Pont du Hibou as either producing a new course of dream
images or as a dream in itself. They are worth quoting at length.
One listener, “R. de B., rue de Monceau, Paris,” relays a macabre dream that they
experienced the night after listening to the radio play:
After being plunged into darkness and having closed my eyes, I imagined being the hero
of the piece. My imagination was so struck that I came that night to make a very curious
dream. Some people put me in a coffin and, after having closed it, cremated me. But I, or
perhaps a “double,” was present at the operation and, after the ashes had been placed in a
silver vessel, they were placed in my hands, and I touched a burning vase containing my
own ashes. You see, then, that for me the experience has really succeeded.105
Another female listener, identified in the book as “Mlle. G., from Lorignac,” not only ascribes
herself directly to characters in the drama, but also situates Deharme in the role of executioner:
I liked your experiment. It made me dream during the listening and afterwards. I am very
duteous, so I immediately saw myself as the plantation owner. I also saw the bridge,
which is wooden and not too solid. I stopped abruptly at your command and I even felt
the rope, then suddenly the baroque idea came to me that this plantation owner was that
of Caiffa [the logo for a French coffee roaster; (Fig. 2.9)], who displays his big belly, his
hat, and his pipe on the announcements. And, instead of identifying with him and seeing
myself hanged as this paunchy effigy, I went the other way: for the hanged, I became the
hangman, if I may say so, and I followed with indifference the vicissitudes of the
execution which I had ordered…Starting from this macabre beginning, I dreamt of other
adventures that would be too long to tell you. Many times I was shot as a spy or arrested
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“J’avais propose d’introduire par T.S.F. dans le subconscient de chaque auditeur un scenario dépouillé, avec
l’espoir que ce scenario s’y comporterait comme un écheveau d’idées latentes…” Deharme, Pour un art
radiophonique, 50–51. Freud described the dream as having both manifest and latent dream content, that is, content
that is remembered and content that is unconsciously hidden or suppressed.
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“Après m’être plongé dans l’obscurité et avoir fermé les yeux, j’ai imagine être le héròs de la pièce. Mon
imagination a été tellement frappe que je viens cette nuit de faire un rêve très curieux. Des personnes me mettaient
dans un cercueil, et, après l’avoir fermé me faisaient incinérer. Mais, moi-même, ou plutôt “un double”, assistait à
l’operation et, après qu’on eut mis les cendres dans un vase d’argent, on me les mit dans les mains et je touchais un
vase brûlant qui contenait mes propres cendres. Vous voyez donc que, quant à moi, l’expérience a vraiment réussi.”
Deharme, Pour un art radiophonique, 60.
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as a criminal, but I had never been hanged; it is probably why, at the last moment, I
avoided your suggestion. Blessed be the image of the Caiffa, who spared me this end!106
Yet another listener, “H.M.C., Cagnes-sur-Mer,” is positioned as a witness to the event, and
provides extremely specific details about the scene and its actors:
Personally, I witnessed the whole drama. I was placed on the left bank of the river, about
50 meters downstream from the bridge. I saw about thirty soldiers, dressed like boy
scouts (who did not see me), who squabbled on the bridge (like Americans in the
movies), then suddenly all fired in the same direction to the middle of the river, next to
the bridge, without orders, with blows of their revolvers. On the bridge, I saw the
condemned, dressed as a tennis player, bareheaded, with an unfastened collar, sleeves
rolled, surrounded by five or six very tall boy scouts, under the order of another stronger
one, and a young woman […] This woman? The spirit of the drama? Slightly blurry, she
resembles Saint Genevieve of Puvis de Chavanne’s Pantheon […]107
Finally, one listener, “A.B., 4 rue de Cérisoles,” signals his displeasure with the broadcast by
expressing his wish that the play’s author “will henceforth be hanged elsewhere.”108
These remarkably candid letters, with their detailed narratives of waking dreams that read
like patient accounts of Freudian dream analysis, are all the more striking because they are
among the earliest written reports by radio listeners on the act of listening itself and, as such,
provide key insights into the ways in which listeners received (and perceived) radio plays during
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“Votre essai m’a beaucoup plu. Il m’a fait rêver pendant l’audition et après. Je suis très obéissante, aussi je me
suis immédiatement vue en planteur. J’ai vu aussi le pont, qui est en bois et pas trop solide. Je mè suis arrêtée
brusquement à votre commandement et j’ai même senti la corde, puis, tout à coup l’idée baroque que ce planteur
était celui de Caïffa, qui étale son gros ventre, son chapeau et sa pipe sur les announces m’est venue. Et, au lieu de
m’identifier à lui-et de me voir pendue, sous cette effigie bedonnante, j’ai passé dans le camp adverse: de pendu, je
suis devenue pendeur, si je puis dire ainsi, et j’ai suivi avec indifference les péripéties de l’exécution que j’avais
ordonnée. J’avais, ce jour-là, mon beau costume et l’habitude de la guerre cuirasse contre les contorsions d’un
planteur quelconque. Lorsque tout fut fini, je quittai ce pont pour aller vers d’autres exploits. En partant de ce début
macabre, j’ai rêvé d’autres aventures qu’il serait trop long de vous raconter. Maintes fois, j’ai été fusillée comme
espionne ou arrêtée comme criminelle, mais je n’avais jamais été pendue, c’est sans doute pourquoi, au dernier
moment, je me suis dérobée à votre suggestion. Bénie soit l’image du Caïffa, qui m’a épargné cette fin!” Deharme,
Pour un art radiophonique, 54–55. The Planteur de Caïffa was a coffee roaster established in France in the latenineteenth century, whose logo was an iconic image at this time. Another person, “J.G., doctor, ex-chief of Clinical
Facility of Medicine in Bordeaux, chief doctor at the Hospital in C…”, also makes a connection between the
plantation owner and the Planteur de Caïffa. See Pour un art radiophonique, 52–53.
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Deharme, Pour un art radiophonique, 55–56.
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“J’espère que votre nouvel auteur ira désormais se faire pendre ailleurs.” Deharme, Pour un art radiophonique,
117.
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the medium’s early years.109 (Deharme himself compared these listener accounts to Freud’s
reports in order to prove that the same mechanism of “transference” at work in dreams, the
unconscious redirection of feelings from one person to another, also occurred while listening to
his radio play). More specifically, they allow us to better understand the effect of Deharme’s
project on listening bodies. As Birkenmaier has explained, Deharme, versed not only in radio
advertising but also in Surrealism and Freudian psychoanalysis, was uniquely qualified to exploit
each field’s manipulation of subconscious desires and assemble them into a radiophonic art
conversant in techniques from all three disciplines.110

Surrealism and Freud: Automatism as Voice, Image, Moving Image
Consistent throughout Bretonian Surrealism, which can be marked from its origins in Les
champs magnétiques (1919) to the drafting of the third manifesto (1942) in the midst of World
War II, is an attention to the subconscious as the locus of artistic production and meaning, an
idea that emerged from Breton’s interest in both Freudian psychoanalysis and the psychiatry of
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Several contemporary theorists have described the relationship between the radio and psychoanalysis (and
specifically the notion of “transference”) in terms of the occult for the invisible plains of the airwaves and the
unconscious on which they operate. Jeffrey Sconce draws on writings by Freud and early writings on the radio to
argue that telepathic communication links the wireless to psychoanalytic theories. For him this occurs on a primarily
morphological level, since he likens the structure of consciousness to an electrical system. See Jeffrey Sconce,
“Wireless Ego: The Pulp Physics of Psychoanalysis,” in Broadcasting Modernism, eds. Debra Rae Cohen, Michael
Coyle and Jane Lewty (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2009), 31–50. Other writers describe links between
telepathy and the wireless. Hans Ulrich Gumbrecht views the former as a way to access the soul directly and the
latter as an omnipresent means to access the subconscious. Gumbrecht, quoted in Birkenmaier, “From Surrealism to
Popular Art,” 366–67. See also Linda Dalrymple Henderson, “Vibratory Modernism: Boccioni, Kupka, and the
Ether of Space,” in From Energy to Information: Representation in Science and Technology, Art, and Literature,
eds. Bruce Clarke and Linda Dalrymple Henderson (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 2002), 126–49. A
number of early twentieth century texts also associate the radio with the occult, including Owen Oliver’s “The Soul
Machine” (1911), Upton Sinclair’s “Mental Radio” (1930), Rudyard Kipling’s “Wireless” (1901) and Freud’s
unpublished paper “Psychoanalysis and Telepathy” (1921).
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Pierre Janet.111 Putting themselves into a kind of hypnotic or hypnagogic trance (what Desnos
described as “sleeping fits”) that allowed them to disengage from external and internal stimuli,
Breton and his colleagues would transcribe whatever came to mind (images, words, etc.) without
intention, interpretation, judgment, or conscious thought, a creative period called “l’époque des
sommeils” (Fig. 2.10).112 This automatic reconciliation of the real world and the dream state, of
conscious action and unconscious thought, of art and life, created one unified mode of being:
“surreality.”113
Early Surrealist texts disclose that these trance-like states initially revealed an inner
“voice” which expressed itself in terms of language. In “The Mediums Enter” (1922), Breton
describes a moment in 1919 when “phrases of varying length” and “sentences, which were
syntactically correct” came to him as he was falling asleep.114 In the 1924 manifesto, Breton
recounts a waking dream in which he is plagued by a voice from within his own unconscious:
One evening... before I fell asleep, I perceived, so clearly articulated that it was
impossible to change a word, but nonetheless removed from the sound of any voice, a
rather strange phrase...a phrase which seemed to me insistent, a phrase, if I may be so
bold, which was knocking on the window.115
111
There is no agreed upon end date for the movement since its intellectual concerns and aesthetic priorities
continued for decades, although many scholars argue that Surrealism ended with World War II. Breton’s interest in
the unconscious also drew on the Hegelian dialectic (thesis, antithesis, synthesis) and Arthur Rimbaud’s A Season in
Hell, the latter of which contains the enigmatic statement, “Je est un autre” [“I is someone else”], which
accommodates automatism’s out-of-body meanderings.
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Caws, Surrealism, 33 and Robert Desnos, Bouche d’Ondes, Radio France, April 11, 2002, radio broadcast, 90:00,
INA Media Pro Archive, http://bit.ly/2tjAc9I. These hypnagogic states were often discussed in relation to occult
spiritualism. See André Breton, “The Mediums Enter” (1922), in Caws, Surrealism, 194–95. The trances were
initially a group activity, with Breton, René Crevel, Desnos, Paul Éluard, Max Morise, Benjamin Péret, Francis
Picabia, and others holding séances or “hypnotic sleeps” to explore the unconscious through writing. These meetings
typically occurred at Breton’s apartment at 42 rue Fontaine beginning in 1922. See Katharine Conley, Robert
Desnos, Surrealism, and the Marvelous in Everyday Life (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2003), 16–23.
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“I believe in the future resolution of these two states, dream and reality, which are seemingly so contradictory,
into a kind of absolute reality, a surreality, if one may so speak.” Breton, Manifestoes, 14. This was a democratic
ideal because, for Breton, anyone could ostensibly perform this intervention into the operations of consciousness.
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Though he still refers here to language, to “a rather strange phrase,” it is important to note that he
uses, for the first time, a sonic metaphor to refer to the unconscious.116 By 1924, Breton and
Soupault had realized that they could recreate these sleep-induced situations by purposefully
entering into an automatist state. Desnos was reportedly most adept at generating a hypnotic
trance and verbally communicating the contents of his unconscious mind, what biographer
Katharine Conley has called his “auditory imagination.”117
Breton’s idea of the unconscious as an internalized speaking “voice” came from his
exposure to the work of pioneering psychoanalysts, in particular to Freud’s development of the
“talking cure” and to Janet’s self-analysis technique of automatic writing, which the Surrealists
later adapted for aesthetic ends. In her compelling essay, “Surrealism Before Freud: Dynamic
Psychiatry’s ‘Simple Recording Instrument,’” Jennifer Gibson documents a direct connection
between the origins of Surrealism and psychoanalytic theory that began on the battlefields of
World War I. Breton, she writes, was exposed to psychiatric manuscripts in 1916 at a military
hospital in Nantes, where he served during World War I and where the director lent him a copy
of Emmanuel Régis’s Précis de psychiatrie, which also included material on Freud.118 Years
later, after having absorbed some of Freud’s translated writings in the early 1920s, including The
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Schiff, who gives a remarkable account of early Surrealist theatrical practices, describes the metaphor this way:
“Breton’s verbal image is sonically integrated with the message that it wishes to convey.” Schiff, “Banging on the
Windowpane,” 170. In a later 1933 essay, Breton describes the importance of heeding the sounds that haunt his
“interior ear,” signaling an eventual displacement of the unconscious voice/mouth by the listening ear. See André
Breton, “The Automatic Message” (1933), in “Part Two: 1930s,” What is Surrealism?, 97. He writes: “Although
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remarkably autonomous group.”
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Jennifer Gibson, “Surrealism before Freud: Dynamic Psychiatry’s ‘Simple Recording Instrument,’” Art Journal
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Interpretation of Dreams, he intimated a preoccupation in the “First Manifesto” with the
psychoanalyst’s “talking cure,” a method that Breton used first to examine patients and later to
examine his own unconscious thoughts.119
Freud adopted the term “talking cure” to describe the work of psychoanalysis, whereby a
patient speaks aloud in an effort to get to the truth underlying his or her dreams, neuroses, or
desires.120 The analyst must then sift through this language—its slips, glossolalia, interruptions—
and feed it back to the patient, triggering further associations, and so on, in a kind of
psychoanalytic feedback loop. Freud himself used an aural metaphor to describe this method:
Just as the patient must relate everything that his self-observation can detect...so the
doctor must put himself in a position to make use of everything he is told...To put it in a
formula: he must turn his own unconscious like a receptive organ towards the
transmitting unconscious of the patient. He must adjust himself to the patient as a
telephone receiver is adjusted to a transmitting microphone.121
If, for Freud, vocalized speech was a conduit for communicating unconscious thoughts, then for
Breton his psychic voice (his “transmitting unconscious”) was understood to have the same
agency.122 This notion of the voice, as both an audible utterance and internalized speech, is
crucial to understanding Breton’s application of psychoanalysis to Surrealist practice.
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“Completely occupied as I still was with Freud at that time, and familiar as I was with his methods of
examination, which I had had some slight occasion to use on some patients during the war, I resolved to obtain from
myself what we were trying to obtain from them, namely, a monologue spoken as rapidly as possible without any
intervention on the part of the critical faculties, a monologue consequently unencumbered by the slightest inhibition
and which was, as closely as possible, akin to spoken thought.” Breton, Manifestoes, 22–23.
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Breton writes about the voice: “And [the surrealists] clung to [preconceived notions] because they had not heard
the surrealist voice, the voice that exhorts itself on the eve of death and in the roaring storm, and because they were
unwilling to dedicate themselves to the task...” Breton, “What is Surrealism?” (1934), in What is Surrealism?, 123.
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While Freud’s “talking cure” required the presence of both a patient and an interpreting
psychoanalyst, his contemporary, Régis, and his rival, Janet, were proponents of dynamic
psychiatry, which allows the patient to self-analyze without an attending doctor, that is, “to be
both transmitter and recorder.”123 Scholars have compellingly argued that Janet’s method of selfanalysis, rather than Freud’s “talking cure,” provided the basis for Surrealist automatism, which
involves the direct transcription of one’s own thoughts.124 While Breton did not acknowledge
Janet’s influence in Surrealism’s early years, Soupault did so repeatedly. He explained that he
and Breton had turned to Janet’s method of automatic writing—which they had learned about in
the psychiatrist’s book L’automatisme psychologique—when they were experimenting with free
writing techniques in 1919, a revelation that eventually led to the publication of Les champs
magnétiques.125 Thus, while Régis provided Breton’s initial introduction to psychoanalysis,
Freud and Janet supplied the main touchstones for Surrealism’s experiments with automatism
and the discovery of an inner voice.
Interestingly, both Freud and Régis conceived of this voice as technologically mediated.
In the passage quoted above, Freud describes the unconscious as “a telephone receiver” and a
“transmitting microphone.” For his part, Régis portrayed the automatist subject as a “simple
recording instrument” (a phrase later modified by Breton for the “First Manifesto”) that should
impartially transcribe the ramblings of the unconscious.126 That these psychoanalysts analogized
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the unconscious to sound technologies indicates that they understood sound and language as an
internal phenomenon (an inner “voice”) that could be externally relayed.
If the self-analysis techniques of psychoanalysis provided one key inspiration for
Surrealist automatism, then Freud’s concept of the “dream-work” supplied the other. In his 1920
text “The Dream-Work,” based on his 1900 book The Interpretation of Dreams, Freud devotes a
chapter to this concept, which is essentially the psychological process of converting an
unconscious (suppressed) dream into a conscious (remembered) one. Notably, this recollection
of a dream takes on a representational form, requiring a psychical “translation of thoughts into
visual images….[which are] the foundation of the dream fabric.”127 Breton latched onto Freud’s
ideas soon after learning about his work, in 1916, and credited the psychoanalyst in the 1924
manifesto with inspiring Surrealism’s investigations into dreams and the workings of the
unconscious.128 He even published an entire book of dream interpretations, titled Les vases
communicants (1932), that epitomizes his interest in Freud’s method.
Breton’s interest in the Freudian dream-work marked a transition in his formulation of
automatism, the definition of which was clarified from the early years of Surrealism’s
development (1919–24) to its maturity (1924 onwards). This is registered in various writings by
Breton and other early Surrealist practitioners as a shift in the description of automatism from a
trance-like state that reveals an inner “voice” expressed in terms of language, as described above,
to the disclosure of an inner “theatre” (to use Deharme’s term) conveyed in terms of visual
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images. (This shift is not something that Breton acknowledges directly, but rather is based on my
analysis of his writings). For example, Breton, quoting Baudelaire in the 1924 manifesto, writes
about automatist image flows as uncontrollable, hallucinogenic phenomena: “It is true of
Surrealist images as it is of opium images that man does not evoke them: rather they ‘come to
him spontaneously, despotically. He cannot chase them away; for the will is powerless now and
no longer controls the faculties.’”129 Breton’s discussion of mental images reached its peak in the
early 1930s, with the publication of Les vases communicants and “The Automatic Message”
(1933), in which Breton wrote about automatism as revealing “a barely intermittent succession of
visual images that occurred during the very act of listening, interrupting the murmur…[which]
freely operate in the immeasurable region that stretches between consciousness and
unconsciousness.”130
Though Breton was Surrealism’s ostensible spokesman, artist Max Morise, in his 1924
text “Les yeux enchantés” (Enchanted Eyes), explicitly identified automatist image flows as a
critical component of Surrealist practice. Moreover, he was the one to offer the novel suggestion
that the medium of cinema would be the best way to control, reproduce, and display their
progression:
It is more than likely that the succession of images, the flight of ideas, are conditions
fundamental to every surrealist manifestation. The stream of thought cannot be viewed
statically…It seems that no painter has yet succeeded in giving an account of a
succession of images, for we cannot take into consideration the process of those primitive
painters who represented in various parts of a picture the successive aspects of a scene
they imagined. The cinema—a perfected cinema that would release us from technical
formalities—could open a way towards a solution of this problem.131
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Baudelaire, quoted in Breton, Manifestoes, 36.
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Breton, “The Automatic Message” (1930) in Caws, Surrealism, 214.
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Max Morise, “Enchanted Eyes” (1924) in Caws, Surrealism, 199. He goes on: “We must give up the idea of
finding here the key to surrealist painting…In this sort of waking dream that characterizes the surrealist state, our
thought is revealed to us, among other appearances, in the guise of words and plastic images.” “Enchanted Eyes”
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Here Morise juxtaposes cinema to the works of “primitive” painters, a reference to the Italian
Futurists and Russian Cubo-Futurists, who simultaneously rendered phases of movement with
blurred, splintered forms and shifting chromatic planes, and to the Cubists, who played with
spatial and perspectival conventions by representing the interpenetration of fractured objects and
geometric planes in the compressed space of the canvas. Specifically, Morise contrasts cinema
with painting’s static nature, which he deems inadequate to represent the dynamic series of
images or waking dreams that result from automatist states.
Morise’s text, published in the first issue of La Révolution surréaliste (December 1924),
was preceded by the release of Breton’s “Manifesto of Surrealism” in October 1924, which stops
short of naming the cinema as the ideal medium for capturing automatist works. Yet the
manifesto does include explicit praise for the filmic medium (“The cinema? Three cheers for
darkened rooms”) and also describes automatist image flows as emerging from light, which I
read as an oblique reference to the projection apparatus of cinema.132 A separate text, also
published as the “Manifesto of Surrealism” in the October 1924 issue of the journal Surréalisme,
is more exacting in its appraisal of film: “Until the beginning of the twentieth century, it was the
ear that decided the quality of poetry: rhythm, sonority, cadence, alliteration, rhyme; everything
for the ear. For the last twenty years, the eye has been taking its revenge. It is the century of
film.”133

was originally published in La Révolution surréaliste, no. 1 (December 1, 1924), less than two months after the
“Surrealist Manifesto” which was published as a booklet on October 15, 1924.
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Breton explains that the unification of dream and reality generates “the light of the image.” Breton, “Manifesto of
Surrealism,” in Manifestoes, 37. Italics are inherent to the text, indicating the importance of the phrase to Breton. On
the next page, he describes the automatist’s mind enthralled by these vivid images, as “lightning-filled night.”
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Ivan Goll, ed., Surréalisme 1 (October 1924), 2. “Jusqu’au début du XXe siècle, c’était l’oreille qui décidait de la
qualité d’une poésie: rythme, sonorité, cadence, allitération, rime: tout pour l’oreille. Depuis une vingtaine d’années,
l’oeil prend sa revanche. C’est le siècle du film.” The journal also includes an article, “Example of Surrealism:
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Thus, while the Surrealists produced paintings, drawings, and texts as an attempt to
communicate the images and words that arose during the process of automatism, cinema was
seen as the optimal way to bridge the gap between dream and reality.134 With it, the Surrealists
believed that they could reproduce adequately the succession of images, hallucinatory effects,
and absurd streams of narrative that occurred in an automatist state. In a text written before the
official founding of Surrealism, “Dream and Cinema” (1923), Robert Desnos prompted the
public to go “into the dark cinemas to find artificial dreams” and, conversely, suggested that
filmmakers could reconstruct their dreams for the cinema screen.135
The cinema was also thought to actually resemble the workings of the subconscious and
was repeatedly analogized to dreams in writings by Surrealist associates and critics in the mid1920s.136 In “Surrealism and Cinema” (1925), Goudal directly links the mental space of the
dream to the screen of the cinema: “Just as in the dream, moving images lacking threedimensionality follow each other on a single plane artificially delimited by a rectangle which is

Cinema,” that directly names film as a surrealist medium: “The film transcribes events that happen materially in
reality and elevates them to a more direct, more intense, more absolute state: surrealist.” [“Le film transcrit des
évenéments qui se passent matériellement dans la réalité et les élève à un état plus direct, plus intense, plus absolu:
surrealist”] (4).
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This has been established by numerous authors. See Elder, Dada, Surrealism and the Cinematic Effect; Rudolf E.
Kuenzli, Dada and Surrealist Film (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 1996); James Magrini, “‘Surrealism’ and the
Omnipotence of Cinema,” Senses of Cinema 44 (August 2007); and Abel, French Film Theory and Criticism.
Richard Abel argues that “the cinema seemed to offer a means of producing a discourse analogous to that of the
dreamwork or unconscious processes so crucial to the Surrealists, whether on actual cinema screens or on an
imaginary screen constructed by the scenario text.” Kuenzli, Dada and Surrealist Film, 67.
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Robert Desnos, “Dream and Cinema,” in French Film Theory and Criticism, 283. Originally published as “Le
rêve et le cinema,” Paris-Journal (April 27, 1923). Later, Desnos claimed cinema for the Surrealists, writing that
“the screen perhaps might be the equal of our dreams.” See Robert Desnos, “Fantômas, Les Vampires, Les Mystères
de New York,” in French Film Theory and Criticism, 398. Originally published in Le Soir, February 26, 1927.
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Early twentieth-century texts on film describe the cinema audience as caught in a sleep or a dream-like state. In
1911, Jules Romains wrote of the spectators: “The group dream now begins. They sleep; their eyes no longer see.
They are no longer conscious of their bodies. Instead there are only passing images, a gliding and rustling of
dreams.” Quoted in Jay, Downcast Eyes, 255. French author Georges Duhamel, in his essay Scènes de la vie future
(1930) described the spectators at a 1930s film screening as “a human multitude who seems to dream what it sees.”
Georges Duhamel, Scènes de la vie future (Paris: Librairie Arthème Fayard, 1942), 26.
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like a geometrical opening giving on to the psychic kingdom.”137 The entire apparatus of cinema
and its techniques of production were also conceived in relation to dreams. One period cinema
critic wrote: “All the expressive and visual process of the cinema are found in dream and have
existed since man first came to exist and think. The simultaneity of actions, soft-focus images,
dissolves, superimpositions, distortions, the doubling of images, slow motion, movement in
silence—are these not the soul of dream and daydream?”138 Surrealism thus not only conceived
of a link between dreams and cinema, but sometimes considered dreams as cinema due to their
sequential nature, psychic visual effects, and potential for perceptual distortion.
The Surrealists’ fascination with film did not, however, translate to a thriving pre-war
Surrealist cinema .139 By some estimations, the movement produced only two completed films,
Un chien andalou (1929) and L’Age d’or (1930), both by the collaborative duo of Luis Buñuel
and Salvador Dali.140 The Surrealist engagement with cinema was instead predominantly
linguistic, resulting in the production of numerous “cinematographic poems”—texts by Soupault,
Apollinaire, and others with syntactical compositions that imitate the edits of cinematic
montage—as well as ciné-romans, which were frequently printed in film journals and also
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Goudal, “Surrealism and Cinema,” in French Film Theory and Criticism, 356. He writes on the following page:
“The cinema, then, constitutes a conscious hallucination.”
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Paul Ramain, “The Influence of the Dream on the Cinema” (1925), in French Film Theory and Criticism, 363.
Ramain was the owner of a ciné-club in 1920s Paris and a contributor to film magazines. Originally published as
“L’influence du rêve sur le cinema,” Cinéa-Ciné-pour-tous 40 (July 1, 1925), 8. The correlation of the cinema to
dreams even held outside artistic circles. Marino Bertil Issautier, working in the field of French social theory,
analogized the workings of the unconscious to the continual recording of a film strip. See Mark Meyers, “‘Your
brain is no longer your own!’: Mass Media, Secular Religion, and Cultural Crisis in Third Republic France,”
Journal of the Canadian Historical Association / Revue de la Société historique du Canada 18, no. 1 (2007): 149.
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Likely, they simply did not have the knowledge to handle the specific technical and financial challenges of filmmaking.
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According to theorists of Surrealist cinema, including Marguerite Bonnet, Alain and Odette Virmaux, Linda
Williams, Georges Sadoul, and Rudolf E. Kuenzli. Graeme Harper and Rob Stone also acknowledge the small
number of films produced by Surrealists.
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French newspapers as weekly installments.141 Nearly every major Surrealist, and a number of
other artists and authors associated with the movement, also tried their hand at writing film
scenarios—including Artaud (La coquille et le clergyman [The Seashell and the Clergyman],
1927), Ribemont-Dessaignes (Le huitième jour de la semaine [The Eighth Day of the Week],
1930), as well as Cendrars, Albert-Birot, Romains, and Desnos—but most went unfilmed and
unpublished. Desnos’ scenario for L’etoile de mer (The Starfish; 1927), which was famously
produced by Man Ray, is one notable exception.142
Even the transition from silent to sound film (which occurred in France at the cusp of
1930) and the potential that it afforded for experimentation with the voice was a missed
opportunity for the Surrealists. As Richard Abel has explained, French sound film studios sought
scenarios that would be appropriate to American audiences, the main consumers of sound films,
and increasingly desired adaptations of popular novels and plays, rather than independent
productions. These preconditions went against the Surrealists’ aim to break with the conventions
of popular cinema and revolutionize the textual form of the script through automatism or other
experimental forms of writing; consequently, studios drew on commercially-focused film writers
rather than on members of the avant-garde.143 The Surrealists’ aspirations to produce films that
conformed to their understanding of dreams and automatist practice thus went almost entirely
unfulfilled, a failing that art historian Marguerite Bonnet has labeled “a great hope betrayed.”144
Ultimately, it would not be the visual medium of film but rather the verbal medium of radio that
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Bonnet, quoted in Kuenzli, “Introduction,” in Dada and Surrealist Film, 7.
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would provide Surrealism’s most consistent engagements with “cinema.” And it would not be
Breton, Soupault, or a mainstream Surrealist but Deharme, an advertiser working on its margins,
who would pioneer a new art form, art radiophonique, for the production of “inner films.”

Pour un art radiophonique and Radio Cinema
Published in 1930 by Editions Le Rouge et le Noir, Pour un art radiophonique
significantly expands upon Deharme’s theory of a radio art. It includes numerous citations from
Freud, as well as quotes from fields as diverse as anthropology (Marcel Jousse), poetry (Edgar
Allan Poe and Charles Baudelaire), linguistics (Michel Jules Alfred Bréal), aesthetics (Johann
Wolfgang von Goethe) and philosophy (Henri Bergson and Friedrich Nietzsche), providing a
striking look into Deharme’s thought process as he read and digested various theories on dreams,
images, sound, and language. The book elaborates on Deharme’s original twelve propositions,
amplifying and extending his ideas into a full-fledged treatise on radio art. A large portion is
devoted to a summary of Un incident au Pont du Hibou (Deharme expresses his hope that the
images evoked by the narrative, and their play in the mind, would provoke waking dreams) and
to listener testimonials of that broadcast, as described above.145 The book also contains an
extensive appendix in which Deharme both justifies his project within the context of Surrealism
and sets it in contrast to the movement’s main claims. While a few key passages from the book
have been quoted elsewhere in French and English texts, the publication has never been fully
translated into English and has never been considered in its entirety. I will quote extensively
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Quoting Freud, Deharme writes about Un incident au Pont du Hibou: “I have proposed to introduce by the TSF
into the subconscious of each listener a clean scenario, with the hope that this scenario would behave like a skein of
latent ideas, and that, undergoing the work of elaboration, it would become a dream. Each listener would then
become aware of a different dream – always in its form and sometimes, but rarely, in its substance – because: ‘It is
the latent material of the dream that determines the manifest content in almost every detail’ (Freud, The Dream and
Its Interpretation).” Deharme, Pour un art radiophonique, 51.
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from the book in the pages that follow; a complete English translation of the text can be found in
the appendix to this dissertation.
It is startling that on the very first page of Pour un art radiophonique, Deharme—who by
this time was the president of the Syndicat des Publicistes cinématographiques—begins to
connect radio with the cinema, describing radio broadcasting as a kind of multi-sensory theater
that “distributes light, perfumes, heat and cinema everywhere, speaking in color and in relief”: a
synaesthetic Gesamtkunstwerk for receiving images and sensations.146 Deharme is careful to
distinguish radio plays, however, from conventional, live theatrical performances and studioproduced “talkies.” This distinction centers around a theoretical contrast that Deharme makes
between images, which are “produced in our imagination by internal causes (spontaneous
thoughts, associations, etc.),” and sensations, which are “produced in our imagination by
external causes perceived by our senses (sights, sounds, etc.).”147 For Deharme, the radio—
specifically, the word-based sounds of radio theater—allows listeners to create mental images,
while the theater and cinema—which combine multiple sensory experiences—generate merely
sensations.148 He writes:
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“Quand elle aura décentralisé la vie artistique, scientifique, économique et financière, quand elle distribuera en
tout lieu la lumière, les parfums, la chaleur et le cinéma parlant en coleur et en relief, il n’y aura pas un intellectual
qui ne puisse brandir un de ses écrits prouvant “qu’il l’avait bien dit.” Deharme, Pour un art radiophonique, 15.
147
“L’image-sensation est l’image produite dans notre imagination par des causes externs perçues par nos sens
(spectacles, sons, etc.). L’image-image est l’image produite dans notre imagination par des causes internes (pensée
spontanée, associations, etc.).” Paul Deharme, “Pour un art radiophonique,” Annuaire de la radiodiffusion nationale
(1934): 122. While Deharme’s book explains the difference between these two terms, this article, a revised excerpt
from Deharme’s book, gives the clearest and most concise definition of images and sensations.
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Deharme further explains: “1. The physical images that constitute the theater and the cinema are essentially
producers of sensations. 2. In music, sounds are especially and primarily producers of sensations… 3. Most words
are almost uniquely producers of images…The general error has been to doubt that words are at the same time
sound effects and symbols, and therefore producers of images and simultaneous sensations.” [“1. Les images
physiques qui constituent le théâtre et le cinéma sont essentiellement productrices de sensations; 2. La musique, les
sons sont surtout et d’abord producteurs de sensations. 3. La plupart des mots sont Presque uniquement producteurs
d’images…L’erreur générale a été d’oublier que les mots sont à la fois des faits sonores et des symbols, donc des
producteurs d’images et de sensations simultanées.” Deharme, Pour un art radiophonique, 32–33.
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If the fief of theatrical art, of silent cinema, is that of sensations, if the art of talking
cinema is conscripted to be confined almost exclusively to it…radio art is and will remain
properly the domain of images awakened by words (hence it may come in part to help the
talking cinema), its technique must be to make these images alive, to master them, to
manipulate them.149
It is important to clarify that Deharme’s separation between images and sensations hinges
primarily on spoken words, which are “almost uniquely producers of images,” allowing a
listener to forge new connections by translating the communication of speech into spontaneous
pictures, scenes, and associations.150
Deharme’s idea about phonic images lined up with scientific research and philosophical
enquiries on hearing. In the early 1930s, a Viennese psychologist investigated the voice’s ability
(rather, ultimately, its inability) to produce the same images in different listeners’ minds.
Acousticians, musicians, radio technicians and professors also devised a new science of hearing,
called “Echology,” that aimed to study the phenomenon of synaesthetic agreement, or the idea
that the same “sound set-up would give rise to a common world of sensations among all
listeners.”151 To this effect, Deharme quotes in his book an extended passage from Henri
Bergson’s Matter and Memory (1896) on auditory images that seems to provide the basis for
Deharme’s theory of the voice as a producer of unique images.152
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“Si le fief de l’art théâtral, de l’art muet est celui des sensations, si l’art du cinéma parlant est appelé à s’y
cantonner aussi presque exclusivement…l’art radiophonique est et restera proprement le domaine des images
éveillées par les mots (par là il viendra peut-être en partie en aide au cinéma parlant), sa technique doit être de
rendre ces images vivantes, de les maîtriser, de les manier.” Ibid., 37–38.
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“La plupart des mots sont presque uniquement producteurs d’images.” Ibid., 33. This is because words,
according to Deharme, have the unique quality of being both facts and symbols.
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“Ainsi, les auteurs pouvaient-ils rêver que l’on choisisse un jour les acteurs en function de leur “phonisme
psychologique, que le décor sonore fasse naître chez tous les auditeurs un monde commun de sensations…” Meadel,
Histoire, 300.
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“The auditory image of a word is not an object definitively arrested, for the same word, pronounced by different
voices or by the same voice at different pitches, gives different sounds. So there will be as many auditory memories
of a word as there are pitches of sound and tones of voice […] But for a brain which records and can record only the
materiality of perceived sounds, there will be from the same word thousands and thousands of distinct images. With
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Also notable in the above passage is Deharme’s suggestion of a relationship between the
radio and the talking cinema, an idea that he returns to again and again in Pour un art
radiophonique and other writings from the early 1930s. In one of the book’s key passages, that
connects the themes of dreams, film, and radio theater that run throughout Deharme’s work, the
author writes:
One dreams while sleeping: but still? When it is night, when one is alone, listening to
music, hearing the roar of the sea…Why should we not dream of listening to the TSF?
[…] It seems that one wakes up, to be, in a word, driven by the experience, as one is a
priori to the following proposition: The radio film will consist of scenarios written and
read according to certain rules which will facilitate for each listener in a state of halfsleep the automatic adaptation of these scenarios to his own personality: he will live in a
directed dream.153
Here Deharme not only directly refers to his project as a “radio film” but also uses a
cinematographic term to describe the listener’s experience of the film as “directed.” Later, he
expresses his desire for radio film to be “a game of voice in space as cinema is a game of
images.”154 In a 1934 article that expands on ideas originally introduced in his book, Deharme
makes even more explicit parallels between the radio film and the cinematic medium, using film
as an extended metaphor to describe the components of radio art works. He explains that sound

a new voice, it will constitute a new image that will merely be added to the others.” [“L’image auditive d’un mot
n’est pas un objet aux contours définitivement arrêtés, car le même mot, prononcé par des voix différentes ou par le
même voix à differentes hauteurs, donne des sons différents. Il y aura don autant de souvenirs auditifs d’un mot qu’il
y a de hauteurs de son et de timbres de voix…Mais pour un cerveau qui n’enregistre et ne peut enregistrer que la
matérialité de sons perçus, il y aura du même mot mille et mille images distinctes. Prononce par une nouvelle voix,
il constituera une image nouvelle qui s’ajoutera purement et simplement aux autres.”] Bergson, quoted in Deharme,
Pour un art radiophonique, 110.
153

“On rêve en dormant, soit: mais encore? Quand il fait nuit, quand on est seul, en écoutant la musique, en entenant
le bruit de la mer…Pourquoi ne rêverait-on pas en écoutant la T.S.F.?...Il semble qu’on se reveille, pour être, en un
mot, conduit par l’expérience, comme on l’est a priori à la proposition suivante: Le film radiophonique consistera
en scenarios rédigés et lus selon certaines règles qui faciliteront à chaque auditeur en état de demi-sommeil
l’adaptation automatique de ces scénarios à sa propre personnalité: il vivra un rêve dirigé.” Deharme, Pour un art
radiophonique, 39–40. Deharme had already published a similarly-worded text more than a year earlier, on June 10,
1929, in a letter to the editor of the L’Intransigeant.
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“Il doit être un jeu de voix dans l’espace, comme le cinéma est un jeu d’images.” Ibid., 83.
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and meaning exist side-by-side in radio works, like adjacent images on a filmstrip separated by
frame lines which create a “common rhythm” for a film. According to Deharme, this pulse of
images and sounds “is the secret of radio art, as it is that of sound cinema.”155 In another text,
Deharme describes the aim of radiophonic art as “creating, coloring and rendering images of the
inner film, and of guiding, rhythmizing and dramatizing this film.”156
While writings and statements by other radio broadcasters in the early 1930s indicate a
widespread interest in the connections between radio and the cinema, this interest usually takes
the form of a superficial link between content and composition. For example, a number of radio
program producers explicitly borrowed the techniques and terminology of radio theater, like
“sound overlays [suraudition],” “fades,” and “close-up,” from similar cinematic approaches.157
(Deharme did the same, but in the service of a larger theory of radio cinema.) More literally,
early French radio stations actually broadcast reports from silent film screenings, for which the
radio announcer would describe the action on screen; later, after the introduction of sound film,
stations would broadcast transmissions of film soundtracks live on the air.158 Unlike these critics
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“L’accord du rythme des images (des mots-images) et du rythme du son est le secret de l’art radiophonique,
comme il est celui du cinéma sonore.” Deharme, “Pour un art radiophonique,” 124–25.
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“L’art radiophonique consiste à créer, à colorer et à rendre vivantes les images du film intérieur, à guider, à
rhythmer et à dramatiser ce film.” Paul Deharme, quoted in “Un précurseur: Paul Deharme, le mecanicien du rêve,”
by Alex Surchamp, Paris-Soir (April 14, 1930): 5.
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Meadel, Histoire, 299. Méadel quotes Marc Denis, a period broadcaster: “I have utilized a good number of tricks
borrowed from the directors of cinema. Superimposition makes it possible to overlay distinct sound actions, the fade
allows me to go without transition from one simultaneous action to the next, the measuring close-up, staggering the
sound planes and giving the artists’ performance an incontestable relief.” [“J’ai utilisé bon nombre de trucs
empruntés aux metteurs en scène de cinéma. La surimpression permettant de superposer deux actions sonores
distinctes, le fondu permettant de passer sans transition d’une action à une autre simultanée, le gros plan dosant,
échelonnant les plans sonores et donnant au jeu des artistes un incontestable relief”].
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Ibid., 311. Méadel quotes Claude Jans in Le petit radio, May 7, 1932, who said that the silent film reports “were
not very engaging” [“se montraient peu engageantes”].
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and producers, Deharme posits not only a compositional or technological relationship between
radio and cinema, but a perceptual and conceptual one as well.
Yet Deharme was careful to differentiate art radiophonique from popular film. In one
passage from his book he clarifies the contrasting ways in which each medium manipulates
sound:
[Radio broadcasts], whether a judiciously chosen piece of theater…or skillfully
adapted…or specially written…have a false starting point: the theater, and a false goal: to
compensate for the absence of vision instead of seeking to use it. This last error is the
replica of one from cinema: behind the screen, an ingenious machine added its noise to
the image of a machine gun until Eisenstein created the optical metaphor, superimposing
the tableau of a crowd chopped by bullets with the jerking shadow of a machine-gun in
action.159
Here Deharme praises cinematic sound for its ability to suggest a tangible event (in this case,
using the sound of a whirring machine to stand in for a machine gun). Yet he criticizes the
heavy-handed use of cinematic imagery to illustrate a particular sound, which eliminates the
listener’s agency to understand an implied event and create her own mental imagery. Deharme
preferred, instead, the independent power of cinematic sound design to create an “inner film,”
and proposed adapting these techniques to the radio.
In Pour un art radiophonique, he elaborates on the strategies initially established in his
propositions for creating a radio theater and discusses an expanded set of qualities particular to
his brand of radio art. These include the identification of the listener with the protagonist of the
narrative and the introduction of phrases to draw the listener fully into the story. These phrases,
what Deharme refers to as “incomplete silhouettes,” represent the barest sketch of a scene or an
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“Comment ne comprend-on pas que ces radiodiffusions – qu’il s’agisse d’une pièce de théâtre judicieusement
choisie…ou adroitement adaptée…ou spécialement écrite…ont un point de départ faux: le théâtre, et un but aussi
faux: suppléer à l’absence de vision, au lieu de chercher à s’en servir. Cette dernière erreur est la réplique d’une de
celles du cinéma: derrière l’écran, une machine ingénieuse a ajouté son bruit à la photographie de la mitrailleuse
jusqu’à ce qu’Eisenstein crée la métaphore optique, en surimpressionnant le tableau de la foule hachée par les balles
avec l’ombre saccadée d’une mitrailleuse en action.” Deharme, Pour un art radiophonique, 19–20.
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emotion; absent any reference to a proper name or specific location, the phrases address the
listener in the second person and provide a general prompt (“the house where you were born”)
intended to absorb him or her into the narrative.160 Deharme also suggests that broadcasters use
clichés, proverbs, and other formulaic phrases (what Marcel Jousse called “didactic rosaries”) to
allow the listener to follow the speaker’s voice, like trailing “a rider of the Tour de France.”161
Deharme acknowledges the difficulty of listening to the radio, since words spoken into
the ether offer no visual marker on which to stake one’s attention, and presents several strategies
for maintaining strict attention. He promotes the use of background music “to lightly trace the
flight of words in the imagination” and to prevent distraction.162 According to Deharme,
background music simultaneously fixes the attention on the narrative and facilitates the play of
subconscious associations; this also applies to atmospheric noises and sound effects, such as the
harp arpeggio used to signal the plunge of the plantation owner into the water in Un incident au
Pont du Hibou. (This type of attention, simultaneously fixed and wandering, aligns with Freud’s
concept of “floating attention,” or what Walter Benjamin termed “reception in distraction,” a
phrase he used specifically in reference to the type of concentration required for viewing film.)163
He also suggests the rhythmization of texts according to metered prose, a form that he would
only use himself in radio advertisements for commercial products but which became central to
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Ibid., 48. “Silhouettes à completer: ‘la maison où vous êtes né’…”
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Ibid., 73. “Les ‘chapelets didactiques.’”
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“La musique d’accompagnement, dans une certaine mesure, peut pallier à cette infirmité du haut-parleur en
jalonnant d’empreintes légères la fuite des mots dans l’imagination.” Ibid., 67.
163
“Reception in distraction—the sort of reception which is increasingly noticeable in all areas of art and is a
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Desnos’s composition of the text for La grande complainte de Fantômas. In other writings,
Deharme admonishes distracted listening and encourages “appropriate” behavior for
experiencing a radio play, namely sitting, with the eyes closed, and listening through headphones
(for the loudspeaker was not a common consumer item at the time).164
Aside from his extended discussion of Un incident au Pont du Hibou and the numerous
listeners’ letters reprinted in the publication, the most remarkable element of Deharme’s book is
a ten-page explanation of his work’s conflicted relationship to Surrealism. In the final evocative
sentence, Deharme offers to conclusively displace “official” Surrealist practice with radio art:
“…I would gladly install wireless electricity in the domain of the subconscious instead of the
smoky torches of Surrealism.”165 While Deharme saw art radiophonique as consistent with the
main tenets of Surrealism (namely its interest in psychoanalysis, the unconscious, and the
production of spontaneous images), he also drew a distinction between the way each project
approached the dream (“The dream is no longer the origin of the work, it is the goal”) and
between their respective positions on the wireless. Deharme was not opposed to Surrealism per
se but to Breton’s idea of Surrealism, specifically his misplaced emphasis on automatism as a
mode of producing Surrealist work, which Deharme viewed as obsolete, and his hatred of the
radio. For Deharme, Breton’s desire for the Surrealists to avoid the public sphere and maintain
an insular focus on creative production and revolutionary pursuits deprived Surrealist work from
any cultural value and contributed to the separation, rather than the integration, of art into life.
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Deharme saw radio art as a pedagogical and therapeutic tool, as creating the framework for “a
new maieutic which would give birth to the subconscious.”166

Deharme’s Late Works: Fantômas and L’Ile des voix
After the publication of his book, with news of his theories reverberating in the press,
Deharme’s profile had grown enough for him to form his own company, Phoniric, in 1932 and to
immediately hire Desnos and Carpentier to assist in the production of narrative radio plays and
radio advertisements. Headquartered at 50 rue de Chateaudun, Phoniric—described as “a
veritable laboratory where advertising spots give rise to formal research”—mainly produced
radio advertisements for commercial products sponsored by companies and corporate entities.167
Phoniric wrote proposals for clients, produced product jingles, drafted ad text, published
booklets and recordings of radio programs, devised spoken press releases, and even pre-recorded
radio spots in their state-of-the art studio, a rarity in France since most ads were still read live on
air. It also produced “sound posters” (“affiches sonores”), what Deharme poetically referred to as
“phonic ‘frescoes’”—advertising displays that incorporated a sound recording activated by the
push of a button—including one for Lévitan, a Parisian department store.168
Deharme conceived of radio advertising as “a new formula of artistic activity,” and
devised an entirely unique format for his programme patronné, creating dramatic narrative
frames around promotional announcements and adapting techniques from radio art (plain
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language, repetition, rhythmization, etc.) to fuse advertising conventions with art
radiophonique.169 For his radio spots, Deharme instituted a standard length of thirty seconds
(roughly forty words) per advertisement so as not to take the listener’s attention away from the
main program for too long. While recordings of these radio advertisements have been lost,
Deharme’s published writings recount some of Phoniric’s key campaigns, such as “La pile
Wonder” (October 22, 1933), an ad for Wonder batteries designed as “a kind of musical
transposition of the sounds and activities of the factory” and a spot for Philips radio sets made in
the style of a Marcel Allain police drama.170 In a lecture given to l’Association des
Collaborateurs de la Publicité, Deharme described the Philips ad:
We did, with the collaboration of Marcel Allain, the author of Fantômas, a police drama
called: The Mysterious Disappearance of the Hélias Brothers. A detective dined with a
family of musicians who had received an anonymous letter warning them that they would
disappear in the evening during the concert they were going to give at the Poste Parisien.
The musicians went away, leaving their families in anguish and the detective worried.
The family and the detective anxiously waited for the Poste Parisien transmission and
noticed with terror that they could hear neither the flute of the elder Hélias brother nor the
cello of the younger Hélias brother. They had disappeared, but the detective found them
by fetching from his car the Poste-Philips that he had just bought and which, as a faithful
transmitter of radio concerts, made neither the high notes of the flute nor the low notes of
the cello disappear, as had the bad instrument of the Hélias family who, of course, rushed
in procession to the Philips dealer.171
21, 1933), n.p.
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The doubling effect of this radio advertisement for radio sets, and the narrative conceit of the
radio transmitter as a potentially unreliable medium, call into question both the authenticity of
network communications and the accuracy of the listening ear. Deharme offers not only a
commercial, smartly cloaked within an engaging narrative, but a meta-commentary on the nature
of hearing in an age of mediation.
As with his radio plays, Deharme wanted his advertisements to sway the mind on a
subconscious level. This “invisible advertising,” as he termed it, centered around the
manipulation of vocabulary and spoken language.172 Deharme proposed that radio advertisers
should study words as objets phoniques (“phonic objects”), as opposed to visual advertising
specialists who focus on the arrangement of words as objects plastiques (“plastic objects”).
These phonic objects, spoken by an invisible subject—like a radio broadcaster—had “the power
to act on the behavior of an individual at a distance and without contact.”173
Aside from commercial advertisements, Deharme continued to produce radio plays and
hybrid publicity plays under the auspices of Phoniric. These include Raskolnikov, based on that
character’s dreams as told in Dostoyevsky’s Crime and Punishment; the 1933 broadcast of La
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grande complainte de Fantômas; and the 1934 production L’Ile des voix.174 While there is no
document of the first play, the latter two have survived in recorded and transcribed form.
La grande complainte de Fantômas was introduced to the public via a clever advertising
campaign commissioned by and published in the French daily newspaper Le Petit Journal. (The
radio play was produced to coincide with the launch of a serial novel by Marcel Allain titled Si
c’etait Fantomas? to be published in the paper’s columns). On October 23, 1933, a specter began
to appear in its pages. It emerged as a white figure superimposed on a newspaper column with
the headline “Inexplicable crime,” its contour obscuring the text. The next day, over a story
about a recent murder, it gained a black outline and vacuous eyes. The day after, atop a column
about “A Mysterious Assassination,” its form fully emerged. Looming, with arms crossed, and
darkly silhouetted against the white of the newspaper, the figure stood above a text that
announced: Si c’etait Fantomas? (Fig. 2.11).175 These advertisements for the serial novel were
published on the second page of Le Petit Journal until November 2, when a new notice
appeared: “Fantomas, the legendary and formidable bandit, the Master of terror, the man who
has never retreated from any crime, will he resume the course of his exploits? Listen
tomorrow.”176
La grande complainte de Fantômas was broadcast on Radio Paris on the evening of
November 3, 1933 and excerpted on radio stations in Luxembourg and across France; the
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prologue to the play was published in Le Petit Journal the following day (Fig. 2.12). As a work
of crime fiction, the play was consistent in terms of genre with other works of radio theater from
the 1920s and early 1930s, which were typically set as dramas, mysteries, science fiction epics,
or fantasy stories, probably for the engaging and escapist nature of the storylines.177 Billed as an
“unedited radiophonic suite,” the radio play comprises twenty-six rhymed stanzas written by
Desnos interspersed with twelve excerpts from the protagonist’s most famous exploits.178 It
emerged as a collaboration between Deharme, Weill, Artaud, Desnos (who began working fulltime for Deharme as Phoniric’s literary director on November 15, 1932) and Carpentier (who
was brought on as artistic director and sound engineer in late 1932).179 Yet the broadcast also
involved a troupe of more than one hundred interpreters including singers, musicians, and actors,
performing live from Phoniric’s studios.180
The prologue to La grande complainte de Fantômas opens in a café, where a couple are
drinking absinthe and reading Le Petit Journal, which contains stories about the criminal exploits
of Fantômas among the obituaries and sports reporting, as if they had actually occurred. The
couples’ reaction to the news becomes increasingly frenzied and anxious, erupting in a repeated
chorus of “Fantômas!” at the end of the prologue. These opening lines conflate fiction/reality,
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radio/newspaper, and listener/reader, synthesizing three moments in time: the time the novels
were written, the time frame of the radio play, and the present. Incorporating an embedded
reference to the enigmatic, cloaked figure from the advertising campaign in Le Petit Journal, the
prologue to the radio play also intimates the displacement of the newspaper by the radiophonic
medium.181
Like Un incident au Pont du Hibou before it, the first lines of this broadcast implore the
listener to pay attention with a repeated exhortation: “Ecoutez, faites silence!” It then weaves
Desnos’s rhyming texts with scenarios from the Fantômas novels, essentially recounting the
bandit’s murderous deeds and his ceaseless ability to evade justice and cheat death: Fântomas
kills one hundred people but avoids the guillotine by sending an alias in his place, murders an
Englishman and hides a treasure in his entrails, sinks an ocean liner, kills his mistress’ husband,
impersonates the Czar of Russia, robs a bank, and attacks the Queen of Holland. The play ends
with the following lines, reminding the listener again of the adumbral figure from the newspaper
ad and from the earlier novels: “His immense shadow lengthening on the world and on Paris:
What is this specter with the grey eyes that arises in silence? Fantômas, could it be you rising
over the rooftops?”182 Deharme deployed a number of sound effects in the play including
crashing cymbals, orchestral music, voice murmurs, a telephone ringing, and the sound of a
guillotine dropping, as well as street and cafe sounds that were recreated using instruments de
bruitage that Weill and Carpentier designed.183 Desnos relied heavily on Deharme’s techniques
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for radiophonic art in his script for the production, namely addressing the viewer directly—“Do
you remember that?”—writing in rhythmic prose, and triggering sound effects.
Fantômas, by this point, was a well-known figure in popular culture and an icon in the
Surrealist imaginary. The mysterious anti-hero had appeared in more than thirty-two serial
novels since 1911 and was the subject of five films produced before World War I by silent film
director Louis Feuillade (Fig. 2.13). Desnos wrote that the now-famous book cover advertising
the romans feueilletons—which shows a masked, tuxedoed, and top-hatted Fantômas, grown to
epic proportions and looming over the city of Paris grasping a bloody knife—had “an enormous
importance in the mythology and oneirology of Parisians,” who were bracing for the dark
unknown of war and saw in Fantômas, perhaps, a surrogate for their fears (Fig. 2.14).184 Authors
have also suggested that the Surrealists revered Fantômas as an exemplar of subversion and
transgression, and even as a “reincarnation of Maldoror,” the evil misanthrope invented by the
Comte de Lautréamont (Isidore-Lucien Ducasse) who had a major impact on Surrealist
thought.185 Indeed, the French literary and artistic avant-gardes obsessively embraced Fantômas.
Apollinaire and Max Jacob formed the Société des amis de Fantômas with Maurice Raynal and
Picasso. Writers including Jacobs, Apollinaire, Desnos, and Cendrars wrote poems and articles
inspired by the anti-hero, and artists—such as the French painters Juan Gris and Yves Tanguy,
the Belgian René Magritte, and the Romanian Victor Brauner, as well as Czech graphic artist
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Jindrich Styrsky—created works of art based on Fantômas.186 Artists and writers associated with
Breton’s Surrealist Research Bureau affixed a Fantômas story to the Bureau’s office wall, and
Bataille reprinted the covers of five volumes in the journal Documents.187
Soon after the crime caper of La grande complainte de Fantômas, Deharme adapted
William Shakespeare’s The Tempest for what would be his final work, L’Ile de voix: an
exoticizing fantasy epic set in Polynesia (Fig. 2.15).188 Desribed by Deharme as a “a game of
voices in space,” the play opens with a passage that sets the scene and immediately places the
listener, using the formal vous, into the story as a shipwreck survivor: “In the middle of the night,
the tempest threw you, unconscious, on an unknown shore and here you are returning to your
senses in an unknown room where you have been salvaged.”189 “The unnamed male castaway
has landed on the Hawaiian island of Molokaï, ruled by the dangerous sorcerer Kalamaké, who
reveals himself to the castaway at the start of the radio play. The castaway then follows
Kalamaké through the jungle. Relying on the familiar Orientalist trope of a primitive utopia,
Deharme’s script then richly describes the island’s flora and fauna:
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Palm trees with red berries, chestnut trees, apple trees, bread trees, prodigious
exuberances of the Polynesian soil. The trees are taller than boats’ masts and the vines,
woven together, attach to them. The ground is carpeted by luminous orchids. The green
pigeons, the flying foxes, their mysterious shadows…The soil is dark because the
equatorial sun never crosses the leafy vault and the jungle is flooded by a pale glow like a
flowering at the depth of the sea.190
In the jungle, the castaway meets Kalamaké’s daughter, who warns him that her father is
powerful and has many enemies. The sorcerer promptly abducts the man and travels with him on
a flying carpet to another desolate island (the titular “island of voices”). There, he demonstrates
his sorcery by casting an invisibility spell, turning a pile of shells into gold, and transporting
them instantly back to the room where the story began. The sorcerer claims that he will free the
captive by rowing him to another island where his daughter awaits, but as they cross the “sea of
the dead” in a rowboat, Kalamaké grows to forty times his size, crushes the boat in an attempt to
kill the man, and disappears, leaving the captive clinging to a piece of wood in the middle of the
ocean. Luckily, the strong current pushes the castaway to the island of voices where he finds
Kalamaké again; in a fit of vengeance, he steals the sorcerer’s flying carpet and abandons him to
die alone.191
Many scholars have analyzed The Tempest from a postcolonial perspective as one of
imperialist conquest and control. Deharme’s adaptation of the narrative for L’Ile des voix
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conforms to that reading, characterizing the meeting between the castaway and the sorcerer as
one of “first contact.” Exoticizing indigenous peoples and their surrounds as mystical,
dangerous, and untamed, Deharme played into Orientalist stereotypes of the Pacific Islands that
originated largely in French painting of the nineteenth century.
The action of the radio play occurs in diverse settings that are vividly detailed: an isolated
room, a lush jungle, a sandy island, a wooden boat. This, according to Deharme, facilitates the
mental production of cinematic images, as does the use of “vous” (since “you” are then the
character experiencing the events described). Layered phrases help to reinforce key narrative
moments and characters (e.g., Kalamaké’s name is repeated by several voices each time he
appears); the overall setting of the play, an “island of voices,” lends itself to this vocal
echoing.192 Music and sound effects conjure the natural environment (e.g., wind for the tempest),
establish a sense of place (e.g., drumming and chanting to evoke native Polynesians), or
emphasize an action. Deharme relied most heavily on this last type of sound accompaniment. A
drumroll accentuates the sorcerer’s rhythmic incantation; light taps on a drum indicate the
daughter’s steps; and a flute, playing a passage from the frenetic “Flight of the Bumblebee,”
stands in for the flying carpet ride. With its dramatic music, attention to sound design, focus on a
single subject, and use of rich descriptions to evoke mental images of various settings, L’Ile des
voix not only demonstrates Deharme’s theories for radiophonic art but also expresses numerous
properties of sound cinema.
Soon after completing the manuscript for L’Ile des voix, Deharme died of pneumonia; the
radio play would not be performed until March 2, 1935, when it was broadcast on Radio
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Luxembourg in a production organized by Deharme’s widow.193 A critic’s report on the play
portrays it as a melancholic memorial to Deharme:
With as much emotion as curiosity, we listened to Radio Luxembourg to hear the fantasy
of Paul Deharme, “L’Ile des Voix.” And immediately we were transported under another
sky, on a Polynesian island. The lyricism of this text, the powerful and subtle effect of
incantation on the listener. The castaway, the sorcerer, the girl: they live for us the more
real life of legends. They continue to haunt us after their voices have fallen silent. The
realization of “L’Ile des Voix,” which is excellently recorded, is a great honor for the
Foniric programs, where the example and teaching of our dear Paul Deharme survive.
The interpretation by Mr. Marcel Herrant, Mr. Jean Marchat, Mr. Sylvain Hitkin and
Mrs. Lise-Paul Deharme was as intense as it was nuanced. A posthumous work by Paul
Deharme! The very quality of this broadcast made us once again sadly measure the loss
that the radio has undergone.194
Numerous obituaries, radio tributes, re-broadcasts of Deharme’s radio plays, and articles praising
his contributions to the radiophonic medium were disseminated in the days, months, and years
after his death. By the late-1930s, however, Deharme’s memory, his pioneering theory of radio
art and his singular praxis were already being eclipsed by Desnos—who after initially working as
an adman in the cinema sector at Phoniric continued his career in radio advertising and art
radiophonique at the company until 1939—as well as a new generation of radio artists at Studio
d’Essai, particularly Pierre Schaeffer, who would change the course of experimental music with
his 1948 formulation of musique concrète. Today, no archival papers on Deharme or Phoniric
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Subsequent broadcasts took place on Poste Parisien (April 7, 1935), Juan-les-Pins (April 18, 1935), and Radio
Paris (May 3, 1935, the extant recorded version, and June 17, 1936).
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“Avec autant d’émotion que de curiosité, nous avons pris l’écoute de Radio-Luxembourg pour entendre la féerie
de Paul Deharme, “L’Ile des Voix.” Et tout de suite nous fûmes transportés sous un autre ciel, dans une île
polynésienne. Le lyrisme de ce texte, l’harmonie puissante et subtile de la parole, le charme évocateur du décor
musical, tout concourt à réaliser pour l’auditeur un effet d’incantation. La naufragé, le sorcier, la jeune fille vivent
pour nous de la vie plus réelle des légendes. Ils continuent à nous hanter après que leurs voix se sont tues. La
realization de “L’Ile des Voix,” excellemment enregistrée, fait grand honneur aux programmes Foniric, où survivent
l’exemple et l’enseignement de notre cher Paul Deharme. L’interprétation par MM. Marcel Herrant, Jean Marchat,
Sylvain Hitkine et Mme. Lise-Paul Deharme fut aussi intense que nuancée. Une oeuvre posthume de Paul Deharme!
La qualité même de cette diffusion nous fit une fois de plus mesurer tristement la perte que la radio a subie.” “Notes
on Listening,” L’Intransigeant (March 8, 1935): n.p.
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exist. Ironically, even Deharme’s voice—which he conceived as the very locus of auditory
meaning—has not been preserved, for he never thought to record it for posterity.
Desnos and Carpentier worked to continue Deharme’s legacy at Phoniric, adapting his
principles for new programs and advertising schemes, and pushing his agenda to create new
radio plays. Together, with the actor Paul Clerouc, they established a regular thirty-minute
program, La demi-heure de la vie pratique (The Half-Hour of Practical Life), that offered
sketches based on the date, such as the anniversary of a historical event or the birthday of a
public figure.195 They produced music segments, including an anthology of French popular
songs, Chansons de l’empire français (Songs of the French Empire), built around an ad for the
drink Vin de Frileuse that was broadcast in early 1939 on Radio Luxembourg; literary
dramatizations, including works by Edgar Allen Poe and Walt Whitman, such as Salut au monde
(Hello World), broadcast July 4, 1936 on Poste Parisien, which Carpentier praised as a “film
without images”; and improvisational wordplays, including series such as Du coq à l’âne (From
One Thing to Another) and Aller de l’avant (Get Going), in which Desnos, Carpentier and
Prévert would prompt one another for a word that would become the basis for an ad-libbed
nonsense poem.196 But it was La clef des songes (The Key of Dreams) that cemented Desnos’s
reputation as a new voice in radio theater to continue Deharme’s legacy.
La clef des songes showed a new way forward for Surrealist radio, based on Deharme’s
nuanced principles to create mental images akin to dreams. Desnos hosted the program, which
ran on Poste Parisien from February 11, 1938 to June 1939, in collaboration with Jérôme Arnaud
195

In a section of the program entitled “Ephémérides radiophonique,” Desnos produced a sketch based on the Pontdes-Arts pedestrian bridge that featured an actor as the ghost of the Academie Française who denounced the
institution’s patriarchal biases. Conley, 106 and Birkenmaier, “From Surrealism to Popular Art,” 361–62.
196

Birkenmaier, “From Surrealism to Popular Art,” 361–62; Claire Launchbury, “Cityscape, soundscape, timescape:
Wartime London, Paris and the aural poetics of urban space,” Journal of Romance Studies 15, no. 3 (Winter 2015):
73–74; Music in Cuba, 25; and Conley, 106–12.
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and Colette Paule. The conceit was simple: listeners would submit accounts of their dreams to
the show hosts, who would then select certain dreams to be dramatized on air. The interactive
program had neither the psychoanalytic function of Deharme’s radio plays, nor the professed
goal to produce dreams, but rather aimed to interpret absurdist dream narratives into sound.197 A
song, preserved as a typescript poem in Desnos’s complete Oeuvres, always introduced the
segment: “Cook or poetess / businessman or carpenter / Everybody loves laziness / leisure, sleep
and dream / because the dream is a show / with a free ticket / gifted by the night to the dreamer /
a fortune that is due to us / It’s a daily miracle / A night without dreams / without love / is
lost.”198
The only extant recording of La clef des songes, which dates from 1938, follows a man
who is left behind in a crowd and pursued by wild animals (Fig. 2.16). He gets caught in a storm
that transforms into a whirlwind of music, and hears applause that morphs into gunshots.
Suddenly, he finds himself in the middle of a war. He is ushered to safety in a concert hall that
becomes a bomb shelter and, just as he begins to choke on the air, thick with debris, he wakes
up.199 The radio play is remarkable for its liberal use of sound effects (wind, animal sounds, an
orchestra, singing, applause, gunshots, explosions, etc.), narration, and manipulation of
contrasting and overlaid voices, which together convey a vivid, full “filmic” space. The lengthy
war scene at the end, with its explosions, gun fire, and anxious voices, is also striking, not just as
a potential reference to the violent anti-parliamentarist demonstrations that occurred throughout
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Desnos said in Radio Magazine that his goal was to access “a veritable collective dream.” Conley, Robert
Desnos, 89.
198
Desnos, Oeuvres, 849. “Cuisinère ou poétesse / Buss’nessman ou charpentier / Tout l’monde aime la paresse / Le
loisir, le sommeil et rêver / Car le rêve est un spectacle / C’est un billet de faveur / Dont la nuit fait cadeau au rêveur
Fortune qui nous est due / C’est un quotidian miracle / Une nuit sans rêver / Sans aimer / Est perdue.”
199

An extended summary of the program can be found in Conley, Robert Desnos, 109–10. The original recording is
available on UbuWeb: http://www.ubu.com/sound/desnos.html.
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France in the 1930s but as an anticipation of France’s mobilization in World War II the
following year.200
Desnos’s radio work represents a middle ground: a synthesis of techniques from his
Surrealist origins with Deharme’s ideas. Desnos situated the dream as the origin of his
production, harnessing a goal of Surrealist practice, but transformed it into a work for the mass
medium of radio in a clear offshoot of Deharme’s radio dream “films,” defying Breton’s plea not
to produce art for a broad public.201 Deharme, by contrast, decisively broke with Breton,
promoting an alternative form of Surrealism that placed the radio at the center of a new art form
designed to produce “inner films.”

Conclusion: Towards a Surrealist Cinema
As we have seen, the Surrealists, in many ways, considered cinema to be the ideal
medium to express its artistic concerns and its epistemological claims to the unconscious as the
origin of dreams. The cinema’s rise as a popular medium in the 1920s and its sonification by the
1930s—a progression that directly parallels the development of Surrealism—undoubtedly helped
to condition the avant-garde to the cultural experience of cinema, and to provide them with a
new perceptual framework. Given their simultaneity, as Ramona Fotiade has argued, the cinema
may just as well have provided a basis for Surrealism’s exploration of spontaneous ideas and
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Desnos was drafted into the war in 1939, ending his radio career. When he returned to France in the summer of
1940, he reprised La clef des songes as a print column in the women’s magazine Pour Elle, which he published
under the pseudonym Hormidas Beloeil. See Conley, Robert Desnos, 114.
201
Deharme had once envisioned a similar transposition of dreams for the theater stage rather than on the radio:
“The interior film would lend itself to very pleasant scenic demonstrations that I would like to see organized one day
[…] I imagine an evening organized in a theater to illustrate and popularize the radio film…” See Deharme, Pour un
art radiophonique, 146–47.
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inner visions, in addition to elements of Freudian psychoanalysis.202 Indeed, the Surrealists came
to see the cinema space as approximating the space of dreams, with its darkened, depersonalized
interior and its claim on one’s perceptual focus, and considered film to be capable of providing
the most accurate visual analogy to dreams, offering a way to conjure the latter’s intercutting,
effects, and strange perceptual dislocations. “What we valued most,” Breton wrote of cinema
after World War II, “to the point of taking no interest in anything else, was its power to
disorient.”203 As we have seen, this interest in disorientation and the oneiric, hallucinogenic
effects of cinema did not become a productive avenue, however, resulting in the creation of only
two major films and a number of literary works based on cinematographic properties.
Deharme’s art radiophonique provided a new form of cinema, a “para-cinema,” invested
with the properties of the medium (the close-up, the fade, montage, narrative) and with the
distortions and psychic visual effects of dreams, but without being constrained by the material
apparatus, the dispositif, of cinema. A number of other radio films emerged in the wake of
Deharme’s experiments—notably Walter Ruttmann’s Weekend (1930), which was broadcast for
the first time in France on November 14, 1930 along with excerpts from one of Deharme’s
previously unpublished plays as paradigms of the new radio art—but none conceived so
spectacularly of the radio as a “dream machine.”204 Though his singular works were not
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Fotiade, “From Ready-Made to Moving Image,” 14.
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Noam Elcott, “Bodies in the Dark: Cinema, Spectatorship, Discipline, Residue,” in Dreamlands: Immersive
Cinema and Art, 1905–2016, ed. Chrissie Iles (New York: Whitney Museum of American Art, 2016), 176.
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The broadcast was organized by a group called L’Effort at the Salle d’Iéna. L’Intransigeant (November 14,
1930). Author Alex Surchamp attended the program broadcast and wrote about his experiences in Paris-Soir: “And
I come to the presentation of a fragment of a play by Paul Deharme, which I think formed the most interesting
experience of the evening. The richest with promise also, for I am close to believing that Deharme is on the right
track. He is, in any case, on a new and original path. Through auditory images, rhythms, words, Deharme suggests
an idea. Each listener can interpret it in his own way, making such opinions as he pleases. No setting, but an
ambiance, an atmosphere. Few or no noises: sensations. The listener is isolated: in the recollection of listening, he
can, as he wishes, and to the extent that he can do so, allow his imagination to run, so that, to borrow a phrase from
Henry Bidou, ‘the picture will be painted by your imagination; you will just have the show you deserve.’ Certainly
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replicated elsewhere, Deharme conceived of an expanded field of radio films and of
experimental laboratories for their production where artists, psychologists, musicians, audio
engineers, and authors could work with listeners to conduct tests on the radio’s ability to create
prompts for psychic imagery.205
Deharme spoke of his radio films often as alternatives to conventional cinema. In Pour
un art radiophonique, he describes his work in oppositional terms as able “to compete” with
standard cinematic forms. He imagined using “slow motion, the close-up, superimposition, the
angled view, cuts” and other filmic techniques to record an event that could then be printed on a
record or film strip and broadcast in front of a microphone.206 In an explicit rebuke of sound
film, Deharme also criticized that medium’s fixed triad of words, images, and music to provoke
emotion in the viewer, as opposed to art radiophonique’s ability to evoke an endless and mutable
stream of mental images in listeners’ minds.
Deharme’s “inner films” required attention, not only to the broadcaster’s voice but to the
murmurings of one’s own unconscious (the “floating attention” previously described). In a
revised section of his book, Deharme describes the attention necessary for listening to art
radiophonique, equating the situation of the listener with that of a cinemagoer. His evocative text

Paul Deharme chose, for his suggestions, exceptional cases; sometimes a hanging, sometimes a murder with an ax; it
can only be said that the radio theater must be confined to this Grand Guignol-esque genre. But his text is
powerfully evocative; his images are haunting, sometimes hallucinating. Psychologically, it is a result that we would
seek in vain in most of the radio theater essays that have been presented to us up to now. Is this to say that Paul
Deharme found the true formula? He found a formula and it is not that bad!” Alex Surchamp, “Vers un art
radiophonoque,” Paris-Soir (November 24, 1930). “Dream machine” comes from Héron, “Aux origines de l’art
radiophonique,” 208. Guillaume Apollinaire, Ljubomir Micic, Philippe Soupault, Salvador Dali, Antonin Artaud,
and Monny de Boully all also produced “radio films,” although they did not conceive of their projects in those
terms.
205

Deharme, Pour un art radiophonique, 75.
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Ibid., 78–80.
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can be read as a prescription for creating a “mental theater,” necessitating a darkened room, a
comfortable position, and internal focus:
You have to know how to listen to the TSF. Do not listen to it while eating soup, playing
cards or reading the newspaper. These attitudes are appropriate for those parts of the
programs that do not require the full attention of listeners, and for sophisticated stations
which are located at meal times. But at 9 o’clock: Curtain! Armchair. Silence. Dim the
lights. Close your eyes. The phonic theater can begin. Some musical chords. Some
evocative words. The interior scene is illuminated by a dazzling light. What is the scene?
A world.207

207
“Il faut savoir écouter la T.S.F. Il ne faut pas l’écouter en mangeant sa soupe, en jouant aux cartes ou en lisant le
journal. Ces attitudes conviennent pour les parties de programmes qui ne requièrent pas l’attention totale des
auditeurs, et que les postes d’émission avisés situent aux heures des repas. Mais à 9 heures: Rideau! Fauteuil.
Silence. Pénombre. Fermer les yeux. Le théâtre phonique peut commencer. Quelques accords musicaux. Quelques
mots évocateurs. La scène intérieure s’éclaire d’une lumière éblouissante. Que dis-je la scène: un monde.” Deharme,
“Pour un art radiophonique,” 125–26.
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CHAPTER 3: PROJECTOR
“Music Made of Ink”: Rudolf Pfenninger’s Graphic Sound
In the final years of the Weimar Republic, amidst a flurry of innovation related to
technological experiments in music, several avant-garde filmmakers in Germany devised
methods to create “graphic sound.”1 This involved drawing, painting, or photographing patterns
onto the optical soundtrack of a celluloid filmstrip, rather than recording from a live source.2 The
resulting sounds, actualized by a film projector, were of an “entirely new timbre,” creating sonic
effects distinct from those produced by available instrumentation and from those indicated by
conventional musical notation.3
An article in the March 1933 issue of the magazine Popular Science Monthly introduced
American audiences to the practice (Fig. 3.1). It reproduces a still from a filmstrip showing the
“odd geometrical designs” of graphic sound and pictures an engineer, credited as the German
filmmaker Oskar Fischinger, at his workbench producing these designs.4 The article praises
Fischinger’s capacity to vary the pitch, volume, timbre, and duration of sound according to the
size and shape of these patterns. It evaluates his project as a critical step in shortening the process
of musical composition by allowing the modern composer to record a precise and definitive

1

The literature refers to graphic sound as “synthetic sound,” “animated sound,” and “drawn sound.” I use these
interchangeably to vary my language. See “drawn sound,” in The New Grove Dictionary of Musical Instruments,
Volume 1, ed. Stanley Sadie (New York: Grove’s Dictionaries of Music, 1984), 596–99. Different methods for
producing graphic sound were independently developed in Russia beginning in 1930. This will be the subject of my
dissertation’s final chapter on Evgeny Sholpo’s synthesizer experiments in Russia.
2

“Optical sound” is the name for both the soundtrack that runs parallel to the image track on a standard film strip
and the method used to produce it (optical sound recording), which consists of encoding analogue sound in the form
of visible sound waves; it was the dominant, pre-digital mode of sound storage for cinema. Sound picked up by a
microphone is converted into an electrical current, amplified, and used to drive a light aperture that records the
sound waves onto celluloid film.
3

“Soundless Film Recording,” New York Times (January 29, 1933): X6.

4

“Odd Designs on Film Turn to Music,” Popular Science (March 1933): 65.
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interpretation manually rather than writing a score that unskilled performers could misinterpret.5
Yet the photograph of a young man seated at a drafting table scattered with assorted sound strips
represents not Fischinger but Rudolf Pfenninger (1899–1976), a little-known German animator
who invented graphic sound in 1929 while working at Münchener Lichtspielkunst AG
(EMELKA), then the second largest film studio in Germany. By 1932, using the studio’s
facilities and equipment, Pfenninger had used his graphic sound system, which he called tönende
Handschrift (“sounding handwriting”), to produce five short films with synthetic soundtracks
and an instructional documentary demonstrating his technique titled Das Wunder des
gezeichneten Tones (The Wonder of Hand-Drawn Sound) (Fig. 3.2). The still included in
Popular Science Monthly is taken from one of Pfenninger’s films, though his name appears
nowhere in the text.6
This chapter reclaims Pfenninger’s pioneering work through an investigation of his
graphic sound method and six rarely seen films. I argue that, circumventing the standard
applications for projectors and celluloid film, Pfenninger took up the modernist call to refunction everyday objects as creative media. In doing so, he realized Bauhaus master László
Moholy-Nagy’s unfulfilled project to transform devices intended for reproduction into tools for
artistic production.7 Writing for the Dutch art journal De Stijl in 1922, Moholy-Nagy radically

5
This idea comes directly from Fischinger’s manifesto for his independent graphic sound technique, which he called
tönende Oramente (“sounding ornaments”). Praising new methods for the synthetic generation of sound, Fischinger
extols the ability of graphic sound to “speak for itself directly through the film projector” without needing an
interpreter or reproduction, what I call the projector’s ability to “translate” sounds. See Fischinger, “Klingende
Ornamente,” Deutsche Allgemeine Zeitung, Kraft und Stoff 30 (July 28, 1932); translated into English and
reproduced at the Center for Visual Music, http://www.centerforvisualmusic.org/Fischinger/SoundOrnaments.htm.
6

The film still is from Pitsch und Patsch (1932), which will be discussed in a later section.

7
László Moholy-Nagy, “Production – Reproduction,” De Stijl 7 (1922): 97–101. Reprinted in Krisztina Passuth,
Moholy-Nagy (New York: Thames & Hudson, 1985), 289–90. Artist-engineers from Russia (namely Arseny
Avraamov and Evgeny Sholpo) simultaneously, but independently, explored graphic sound and the projector as a
productive instrument. In fact, six years before Moholy-Nagy’s proposal, Avraamov described a similar
phenomenon: “By knowing the way to record the most complex sound textured by means of a phonograph, after
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proposed: “Since it is primarily production (productive creation) that serves human construction,
we must strive to turn the apparatuses (instruments) used so far only for reproductive purposes
into ones that can be used for productive purposes as well” (Fig. 3.3).8 Pfenninger repurposed
celluloid film and used the projector as an instrument to produce sound, thus realizing MoholyNagy’s vision to devise productive technologies: the only figure from the German avant-garde to
do so. Whereas filmstrips previously had been used as storage media, containing sounds printed
directly to the celluloid with light, and projectors had simply read the information on the
filmstrips, Pfenninger pressed these technologies into service in new ways. He used filmstrips
and projectors to produce sounds that had never been performed or heard aloud before, and that
had not been recorded by standard means; the projector served an essential function as the
translator of this new music in making Pfenninger’s arcane drawings audible. This reappraisal of
Pfenninger’s project offers a critical example of the avant-garde tactic of defamiliarization,
undertaken as part of a larger effort to overthrow established modes of perception and
representation.
Although Pfenninger was responsible for the invention of graphic sound, it was
Fischinger’s 1932–33 experiments that were publicized widely at the time and that continue to
receive the most critical attention in studies of German avant-garde cinema.9 A number of

analysis of the curve structure of the sound groove, directing the needle of the resonating membrane, one can create
synthetically any, even the most fantastic sound by making a groove with a proper shape, structure and depth.”
Avraamov and Sholpo’s projects will be discussed in this dissertation’s final chapter. Arseny Avraamov,
“Upcoming Science of Music and the New Era in the History of Music,” Musical Contemporary Magazine 6 (1916):
85, quoted in Andrey Smirnov, Sound in Z: Experiments in Sound and Electronic Music in Early 20th Century
Russia (Cologne: Walter König, 2013), 29.
8

Moholy-Nagy, “Production – Reproduction,” reprinted in Passuth, Moholy-Nagy, 289.

9
On Fischinger, see William Moritz, Optical Poetry: The Life and Work of Oskar Fischinger (Bloomington:
Indiana University Press, 2004) and Cindy Keefer and Jaap Guldemond, eds., Oskar Fischinger, 1900–1967:
Experiments in Cinematic Abstraction (Amsterdam: EYE Filmmuseum; Los Angeles: Center for Visual Music,
2012). On German avant-garde cinema in the Weimar era, see “Cinema and the Avant-Garde” by A.L. Rees, in The
Oxford History of World Cinema, ed. Geoffrey Nowell-Smith (Oxford, UK: Oxford University Press, 1996), 95–
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articles containing deliberate chronological errors, unwitting misattributions, careless
misspellings, and factual inaccuracies have diminished or ignored Pfenninger’s work, all but
erasing him from the historical record.10 Misspellings of Pfenninger’s name (as “Rudolf
Pfenniger,” most commonly; “Rudolf Henninger”; “Konrad Pfenninger”; and, most egregiously,
“Rudolf Pfeffninger”) have made it difficult to find articles on his work in period newspapers.
The press also frequently conflated Pfenninger’s achievements with those of Fischinger, due
perhaps to their relatively similar sounding names and techniques. Fischinger called his method
tönende Ornamente, or “sounding ornaments,” comprising decorative patterns and visual
symbols that manifested acoustically when photographed onto the soundtrack of a filmstrip and
translated through the apparatus of a film projector; he found that concentric circles, for instance,
produced a sound similar to an electric bell.11 Moreover, Fischinger, who moved to the United
States just before World War II to pursue a career in Hollywood, bequeathed a rich and wellmanaged archive of materials to the Center for Visual Music in Los Angeles. Countless books,
articles, and exhibitions based on these materials have positioned Fischinger as a critical member

105; A New History of German Cinema, eds. Jennifer M. Kapczynski and Michael D. Richardson (Rochester, NY:
Camden House, 2012); R. Bruce Elder, Harmony + Dissent: Film and Avant-garde Art Movements in the Early
Twentieth Century (Waterloo, Ontario, Canada: Wilfrid Laurier University Press, 2008); Walter Schobert, The
German Avant-Garde Film of the 1920s (Munich: Goethe-Institut, 1989); Malte Hagener, Moving Forward, Looking
Back: The European Avant-Garde and the Invention of Film Culture, 1919–1939 (Amsterdam: Amsterdam
University Press, 2009); and Eine Subgeschichte des Films: Lexikon des Avantgarde-, Experimental- und
Undergroundfilms, Vols. 1 and 2, eds. Hans Scheugl and Ernst Schmidt Jr. (Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp Verlag,
1974). None of these sources mention Rudolf Pfenninger.
10

There is also evidence of historical revisionism by Fischinger’s widow and biographer. In his 1974 biography of
Fischinger published in Film Culture, which remained the leading text on the artist for decades, author William
Moritz changed the date of Fischinger’s premiere screening of his graphic sound to 1931, from 1932, on the
insistence of the artist’s widow, Elfreide, so that Fischinger would receive full credit for “inventing” synthetic sound
over Pfenninger. This story is relayed in Moritz’s Optical Poetry: The Life and Work of Oskar Fischinger
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2004), 155–56, which contains corrected dates.
11

Image reprinted in “Odd Designs on Film Turn to Music,” Popular Science (March 1933): 65.
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of the German avant-garde.12 Pfenninger, by contrast, continued working in Germany until his
death in 1976 and left no papers or records of his work. He is the subject of a single article, by
media historian Thomas Y. Levin; as a project of historical recuperation and reprioritization,
Levin’s article opened the path for my research.13
Given the near-simultaneous nature of their projects, and the ways in which their
individual contributions have been merged in the literature, one cannot write about Pfenninger
without discussing Fischinger. A pioneer in the field of non-objective (or “absolute”) film, which
explores the dynamic movement of abstract forms choreographed to music in the tradition of
early-20th century explorations of synesthesia, Fischinger recognized a visual relationship
between the abstract shapes printed on his filmstrips and the sound waves on the optical tracks.14
He speculated that every shape correlates to a specific sound when read by a projector, and
undertook a series of experiments to investigate the acoustic signatures of graphic forms. In his
Ton Ornamente (Sound Ornament) reels, the same patterns that appear on the sound track also
appear on the film strip, allowing the audience to see what they are hearing and vice versa (Fig.
3.4). That Fischinger was principally concerned with finding equivalences between images and

12
Oskar Fischinger Archive, Center for Visual Music, Los Angeles, CA. Recent exhibitions of Fischinger’s work
include a show of his paintings at Peyton Wright Gallery, Sante Fe, NM (2011); installations of Raumlichtkunst
(1926/2012), a three-part multimedia projection, at the Whitney Museum, New York (2012), Tate Modern, London
(2012–13), and the Palais de Tokyo, Paris (2013); and a major retrospective, “Oskar Fischinger: Experiments in
Cinematic Abstraction,” at the EYE Filmmuseum, Amsterdam, co-organized by the Center for Visual Music (2012–
13).
13
See Thomas Y. Levin, “‘Tones from Out of Nowhere’: Rudolph Pfenninger and the Archaeology of Synthetic
Sound,” Grey Room 12 (Summer 2003): 32–79. I am indebted to Levin’s ground-breaking research and
interpretation and draw on them throughout this chapter.
14

Other absolute filmmakers include Hans Richter, Walter Ruttmann and Viking Eggeling.
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sounds remains the focus of studies on the artist, which position tönende Ornamente as an
extension of Fischinger’s avant-garde experiments in “visual music.”15
Yet despite their assumed similarities, it is necessary to disentangle one filmmaker from
the other. While Fischinger adapted methods of visual representation for his form of sound
analysis—using graphic icons in place of sound waves—Pfenninger focused solely on acoustic
depictions, basing his system on the shape of sound itself. Using an oscilloscope, a device for
observing varying signal voltages, Pfenninger studied the waveform patterns produced by
specific tones and, realizing it was possible to create these forms artificially by hand, isolated the
graphic representation of each particular sound. With his standardized “alphabet” of sound
curves, he could then draw any sound wave with brush and ink on strips of paper and photograph
them onto the optical soundtrack of a celluloid filmstrip to create synthetic music. In other
words, he was suddenly able to inscribe any possible acoustic phenomena, generating—at will—
“sounds from nowhere.”16 Thus unlike Fischinger, who applied the logic of visual representation
in order to generate sound, Pfenninger created a system rooted in sounds themselves, a system
derived from studying the forms of sound waves in order to re-create them graphically. It is this
exploration of sound on its own terms, rather than needing to rely on visual iconographies, which
sets Pfenninger apart from his contemporary.

15

See Kerry Brougher, Jeremy Strick, Ari Wiseman, Judith Zilczer and Olivia Mattis, eds., Visual Music:
Synaesthesia in Art and Music Since 1900 (Washington D.C.: Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden,
Smithsonian Institution; Los Angeles: Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles, 2005); Jeanpaul Goergen,
“Light Play and Social Reportage: László Moholy-Nagy and the German Film Avant-Garde,” in László MoholyNagy: The Art of Light, by Círculo de Bellas Artes, Martin-Gropius Bau, Berlin and Gemeentemuseum Den Haag,
The Hague (Madrid: La Fábrica, 2010), 197–213; and Sara Selwood, “Color Music and Abstract Film,” in Light Art
from Artificial Light: Light as a Medium in 20th and 21st Century Art, eds. Peter Weibel and Gergor Jansen
(Ostfildern, Germany: Hatje Cantz, 2006), 418.
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In this chapter, I examine Pfenninger’s curious experiments against those of his rival in
the production of graphic sound (Fischinger). While art historians have routinely positioned
Fischinger’s filmic abstractions within the context of painting, and thus within an artistic idiom,
“sounding handwriting” has been described in relation to mechanical sound reproduction and
modes of inscription, and thus merely as a technological feat. Against this dominant
understanding, I demonstrate that Pfenninger’s work links both painting (simulation) and writing
(inscription), and that it can be assessed both for its creative and scientific innovations.17 I also
show that Pfenninger worked fluidly between the realms of the avant-garde and the commercial
film industry, establishing a new medium and mode of production embraced by artists but using
the equipment and infrastructure of a major sound studio. In doing so, he achieved a chief goal of
the Bauhaus to adopt rationalized industrial techniques for artistic purposes and to unite the artist
with the engineer. Lastly, I suggest that Pfenninger’s work, because of its dual position as avantgarde experiment and commercial product, offers an opportunity to assess the nature of sonic and
cinematic experimentation at the dawn of the Nazi regime, for graphic sound emerged
concurrently with the rise of National Socialism and the eventual Nazi takeover of German
cinema in 1933. In what follows, I examine Pfenninger’s new vocabulary for the production of
sound and the ways in which it traversed the domains of avant-garde art and industrial labor, the
handmade and the mass-produced, the graphic and the sonic.

A Brief History of Optical Sound in Germany
The revolutionary nature of Pfenninger’s project must be considered in relation to the
development of sound film in Germany and to early experiments with the medium by German

17

Levin foregrounds this idea of acoustic inscription in his essay. This will be discussed in detail in a later section.
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avant-garde filmmakers. For one, sound films had been technically possible, but commercially
unsuccessful, for years prior to Pfenninger’s experiments, beginning with sound-on-disc systems
developed around the turn of the twentieth century.18 These consisted of projected films that
were synchronized to a recording of sound effects, music, and dialogue playing on a phonograph
cylinder or, later, a gramophone record. Although this system allowed the picture and soundtrack
to be played in tandem, each was recorded and stored on a separate device making exact
synchronization very difficult. Sound-on-disc was eventually commercially deployed but was
quickly replaced by the coeval technology of sound-on-film, which captures a photographic
record of sound on a track that runs parallel to the image frames, assembling sound and picture
on the same strip of film; when run through a projector, this composite film strip offers flawless
synchronized sound. By the early 1920s, despite the availability of both technologies, studio
executives in Europe and the United States—the two main sites of research into sound film—
remained convinced that audiences would continue to prefer silent cinema and curbed the
development of commercial feature sound films. Yet the global success of an American movie
with synchronized sound, The Jazz Singer (1927), finally spurred production companies to
action. Silent cinema was eventually, and exclusively, displaced by sound cinema in the early
1930s, opening up the possibility for experimentation with alternative forms of sound film
production, as we will see.19

18

The prehistory of graphic sound goes back to “sound photography” and the experiments of E. F. F. Chladni, who
created klangfiguren (sound figures) in 1787, symmetrical patterns of dust on brass plates created by vibrating the
plates with a violin bow. The experiments were considered revolutionary, for the tone figures were produced by
sound waves alone and not by human intervention.
19

In Germany, this transformation was rapid. In 1929, German studios produced 175 silent films and only eight
sound films; by 1932, no silent films were produced. Lutz Koepnick, The Dark Mirror: German Cinema between
Hitler and Hollywood (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2002), 28.
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Numerous sources have elaborated the coming of sound to American cinema, harkened
by The Jazz Singer and its Vitaphone sound-on-disc system. Others have chronicled the
development of optical sound-on-film in the United States, beginning with its invention in 1919
by Lee de Forest and its commercial introduction with F. W. Murnau’s Sunrise (1927).20 Optical
sound emerged simultaneously in Germany via the Tri-Ergon sound system, which Hans Vogt
(an inventor working in the field of telecommunications), Josef Engl (an X-ray physicist), and
Joseph Massolle (a radio engineer) patented in 1919 (Fig. 3.5).21 The Tri-Ergon, like all optical
sound systems, recorded sound with light. It used a photo-electric selenium cell to convert sound
entering a microphone into patterns of light that were then captured photo-chemically onto
celluloid film.22 Of the two means for inscribing these light patterns, variable density and
variable area, the Tri-Ergon employed the former.23 In this method, sound is rendered as a series

20

Alan Crosland’s The Jazz Singer, which premiered in New York City on October 6, 1927, was the first
commercial feature-length film to incorporate synchronized sound, though it contains only several minutes of
synchronized singing, effects, and improvisational dialogue; the rest is silent. While U.S. and German studios had
previously ventured only tentatively into sound film, and audiences had shown a lack of interest in synchronized
sound pictures, the international success of The Jazz Singer (and other sound films produced in its wake) helped to
convince both studio owners and audiences that the conversion from silent to sound cinema was possible. See
Douglas Gomery, The Coming of Sound: A History (New York: Routledge, 2005) and Jonathan D. Tankel, “The
Impact of The Jazz Singer on the Conversion to Sound,” Journal of the University Film Association 30, no. 1
(Winter 1978): 21–25.
21

See Douglas Gomery, “Tri-Ergon, Tobias-Klangfilm, and the Coming of Sound,” Cinema Journal 16, no. 1
(Autumn 1976): 51–61. The system was ultimately a failure, however. First publicly demonstrated on September 17,
1922 at the Alhambra Movie Theater in Berlin, the Tri-Ergon system was used in a feature film, Das Mädchen mit
den Schwefelhölzern (The Girl with Matches), developed by the studio UFA in 1925; the film flopped, due in part to
a number of technical problems. The system’s owners were convinced that silent film would remain the ideal
cinema format and sold the technology to a Swiss corporation in 1926. The decision proved to be misguided, as
interest in sound films surged in the late-1920s, leading to a number of patent wars between the U.S. and Europe and
the ultimate consolidation of the sound film industry into geographical markets. See Sabine Hake, German National
Cinema (London: Routledge, 2002), 51.
22

For more information on the optical sound recording process, see Brian Robert Wilson, “Animated Music: The
Development and Use of the Optical Soundtrack as a Musical Instrument” (M.A. diss., California State University,
Long Beach, 2006); “Drawn sound,” in The New Grove Dictionary of Musical Instruments, Volume 1, 596–99; and
Richard S. James, “Avant-Garde Sound-on-Film Techniques and Their Relationship to Electro-Acoustic Music,”
The Musical Quarterly 72, no. 2 (1986): 74–89.
23

Variable area recording is an older technology, but generally provides less accurate fidelity. Interestingly, the
German words for these two methods of recording (Amplitudenschrift, Transversalschrift or Zackenschrift, for
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of lines that traverse the full width of the optical sound track. These bands of encoded sound are
rendered in varying gradients depending on the intensity of the signal: the stronger the light, the
denser the exposure. For example, a thick, white line has a greater amount of acoustic
information than a thin, gray line. In variable area recording, by contrast, sound is recorded as
irregular sine or saw tooth wave forms in proportion to the width of the track: the stronger the
light, the wider the exposure. The peak of a saw tooth wave, for instance, has greater amplitude
than the valley of that same wave (Fig. 3.6). In both cases, the amount of light information
regulates the pitch, tone, and intensity of the recording, transforming sound waves into visible
traces.24
In the movie theater, another device—the film projector—transduces these patterns back
into sound via an amplified electrical current that is projected by loudspeakers, giving graphic
forms a voice once again.25 Whereas a film strip runs through the projector at 24 frames per
second, the sound track is read uninterrupted by the machine. In other words, it does not
correspond to the set of images directly next to it on a film strip meaning, ironically, that to
produce synchronization the sound and image must be printed out of sync.
By the late 1920s German film studios began regularly utilizing optical recording
technologies to produce soundtracks for feature films as well as numerous shorts and newsreels.
Several artists and engineers (Pfenninger chief among them) followed suit, seeking new
applications for the emerging techniques. Knowledge of and access to equipment for optical

variable area, and Sprossenschrift or Intensitätsschrift, for variable density) refer to them as sound “writing”
(schrift). See Michael Cowan, “Fidelity, Capture and the Sound Advertisement: Julius Pinschewer and Rudi
Klemm’s Die chinesische Nachtigall,” Zeitgeschichte 2, no. 41 (2014): 96.
24
The pitch depends on the frequency of the waves, the tone depends on their shape, and the intensity (volume)
depends on their size.
25

For a study of the projector as an instrument, see Kelly Fawn Weiss Egan, “The Projector’s Noises: A Media
Archaeology of Cinema through the Projector” (Ph.D. diss., Ryerson University, 2013).
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sound recording was easy to come by, as many avant-garde filmmakers of the Weimar era
(including Fischinger, Pfenninger, Lotte Reiniger, Hans Richter, Walter Ruttmann, and Viking
Eggeling) were also employed by advertising agencies or major film production companies such
as UFA (Universal Film Aktien Gesellschaft) in Berlin and EMELKA in Munich, the first and
second largest respectively, both of which formed in the late 1910s.26 Moreover, a number of
these artists’ experimental films were actually financed by prominent studios, setting up an
unlikely convergence between avant-garde and industry that will be addressed later in this
chapter.
Perhaps the best-known example from this period of experimentation with an optical
soundtrack (though not an investigation into graphic sound) is Ruttmann’s Weekend (1930), a
roughly eleven-minute “film” without images recorded on celluloid.27 Weekend consists only of
a dense collage of sounds recorded by the artist while touring Berlin in a van fitted with a TriErgon film camera; with its lens cap left on, the camera only recorded the city’s fleeting sounds.
The artist then edited these recordings into an acoustic montage that was assembled again on an
optical soundtrack. The piece captures the clamor and liveliness of a city at the end of a working
26

Of the four artists who experimented with optical soundtracks (Pfenninger, Fischinger, Ruttmann and MoholyNagy), Fischinger and Ruttmann worked for UFA and Pfenninger worked for EMELKA. According to Malte
Hagener, “Hardly any of the avant-garde films of the 1920s and 1930s (or of any period for that matter) are
independent in the sense that they were produced without any outside interference in the form of a commission, a
patron or a helping hand by a studio.” Malte Hagener, Moving Forward, Looking Back: The European Avant-Garde
and the Invention of Film Culture, 1919–1939 (Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, 2009), 45. See also
Thomas Elsaesser, Weimar Cinema and After: Germany’s Historical Imaginary (London: Routledge, 2000), 386–
87; and Michael Cowan, “Advertising, Rhythm, and the Filmic Avant-Garde in Weimar: Guido Seeber and Julius
Pinschewer’s Kipho Film,” October 131 (Winter 2010): 28–29.
27

While it seems inefficient and wasteful to produce a sound recording on a film rather than on a record, the TriErgon was intended briefly as a system for radio recording, so Ruttmann probably thought he was taking advantage
of a new recording technology for radio broadcasting. Weekend was a recasting of the artist’s 1927 film Berlin. Die
Sinfonie einer Großstadt (Berlin: Symphony of a Great City). For more information, see Brian Hanrahan, “13 June
1930: Weekend Broadcast Tests Centrality of Image in Cinema,” in A New History of German Cinema, 208–12;
Antje Vowinckel, Collagen im Hörspiel: Die Entwicklung einer radiophonen Kunst (Würzburg: Köningshausen und
Neumann, 1995), 60–75; Andy Birtwistle, “Photographic Sound Art and the Silent Modernity of Walter Ruttmann’s
Weekend (1930),” The New Soundtrack 6, no. 2 (2016): 109–27; and Martin Gaughan, “Ruttmann’s Berlin: Filming
in a ‘Hollow Space,’” in Screening the City, eds. Mark Shiel and Tony Fitzmaurice (London: Verso, 2003), 41–57.
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week and takes up the avant-garde project to celebrate the dizzying energy and noise of modern
life in a way that visual artists could not.28 Brisk edits give way to languorous passages, and
snippets of conversation flow into a ruckus of animal sounds. The sounds of construction
(sawing, hammering), worship (bells, choral music), industry (factories, sirens, whistles, clocks),
and commerce (cash register) mingle with traffic, pedestrians, and other street noises. When the
picture-less “film” premiered in May 1930 at the Haus des Rundfunks, the curtain in front of the
projection screen remained closed, echoing its mode of production.29
Composed only of sounds, Weekend challenged the intended use of the film strip as a
medium for conveying moving pictures, destabilizing the very notion of what constitutes a
film.30 Yet despite his attention to sonic innovation, Ruttmann still conceived of his work as
analogous to image-making in its indexicality, since the sounds he recorded represented things in
the world. In an article published in the popular film magazine Film-Kurier, Ruttmann termed
his acoustic montage a work of “photography” for its associative capturing of sonic “images” of
the Berlin cityscape.31 Moreover, Weekend preserved the standard function of the optical track as

28

Aside from links to the Italian Futurists, the piece also recalls Russian Constructivist montage methods, as in
Dziga Vertov’s revolutionary concept of the “kino-eye”: the fragmented vision of the world as seen through the
camera lens. In their “Sound Manifesto” (1928), Russian cinematographers Sergei Eisenstein, Vsevolod I. Pudovkin,
and C.V. Alexandrov suggested that film sound could also be “treated as a new montage element (as a factor
divorced from the visual image).” Quoted in Film Sound: Theory and Practice, eds. Elisabeth Weis and John Belton
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1985), 84.
29
Given the unorthodox, sound-only nature of the work, the “film” was instead commonly broadcast as a play over
the radio. It debuted in Berlin as a radio play on June 13, 1930. While the celluloid film was lost in the 1930s, a
recording on a shellac disc was discovered in a private collection in New York in 1978.
30

I agree with film critic Rick Altman in his assertion that films are composed of a necessary combination of image
and sound. Rick Altman, “Introduction: Four and a Half Film Fallacies,” in Sound Theory, Sound Practice, ed. Rick
Altman (New York: Routledge, 1992), 35–45.
31
See Walter Ruttmann, “Neue Gestaltung von Tonfilm und Funk. Programm einer photographischen Hörkunst,”
Film-Kurier 255 (October 26, 1929), which announces this in its very title. Reprinted in Jeanpeaul Goergen, Walter
Ruttmanns Tonmontagen als Ars Acustica (Siegen: Medien und Kommunikation, 1994), 25–26. In its use of
montage, Ruttmann’s Weekend anticipates Pierre Schaeffer’s musique concrète, which combines fragments of audio
(what he called objets sonores) into a compositional whole.
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a medium for recorded sound and maintained a representational approach to composition—
innovations to which would wait for the pioneers of graphic sound.

“Sounds from Nowhere”: Pfenninger’s Graphic Sound Films
In 1929, a full year before Ruttmann’s acoustic film, Pfenninger—an engineer and
filmmaker working in the Geiselgasteig labs of EMELKA—developed a technique for the
synthetic generation of sound. 32 He first painted wave forms onto paper which he then
photographed onto the optical tracks of film strips. (Since this storage area for sound is only
three millimeters wide, the photographic transfer process offered more control over the sound
waves than drawing on the film directly.) While Pfenninger’s method enabled him, in theory, to
reproduce any existing note, and to generate a single sound sui generis with no aural equivalent
in the extant repertoire of sounds, he was also able to “reverse-engineer” a particular sonic event
by drawing its equivalent graphic form, as musicologist Thomas Patteson has explained.33
Pfenninger had years of prior experience working with audio equipment, cinema
technology, and creative arts.34 Born in Munich, he learned to draw from his father, the Swiss
painter Emil Rudolf Pfenninger, and at the age of fifteen apprenticed as a set painter in the
Munich Werkstätten für Bühnenkunst Hummelsheim und Romeo. He showed an early interest in

32

A number of sources confirm that Pfenninger began his experiments in 1929. See Stanley Sadie, New Grove
Dictionary of Musical Instruments, Volume 1 (New York: Grove’s Dictionaries of Music, 1984), 596–97; Levin,
“‘Tones from Out of Nowhere,’” 74, note 46; and Jury Rony, “Das Wunder des gemalten Tonfilms: Eine
Umwälzung in der Tonfilm-Industrie und in der Musik,” Illustrierte Technik 10, no. 29 (October 1932): 2–4. This
last article includes a narrative timeline of Pfenninger’s work, which, followed backwards, points to a 1929 start.
33
Thomas W. Patteson, “Instruments for New Music: Sound Technology and Modernism in the Weimar Republic”
(Ph.D. diss., University of Pennsylvania, 2013), 193.
34

There is scant biographical information on Pfenninger’s early years. What follows in this paragraph is a summary
of information found in period newspapers and in Levin’s essay on Pfenninger—although that author does not
provide any citations as to where the information was first published.
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optics, experimenting with a homemade camera as a child and working as a projectionist in
Munich cinemas as a youth where he no doubt became familiar with the mechanics of the cinema
apparatus. In 1921, he was hired by the Munich-based, American-born producer Louis Seel to
animate films and title cards for the Münchener Bilderbogen (Munich Album) newsreel and
finally, in 1925, was hired by EMELKA.35 He worked on only one film there for the remainder
of the decade, Zwischen Mars und Erde (Between Mars and Earth; 1925), primarily devoting his
energies to engineering research on sound technologies including microphones and radio
broadcasting. He also used the laboratory and studio time to make his own independent animated
films and experiment with the production of graphic sound.36 Pfenninger was not a composer,
however, and did not write new music for his technique; rather, he repurposed well-known
pieces of classical music.37
Pfenninger slowly revealed his technique of “sounding handwriting” over several years.
He was reportedly unable to afford studio musicians or licensing fees to produce soundtracks for
his animated films, and so began to explore the artificial production of music out of economic

35

See Petra Putz, Waterloo in Geiselgasteig: Die Geschichte des Münchner Filmkonzerns Emelka (1919–1933) im
Antagonismus zwischen Bayern und dem Reich (Trier, Germany: WVT, 1996).
36
According to Levin, Pfenninger’s early animations include Largo (1922), Aus dem Leben eines Hemdes (1926),
Sonnenersatz (1926), and Tintenbuben (1926). But he perpetuates the same onomastic confusion as previous writers,
as most of these films were not produced by Pfenninger. Both Aus dem Leben eines Hemdes and Tintenbuben are
films made by the great German animator and advertising film pioneer Julius Pinschewer, and Sonnenersatz is a film
produced by animator Hans Fischerkoesen for Pinschewer’s agency. Moreover, I have been unable to find any
evidence that Pfenninger produced an independent film as early as 1922, and suspect that Levin is referring to the
1929–30 film Largo discussed below. To say that Pfenninger’s films were “independent” is also a bit of a misnomer,
as we will see in the forthcoming section on the avant-garde and film industry. Pfenninger produced his films using
the facilities and equipment at EMELKA with the permission of his supervisor, and the films were circulated by
EMELKA, though it is unclear if the company’s name appeared in the title cards or credits in connection with the
films.
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Pfenninger’s use of familiar classical repertoire precedes by several decades project such as Wendy Carlos’s
Switched-On Bach (1968), one of the first popular albums of synthesizer music.
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necessity.38 With the aid of an oscilloscope, he analyzed the sound curves of specific notes and
devised a systematic technique, in late 1929, for correlating a particular tone to its precise
graphic representation, enabling him to summon that sound on demand.39 In late 1930, after a
year of experimentation, he demonstrated his procedure to a small group of producers at
EMELKA. Then, with the support of his colleagues, and the financial backing of the lead
producer Karl Grune, Pfenninger produced five short films with graphic soundtracks over the
course of the next year, which were screened in spring 1931 at the Kulturlfilmabteilung of
EMELKA in Munich to several producers and journalists.40 After yet another year, on October
19, 1932, Pfenninger premiered these films to the public under the overall title of Die tönende
Handschrift (Sounding Handwriting), in a screening organized by the Bavarian Film Society at
the Munich Kammerlichtspiele. The films were screened again at an invitation-only matinee at
the famous Marmorhaus cinema in Berlin the following day, after which EMELKA circulated
the program to cinemas across Europe.41
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Emily D. Robertson, “‘It Looks Like Sound!’ Drawing a History of ‘Animated Music’ in the Early Twentieth
Century” (M.A. thesis, Graduate School of the University of Maryland, College Park, 2010), 38 and Levin, “‘Tones
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Pfenninger’s sonic handwriting in 1929. Hans Rolf Strobel, “Musik mit Bleistift und Tusche: Der Filmclub zeigt
heute Rudolf Pfenningers Kurzfilme,” Bayerische Zeitung, May 4, 1953.
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Jury Rony, “Das Wunder des gemalten Tonfilms: Eine Umwälzung in der Tonfilm-Industrie und in der Musik,” 2
and Levin, “‘Tones from Out of Nowhere,’” 78.
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The subtitle of the series was “A Series of Hand-Drawn Sound Films introduced by a Filmed Interview.”
Newspaper reviews mention by name only one attendee of this screening: Oskar von Miller, a German engineer and
founder of the Deutsches Museum. See Dr. K. Wolter, “Gezeichnete Tonfilmmusik,” Film Technik (November 12,
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Filmweek. See Levin, “‘Tones from Out of Nowhere,’” 75, note 50. It was also distributed in Holland and England,
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be screened before feature films in this period.
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The program consisted of five films with synthetic soundtracks, listed here in their order
of production: a “nature film” titled Largo; an animated cartoon, Pitsch und Patsch, that was
drawn by Pfenninger himself; a ballet made with the troupe of the Deutsche Theaters in Munich
titled Kleine Rebellion (Small Rebellion); and two “puppet films” set in eighteenth-century
Venice made by the Diehl brothers, Barcarole and Serenade.42 An instructional documentary
film, Das Wunder des gezeichneten Tones, in which Pfenninger demonstrates his process and is
interviewed by the German actor Helmuth Renar, was shown before the short program.
Largo (also called The First Drawn Concert) was not screened as an independent film,
but rather appended to Pfenninger’s documentary film as a demonstration of the “sounding
handwriting” method; it is singled out at the end of that film with a title card announcing “Das
erste gezeichnete Konzert” (The First Drawn Concert). It is named for the melody synthetically
reproduced on the soundtrack, from George Frideric Handel’s aria “Ombra mai fu” (popularly
titled “Handel’s Largo”).43 Reviews of Pfenninger’s 1932 screenings describe it as a
“NaturFilm,” an educational documentary genre made on topics related to animals, the
environment, or the natural world.44 It consists entirely of a sequence in which the notes of the
musical composition, represented as both notation and “sounding handwriting,” float across a
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Levin gets the order of these films wrong: “Das Wunder des gemalten Tonfilms: Eine Umwälzung in der TonfilmIndustrie und in der Musik,” a 1932 article from Illustrierte Technik, has the correct order of production. Three of
Pfenninger’s films, Barcarole, Serenade and Pitsch und Patsch, are published on the DVD, Animierte Avantgarde
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October 22, 1932.
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backdrop of clouds (the only “natural” element) in correspondence with the music emanating
from the projector, perhaps a nod to the “bouncing ball” effect used in American animated
cartoons beginning in the 1920s (Fig. 3.7).
Pitsch und Patsch (1932), the only film for which Pfenninger created both the animations
and graphic soundtrack, depicts an underwater world where two fish (the titular characters) are
preyed upon by sea creatures of increasing size, including a pack of still-swimming fish
skeletons disguised as ghosts, an octopus, and a whale (Fig. 3.8).45 Bizarrely, the protagonists are
saved when each pursuant explodes. In the final, surrealistic scene, a swordfish cuts apart the
whale that has just ingested Pitsch and Patsch, releasing them back into the sea. The severed
whale head swims off but is soon blown apart by an unexploded water ordnance. Some of
Pfenninger’s animations, particularly the static backgrounds, which depict shipwrecks, coral
reefs, and underwater rock formations, are sophisticated drawings while others are very
schematic; two porpoises, for example, who dance together in the film, are crudely rendered as
artless line drawings. One reviewer cast the animation style of the film in nationalistic terms,
deeming it a cartoon “following the American model,” perhaps in reference to the early work of
Walt Disney (Steamboat Willie, 1928, the debut of Mickey Mouse) and Ub Iwerks (Flip the
Frog, 1930) which were known in Germany at the time.46
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Pitsch und Patsch roughly translates to “splish and splash,” and represents the name of the two fish that are the
main characters of the cartoon. The film opens with a combined live-action/animation sequence in which Pfenninger
draws the characters on a sheet of paper, who then come to life and swim off screen.
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The soundtrack, which contains both a musical score and primitive sound effects, is
yoked to the cartoon as a narrative element in two ways. First, each character is assigned its own
sound or melody, that harkens its arrival and follows it during its time on screen; a clacking
staccato signifies the skeleton fish, for example, during its extended chase sequence. Second, the
musical portions of the soundtrack are repeatedly echoed on screen; a lively melody at the start
of the animation is “performed” by a trio of aquatic musicians and, later, the protagonists whistle
a cheerful tune.
The cartoon opens—as do Barcarole and Serenade—with an extended live-action
sequence showing the filmmaker drawing the soundtrack that accompanies the film (Fig. 3.9).
His hand draws on a white strip to the left edge of an otherwise black frame, the intended effect
being a simulation of the filmmaker drawing directly onto the optical soundtrack. The sequence
directly correlates what we see (the moving images of sound waves) with what we hear (their
coincident tones). It starts in near-real time—as Pfenninger finishes painting in a particular wave,
the corresponding sound is made audible—but quickly speeds up, accelerating the pace at which
Pfenninger draws and the music is cued in turn. Pfenninger begins drawing regularly-spaced
triangle waves, then gradually widens and serrates the jagged forms; successively, the soundtrack
enters as a slowly-oscillating bass rumble and energetically climbs to a frenetic, high-pitched
trill, concluding with runs up and down the scale.47 These sounds are meant to be seen, and
Pfenninger emphasizes this by revealing his process from the start. This excerpt accomplishes
two key things: it establishes for the listener the impressive sonic range of “sounding
handwriting” and reveals to the viewer the artist’s hand behind the inner workings of the film
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The waves that Pfenninger draws, and the accompanying sounds that are heard, do not actually correspond—the
drawing is merely an illustration—but the effect is the same. We are made to believe that what we hear and what we
see are identical.
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mechanism. The film consistently plays off of these two registers, integrating dynamic
animations and aural effects.
A discordant soundtrack supplements Kleine Rebellion. Directed by Heinrich Köhler, the
film documents a modern ballet performed by the Deutsche Theaters in Munich to Hector
Berlioz’s rendition of “Rákóczi March,” also known as the “Hungarian March.” The sets and
costumes are elaborately constructed, and the choreography (by ballet master Gustav Neuber) is
spirited, reminiscent more of a folk dance than a classical ballet. Though the plot centers on an
ostensibly serious subject, an armed conflict between a group of townspeople and uniformed
soldiers, the narrative progresses entirely through stylized movements that are awkward,
unpracticed, and at times, purposely comedic. During the main fight scene, a soldier gets poked
in the behind with a sword, which rips his pants; another has a bucket of water poured over his
head. In reaction, the men of the town—played by dozens of actors with identical costumes and
facial hair—twirl their mustaches in delight. This element of slapstick is furthered by a profound,
almost ironic disconnect between the picture and sound. While the dancers perform fairly
conventional movements, the orchestral score that traditionally accompanies ballet has been
replaced by the unusual music of Pfenninger’s “sounding handwriting.”
There was already a tradition among the avant-garde by this time to set balletic
movements to an atypical score that combined orchestral instruments with noise-making
machines, notably in Parade (1917), a multimedia ballet choreographed by Léonide Massine for
Sergei Diaghilev’s Ballets Russes.48 Parade notoriously convened a number of eminent artists
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Another example is Le Pas d’acier (The Steel Step; 1925), a ballet by Diaghilev with music by Sergei Prokofiev
that featured kinetic machines of industrial labor. There are many instances also of “ballets” choreographed for
mechanical, rather than human, movement, including Arseny Avraamov’s Symphony of Sirens (1922) and Ballet
Mécanique (1923–24), a film by the artist Fernand Léger and filmmaker Dudley Murphy with a score by George
Antheil. (In the latter instance, Antheil’s score could not be used for the original screening of the film at the 1924
International Exposition for New Theater Technique in Vienna and was not coupled with the picture until the
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from a range of disciplines and aesthetic frames of reference, including Pablo Picasso, who
designed the sets and costumes, Jean Cocteau, who wrote the libretto, and Erik Satie, who
composed the music. Satie devised a relatively conventional music score punctuated by startling
mechanical noises, such as telegraph keys, typewriters, and a foghorn, producing a cacophony
described by Christopher Schiff as a “compromise of French theatrical music and Futurist
noise.”49 Like its avant-garde precedents, Kleine Rebellion incorporates machinic sound.
Barcarole and Serenade are short “Puppenfilms” that feature detailed wooden
marionettes designed by the Diehl Brothers, who worked in Munich for the Reichsanstalt für
Film und Bild in Unterricht und Wissenschaft (the Reichs Institute for Film and Picture in
Education and Science).50 Set among the canals and palazzos of eighteenth-century Venice,
constructed in miniature, both films feature puppets dressed in the opulent wigs and fashions of
the period. The plots revolve around a mischievous Pedrolino, a stock character of the Italian
Commedia dell’arte, who sets the narrative in motion. In Barcarole, a vengeful lute-player
kidnaps an elegant princess and engages her lover in a duel. When he tries to escape with the
princess in a stolen gondola, Pedrolino knocks him off and reunites the princess with her suitor.
In Serenade, Pedrolino arranges a secret liaison between a lute-player and his lover, the daughter
of a powerful lord who disapproves of their partnership. Pedrolino convinces the lord to allow

1990s). For more information on the use of sound in avant-garde performance, see Mladan Ovadija, Dramaturgy of
Sound in the Avant-Garde and Postdramatic Theater (Montreal, Canada: McGill-Queen’s University Press, 2013).
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his daughter to marry and presents the couple with a wedding ring. As with Pitsch und Patsch,
the soundtracks of these films combine sound effects (a dampened clacking for the swordfight)
with a melodic score that is sometimes represented narratively on screen, as when Pedrolino
plays the harp for the pensive lord.
As noted earlier, these five films were preceded on the evening’s program by
Pfenninger’s pedagogical documentary, Das Wunder des gezeichneten Tones. The film begins
with an acoustics lesson, explaining how sound waves reverberate and how our ears perceive
sound. Various demonstrations show the production of different frequencies (by flicking a thin
metal rod of various lengths, for instance) and animations illustrate how sound vibrates vocal
cords and gramophone needles. A final section pictures the inscribed grooves on a record and,
lastly, the visible sound waves on an optical soundtrack, connecting audible sound waves with
their visible traces. For the second section of the documentary, Pfenninger sits down for an
interview, where he describes “sounding handwriting,” his method for creating sound strips, and
his aspirations to produce entirely “new sounds”; this is the only extant footage of Pfenninger
himself (Fig. 3.10). Finally, the interviewer, Helmuth Renar, introduces Largo: “Ladies and
Gentlemen, what you are about to hear is only drawn music: sounds not produced by any
instrument, sounds out of nothing!”
Pfenninger did not further experiment with “sounding handwriting,” yet clearly intended
to continue exploring the possibilities for his technique. An article outlines his ambitious plan “to
produce human voices from the void of his drawing table” by dissecting the German language
into relevant consonants, vowels, and phonemes and drawing these re-assembled sounds as
words or sentences uttered in any tonal range (e.g., bass, alto).51 Another article describes his
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“…jetzt will Pfenninger auch Menschenstimmen aus dem Nichts des Zeichentisches schaffen.” Jury Rony, “Das
Wunder des gemalten Tonfilm,” 4.
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efforts to construct a kind of acoustic typewriter that would write discrete wave forms directly
onto a film strip though the device was apparently never completed.52 According to Pfenninger,
the first activity would have revolutionized the quality of sound films by enabling engineers to
correct imperfections on optical sound recordings, thereby improving the clarity of actors’
speech and obviating the need for costly re-recording. His remark would prove prescient, since
contemporary digital editing suites, like Pro Tools, incorporate a pencil function so that
engineers can draw directly onto a waveform. The second would have made his method more
efficient and less expensive.53 These cost-saving measures, pitched as scientific investigations,
would have enabled Pfenninger to further systematize his method and even establish it as a new
standard for recording sound on film.
Though Pfenninger’s virtuosic technique permitted him to assemble any number of
sounds into previously-unheard combinations, he was not a composer, and thus hired the German
composer Friedrich Jung to create new music for Pitsch und Patsch (as well as for Kleine
Rebellion, Serenade and Barcarole). Jung devised a melody that was woven throughout the
soundtrack as a motif, and Pfenninger translated his score into graphic sound, creating a new
piece of music for a radically new instrument. For the other films, however, Jung devised
soundtracks that combined new music written by him with familiar pieces of classical music
made unfamiliar through their subjection to Pfenninger’s method, which simplified their tonal
character since it was only capable of reproducing one note at a time. Serenade, for instance,
opens with a rendition of the first movement of Bach’s “The Well-Tempered Clavier” (1722), a
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One article describes an automated “contrivance resembling a typewriter which, instead of letters, [would] set
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very recognizable piece of music then as now, while Barcarole takes as a theme the song “Belle
nuit, ô nuit d’amour” (also known as “Barcarolle”) from Jacques Offenbach’s final opera, The
Tales of Hoffmann, another well-known melody.54 Ironically, then, while Pfenninger’s radical
new technique enabled the production of any possible tone and could have been used to combine
profoundly original sounds, it was instead used primarily to imitate “extant sonorities” and to
simulate important works of classical music.55 This discontinuity reveals a conflict in
Pfenninger’s films (as with Leopold Stokowski’s concert) between method and result: between
the avant-garde nature of his experiments and the relatively conservative music that they
produced.
Yet, there was an underlying intentionality to Pfenninger’s orthodox musical taste. As
Levin implies, the choice to reproduce recognizable pieces of music was not only an attempt to
represent the method’s sophistication, and to legitimize Pfenninger’s technique to a naive
audience potentially put off by the unique sounds it could produce, but also to forecast its
significance as a method for creating a technophilic music of the future.56 According to Levin,
while at this stage synthetic sound was easy to distinguish from conventional instrumentation,
the public both anticipated and feared that the former would one day become so precise as to
replace the latter, supplanting the need for acoustic instruments and human performers entirely.57
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In other words, the public pitted their anxieties about automation against their fantasies for
control. If Pfenninger could demonstrate his method’s ability to intelligently reproduce complex
works of classical music, then perhaps the public could conceive of its capacity to obtain sounds
not generated through standard instrumental means, that is, to create “sounds from nowhere.”
Some members of the press were excited with this prospect. Herbert Rosen, writing in the
journal Wireless World, proposed: “It is almost impossible to foresee just where this new
technique will lead us. Is it, for instance, possible that the music of a sound film will be recorded
by one man at his desk instead of by an orchestra in a large studio?”58 Rosen here unwittingly
likens the process of animating sounds to the development of animated films, drawn cel by cel at
a desk. But other critics expressed skepticism at the technique’s viability. Waldemar Kaempffert,
for instance, wrote in the New York Times: “Pfenninger hopes to dispense with expensive
orchestras and thus justify his process commercially. But physicists and musicians know that the
richness of a Beethoven symphony, not to mention the subtle complexity of a single violin’s
tones, is beyond reproduction by pen and brush.”59 Although the impetus for developing handdrawn sound derived from economic necessity, Pfenninger himself insisted unequivocally that
“sounding handwriting” was intended neither to replace professional musicians nor to supplant
available recording technologies and, furthermore, that it was not invented to provide a modern

next to the paper-born, precisely mechanically-produced 1/1000-mm ideal.” (“Anderenfalls bestände die kühnste
Erwartung, die man an Pfenningers Zeichenstift stellen könnte, darin, dass es ihm eines Tages gelänge, etwa einen
menschlichen Koloratursopran rein ‘mathematisch’ derart vollendet zu ‘konstruieren,’ dass die aus Fleisch und Blut
herausquellende Stimme der vergötterten Diva neben diesem aus Papier geborenen, präzisionsmechanisch erzeugten
1/1000-mm Ideal nicht mehr zu bestchen vermöchte.”) Dr. K. Wolter, “Gezeichnete Tonfilmmusik,” Film Technik
(November 12, 1932). Translation by Joseph Henry.
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platform for the expression of stale ideas. Rather, he desired to create a new medium in order to
produce an entirely new music composed of “tones from out of nowhere.”60
It is critical to underscore the fact that Pfenninger fashioned these musical passages—
however mundane—from profoundly strange sounds. Emerging more than three decades before
the proliferation of electronic music, the soundtracks of Pfenninger’s films would have sounded
dissonant and foreign to a 1930s audience. One critic describes the films as “startling” in their
peculiarity, and delights in their “very beautiful ‘mechanical’ music, a kind of carousel music.”61
Another characterizes them as “musically primitive,” devoid of “‘luster’ and ‘color’” and
reminiscent of “a shoddy radio transmission or defective loudspeaker.”62 The most vivid
audience account of “sounding handwriting” praises its fusing of art and technology:
Was this still music? […] Without a doubt, this abstract, this skeletal music fit best with
the animated images—here there was a sort of technical unison. […] Film has finally
succeeded in creating a new ‘technological art’ which has its own essence distinct from
that of live theater. Perhaps the Pfenninger method will also succeed in finding tones and
tonal complexes which are new and cannot be produced by natural means; i.e., a music
which does not yet exist—a real music of the future? Let us hope that it turns out to be
beautiful!63
While similar reviews of Pfenninger’s screenings at the Marmorhaus waver between respectful
wonderment and confused repudiation, critics universally acknowledged that “sounding
handwriting” produced an altogether idiosyncratic sound.64
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Pfenninger’s genealogy of graphic sounds was startlingly refined in its ability to mimic
the rhythm, pitch, timbre and microtones of conventional instrumentation, but the character of
the sound was always, in a word, off. One reviewer wrote:
From pianissimo to fortissimo, “unheard” music of strange coloring drones through space
in an exact rhythm, and the experienced listener searches mostly in vain for the name of
the instrument he knows of that would be able to produce these noises. It sounds like
muted organ pipes, like a plugged horn, like a harp, like a xylophone. It sounds strangely
unreal.65
The uncanny (unheimlich) nature of graphic sound lies in this liminal state.66 Neither played on
an instrument nor sung by a voice, the tones produced by Pfenninger’s technique were certainly
peculiar; but, absent a recording device, their conditions of production were even more
astonishing. The uniqueness of both the sounds and their method of manufacture was
consistently echoed in reports on “sounding handwriting,” as critics touted “the creation of
sounds we have never heard and [the] hearing [of] instruments that don’t actually exist.”67
Still, Pfenninger’s technique had limitations. Since the isolation of individual tones
required them each to be drawn initially on separate strips of paper, the process was only capable
of pronouncing one note at a time. Yet Pfenninger was able to devise a creative workaround by

acoustical background for marionette and trick films.” Andor Kraszna-Krausz, “Beginning of the Year in Germany,”
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dissimulating polyphony through fast arpeggios, in which notes of a chord are performed in
sequence rather than simultaneously. The process of crafting a score from hand-drawn sound was
also unremittingly slow. After analyzing a tone to isolate its graphic signature, Pfenninger drew
each sound on a twelve-by-one inch strip of paper, drafting hundreds (if not thousands) of tonal
strips that were assembled into sequences to create particular melodies and then photographed
one by one onto the optical soundtrack of a filmstrip (Fig. 3.11).68 Pfenninger, again, hatched a
plan to bypass part of this process by designing the aforementioned photographic typewriter to
accelerate the printing of sound waves.
In addition to the numerous international articles that followed the 1932 premiere of Die
tönende Handschrift, news of Pfenninger’s invention disseminated primarily through screenings
hosted by technical organizations. The German Cinematic Technical Society meeting in
December 1932 featured a screening of Pfenninger’s documentary film and an impassioned
debate on the merits of “sounding handwriting.”69 The following year, the keynote address at the
International Music Congress in Florence, Italy on May 2, 1933— delivered by Dr. Leonhard
Fürst, a philosopher of musical aesthetics—focused on the latest developments in film music,
including Fischinger’s ornament sound and Pfenninger’s graphic sound.70 Importantly,
information on Pfenninger’s technique also spread through European avant-garde publications,
including the journal Telehor (Television), published in English, Czech, German and French, and
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Hungarian magazine Korunk (Our Age), the result of an endorsement by none other than
Moholy-Nagy (Fig. 3.12).71
The former Bauhaus master first championed Pfenninger’s work at a presentation given
for the Bund das Neue Frankfurt on December 4, 1932 (Fig. 3.13); there, in front of an audience
including filmmaker Dziga Vertov and film theorist Rudolf Arnheim, he offered a summary of
Pfenninger’s work in a lecture titled “New Film Experiments” that is worth quoting at length:72
While previously music, speech and noise were reproduced through the use of the lightsound technique, that is, while in the past real acoustical phenomena were produced with
the help of the microphone and were changed into electronic light signals through the
means of the so-called photo-electric cell—sound-script makes possible acoustic
phenomena which conjure up out of nothing audible music without the previous play of
any musical instrument. We are in a position today to be able to play written sounds,
music written by hand, without involving an orchestra, by the use of the apparatus of the
sound film. It is a great pleasure for me to be able to report on this acoustical phenomena,
inasmuch as I had already explained it in articles and lectures ten years ago, although I
was not fortunate enough to be able to experiment with it then, I am very happy today to
witness the successful realization of those of my suggestions previously labelled absurd.
At the time, my starting point was that phonograph recordings could be made on the basis
of an ‘etched alphabet.’ These recordings, without any sound having previously been
played and captured by them, are inscribed exclusively on the basis of this imaginative
world of the composer and would have been played only subsequently. A few years later
I extended my phonograph experiments to include radio, sound film and television. And
today, thanks to the excellent work of Rudolf Pfenninger, these ideas have been
successfully applied to the medium of sound film. In Pfenninger’s sound-script, the
theoretical prerequisites and the practical processes achieved perfection.73
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As this passage reminds us, although Pfenninger was the first person to produce films with
synthetic soundtracks in Germany, the theoretical foundation for his project was laid years early
by Moholy-Nagy, who speculated on the invention of a graphic sound alphabet as a way to
revolutionize music and recording. Considering his writings and graphic sound experiments
alongside those of Fischinger provides a fuller picture of the moment when recording media was
repurposed as a source for artistic experimentation. It also provides context into the dispute that
plagued Pfenninger, then as now, on the practical and scientific (as opposed to artistic and
theoretical) relevance of his work, staged as a debate between technological inscription
(mechanical sound reproduction) on the one hand, and aesthetic simulation (manual visual
reproduction) on the other.

The Ontological (In)stability of Recorded Sound: Moholy-Nagy, Fischinger, Pfenninger
Propelling the avant-garde’s obsession with technology, mass communication, and fixed
media, Moholy-Nagy published a series of pro-technological missives in the 1920s and 1930s
that explained and expanded his ideas on the creative possibilities of sound film and recording
media. In his now classic text “Production / Reproduction,” Moholy-Nagy proposed that tools
used merely for the reproduction of reality, such as the camera and the gramophone, should be
transformed into means for the production of new, previously unrecorded images and sounds.74
For example, Moholy-Nagy explained, the phonograph records acoustic phenomena by means of
a needle that incises the vibrations of sound waves into a wax cylinder, creating a sound groove;
for playback, a stylus reads the groove and translates this etching back into sound via some form
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of amplification. Transformed into a productive medium, the phonograph needle would read the
irregular grooves inscribed by a human hand, making audible “hitherto unknown sounds and
tonal relations.”75 With photography and film, Moholy-Nagy proposed that the light-sensitive
materials used to capture images should be exposed to light directly or marked up by hand,
without the mediation of a camera lens.
He expanded on these ideas in “New Form in Music: Potentialities of the Phonograph,”
published in the July 1923 issue of Der Sturm, a mouthpiece for the German Expressionist
movement. 76 Acknowledging the importance of Futurist noise and Piet Mondrian’s demand for
the construction of instruments capable of playing a “new order of sounds,” he calls for a
complete transformation of music and modes of musical expression. In particular, he suggests
the creation of a “groove-script alphabet” to allow composers to produce new, graphically
rendered sounds without instruments.
While Pfenninger would not take up Moholy-Nagy’s challenge until 1929, writers and
editors immediately seized on his ideas, resulting in a veritable deluge of material in the 1920s
on mechanical music that defined, in large part, discussions of music and technology in the
Weimar period.77 Indicative of these debates, the prestigious German-language music journals
Der Auftakt and Der Musikblätter des Anbruch simultaneously published special issues on
mechanical music, both titled “Musik und Maschine” (1926), where critics elaborated upon
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Moholy-Nagy’s call to eliminate the hand of the artist or composer by allowing machines to
inscribe musical compositions directly. The special issue of Der Musikblätter des Anbruch
features articles by a range of authors that were interested in the creative possibilities of
mechanical instruments and recording technologies repurposed as productive machines.78 These
include the composer Ernst Toch (“Musik für mechanische Instrumente”), who advocated that
composers write music specifically for mechanical instruments; Moholy-Nagy (“Musicomechanico, Mechanico-optico”), who published a reprint of his essay from Der Sturm; and
Guido Bagier, artistic director of the sound film department at UFA (“Der sprechende Film”),
who sought to introduce the optical sound film as a new instrument for modernist composition.79
By 1928, even before Pfenninger’s experiments, Moholy-Nagy had also recognized the
newly-developed technology of optical sound film as the ideal medium for achieving his vision
first laid out in “Production / Reproduction.” In “Problems of the Modern Film,” a remarkably
prescient and progressive text concomitant with the diffusion of sound film, he called on artists
to experiment with the sound track separately from the image strip in order to develop new
modes for augmenting acoustic perception. Specifically, he suggested an “acoustic alphabet of
sound writing” to be drawn directly on the optical track:
The sound film ought to enrich our aural experience sphere by giving us entirely
unknown sound values, just as the silent film has already begun to enrich our vision. It is
our task to achieve a true opto-acoustic synthesis in the sound film […] We ought to
78
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begin with a series of experiments in the sound element. In other words, sound should at
first be isolated from the image sequence […] Experiments [should be conducted] in the
use of sound units, which are not produced by any extraneous agency, but are traced
directly on to the sound track and to be translated into actual sound in the process of
projection […] It will not be possible to develop the creative possibilities of the talking
film to the full until the acoustic alphabet of sound writing will have been mastered. Or in
other words, until we can write acoustic sequences on the sound track without having to
record any real sound. Once this is achieved the sound film composer will be able to
create music from a counterpoint of unheard or even nonexistent sound values, merely by
means of opto-acoustic notation.80
That Moholy-Nagy had already achieved startling acoustic effects at the time of the article, by
printing “drawn profiles, letter sequences, fingerprints, [and] geometrical signs” on a sound
track, illustrates the swiftness with which he turned his attention from phonographic to
cinematographic inscription.81 Moholy-Nagy would wait several more years for Pfenninger to
actualize the ideas introduced in “Problems of the Modern Film.” Interestingly, and not
unimportantly, only after the circulation of Pfenninger’s “sounding handwriting” would MoholyNagy assemble the silhouettes, letters and graphic forms of his early experiments into a film
intended for circulation, Tönendes ABC (Sounding Alphabet; 1933); screened in London on
December 10, 1933, it was subsequently lost.82
In spring 1932, around the same time as Pfenninger’s works were first publicly shown in
Munich, Fischinger launched his own experiments with graphic sound: a series of studies he
called tönende Ornamente, or “sounding ornaments.”83 Fischinger had been deeply invested in
abstraction and the synaesthetic experiments launched internationally in painting by Vasily
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Kandinsky, the Synchromists, and others who sought to braid visual and auditory experience by
combining color and rhythmic movement to evoke the emotional response of music.84 By this
time he was already established as a maker of abstract animated films, having produced his
commercially-successful Studie series of stop-motion “visual music” shorts, which feature
simple geometric shapes, lines, and abstracted forms (typically rendered with charcoal on paper)
moving in response to the rhythms and melodies of popular classical music.85 These emerged
from his exposure in the 1920s to works by other members of the German filmic avant-garde,
especially Ruttmann, and through his 1925–26 collaborations with the Hungarian composer
Alexander Laszlo on a series of Farblichtmusik (Color-Light-Music) concerts. A proponent of
synaesthesia and visual music, Laszlo devised a traveling show that featured his painted abstract
slides, colored stage lights, and music from a color organ along with multiple projections of
Fischinger’s 35mm abstract films.86 These immersive intermedia shows, some of the earliest
expanded cinema environments, motivated Fischinger to produce his own multi-sensory films
that transposed musical rhythms to abstract forms (Fig. 3.14). These visual music films were
frequently screened in art theaters alongside other avant-garde films and also shown at the
Kongress für Farbe-Ton-Forschung (Congress for Color-Music Research) in 1927 and 1930,
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where they reached a scholarly audience interested in the correlation of sounds to color and
images.87
Programmatic treatises written by Fischinger, Ruttmann, and other proponents of visual
music that were widely published in their lifetime reflect the debt they owed to abstract painting
and its attendant concerns. In “Painting with Time” (1919), which reflects the language of
Futurist manifestoes first published a decade earlier, Ruttmann marvels at the accelerated pace of
modern technological innovation and proposes a new means of expression to capture this
phenomenon positioned “midway between painting and music.”88 For the artists of the German
filmic avant-garde, that middle-ground was abstract cinema.89 Outlining the principles of
ornament sound, Fischinger himself boasted that “control of every fine gradation and nuance is
granted to the music-painting artist.”90 “Painting with time,” or variations on that theme
including “visual music,” “optical poetry,” “living painting,” and “motion painting,” became
metonyms for the work of these cinema artists. Transferred from the canvas to the film strip,
Fischinger’s static ornaments were given sound and motion.
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Yet Fischinger abruptly suspended work on his abstract films in 1932 to devote his
energies solely to experiments in graphic sound, a diversion likely prompted by the publicity
surrounding Pfenninger’s project. He first attempted to recreate musical passages printed on prerecorded film soundtracks and was able to draw out basic melodies as a progression of wave
forms, but—given his primary interest in visual modes of representation—he quickly shifted his
attention to other iconographic ways of embodying sound. Moving away from the abstract
representation of sound as waves, Fischinger instead began exploring the sonic qualities of
conventional visual “ornaments” such as stars and circles.91 In other words, Fischinger examined
the tones produced by specific graphic forms, a categorical reversal of Pfenninger’s process,
which produced graphic forms in order to generate particular sounds (Fig. 3.15).
Fischinger’s black-and-white “ornament sound,” though absent the florid color and
dynamic movement of his later abstract films, draws on this tradition of abstract, synaesthetic
painting as well as trends in design and architecture.92 They borrow a perceptual conceit from his
abstract films: we are made to believe that the moving shapes and colors on screen are generated
in response to, and somehow illustrate, the music we hear.93 The ornament reels are first drawn
or painted on paper and then double-printed on the filmstrip using a photographic process so that
the shapes appear both in the soundtrack area and at the edge of the image strip, allowing, for the
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first time, audiences to see precisely what they hear. They contain varying designs including
hard-edged geometries, common shapes, and intricate scalloped patterns, repeating many of the
forms found in Fischinger’s earlier films. Disconcertingly, they also resemble abstract textile
designs made by Elfreide Fischinger (Oskar’s first cousin and later wife) in 1931—a similarity
that has gone unremarked in the literature—which may indicate that not only the idea for but also
the arrangement of the ornament reels were appropriated from already existing works and passed
off as Oskar’s own (Fig. 3.16).94 A review of the ornament reels in Deutsche Allgemeine Zeitung
praises them for continuing the assiduous German tradition of “ornament art,” first established
during the Reformation with decorative motifs on buildings and textiles and later embodied in
the visual patterns of modern industrial production.95 By the early 1930s, these visual and
architectural patterns had already been captured in the photographs of New Objectivity,
particularly Albert Renger-Patzsch’s clustered objects of identical manufacture, and articulated
in film theory, especially Siegfried Kracauer’s “The Mass Ornament” (1927), which links
repeated ornamental patterns to the assembly-line production of capitalist modernity.96
Fischinger considered the ornaments an extension of his film work on the symbolic
correspondences between visual and sonic material. For him, the ornaments were the ultimate
manifestation of synaesthetic form, since in them sound and image inhere in a single object. As
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the artist’s biographer William Moritz explained, the transposition of material from one sensory
mode to another invited important epistemological questions: “[Is] there a connection between
the chosen ornamental patterns of a given society and its chosen auditory patterns? Between the
visual concretion of an object and its auditory connection?”97 In an attempt to answer these
questions fundamental to his project, Fischinger drew various designs on optical soundtracks and
ran them through a projector in order to study the sounds they created. The result was a kind of
amusical noise that reportedly alarmed the lab technicians who printed and tested the films, as
they were “horrified by the weird sounds” coming from the projector.98
Fischinger’s research into synthetic sound only lasted long enough to produce test reels
containing various shapes (and thus sounds); he never completed films with ornamental
soundtracks and the reels constitute a brief diversion from his broader practice of “visual music”
film-making.99 Yet he embarked on an ambitious publicity campaign to announce his project,
including the publication of a manifesto, “Klingende Ornamente,” in the popular newspaper
Deutsche Allgemeine Zeitung (July 1932), and screenings of his trial films at sites as diverse as
the Society of Engineers, the London Film Society, and the Bauhaus.100 Hundreds of articles
published internationally in 1932 and 1933 praised his work; many of these reproduce a press
photo depicting Fischinger holding a scroll peppered with jagged black sound waves. Ostensibly
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representing his graphic sound, the scroll is merely a reel of butcher paper containing hastilydrawn triangles; Fischinger intended the scroll as a showy prop for the photograph and a decoy
to disguise his process to any interested parties that might capitalize on his “invention” (Fig.
3.17).101
Although Pfenninger’s experiments precede those of Fischinger, and were more wideranging and systematic, Fischinger has received the credit for the synthetic generation of sound
on film. This is largely because of the contexts in which their works have been framed. Aside
from the aforementioned attributions of Pfenninger’s work to Fischinger, the latter already had
an established profile as a leading avant-garde filmmaker and framed his work as an aesthetic
rather than scientific achievement, which endeared him to artistic circles. He also positioned his
ornaments as an extension of his interests in abstraction and synesthesia, which were entrenched
as avant-garde practices by the early 1930s and remain of great interest to historians today. More
recently, he has been recognized as a significant figure for German animated film and the
meticulous preservation of his archive has afforded numerous exhibitions and screenings of his
work. Finally, in the early 1970s, Fischinger’s widow and biographer colluded to change the
dates of Fischinger’s experiments to 1931, from 1932, in order to inflate claims for the purported
radicalism of his work and to demonstrate his alignment with Pfenninger; though the biographer
amended the historical record in 2004, the damage to Pfenninger’s reputation was already
complete.
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Inscription vs. Simulation: Debates on the Origin of Graphic Sound
As the only scholarly study of Pfenninger’s work, Levin’s important essay “‘Tones from
Out of Nowhere’: Rudolf Pfenninger and the Archaeology of Synthetic Sound” goes a long way
towards recuperating Pfenninger and demonstrating the technical superiority of “sounding
handwriting” over Fischinger’s ornaments. Although he acknowledges that Pfenninger’s and
Fischinger’s projects are temporally and materially related, he nonetheless casts their work in
decidedly opposing terms. Whereas Fischinger was “anti-technological” and focused on the
representation of symbols (“ornaments”), Pfenninger, according to Levin, was solely concerned
with “the technological development of a new form of acoustic writing.”102 Media historian
Aimee Mollaghan agrees with Levin, describing Pfenninger’s work as “intrinsically rational and
indifferent to the aesthetic possibilities that synthetic sound provided,” and as “more concerned
with technical developments” than creative expression, although these were not mutually
exclusive.103
Indeed, unlike Pfenninger, Fischinger was not interested in sound per se. Rather, his
primary motivation was to establish a correspondence between arbitrary ornamental patterns and
the noises they produce. For him, music was merely “an aid for the audience toward the
understanding and acceptance of abstract visual images” and decorative ornaments, as
Fischinger’s biographer has confirmed.104 Chiefly interested in abstract film, Fischinger analyzed
filmstrips to study the patterns of sound waves on the optical track; Pfenninger, by contrast,
examined sounds themselves, using an oscilloscope to study waveforms produced by various
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signals and tone voltages, and then inscribing them onto a filmstrip. Importantly, unlike
Fischinger, who never made a film with his technique and whose short-lived experiments with
graphic sound resulted only in demonstration reels of ornament sound, Pfenninger assembled six
films with synthetic soundtracks. He also developed a systematic method for creating synthetic
sound, actually establishing a structure for the mass production of graphic sound. His
pedagogical documentary functions like a manual, in this sense, for reproducing his technique.
Fischinger’s ornaments are not only different from, but derivative of, Pfenninger’s
preliminary work, something only hinted at in extant literature. Drawing on Charles Sanders
Peirce’s semiotic theory of signs, Levin aptly argues that Pfenninger’s experiments brought
about a fundamental shift in the status of recorded sound that made Fischinger’s work possible.
He did this, Levin writes, by overturning the way that sound signifies. During the typical process
of recording sound leaves a trace that references, points to, and indexes that sound, whether a
groove on a record or a wave form imprinted photo-chemically onto an optical soundtrack. For
Pfenninger the index behaves inversely: a hand-written graphic trace indexes a specific tone.
Sound and sound wave are not simultaneously inscribed on the fixed medium of celluloid film,
but rather separated through the very act of “sounding handwriting.” Without the device of the
film projector, Pfenninger’s sounds are illegible.
Thus, Pfenninger’s system provided a much more robust apparatus for musical creativity.
Levin himself explains that “while Pfenninger could (at least in theory) have used his method to
re-produce every sound made by Fischinger’s ornaments,” the reverse was not possible.105
Although his project stalled and “sounding handwriting” was ultimately only used to reproduce
extant works of classical music, Pfenninger nonetheless desired to exploit his new instrument for
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the production of an entirely new music, much like the Futurists before him (to give the most
conspicuous avant-garde precedent). Moreover, in his engagement with sound as a form of
representation, rather than as ancillary to abstract visual material, Pfenninger surpassed
Fischinger in heeding Moholy-Nagy’s call to explore sound as the techno-modernist medium of
expression.
Though Levin, Mollaghan, and other authors do not recognize the significance of
Pfenninger’s work within the context of the German filmic avant-garde, Pfenninger’s tönende
Handschrift films were screened alongside works by his peers (Fischinger, Moholy-Nagy,
Ruttmann) during his lifetime and were therefore considered within the discourse of avant-garde
film. (Witness Moholy-Nagy’s “New Film Experiments,” which views Pfenninger’s work as the
leading example of experimentation with sound film in this period). Thus, far from Levin’s claim
that Pfenninger was “eschewing aesthetic discourse,” Pfenninger was very much a part of the
film and music vanguard in the late 1920s and early 1930s.106
In his focused attention on hand-written sound waves (rather than sound’s relationship to
abstract imagery), Pfenninger’s work establishes a link not to painting but to writing, not to
simulation (the visual imitation of reality via representation) but to inscription.107 The field of
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sound studies defines “inscription” primarily as the visible, material, and auditory traces of
mechanical sound reproduction, notably the record groove, and the process that creates these
traces.108 “Inscription” has an altogether different meaning in relation to histories of
photographic media, however, which understand it as a reflexive activity in which the subject
before the camera lens imprints itself on film as with the capturing of a portrait on a
photographic plate.109 Art historian and film critic Rudolf Arnheim describes this action as one in
which “reality represents itself.”110 Standard optical sound film concatenates these two methods:
sound “prints itself” on the film strip during the moment of recording by leaving a trace of itself
that, in order to be understood, must be translated back into sound through the mediating device
of the film projector.111 Pfenninger intervenes into this process of inscription by eliminating the
recording mechanism and instead inscribing the “acoustic signature” of sounds by hand.112 This
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is significant not only because he was able to create new tones, but also because he afforded
equal agency both to himself and to the machine in producing them.
As film theorist James Lastra has explained, cultured individuals in the nineteenth
century understood new technologies though the dialectical pair of inscription (writing) and
simulation (representation), which helped to make sense of the new sensory experiences and
conditions that these technologies engendered.113 In his formulation, inscription refers to sound
recording as a form of writing, such as Thomas Alva Edison’s phonograph, which “writes”
sound as grooves on a rotating metal cylinder. Simulation, on the other hand, relates to the
replication or reproduction of the human sensorium, as with the numerous talking automata of
the era. Pfenninger and Fischinger represent opposite poles of this spectrum: the former
developing an inscriptive technique and the latter devising a simulative one. These different
ideological positions offer a productive model for further demarcating the two projects.
As I have already explained, unlike Fischinger’s work, with its direct relationship to
heterogeneous forms of visual representation, Pfenninger’s “sounding handwriting” instead
correlates to written and inscribed modes.114 This is in keeping with a historical understanding of
sound technologies as derived from and related to writing, expressed in the common suffix “graph,” as in phonograph or telegraph.115 In keeping with its name, reviewers of Pfenninger’s
work, and Pfenninger himself, regularly positioned “sounding handwriting” as a form of writing
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or linguistic expression. His technique is variably described as a sound “alphabet” or
“manuscript” designed to catalogue the “signatures” of different sounds (Fig. 3.18).116 In this
way, Pfenninger’s work is remarkably consistent with Moholy-Nagy’s prior conception of the
productive capacities of new sound technologies and their ability to generate either a “groovescript alphabet” (the phonograph) or a form of “acoustic notation” (film), and in fact reifies many
of the other ideas Moholy-Nagy originally laid out in “Production / Reproduction.”117 On the
phonograph, Moholy-Nagy writes:
The grooves [would be] incised by human agency into the wax plate, without any
external mechanical means, which [would] then produce sound effects which would
signify—without new instruments and without an orchestra—a fundamental innovation
in sound production (of new, hitherto unknown sounds and tonal relations) both in
composition and in musical performance. The primary condition for such work is
laboratory experiments: precise examination of the kinds of grooves (as regards length,
width, depth, etc.) brought about by the different sounds; examination of man-made
grooves; and finally mechanical-technical experiments for perfecting the groovemanuscript score.118
In this passage, Moholy-Nagy outlined several issues that would become central to Pfenninger’s
project and the origins of graphic sound, namely the dual assertion of individual authorship and
machine agency; the notion of a “groove-script alphabet” as a type of score; and the importance
of the scientific or technical laboratory as a site for testing ideas.

The Projector as Instrument / The Soundtrack as Text
Transferring the concept of Moholy-Nagy’s productive phonograph to the domain of
sound film, the optical soundtrack shifts from a passive storage medium into an active and
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creative one.119 Rather than storing sound recorded photochemically, the optical track would
contain photographs of sound originally hand-drawn (or, more precisely, hand-written) and not
previously recorded by machine technology.120 Significantly, in re-functioning reproductive
devices as productive tools, the technology for writing sound switches from a machine to the
artist’s hand, but the technology for reading sound remains machine-based. The phonograph
needle still translates the groove on the spinning cylinder, and the projector still reads the sound
waves on the optical track. In this sense, these devices are not actually repurposed, but rather
disallowed from fulfilling one of their chief functions. The implication is that despite the
emphasis on the human hand, for both Moholy-Nagy and Pfenninger, sounds are only
attainable—only re-phenomenalized as audible sound—through machine technology. Thus there
is a shared authorial agency between the artist-engineer and the technology he operates, between
the hand-produced soundtracks and (in most cases) animated pictures, and their mechanized
translation via the projector.
The projector thus holds a unique position in Pfenninger’s work as an instrument: both as
a means for producing music and as a hermeneutic tool. Unlike Fischinger’s ornaments, which
function independently as visual icons (targets, stars, etc.) Pfenninger’s sound curves require the
film projector to make sense of them.121 The projector becomes a tool not just for reading sound
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but for actively producing it, resonating the otherwise quiet graphic forms on Pfenninger’s film
strips. Significantly, the projector also renders visible the soundtrack. By incorporating footage at
the start of his films that exposes the process of writing sound, Pfenninger discloses the
enigmatic nature of his soundtrack to the viewer and sublates the typical function of the
soundtrack as something meant only to be heard. He also asserts himself as the author of the
film, literally insinuating his hand in the production and dissemination of the film.
In her doctoral dissertation, “The Projector’s Noises: A Media Archaeology of Cinema
through the Projector,” Kelly Egan suggests that “thinking about the projector-as-producer—as
an active laborer in the creation of the system network known as cinema—changes the way we
think about the medium of film.”122 Reassessing the projector in this performative way also
allows to consider how Pfenninger destabilized the cinematic dispositif as a whole.123 In his
hands, the projector was not simply hidden behind the audience, disseminating light and sound
waves across a theater, but rather reconceived as an instrument and as an active participant in
producing a cinematic experience. The projector-as-instrument places new attention on the
device’s mechanics of communication and its active role in the construction of film. It
necessarily implicates the projector and projectionists as actors in the performance and active
participants in the sounding of latent wave forms.124 It also transforms the cinema from a place
for disseminating extant media to a site for the live production of media.
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Pfenninger also used the projector as a pedagogical tool for circulating information and
practical techniques related to his method. If he conceived of his process as a kind of
“handwriting” (Handschrift), it follows that we can consider his output as a text. I would argue
that Pfenninger’s distinctly un-ornamental graphic sound strips constitute a very specific kind of
text, a score, enabling the repetition of his method (as a score is re-performed) using the
projector as an instrument.125
The sound strips are stencils produced at a standard size (twelve-by-one inch) to ensure
their even integration onto the optical soundtrack during the photographic transfer process and
their uniform reading by the projector. Importantly, these regulated stencils, or “templates” as
they were more accurately called, contained all the information necessary to easily reproduce the
music contained on the strip; the projector functioned as the interpreter of this graphic score.126
The sound strips, then, act both as complete “texts” and as sets of graphic instructions for their
replication. Pfenninger intended the templates to be considered in concert with his educational
documentary, Das Wunder des gezeichneten Tones, which was shown with his short films on the

projection, a program limited to the feature film), even the drab multiplex theater usually constructs the marquee or
the lobby as a performance space, featuring still photos, cut-out stand-up characters, and other presentational
devices. Instead of considering the elaborate showmanship and diverse accompaniments of the silent era as an
anomaly, or the presentation acts of the thirties as an outmoded practice, we need to recognize that film is always the
product of performance (more or less self-conscious, more or less complex, more or less commodified).” See
“General Introduction: Cinema as Event,” in Sound Theory, Sound Practice, ed. Rick Altman (New York:
Routledge, 1992), 9.
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same bill. Given his broader commercial ambitions, Pfenninger expected this documentary to
function as a “manual” for other filmmakers to learn how to develop their own templates and
reproduce his method; the short films serve as examples of the possible effects. While other nowforgotten filmmakers may have used Pfenninger’s method, one in particular became famous for
his adaptation of the technique: Norman McLaren, a Canadian animator who learned about
drawn sound in the mid-1930s at a Glasgow Film Society screening, used Pfenninger’s system
for the production of synthetic sound, generating templates by photographing pre-drawn sound
waves.127
The production of the sound strips, as I have already shown, was an onerous task,
involving the meticulous painting of sound waves onto paper strips (using a drafting compass to
regulate the spaces between the waves) and their methodical photographic transfer to film stock.
Pfenninger used an elaborate construction resembling a stop-motion animation desk to maintain
a controlled environment for photographing the pictures of sound (Fig. 3.19). In a scene from his
documentary, he holds a sound strip still on a drafting table and triggers a camera mechanism
overhead to capture its likeness on film. It is important to note that the technology for the
electrical recording of sound-on-film, using a machine to convert an analog audio signal into a
visible sound wave on the film stock, was available in Germany by the late 1920s. Critics
remarked that Pfenninger’s antediluvian technique needlessly complicated an already-developed
process, but accepted its potential radicality for the production of “something new.”128 In other
words, “sounding handwriting” was outmoded scientifically but artistically avant-garde in its
ability to invent new sounds and not merely record extant ones.
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Writing in 1931, at a moment contemporaneous with Pfenninger’s experiments, Walter
Benjamin articulated the transformative potential of media technologies (specifically
photography and film) at both the instance of their birth and moment of their obsolescence.129 He
suggested that technologies of reproduction, as they go out of use, reaffirm the idealistic
possibilities promised at their inception. He cites none other than Moholy-Nagy who, in his
landmark publication, Painting, Photography, Film (1925), championed the use of “old media”
as a new strategy among artists of the historical avant-garde: “The creative potential of the new
is for the most part slowly revealed through old forms, old instruments and areas of design which
in their essence have already been superseded by the new, but which under pressure from the
new as it takes shape are driven to a euphoric efflorescence.”130 Here, Moholy-Nagy writes about
the 1920s, a time when the newly-proliferative media of photography and film began to disrupt
previously-entrenched forms of visual perception and accelerate art’s absorption by technologies
of mechanical reproduction. He specifically refers to the old medium of painting as transformed
by the Italian Futurists through the intervention of photography, which allowed them to visualize
dynamic motion. While avant-garde artists challenged themselves to use or respond to advanced
technologies in their work, they also purposefully turned to old technologies (or forms running
below operational norms) in order to develop unexpected applications, as with Pfenninger’s
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circumvention of the optimal cinema sound system. His rejection of the available electrical
means of filmic reproduction in favor of a mechanical technique provided an optimal base from
which to create “abstract sonic cinematography, abstract absolute synthetic music.”131

The Avant-Garde as Research Lab
With control at the level of production, Pfenninger was able to bypass the standard
(electrical) method of optical sound recording in use by commercial German studios in the early
1930s. Devising a new use for celluloid film and a new mode of operation for the film projector,
Pfenninger defamiliarized these technologies and appropriated them for experimental purposes.
Yet he planned to mechanize his process, by developing a “sound-wave typewriter” to print the
sound curves previously rendered by hand, and to optimize it for commercial use. This tension
signals the ambiguous position that Pfenninger held within the studio system, between creative
experimentation and scientific research, between avant-garde and industry.
Many members of the German filmic avant-garde were employed and had their films
distributed to commercial cinemas by major production companies, including EMELKA and
UFA.132 In turn, as prominent film historian Michael Cowan explains, these filmmakers received
“a source of income, but also [participated in] an important sphere of filmic innovation, one
conducive to experimentation with alternative modes of editing and the use of color and
sound.”133 Thus Pfenninger and others moved flexibly between the spheres of autonomous artmaking and corporate production. They made animated films and developed new technical
131
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approaches as part of a creative practice but were also involved in the culture industry and its
contingent operational conditions—an industry that was nonetheless responsive to their avantgarde ideas.
Yet this “both/and” arrangement was not only typical to the German avant-garde but also
actively sought out by both artists and commercial enterprises.134 (Case in point: the Bauhaus’s
dual positioning as experimental educational facility and industrial laboratory.) Formal
associations of avant-garde artists sometimes initiated collaborations with major studios. The
Novembergruppe, for instance, a coalition of German Expressionist artists, arranged to host “Der
absolute Film,” the legendary 1925 screening of German abstract cinema, at the UFA theater,
where the films were introduced by the head of UFA’s educational and documentary film
division.135 The cinema industry also relied on avant-garde artists like Pfenninger to infuse their
films with innovative forms and creative strategies for designing sound and picture; these artists,
in turn, did not hesitate to engage popular audiences.
Film historian Malte Hagener has extensively documented the mutually-beneficial
relationship between the German film industry and avant-garde filmmakers of the Weimar era.
He explains that the avant-garde understood itself to be in this period a kind of “Research &
Development department” for commercial cinema, borrowing a business phrase that typically
describes a special division for the advancement of innovative scientific and engineering
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solutions.136 (While not a phrase used by visual artists, they understood their function “as a
research and development arm of the culture industry,” according to art historian Thomas
Crow).137 Furthering the scientific analogy, the German filmic avant-garde also conceived of the
laboratory as a metaphor for avant-garde cultural production—we need only recall MoholyNagy’s famous plea to establish an “experimental laboratory for the art of film” at the Dessau
Bauhaus.138 This interest in the laboratory suggests that experimental filmmakers in the Weimar
period associated themselves with the figure of the engineer, a variation on the common selfstylization of the artist-as-worker, which was a potent symbol among leftist avant-gardes in
Germany and Russia (particularly the Bauhaus and Constructivists) for the unification of art,
technology, and science into a new modern art.139 This was an easy figure for Pfenninger to
inhabit, since he trained as both an artist and engineer.
Harnessing technology for artistic effects, “sounding handwriting” exemplifies graphic
sound’s position between industrial mass production and avant-garde originality. Pfenninger
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worked with sound film technologies and the institutional entities that claimed ownership over it
but operated outside the standard sites of production and modes of application for optical sound.
Working in the lab of a major film studio, but resolutely operating on its margins, Pfenninger
took advantage of his privileged access to develop not only a new medium for the production of
sound, but also a new instrument for musical expression and a revolutionary tool for the creation
of new sounds.
Pfenninger’s ability to traffic within and between these categories puts pressure on
traditional notions of artistic practice.140 As suggested in this dissertation’s introduction, the reconceptualization of the artist as an engineer—and its inverse, the engineer as artist—has
implications for the way we view artistic production.141 It interrogates experimental
filmmaking’s dual position in this moment as avant-garde art form and industrial product,
indebted both to currents of experimentalism and to the technical and financial necessities of the
commercial film world. The notion of the artist-engineer also complicates conventional ideas
regarding artistic authorship. It establishes a category in which the artwork is not the creation of
a sole human author but rather the contingent product of an “apparatus” in which individual
creators collaborate with machines, institutions, conditions of production, and sites of
reception—a system of “distributed” authorship—to produce the final work.142 This system
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applies not only to Pfenninger, but also to Stokowski and Paul Deharme, the subjects of my first
and second chapters, who worked with major corporations (Stokowski, Pfenninger), established
companies of their own (Deharme), and harnessed national communications networks.

Conclusion: From Weimar to Nazi Era Cinema
As an employee of EMELKA, Pfenninger’s financial and artistic fortunes were tied to the
success of the studio, which was grappling with the commercial expansion of optical sound and
the rising costs, patent battles, and corporate mergers associated with its introduction.
This technological diffusion, in turn, occurred contemporaneously with the rapid spread of
National Socialism and the rise of the Nazi party, which would ultimately consolidate control of
the German cinema industry with the appointment of Joseph Goebbels as Reichsminister für
Volksaufklärung und Propaganda (Reich Minister for National Enlightenment and Propaganda)
in early 1933.143 In other words, the brief flickering of graphic sound coincided with both the
expansion of sound film and the transition from the flourishing artistic culture of the late-Weimar
Republic to the repressive ideology of the Nazi regime. Pfenninger’s work thus presents an apt
lens through which to view this moment, not only because it developed alongside these two
events—the introduction of sound film and the rise of Nazism—and thus offers insights into how
they affected artistic production, but also because it responded to the Nazi takeover of the film
industry by offering an alternative to the studio sound system.
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Upon his appointment as Reichsminister, Goebbels recognized film not only as an
effective medium for promoting nationalist propaganda but also as an economic force to generate
money for the Reich, so long as films were entertaining to the public, received the necessary
permits, and followed the strict guidelines for content that his agency established. The
Reichsministerium set up an elaborate structure for censorship, closely monitoring scripts for
elements deemed “morally-corrupt,” including references to drugs and homosexuality,
experimental styles, and criticisms of National Socialism. It established its own credit bank that
provided the only source of funding for films. Imported films (primarily from Hollywood)
required pre-approval, and exports were restricted by permits. Actors and filmmakers (as well as
writers, musicians, artists, and individuals from other creative fields) who remained in Germany
were organized under corporatist guilds, and their employment conditions were subject to the
demands of the Reich. More than fifteen hundred people in the film industry (Jews, experimental
artists, and critics of the regime) fled to other parts of Europe or to the United States, including
Fischinger, who found work in California with Walt Disney.144 Yet, despite its draconian
censorship laws, byzantine permitting system, and complete dampening of content, the film
industry flourished under Nazi control, rivaled only by the Hollywood system.145
These two adjacent events—the emergence of sound film and the rise of the oppressive
National Socialist ideology—are frequently cited to account for the end of the avant-garde in
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Germany.146 Indeed, despite enthusiasm over the advent of sound film, and its aesthetic and
economic implications for the cinema industry, the technology was too costly to be used in the
same manner by avant-garde filmmakers, whose projects were far smaller in scale, budget, and
audience than feature films. Thus, while the coming of sound, ironically, made it difficult for the
avant-garde to produce sound films, Nazi attitudes towards experimentalism further frustrated
their efforts, resulting in a takeover of the cinema industry, a defanging of experimental film, and
a massive exodus of talent from Germany to other parts of the world.
Scholars of interwar Germany have complicated this dominant narrative. While Hagener
concedes that the German filmic avant-garde ended in the early 1930s, not by “failing” but by
dispersing its activities, he cautions that attributing its end to the advent of sound film invites a
faulty technological determinism.147 Film historian Thomas Elsaesser further argues that
homogeneous narratives surrounding the failure of the avant-garde in the early 1930s due to the
rise of National Socialism do not acknowledge that emigration from Berlin to Hollywood was
already underway, well before Nazi control, as filmmakers and actors sought the prestige and
profits of American studios.148 Another art historical study describes as “a useful myth” the
common understanding of Nazi Germany as one defined by the total destruction or absolute
censorship of experimental work: useful, because it fits the standard narrative of the National
Socialists’ wholesale destruction of modern art, and a myth because the Nazis paradoxically
presented experimental work in a series of major public exhibitions in 1937 (especially Entartete
Kunst and Entartete Musik) that were visited by millions of people comprising, in some
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estimations, the most well-attended exhibitions of modern art in history.149 In fact, Fischinger
continued to receive permits to export, distribute, and screen his films in Germany until his
departure for America in 1936; other members of the filmic avant-garde were also able to resist,
circumvent, or ignore Nazi censorship, creating new films, participating in screenings, and
publishing on abstract art through 1939.150 Hans Fischerkoesen, an animation pioneer, remained
in Germany under Nazi rule despite his position as an anti-Nazi pacifist; he managed to
incorporate subversive anti-Nazi messages into several cartoons he produced for the Reich,
under direct order from Goebbels, at the height of World War II.151 This is consistent with the
fate of many other anti-Nazi artists and engineers, who were able to continue producing
experimental films by working in the relative obscurity of cinema labs in the entertainment
industry, unlike most avant-garde artists.152
Pfenninger is difficult to place within this spectrum. The six short films described at the
outset of this chapter, produced from 1930 to 1932, represent the entirety of his oeuvre related to
“sounding handwriting.” For some reason—either suppression of his activity by the National
Socialists, potential conflicts with his continued work at EMELKA, or the perceived untenability
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of his experimental technique in a profit-driven market—Pfenninger stopped working on the
project after its 1932 premiere and largely disappeared from the historical record. Since
information on Pfenninger and his activities remains sparse, in both German and English
sources, we can only speculate as to why he suddenly discontinued the experiments with which
he was once so invested.
A single newspaper review from 1953 describes Pfenninger’s work as having been
deemed “soulless and degenerate” by the Nazis.153 Given the pervasiveness of Nazi censorship in
this period and the blackening of artists’ reputations by the regime, this condemnation is
certainly plausible. Yet Pfenninger does not appear in Film-“Kunst,” Film-Kohn, FilmKorruption, the catalogue of “degenerate” films and filmmakers published by the NSDAP
(Nationalsozialistische Deutsche Arbeiterpartei) in 1937, and no other sources (in Nazi literature,
newspaper articles, or interviews with Pfenninger) indicate that his work was stifled for political
reasons. This seems to indicate that his work was not perceived as a contribution to experimental
filmmaking, perhaps because it was developed in the context of a corporate research laboratory.
One might also presume that the strange sounds produced with “sounding handwriting” would
warrant censorship as experimental music. Yet the pro-technology Nazis had a history of
supporting challenging new music: in August 1933, Das Orchester der Zukunft (the Orchestra of
the Future) performed at the Nazi-sponsored Internationale Funkausstellung (International Radio
Exhibition) in Berlin, playing the most advanced electronic instruments of the time such as the
Theremin, Hellertion, and Elektrochord.154 Moreover, unlike many of his colleagues—including
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Fischinger, who moved to the U.S. in 1936 both to escape censorship and to work in
Hollywood—Pfenninger remained in Germany both during and after World War II and
continued to produce films as an employee of EMELKA into the 1950s, working variably as an
animator, set decorator, and production designer.155
Pfenninger’s status in the German film world of the 1930s remains far more nuanced
than the teleological art-historical view that the Nazis systematically sanitized or destroyed
modern works of art, music, and film. It is possible, quite simply, that major film studios of the
Nazi era, devoted as they were to profit-building entertainment, could not see the long-term
interest in or viability of Pfenninger’s project, and stopped funding his research.156 This seems to
be the most likely scenario since, according to chronology, at the time of the Nazi takeover in
1933 and the establishment that year of the Reichsministerium (which directly coincides with the
stoppage of Pfenninger’s project), the prime directive for these state-run studios was to produce
entertaining feature films that would generate profits. Pfenninger himself, in a 1953 interview,
suggested that his project suffered an aesthetic, rather than political, erasure. “Sounding
handwriting” was merely ahead of its time, he said, coming “20 years too early” to find public
acceptance for its pushing of disciplinary boundaries.157
Indeed, given the ubiquity of electronic music and sound effects in present-day animated
cartoons, the soundtracks of Pfenninger’s films seem rather customary today. Yet the noises
generated by his method—their pitch, timbre, and melodic structure—anticipated the music
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achieved more than three decades later by the modular synthesizer.158 Musicologist Richard S.
James suggests that 1930s animated film techniques such as “sounding handwriting” pre-figure
the compositional methods of 1950s and 1960s electro-acoustic music, such as splicing,
montage, and the synthetic generation of new sounds.159 I would argue that Pfenninger’s project
also anticipates the drawn-on film animation practices of mid-century filmmakers like Len Lye
and the cameraless films of contemporary artists like David Gatten, as I detail in this
dissertation’s conclusion.
“Sounding handwriting” represented a bold re-imagining of recorded media. Rather than
playing a gramophone disc (which contains recorded music) or a conventional musical
instrument (which creates music in a pre-determined tonal range), Pfenninger created sounds that
had not been previously recorded. Significantly, he transformed the film projector into a
productive device by using it to decipher and translate his graphic forms. “Sounding
handwriting” not only afforded new possibilities for creative expression but also offered
producers of experimental films an alternative method for sound film production, outside of the
studio system and away from mainstream avenues for exhibition and distribution. Working with
the equipment and within the infrastructure of the studio system but establishing a new medium
for artistic production, Pfenninger clashed with the advent of sound film and the corporatization
of the cinema industry by developing a method for creating “music made of ink.”160
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For example, the electronic music produced on the Buchla and Moog synthesizers. I will expand on this in the
dissertation’s conclusion.
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James, “Avant-Garde Sound-on-Film Techniques and Their Relationship to Electro-Acoustic Music,” 74–89.
While James does not list examples, one might think of Pierre Schaeffer’s musique concrète, the music of John
Cage, and the compositions of Edgard Varèse.
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Karl Kroll, “‘Musik aus Tinte,” Münchener Zeitung (October 19, 1932).
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CHAPTER 4: SYNTHESIZER
“The Enemy of Music”: Evgeny Sholpo’s Paper Sound
In the summer of 1917 the Russian engineer and inventor Evgeny Sholpo (1891–1951)
wrote “The Enemy of Music,” a polemical science-fiction essay describing a colossal sound
machine, the Mechanical Orchestra, and its inventor, the titular “enemy.” The story, which was
written at a moment of widespread enthusiasm for machine music, satirically portrays the
inventor as an antagonist. The Mechanical Orchestra, as Sholpo described it, was a complex
apparatus featuring a span of black paper ribbon stretching from ceiling to floor and punctured
with slats (like the roll of a pianola) and a network of electrical wires, pipes, levers, tuning forks,
sine wave oscillators, and sound horns that amplify the music resulting from the paper tape. This
fictional sound machine would allow a piece of music to unfold automatically, rendering the
musical performer obsolete.1 “Now,” Sholpo proclaimed, “we will receive ready-made pieces of
music according to a specific recipe.”2
Sholpo’s utopian project would not be confined merely to fiction, however. From 1929–
32, while working at the Central Laboratory of Wire Communication (CLWC), a Soviet film lab
in Leningrad, he incorporated elements of the fictive Mechanical Orchestra into a smaller,
functional device called the Variophon, a proto-synthesizer used for creating film soundtracks

1
While speculative demands for new instruments began at the start of the twentieth century, there were a number of
technological experiments with music and mechanized instruments in the decades after the end of the First World
War. For more information, see Thomas W. Patteson, “Listening to Instruments,” chap. 1 in Instruments for New
Music: Sound, Technology, and Modernism (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2016), 1–17. Sholpo’s idea
for the Mechanical Orchestra was based, in part, on his colleague Arseny Avraamov’s experiments with sound
synthesis as outlined in “Emerging Musical Science and a New Era of Music History,” Muzykalʹnyĭ sovremennik 6
(1916): 81–98. For more information on “The Enemy of Music” and the Mechanical Orchestra, see Andrey
Smirnov, Sound in Z: Experiments in Sound and Electronic Music in Early 20th Century Russia (Cologne: Walter
König, 2013), 33–37.
2

“Teper' my budem poluchat' gotovyye muzykal'nyye proizvedeniya po opredelennomu retseptu.” Evgeny Sholpo,
“The Enemy of Music” (1917), unpublished manuscript. I would like to thank Andrey Smirnov for generously
providing me with a transcription of this essay in the original Russian and Alise Tifentale for translating the
document into English.
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that could reproduce any spoken or musical sound (Fig. 4.1). Developed simultaneously with,
but independently of, Rudolf Pfenninger’s graphic sound experiments in Germany (described in
Chapter 3), the Variophon combined the techniques of optical sound recording (from film) and
artificial sound synthesis (from music) in one device. Cardboard or paper disks, incised with
holes or shapes, revolved in sync with a moving 35mm filmstrip, their speeds of rotation
controlled by a gear box. A beam of light passing through the perforations in the disks “printed”
images of the resulting shapes onto the optical soundtrack, creating sophisticated, polyphonic,
pre-electronic music: paper sound (Fig. 4.2). Praising the Variophon’s revolutionary potential,
one period critic raved that its “new technical possibilities” offered “entirely new perspectives in
musical composition.”3 Sholpo’s description of the Mechanical Orchestra and his formulation of
the Variophon proved so influential as prototypes for synthesizers, in fact, that the engineer
Evgeny Murzin merged their innovations into the ANS (named for the initials of the Russian
composer Alexander Nikolayevich Scriabin), an early electronic synthesizer completed decades
later.4
Sholpo originated his concept of “performer-less” music as part of the short-lived
Leonardo da Vinci Scientific and Artistic Society, founded in Petrograd between the February
and October Revolutions of 1917 by Sholpo, composer and theorist Arseny Avraamov, and
musicologist Sergei Dianin. He refined it in “The Enemy of Music” and then with colleagues at
the CLWC, where he worked on a hand-drawn soundtrack for one of the first Russian sound
films: Piatiletka: Plan velikih rabot (The Plan for Great Works; 1929) directed by Abram
3

“Les nouvelles possibilités techniques que'elle offre font entrevoir des perspectives entièrement nouvelles dans la
composition musicale.” “Le ‘Variophone,’” Le Journal de Moscou (June 1, 1935) n.p. For more information on the
Variophon, see Smirnov, Sound in Z, 184–208.
4

For more information on the ANS, see Stanislav Kreichi and Bulat M. Galeyev, “The ANS Syntheszier:
Composing on a Photoelectric Instrument,” Leonardo 28, no. 1 (February 1995): 59–62. Kreichi was Murzin’s
assistant, and is one of the only remaining operators of the ANS.
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Room.5 But the Variophon remained the greatest expression of his ideas and was used in the
1930s and early 1940s to score numerous films and animated political cartoons produced by
Lenfilm Studios, a Soviet state-funded cinema organization.6
Yet Sholpo’s desire to “undermine the role of the musical performer” was largely
speculative: “The Enemy of Music” was never published and the Variophon was never finished,
having been a work-in-progress until Sholpo’s death in 1951.7 Sholpo made four prototypes of
the Variophon—in 1931–32, 1932–36, 1939–46 and 1949–50—in an effort to progressively
refine the technology, but a lack of funding and critical errors in its manufacture meant that the
device was never completed as Sholpo intended.8 It was only with the completion of the ANS
synthesizer in 1957 that Sholpo’s utopian ideas about the future of musical technique and
creative technology, first laid out in “The Enemy of Music” forty years before, finally took a
decisive, concrete form. Sholpo’s projects were, in a word, projective (from the Latin “to throw
forward”): visionary propositions for the future.

5
To paraphrase the organization’s mission, as described by Sholpo, the Leonardo da Vinci Society aimed to produce
a revolution in musical technique and theory by applying scientific analyses to art and music. See Nikolai Izvolov,
“From the History of Graphic Sound in the Soviet Union; or, Media without a Medium,” trans. from Russian by
Sergei Levchinin, in Sound, Speech, Music in Soviet and Post-Soviet Cinema, eds. Lilya Kaganovsky and Masha
Salazkina (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2014), 30–31.
6

These films will be discussed in a later section. Goskino, renamed Sovkino, Soiuzkino and then Sevzapkino,
succeeded each other as the central Soviet cinema organization before becoming Lenfilm in 1934.
7
“My veli podkop pod muzykal'nyy ispolnitel'.” Evgeny Sholpo, “Iskusstvennaia fonogramma na kinoplenke kak
teknicheskoe sredstvo muzyki” (The Artificial Phonogram on Film as a Technical Means of Music), Kinovedcheskie
zapiski 53 (2001), 335. “The Enemy of Music” was slated for publication in the third issue of Melos (1918), edited
by Russian musicologist Boris Asafiev, but the magazine shuttered before it went to press. Again, it was accepted
for publication in Musical Chronicle (1924), edited by the composer Nikolai Andreyevich Rimsky-Korsakov, but
the magazine closed before the essay could be published.
8
Moreover, although Sholpo filed a patent for the original Variophon, there is no evidence to indicate that he
intended to put the device into mass production. It seems to have been intended as a technology to aid in the
production of his own work. The first, crude version was made of wood and controlled by ropes. The second version
was most successful, but was destroyed during the Second World War in 1943. The third version was inoperable,
and the fourth version was never finished. The three remaining devices were discarded as trash in the 1950s. For
more on the Variophon, see Smirnov, Sound in Z, 184–208.
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Sholpo’s projects coincided with a series of explosive developments in cinema, music,
and the visual arts that were sparked by the 1917 Revolutions. With film stock in short supply,
Soviet filmmakers invented montage, juxtaposing disparate images and reassembling old films to
produce new meanings, creating a radical new approach to cinematic editing. Composers of the
1920s engaged in a modernist musical revolution, writing atonal and microtonal compositions
and performing on newly devised electronic instruments, such as the Theremin. Perhaps the most
notable shift in the visual arts was the transition from abstract drawing and painting to proposals
and experimental prototypes, a transformation that involved several progressive artistic
movements in Russia ending with a little-known group: the Projectionists.9
Building on the Constructivist approach to traditional artworks as mere “preparatory
experiments for concrete constructions,” as the artist Lyubov Popova wrote of the movement’s
new “productivist” platform in 1921, the Projectionists (Solomon Nikritin, Kliment Red’ko, and
others) eschewed the production of objects altogether, emphasizing concepts, methodologies,
and processes instead.10 In the Projectionist manifesto, published in the catalogue for the 1924
First Discussional Exhibition of Associations of Active Revolutionary Art, Nikritin summarized

9

Prior to 1917, the work of the Russian avant-garde was marked by Vladimir Tatlin’s “non-utilitarian constructions”
inspired by Pablo Picasso’s experiments with collage. For more information, see Christina Lodder, “Non-Utilitarian
Constructions: The Evolution of a Formal Language,” in Russian Constructivism (New Haven, CT: Yale University
Press, 1983), 7–46.
10
Lyubov Popova, from the exhibition catalogue for 5 x 5 = 25 (1921), quoted in “Constructivism and Early Soviet
Fashion Design,” by John E. Bowlt, in Bolshevik Culture: Experiment and Order in the Russian Revolution, eds.
Abbott Gleason, Peter Kenez, and Richard Stites (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1985), 208. For
information on the Projectionists, see Charlotte Douglas, “Energetic Abstraction: Ostwald, Bogdanov, and Russian
Post-Revolutionary Art,” in From Energy to Information: Representation in Science and Technology, Art, and
Literature, eds. Bruce Clarke and Linda Dalrymple Henderson (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 2002), 76–
94; Charlotte Douglas, “Terms of Transition: The First Discussional Exhibition and the Society of Easel Painters,”
in The Great Utopia: The Russian and Soviet Avant-Garde, 1915–1932 (New York: Solomon R. Guggenheim
Museum, 1992), 451–65; Irina Lebedeva, “The Poetry of Science: Projectionism and Electroorganism,” trans. from
Russian by Walter Arndt, in The Great Utopia, 441–49; and Liubov Pchelkina, “The Biomechanics of Voice and
Movement in Solomon Nikritin’s Projection Theatre (1920s),” in Electrified Voices: Medial, Socio-Historical and
Cultural Aspects of Voice Transfer, eds. Dmitri Zakharine and Nils Meise (Göttingen, Germany: V&R unipress,
2013), 149–62.
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the group’s objective: “The artist is a producer not of consumer goods (cupboards and pictures),
but of PROJECTIONS (the METHOD) of the organization of materials.”11 Inspired by the
scientific field of energetics and the systems theory of Alexander Bogdanov—the author of
visionary texts on future mechanical societies who had co-founded the radical, proletarian art
movement Proletkult in 1917—the Projectionists sought to enlist the domains of science,
engineering, and mathematics in a total restructuring of everyday life: a political action that
would align creative practice with industry.12 They aimed to produce research founded on
objective analysis rather than abstract emotion, and to explore early-twentieth century
technologies (such as the radio and cinema) as subjects for a new art. They considered the results
of their research—diagrams, didactic texts, plans, three-dimensional prototypes—as mere
sketches for projects that other individuals or laboratories could ultimately construct.
Although only a handful of artists identified as Projectionists, the group’s primary goal—
to develop a utopian art practice consolidated with, and following the logic of, science and
technology—was widely shared by members of the post-revolutionary avant-gardes.13 Thus a
number of speculative projects can be considered within the framework of projectionist ideals
including, for example, Vladimir Tatlin’s Monument to the Third International (1919–20), a
prototype for a never-built structure to house the headquarters of the Comintern; Avraamov’s
Symphony of Sirens (1922), a mass-scale noise performance in Baku, Soviet Union (modern day

11

Solomon Nikritin, quoted in Irina Lebedeva, “The Poetry of Science,” 443. The show, which opened in Moscow
on May 11, 1924, included more than 200 works by thirty-eight artists including some of the Constructivists and a
group called the First Working Organization of Artists; about half the works included were by the Projectionists.
12
Bogdanov was the brother-in-law of Anatoly Lunacharsky, the Soviet government’s People’s Commissar for
Enlightenment, and the author of several utopian, engineering-inspired books including Krasnaya zvezda (Red Star;
1908), which will soon be discussed, and Inzhener Menni (Engineer Menni; 1912).
13

The Projectionists included Sergei Luchishkin, Solomon Nikritin, Mikhail Plaksin, Kliment Red’ko, Nikolai
Triaskin, and Aleksandr Tyshler.
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Azerbaijan) that used the city as an orchestra and postulated a music of the future; and, I argue,
Sholpo’s writings and inventions.
Minimal archival information remains on Russian experiments with graphic sound in this
period. Though I do not discuss their work at length here, the experiments of Boris Yankovsky
and Nikolai Voinov, colleagues of Avraamov and Sholpo in the pursuit of graphic sound, are
largely forgotten; we only have some drawings and diagrams of Yankovsky’s works and several
of Voinov’s films.14 Despite the historical significance of Russian sound experiments in the early
twentieth century and the abundance of literature on art, film, and music of the postrevolutionary period, Russian sound culture has received very little attention and there are few
published Russian and English sources that assess this material.15 The key exception is Andrey
Smirnov’s Sound in Z: Experiments in Sound and Electronic Music in Early 20th Century Russia
(2013), an indispensable sourcebook of primary documents translated, for the first time, into
English that also contains reproductions of archival material as well as basic explanatory and
biographical texts on the era’s main protagonists and their work.16 While this chapter greatly

14

For more on Voinov and Yankovsky, see V. Solev, “Absolute Music by Designed Sound,” American
Cinematographer (April 1936): 146–48, 154–55; Smirnov, Sound in Z, 175–220.
15

The two main books on early-twentieth-century Russian sound film are the edited volume Sound, Speech, Music
in Soviet and Post-Soviet Cinema and Tatiana Egorova’s Soviet Film Music: An Historical Survey, trans. Tatiana A.
Ganf and Natalia A. Egunova (New York: Routledge, 1997). Among the books on art and music of this period
consulted for this dissertation are Maria Gough, The Artist as Producer: Russian Constructivism in Revolution
(Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 2005); Lodder, Russian Constructivism; Richard Stites.
Revolutionary Dreams: Utopian Vision and Experimental Life in the Russian Revolution (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1989); John E. Bowlt and Olga Matich, Laboratory of Dreams: The Russian Avant-Garde and
Cultural Experiment (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 1996); and Larry Sitsky, Music of the Repressed
Russian Avant-Garde: 1900–1929 (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1994), but there are many more examples. One
major publication on Russian sound culture of the post-revolutionary period is Miguel Molina Alarcón, Baku:
Symphony of Sirens, Sound Experiments in the Russian Avant-Garde, trans. Deirdre Mac Closkey (London: ReR
Megacorp, 2008).
16

Smirnov’s research has also been published in a number of articles and exhibition catalogues written with the
scholar and art historian Liubov Pchelkina, notably Russian Pioneers of Sound Art and Musical Technology, 1910s–
1930s, trans. Matthew Price (Budapest, Hungary: OSA Archivum at Central European University, 2011); “Russian
Pioneers of Sound Art in the 1920s,” in Red Cavalry: Creation and Power in Soviet Russia Between 1917 and 1945,
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benefits from Smirnov’s pioneering research—in particular his rediscovery of the Sholpo
archive, materials from which were published for the first time in Sound in Z—it also offers the
first critical assessment and theoretical framing of Sholpo’s projects in English.17
Although he was not a member of the Projectionist movement, I argue that Sholpo’s
work demonstrates the reorientation of Soviet cultural production from productivist aims to a
projectionist aesthetic, that is, from a societally-useful art grounded in the production of objects
to a future-oriented art geared towards technological revolution and based on principles from
science and math. Reading Sholpo’s work retrospectively through the lens of Projectionist tenets
allows us to look at the ways in which that movement’s ideals advanced beyond traditional
media. It also explains Sholpo’s proposition for automated artistic production at a time (namely,
the 1920s–30s) when members of the avant-garde (Vladimir Tatlin, Aleksandr Rodchenko, and
others) had otherwise attempted, and largely failed, to model themselves as inventors, social
engineers, or factory workers.18 Sholpo’s unfinished synthesizer project is paradigmatic of a
larger concern among the Russian and Soviet avant-gardes at this time with automata, the move
of artists into industrial production, and the adaptation of contemporary technologies to artistic
life. In the pages that follow, I situate Sholpo’s work within three key contexts that both framed
and shaped his ideas about performer-less music: 1) the abundance of Soviet sound experiments

ed. Rosa Ferre (Madrid: La Casa Encendida, 2011), 210–37; and “Son Z / Sound in Z: 1917–1939, Experiments in
Sound and Electronic Music in Early 20th-Century Russia,” Palais de Tokyo Magazine 7 (Fall 2008): 66–87.
17

His research benefits in turn from the liberal post-Soviet access to archives in Russia. Smirnov uses the letter “Z”
to refer to a generation of artists and engineers in the 1920s inspired by radio transmissions and the zagging “spark”
of electricity. Smirnov, Sound in Z, 9.
18
According to Slavic cultural historians, the term “avant-garde” was not used by artists in Russia at this time to
describe leftist or revolutionary modernism. Rather, it was applied in the 1960s after the Thaw as scholars in the
West and in Russia began rediscovering Soviet culture. See Irina Gutkin, The Cultural Origins of the Socialist
Realist Aesthetic, 1890–1934 (Evanston, IL: Northwestern University Press, 1999) and John E. Bowlt and Olga
Matich, eds., Laboratory of Dreams, 3.
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and debates about “free music” 2) the aesthetic and ideological shift from the production of art
objects to speculative projects and 3) the evolution of sound cinema in Russia, which became
perhaps the primary medium for testing revolutionary ideas about noise, mechanization, and the
politicization of sound.

Noise, Machines, and the New Soviet Man
The Leonardo da Vinci Scientific and Artistic Society formed in spring 1917 as a
response to Avraamov’s article “Emerging Musical Science and a New Era of Music History”
(1916), a futurological text that anticipated possibilities for synthetic musical expression.
Avraamov had proposed that composers could invent tonal sequences and realize them
synthetically by analyzing the structure of sound waves, creating mathematical models to
simulate the waveforms, and re-producing them by hand (something that would be achieved
years later in Russia during experiments with graphic sound, as we will see). “To build abstract
harmonic schemes and then ‘orchestrate’ them is not creative anymore…In the act of true
creativity,” he wrote, “each sound should be born already incarnated.”19
Excited by Avraamov’s proposition for a music without musicians, and seeking to
expand on his ideas, the Society members conducted extensive research into acoustics, music
theory, physics, and recording technologies. Their goals were twofold: to ground the enigmatic
realms of music and art in objective research drawn from the fields of science and math (hence
the Society’s invocation of the Renaissance polymath Leonardo da Vinci as a model for the
seamless integration of the arts and sciences) and to explore the possibilities for performer-less
music through the production of mechanical instruments. Recalling the latter aim in his essay

19

Arseny Avraamov, quoted in Andrey Smirnov, Sound in Z, 28.
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“The Artificial Phonogram on Film as a Technical Means of Music” (1938), Sholpo explained,
“We were going to tear down the performing artist. This ‘caste of middlemen’ that had
insinuated itself between the composer’s idea and the listener’s sensation seemed to us
superfluous.”20 Sholpo’s story of the Mechanical Orchestra, written only a few months after the
organization of the Society, emerged from this aspiration to create a musical machine that would
eliminate the need for musicians.21
“The Enemy of Music” begins with a conversation between an inventor and his unnamed
friend, the narrator, about the expendability of the musical performer. The inventor explains that
he has been expelled from musical circles because of his unorthodox ideas about performer-less
music. He then proceeds to demonstrate for his friend the Mechanical Orchestra, a complex
music-making machine of his own invention capable of producing a “symphonic fantasy,” the
creation of which brands him an “enemy” of music.22 This theoretical device comprises a vast
array of parts—gears, cables, electromagnets, etc.—that form “the body of the organism”; the
graphic system of lines that the inventor has poked into the paper tape, and which are read as
music, constitute its “brain and soul.”23 (As Sholpo described it, the Mechanical Orchestra
operated like a film projector: the slits pass in front of a light source and selenium plates
transform the filtered light into an electrical current that is then emitted as sound.) This elaborate
optical system is nonetheless finely tuned, capable of constant timbre, glissando, regulated
rhythm and pitch, and able to synthesize both instrumental music and vocal trilling.

20

Evgeny Sholpo, quoted in Nikolai Izvolov, “From the History of Graphic Sound in the Soviet Union; or, Media
without a Medium,” in Sound, Speech, Music in Soviet and Post-Soviet Cinema, 31.
21

Although this machine would still require human intervention and manipulation.
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“Simfonicheskuyu fantaziyu.” Sholpo, “The Enemy of Music,” unpublished manuscript.
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“Eto telo organizma” and “mozg i dusha.” Ibid.
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The inventor inserts into the device a paper tape containing a mechanical symphony. In
an extended passage, excerpted here, the inventor’s friend vividly describes his experience
listening to the machine at work:
Strange images began to appear in my perception. They cannot be described, because
there are no real forms for them. These were images of a delusion or a fantastic
hallucination…These were the emotions that accompany beautiful dreams…All my
senses experienced complete tranquility…[Then] a sense of peace and rest was replaced
by an upsurge of strong-willed impulses…as if a blue lake, with its calm outlines, had
grown into a raging sea of fire, where instead of gentle, flowing lines, pointed waves of
flame and spiral curls of red foam appeared. This sea breathed upwards with a mighty
aspiration, a passionate desire for activity and merging with the sky. But in me there was
only the joy of contemplation of this power, rising in the depths of my soul from those
pure and transparent colors of blissful peace that poured into me with the first sounds…It
was that feeling of life that you experience under anesthesia, a feeling of light and the
proximity of happiness…But suddenly—a bold thought stirred my brain, which instantly
grew into an irresistible desire: to analyze the source of my impressions… Before me
were bare physical sounds…before me was a living body. With a cold scalpel of analysis,
I followed the melodic lines, opened wonderful harmonies and searched for the soul in
these unheard-of timbres…Several melodies were evolving, bound by an absolutely free
counterpoint…These combinations had many different notes, which I could not
distinguish and define by hearing. But I noticed that the slightest change in the intensity
and pitch of one note gave a strong effect of approaching or leaving. Sometimes it
seemed as if the bright sunlight was obscured by a stormy cloud. I was surprised that
there were no sharp boundaries between melody, harmony and orchestration…[These
sounds] filled me with a strange sensation: as if my nerves were becoming transparent…
And I felt a sparkling flutter, like snow sparkles in the moonlight. It poured into my
nerves, like a stream of sounding atoms; and in each of them was a crystalline embryo of
emotion…How it ended, I do not know. I could not figure out at which moment the
sounds stopped, and how long I was under their charm after that…[Yet] I was not
surprised by my condition: I knew that music should act this way…24
24

“I v oshchushchenii moyem stali poyavlyat'sya strannyye obrazy, kotorykh opisat' nel'zya, tak kak net dlya nikh
real'nykh form. Eto byli obrazy breda ili fantasticheskoy gallyutsinatsii…Eto byli te emotsii, kotorymi
soprovozhdayutsya krasivyye sny…Vse chuvstva moi ispytyvali polneyshiy pokoy…Chuvstvo pokoya i otdykha
smenilos' pod"yemom volevykh impul'sov…kak budto goluboye ozero, s yego spokoynymi ochertaniyami, vyroslo
v bushuyushcheye ognennoye more, i, vmesto nezhnykh tayushchikh liniy, poyavilis' strel'chatyye volny plameni i
spiral'nyye zavitki krasnoy peny. Eto more dyshalo moguchim stremleniyem vverkh, strastnym zhelaniyem
aktivnosti i sliyaniya s nebom. No vo mne byla lish' radost' sozertsaniya sily, podymavsheysya v glubine moyey
dushi iz tekh chistykh i prozrachnykh krasok blazhennogo pokoya, kotoryy vlilsya v menya s pervymi zvukami. Eto
bylo to chuvstvo zhizni, kotoroye ispytyvayesh' pod narkozom, chuvstvo sveta i blizosti schast'ya…No vdrug – v
mozgu moyem shevel'nulas' derzkaya mysl', kotoraya mgnovenno vyrosla v nepreodolimoye zhelaniye: podvergnut'
analizu istochnik svoikh vpechatleniy. Peredo mnoy byli ogolennyye fizicheskiye zvuki…peredo mnoy bylo
zhivoye telo. Kholodnym skal'pelem analiza ya sledil za melodicheskimi liniyami, vskryval chudesnyye garmonii i
otyskival dushu v etikh neslykhannykh tembrakh. Ikh dvigalos' neskol'ko melodiy, svyazannykh v vysshey stepeni
svobodnym kontrapunktom…V etikh sochetaniyakh bylo mnozhestvo razlichnykh not, kotorykh ya ne mog vydelit'
i opredelit' slukhom. No ya zametil, chto maleysheye izmeneniye v intensivnosti i vysote odnoy noty davalo sil'nyy
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After leaving the inventor’s studio, the narrator offers some final reflections on the Mechanical
Orchestra. While he acknowledges his profoundly emotional listening experience and the
beautiful music that his friend, the inventor, has created, he also questions the authenticity of that
experience: Can music still be enjoyed if it is based on “a lie”?25 He expresses concern that one
man should have “total power over music,” and denounces the Mechanical Orchestra as the
Frankensteined “child of nature and human genius.”26 The narrator concludes that the
Mechanical Orchestra symbolizes not the birth of a new form of synthetic music after all, but the
death of music in general: “This orchestra is a coffin into which my friend hammered music.”27
Through this essay, Sholpo presents a dialectic on mechanical music: an argument for its
superiority over human musicians and conventional instrumentation on the one hand, and a
suspicious condemnation of its purported dominance on the other. Though the story’s narrator is
ultimately ambivalent about machine music, Sholpo himself was an ardent defender of
mechanical sound; it is thus easy to read him in the role of the inventor—as music’s “enemy.”
Aside from the way that I am using the word “projection” in this chapter, to refer to a forecasting
or delayed futurity, the term can also refer to an amplification of one’s voice; it is relevant to
think of “The Enemy of Music” in both senses, as a proposition for a mechanical instrument to
be constructed in the future and as an assertion of Sholpo’s unique voice as an engineer-artist.
effekt priblizheniya ili udaleniya; inogda zhe kazalos', budto yarkiy solnechnyy svet zatemnyalsya nabegavshey
tuchey. Menya udivlyalo, chto ne bylo rezkikh granits mezhdu melodiyey, garmoniyey i orkestrovkoy… Oni
napolnyali menya strannym oshchushcheniyem: kak budto nervy moi stanovilis' prozrachnymi…I ya chuvstvoval
iskryashcheyesya trepetaniye, podobnoye blesku snega v luchakh luny; ono vlivalos' v moi nervy, kak potok
zvuchashchikh atomov; i v kazhdom iz nikh byl kristallicheskiy zarodysh emotsii…Kak eto konchilos', ya ne znayu.
Gde byl tot moment, kogda prekratilis' zvuki, i kak dolgo ya byl pod ikh ocharovaniyem posle etogo…YA ne
udivlyalsya dazhe svoyemu sostoyaniyu: ya znal, chto muzyka dolzhna tak deystvovat’…” Ibid.
25

“Neuzheli v yego muzyke byla lozh'?” (“Was there really a lie in his music?”) Ibid.
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“Polnoy vlast'yu nad muzykoy” and “eto ditya prirody i chelovecheskogo geniya.” Ibid.
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“Etot orkestr grob, v kotoryy moy drug zakolotil muzyku.” Ibid.
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This essay—with its narrative about an eccentric genius and his futuristic sound machine,
and a strikingly lucid characterization of a fictional piece of new music—should be considered
within the rich history of Russian science-fiction of the early-twentieth century and that genre’s
obsession with machines. Advancements in rocket science and Konstantin Tsiolkovsky’s
pioneering theories of astronautics fueled the public’s imagination for space exploration resulting
in numerous novels that featured air and space machines, including Bogdanov’s The Red Star
(1907), a novel chronicling a techno-utopian socialist society on Mars that glorifies machines.28
Classic science-fiction novels by western authors including 20,000 Leagues under the Sea by
Jules Verne and The Time Machine by H.G. Wells were also translated into Russian by the early
1920s. Research into bio-mechanics inspired cyborgian visions of man as a machine, a theme
that was explored primarily in theatrical productions (such as Vsevolod Meyerhold’s
Constructivist plays) and in literature. Notably, Proletkult poet Alexei Gastev—founder of the
Central Institute of Labor, an organization that researched mechanistic humans and industrial
efficiency and which would later host productions by the Projection Theatre—wrote a number of
texts glorifying machines, new technologies, and biomechanical visions of man.29 Sholpo’s
anthropomorphic description of the Mechanical Orchestra as having a body, brain, and soul
suggests the influence of such humanoid theories.

28

Aleksandr Boganov, Red Star: The First Bolshevik Utopia, trans. Charles Rougle (Bloomington, IN: Indiana
University Press, 1984). Bogdanov writes: “The aesthetic of powerful machines and their harmonious movement is
pleasant to us in its pure form.” Bogdanov, quoted in Matthew Cullerne Bown, Socialist Realist Painting (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 1998), 32.
29
As Richard Stites explains, the adulation of machines in literature was not new, but Gastev “raised it to a religion
of ‘iron messiah’ and ‘machine paradise.’” Stites, Revolutionary Dreams, 150. Gastev is a central figure in my
discussion of Projectionism in the next section of this chapter. For more on Gastev’s biomechanics, see Julia
Vaingurt, “Poetry in Motion: Alexei Gastev and the Aesthetic Origins of Soviet Biomechanics,” in Wonderlands of
the Avant-Garde: Technology and the Arts in Russia of the 1920s (Evanston, IL: Northwestern University Press,
2013), 25–53.
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Sholpo’s essay also invokes cultural conversations about “free music” and futurist noise
in Russia that took place before the 1917 revolutions. Notably, the musician and theorist Nikolai
Kulbin famously published his treatise “Free Music” in Vasily Kandinsky and Franz Marc’s Der
Blaue Reiter Almanach (1912), a compendium of texts and images on cultural production from
across the European avant-garde.30 Published during the early years of atonal music’s
development, Kulbin’s essay argued for a modernist revitalization of music free from tonal
restrictions. The author promoted the use of unusual note intervals (like third and thirteenth notes
rather than quarter and whole notes) and cited the music of nature (“light, thunder, the whistling
of wind,” etc.) as a model for liberated musical expression.31 He also proposed novel ways of
capturing this new music on gramophone records and “in the form of a drawing with rising and
falling lines,” forecasting later experiments with graphical sound (as discussed in Chapter 3).32
Kulbin’s ideas—about new types of melodies, harmonies, dissonance, and new modes of music
making—had significant purchase in Russia at a moment when many artists and musicians were
grappling with the same issues.
Kulbin’s notion of an expanded domain of sound echoes an earlier statement from the
Italian avant-garde: composer Ferruccio Busoni’s Sketch of a New Aesthetic of Music (1906), an
essay detailing his ideas about a modern music free from tradition and rules.33 Busoni called for

30
The essay is based on lectures that Kulbin gave in 1908 that were printed in St. Petersburg in 1909. It was
published in a German and French edition in 1910 and appeared in Der Blaue Reiter Almanach in 1912 as “Die freie
Musik.” See Nikolai Kulbin, “Die freie Musik,” in Der Blaue Reiter Almanach, eds. Wassily Kandinsky and Franz
Marc (Munich: R. Piper & Co., 1914), 69–73.
31

“…das Licht, der Donner, das Sausen des Windes…” Kulbin, “Die freie Musik,” 69.
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“…in der Form einer Zeichnung mit steigenden und fallenden Linien.” Ibid., 73.
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Busoni wrote the text in 1906 while living in Berlin. It was first published the following year in Trieste, then
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New Aesthetic of Music, trans. Dr. Th. Baker (New York: G. Schirmer, 1911). Another text, by the Australian-born
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microtonal divisions of octaves and advocated for technologically-advanced, non-traditional
instruments, a novel idea at the time. Busoni’s revolutionary ideas would later help to shape
Futurist theories of noise, including Luigi Russolo’s treatise “The Art of Noises” (1913), which
elevated urban cacophony and machine sounds into a new musical grammar, and F.T. Marinetti’s
notion of a “wireless imagination” (1913), an approach to language free from the conventions of
grammar and syntax and characterized by wild, syncopated rhythms when declared aloud.
Busoni’s idea for a “new aesthetic of music” reverberated in Russia in the 1910s as Italian
Futurists began to travel to Russia and the Russian press started to cover the Italian avant-garde,
initiating an interchange of radical ideals.34
In short, Sholpo’s “The Enemy of Music” emerged at a moment of machine worship in
Russia and revolutionary attitudes towards musical composition in Western Europe. Lenin’s
push towards electrification and industrialization thrust new machines and technological modes
of communication into public life, and inspired artists to depict these technologies—motion
pictures, airplanes, the phonograph, X-ray photography, etc.—or adapt them for artworks and
musical compositions. Even the static medium of painting took on a mechanical facture. As
Linda Dalrymple Henderson and Bruce Clarke have argued, there was a marked shift in the look
of modern European painting at the end of the 1910s as artists moved from depicting “invisible
phenomena” like force lines, the ether, and vibrations to the representation of energy

should pass direct from the imagination of the composer to the ear of the listener by way of delicately controlled
musical machines. Too long has music been subject to the limitations of the human hand, and subject to the
interfering interpretations of a middle-man: the performer. A composer wants to speak to his public direct. Machines
(if properly constructed and properly written for) are capable of niceties of emotional expression impossible to a
human performer.” Percy Grainger, “Free Music” (1938), Leonardo Music Journal 6 (1996), 109.
34
This exchange happened very quickly. For example, Marinetti’s Futurist manifesto, which was published in the
Paris newspaper Le Figaro on February 20, 1909, was reprinted and reviewed in Russian newspapers within a
month. Martin Puchner, Poetry of the Revolution: Marx, Manifestos, and the Avant-Gardes (Princeton, NJ:
Princeton University Press, 2006), 99–100. Also, Bogdanov and Lunacharsky had both traveled to Italy before
World War I, where they may have come into contact with Busoni or his music.
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diagrammatically in the manner of scientific and technological drawings.35 (To cite one extreme
comparison: Natalia Goncharova’s Rayonism, Blue-Green Forest, 1913 versus Karl Ioganson’s
Electrical Circuit [Representation], 1922) (Fig. 4.3).
Yet, despite Lenin’s desire to modernize Russia, the country remained hopelessly
backwards. During the February 1917 “bourgeois” revolution, following food shortages, strikes
and International Women’s Day demonstrations, numerous populist protests shut down
Petrograd (now St. Petersburg) in an effort to withdraw support for the autocratic regime of Tsar
Nicholas; he was deposed, and a provisional government was established in his place. Several
months later, in October 1917, a Bolshevik proletariat coup resulted in the collapse of the
provisional government and the country plunged into civil war.36 Amid chaos, hunger, economic
downfall, and severe inflation, Lenin announced a plan to electrify and industrialize Russia,
which had been a primarily agrarian society. But given the political and economic climate,
Soviet industry could not grow far beyond pre-revolutionary levels. This accounts not only for
Stalin’s continued emphasis on industrialization (under the First Five-Year Plan) but also for the
provisional nature of much Russian avant-garde activity in this period; without access to new
technologies, many experimental projects could not move past the theoretical or prototype phase.
Sholpo’s essay is exemplary in this context, since “The Enemy of Music” demonstrates that he
was already thinking about electronic music before the October Revolution and government
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plans for electrification. Moreover, his idea for a device that fused innovations from the aesthetic
and technological fields preceded, by several years, similar aspirations in the visual arts.
Music was thus arguably the most pervasive, and best suited, medium to convey the era’s
new obsession with machines, since it did not rely on these technologies for its composition and
could otherwise express them musically. Composer Leonid Polovinkin wrote the agit-prop piano
composition “Electrifikat” (1925), a reference to Vladimir Lenin’s famous dictum that
“Communism equals the Soviets plus the electrification of Russia.”37 Scriabin’s Prometheus: A
Poem of Fire (1908) and other compositions by Vladimir Baranoff-Rossiné in the 1910s and
1920s made use of color organs, pianos that simultaneously generated kaleidoscopic projections
using an array of mirrors, lenses, painted disks, and gear mechanisms.38 Avraamov wrote
“Shumrhithmuzika” (Noiserhythmusic) for Sergei Tretyakov’s play Can You Hear Me, Moscow!
(1923), staged by Sergei Eisenstein, which included the sounds of carpentry materials including
a manual saw, a grinding wheel, sledge hammers, nails and chains. Other Constructivist
compositions recreated factory sounds, such as M.A. Korchmarev’s “Song of the Sewing
Machines” (ca. 1920s), G. Smetanin’s “The Factory” (1922), and Alexander Mosolov’s “The
Factory” (1928), scored for a traditional ensemble of strings, brass, and woodwinds, but also
incorporating sheets of iron that were rhythmically struck in machinic regularity during the
piece’s finale.39
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But perhaps the greatest expression of machine worship came in the form of the
numerous noise orchestras that populated Soviet Russia, harnessing the new rhythms of modern
industry into a spectacle of sound. As cultural historian René Fülöp-Miller wrote of the noise
music that emerged after 1917: “The new music had to embrace all the noises of the mechanical
age, the rhythm of the machine, the din of the great city and the factory, the whirring of drivingbelts, the clattering of motors, and the shrill notes of motor-horns.”40 Perhaps the most notorious
producer of these noise orchestras was Avraamov, a composer, theorist, and Sholpo’s Society
colleague, who directed at least four such large-scale concerts between 1918 and 1923, including
the infamous Symphony of Sirens (1922) that celebrated the fifth anniversary of the October
Revolution.41
The Symphony of Sirens took place in Baku, Azerbaijan on November 7, 1922 and was
performed again on the same date, one year later, in Moscow. (Azerbaijan had been invaded by
the Red Army and incorporated as a Soviet Socialist Republic only two years prior). Inspired by
Gastev’s poetry praising modern machines, Avraamov devised an immense, cacophonous
celebration of industrial and military technology that included the foghorns of the Caspian
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flotilla, seaplanes, machine gun battery, cannon blasts from several infantry regiments, all of the
town’s factory sirens, and a choir of automobile horns. These “instruments” were joined by a
cast of choirs, a 200-piece band, and a sound machine called the “Magistral” positioned on a
torpedo boat, consisting of fifty steam locomotive whistles controlled by twenty-five operators
(Fig. 4.4). This seemingly chaotic spectacle was actually tightly controlled: Avraamov wrote a
text-based score, published instructions for the Symphony in three local newspapers the day
before the event, and conducted the symphony from the top of a specially-constructed tower,
using field phones, heavy gun bursts, and colored flags to signal certain groups (Fig. 4.5). He
was able to elicit renditions of The Internationale (a left-wing anthem), The Marseillaise (the
national anthem of France) and The Song of Warsaw (a Polish socialist revolutionary song),
leftist melodies evoking conflict and victory.42 Weighted with political symbolism as a mass
Bolshevist spectacle in a recently invaded capital city, Avraamov’s eccentric symphony of
machine and factory sounds loudly announced a new era of Bolshevist art and music concerned
with the themes of engineering, construction, and mechanics—and with noise as new material—
rather than the bourgeois traditionalism of earlier composers such as Igor Stravinsky and Sergei
Prokofiev.
Aside from Avraamov’s mass spectacles of noise, the post-revolutionary obsession with
machines and noise orchestras also permeated the theatrical world, in particular Nikritin’s
Projection Theatre hosted first at the Moscow art institute VKhUTEMAS and then, after 1923, at
Gastev’s Central Institute of Labor (also known as the Institute for the Scientific Organization of
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Work and the Mechanization of Man).43 The theater of “projects,” which lasted only three years
(1922–25), acted as a workshop, training school, and experimental performance troupe for
investigating the mechanics of human motion and speech using movement, theater, and sound.44
The critic Fülöp-Miller reviewed one of its 1923 Moscow performances for a Berlin newspaper,
describing the theater group’s fiendish devotion to machines in near religious terms, and later
reprinted his review in his landmark publication The Mind and Face of Bolshevism: An
Examination of Cultural Life in Soviet Russia (1927). He writes about “a particularly fanatical
sect of ‘machine worshippers,’ the so-called ‘engineerists’” who “held noise orgies in the festive
hall of the Moscow Trade Union Palace…composed of a crowd of motors, turbines, sirens,
hooters, and similar instruments of din.”45 These discordant musical productions accompanied a
peculiar three-hour performance of gymnastics (somersaults, acrobatics, trapeze work, etc.)
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executed on various apparatuses and amounting to, in the author’s summation, choreographed
“insanity.”46
Nikritin had studied with the Constructivists Popova and Aleksandr Rodchenko in 1922
at the Moscow art institute VKhUTEMAS. There, he met the artists Red’ko and Sergei
Luchishkin, with whom he would found Projectionism. The Projectionists rejected Constructivist
arguments that industrial design, advertising, and the technological media of photography and
cinema should replace more traditional modes of expression; they turned instead to abstract
painting and to theater. The Constructivists had also experimented with abstract painting and
monochrome canvases, but moved towards more functional forms of art after 1921. In that year,
the group held an exhibition of paintings at the V.S.P. club in Moscow, 5 x 5 = 25, which they
claimed represented the death of painting and the renunciation of painting as an activity for the
Constructivist group (Fig. 4.6).47 Yet the Projectionists retained from Constructivist ideology an
investment in scientific and “objective” visual vocabularies and looked specifically to energetics
and systems theory for inspiration. To this end they closely followed the teachings of Bogdanov,
as outlined in his three-volume work Tektologia (1913–22), which promoted “a universal science
of organization…built on formal concepts derived from mechanics and thermodynamics.”48
Adapting Bogdanov’s systems theory to painting, the Projectionists created paintings that
examined phenomena such as electricity, the vibratory properties of color, and the mechanics of
motion (Fig. 4.7).
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Nikritin also embraced Constructivism’s philosophy to blend art and life through mass
production and mechanized industry.49 He saw theater as the best artistic medium to respond to
these conditions since it requires the use of the body, a conviction that demonstrates his belief in
the idea of the New Soviet Man, that is, the ability to optimize the mobility and efficiency of
humans, whether factory laborers or theater actors. Nikritin found a suitable home for his ideas
in the Central Institute of Labor (CIL) in Moscow, founded by Gastev in 1921 as a Leninsupported labor training school conceived as an alternative to the factory programs organized
under the Soviet education agency Narkompros.50 Gastev had been a Bolshevik organizer, a
laborer in a factory (where he worked as a lathe-operator, welder, and tram mechanic), and an
author whose poems envisioned a mechanized civilization and “culture of ‘engineerism’” with
production controlled by workers whose rhythms mimicked the regular tempo of industry.51 This
utopian vision of machine cities, mechanized labor, and standardized, improved work habits was
common in the 1920s, as industrialization spread across Russia—flaming the imaginations of
science-fiction writers in the 1910s and 1920s who perpetuated these ideals—and as Western
models of Taylorization and factory-line assembly became known in the East.52
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Gastev formed the CIL to explore the extent to which scientific principles and Taylorist
ideals (automatism, speed, efficiency, etc.) could enhance human abilities in order to produce a
more productive labor force. In response to a 1921 committee resolution that called for “a
comprehensive study of physiology, reflexology, hygiene and psychotechnics of labor” in
Russia, Gastev’s institute undertook research into these areas, using Frederick W. Taylor’s
rationalized labor techniques, Henry Ford’s principles of standardization, and Henry Gannt’s
graphing structures for time management as foundations for its study.53 As a result, the institute
developed a series of protocols for economical factory movements such as the best trajectory to
swing a hammer and the most efficient way to operate a lathe (Fig. 4.8).54 Although there were
few factories at the time, Gastev’s protocols were implemented on a broad scale in the 1930s
when the push to industrialize Russia necessitated retraining millions of former peasants for
industrial jobs.55
When Nikritin’s Projection Theater joined the institute, he and his colleagues (as they had
at VKhUTEMAS) conducted research into and generated a typology of human movements,
vocal sounds, gestures, and emotional modalities as a way to examine the body’s ergonomics and
maximize its efficiency of motion, adapting Taylorization for everyday performance actions.56
Based on the CIL’s research into biomechanics, a science that conceived of the body as a living
machine and sought to understand the mechanical laws that govern its movements and functions,
the Theater analyzed human movement and speech in order to create a new theatrical language
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suited for this concept of an engineered body (Fig. 4.9). Media historian Ana Olenina has
demonstrated that Nikritin’s preparatory drawings of an actor’s ideal movements closely
resemble the cyclograms produced by the CIL to chart the trajectory of a body in motion.57 The
Theater also participated directly in the training of industrial workers. For example, Gastev
commissioned the theater to produce educational plays performed in factories that would
demonstrate to factory audiences the most ergonomic way to chisel. In this fashion Nikritin’s
idiosyncratic performance program was embedded within the factory, joining other artistic
expressions of post-revolutionary Russia—from science fiction essays to noise orchestras—in an
alliance with science and engineering.

Towards Projectionism
The aspiration to merge art and engineering and, specifically, to bring together the roles
of artist and inventor, was almost universally shared by members of the Russian avant-garde.
The catalogue for the 1922 exhibition The Constructivists: K.K. Medunetzky, V.A. Stenberg, G.A.
Stenberg decisively stated that artists should “go into the factory, where the real body of life is
made” and explained that “this route is called Constructivism.”58 Prior to the show, the
Constructivists had spent more than a year experimenting with abstract paintings and spatial
constructions as a way of grappling with the role of art in revolution, a period that is now called
the movement’s “laboratory” phase.59 But by mid-1921 a shift had occurred: these same artists
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(Alexei Gan, Ioganson, Varvara Stepanova, Medunetzky, Rodchenko, the Stenbergs, and others)
denounced the “bourgeois” art of painting, giving it the pejorative term of “easelism,” and
demanded that artists enter into industrial production. In an advanced technological society, they
imagined, avant-garde artistic production would not consist of paintings and sculptures but of
machine-based art (cinema, photography, etc.) and art produced with industrial technologies. By
the time of the 1922 exhibition catalogue, which contains the first published instance of the term
‘Constructivism,’ as Christina Lodder explains in her landmark publication on the subject, the
movement was already linked to industrial labor and to a call for artists to become factory
workers.60 (This timeline coincides with the publication of Soviet art historian Nikolai
Tarabukin’s book From Easel to Machine, whose title usefully summarizes the Constructivist’s
intended shift from painting to machine production).61
Prominent Constructivists independently argued for a shift into scientific or industrial
production. Critic Osip Brik wrote an essay with a simple declarative title that sums up the aims
of the period: “Into Production!”62 Boris Avratov was an art historian, Marxist theoretician, and a
member of INKhUK—the Institute of Artistic Culture in Moscow, founded in March 1920—
where Constructivism began in 1921.63 He wrote, in 1922, that artists should “assimilate not
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aesthetic methods, but the methods of societal and social construction” and that they should
aspire to “be engineers.”64 Boris Kushner, a founding member of the Petrograd Society for the
Study of Poetic Language, predicated a new class of “engineer-artists” that would replace
“engineer-constructors” (i.e. factory workers) altogether.65 Rodchenko provided an early
endorsement of industrial production during the first meeting of the Constructivists in March
1921, stating that “all new approaches to art arise from technology and engineering and move
towards organization and construction.”66 Works of art like El Lissitzky’s famous Self-Portrait
(The Constructor) (1924), a multiple-exposure photograph that combines a portrait of the artist
with an image of his hand holding a compass, visually represented the new union between art
and engineering (Fig. 4.10).67
The goal to move into industrial production—speculative, given the prematurity of
Russia’s industrialization at the time—signaled the Constructivist’s new “Productivist”
platform.68 Artists were supposed to become artist-engineers or artist-constructors: training in
technical schools, working in factories, participating in production decisions, and creating massproduced utilitarian objects as a way to transform everyday life under socialism.69 Under the
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Soviet-sponsored New Economic Policy, Rodchenko moved from abstract spatial constructions
to graphic design for state-owned products, including box designs for Our Industry caramels and
ads for Red October cookies, and Popova moved from Cubo-Futurist paintings to textile prints
and clothing designs for the First State Textile Printing Works in Moscow with Stepanova, to
give only a few examples of artists who made Productivist works (Fig. 4.11).70 Entering the
factory was seen as the ideal way to overcome the separation between art and life, since it
provided a site for conjoining creative and industrial labor.
Yet the move into the factory was largely a Constructivist fantasy. While evidence
indicates that Stepanova and Popova were the only artists to create designs for factory objects
(namely textiles) that were eventually mass produced, they never participated in the means of
production or manufacturing process, despite some petitioning to do so, and only Stepanova
actually received training in industrial design.71 Most of the other Productivists only managed to
create speculative designs, models, or prototypes for unrealized utilitarian objects or
environments—in what Lodder has called a “functional aesthetic”—like Tatlin’s unrealized
Monument to the Third International (1919–20), a towering structure of iron and glass that
would commemorate the revolution (Fig. 4.12).72 As design historian Victor Margolin confirms,
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the Productivists “made little headway in collaborating with industry by the late 1920s.”73 This
productive myth of the artist-engineer enabled Soviet artists to align themselves with Soviet
aspirations for a technologically-advanced, industry-driven society without having to actually
learn or work within the means of production. Mechanical music thus represented a field in
which artist-engineers could effectively operate within the context of Soviet industry, since these
individuals, already equipped with technical expertise, could work directly with state-run film
studios in developing soundtracks. Sholpo thus provides a constructive model for the artistengineer in this period, since he effectively developed an avant-garde technology (the
Variophon) and abstract visual form (paper sound) within the industrial production context of a
Soviet film lab.
Alongside these speculative design prototypes, another process-driven strain of
Productivism emerged, as Maria Gough has recently argued in The Artist as Producer: Russian
Constructivism in Revolution, a groundbreaking study of the movement.74 Gough focuses on
Ioganson, who in 1923 stopped working as an artist altogether to take a job at the state-run
Krasnyi Prokatchik (Red Roller) metalworking factory, a rolling mill in Moscow, where he
became the only Constructivist to be employed in a factory.75 There, he became a metal cutter
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and production organizer, and participated in the process of manufacturing rolled sheet metal,
but was not directed to create finished products. Gough argues that Ioganson’s entry into the
factory articulated an alternative narrative for Productivism concerned not with “the design of
utilitarian objects but rather with the invention of new apparatuses and a system of production
itself,” reconfiguring the Constructivist as an “inventor in production.”76 In other words,
Ioganson’s factory work reconceived the role of the Constructivist as an inventor with
indeterminate objectives rather than as an artist with utilitarian intentions: as an artist-engineer.
These speculative aspects of Constructivism—its concern with prototypes, concepts,
processes, theories, and systems of production—became the core of the Projectionist ethos.77
Indeed, in his enigmatic manifesto for Projectionism, “Our Slogans on this Occasion” (1924),
Nikritin explains the group’s concern with methods and systems of organization:
The artist is the inventor of new SYSTEMS which objectively signify objects and works
of art…The artist is a producer not of consumer goods (cupboards and pictures) but of
PROJECTIONS (the METHOD) of the organization of materials…Art is the science of
an objective system of the organization of materials…Every organization comes into
being through the METHOD […] The contemporary art of Projectionism is tectonics (it
is the algebra of organizational science)…78
He maintains that artists should not create art objects or quotidian goods but rather “projections”
of objects: plans, experiments, and concepts. Using language derived from Aleksey Gan’s
articulation of Constructivism’s formal strategies, Nikritin positions Projectionism as an
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extension of Constructivist ideologies rather than as a rejection of its utilitarian claims.79 He
defines Projectionism as “tectonics,” one of the three principles of Constructivism as outlined by
Gan (the others being “faktura” and “construction”), an obscure term that generally refers to the
overall concept of a work as it relates to industrial materials.80
Though Nikritin talks about Projectionism in objective, rational, and scientific terms,
Red’ko was the most vocal of the Projectionists in terms of expressing the group’s interest in
scientific theories and technologies. His “Deklaratsiia elektroorganizma” (Declaration on
Electroorganism; 1922), a secondary Projectionist manifesto, explains the group’s concerns with
energy, light, radio waves and perception.81 It argues that artists should explore and measure
scientific phenomena, like the speed of light and the production of electricity, and use these
observations as the basis for a new form of painting.82 The representation of motion and,
subsequently, the passage of time were critical to Red’ko’s conception of “electro-organic”
painting as were the depiction of visible and audible phenomena.83
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Yet even with the Projectionists’ concentration on painting, Red’ko names the audiovisual technology of cinema as the ideal medium for representing kinetically the perceptual
dynamism he attempted to achieve in his paintings: “‘Cinema’ is the problem of form in
painting; cinematic technique is the means of realization. The light and color of cinema are
crowding out ‘paint’ which yield to the strength of ‘light-matter.’ The two-dimensional
cinematic plane “electro-kinetically” reveals the method of mastering the essence of the electroorganism in painting.”84 Although Red’ko would never work with film, his enthusiasm for the
medium was shared by other members of the Russian avant-garde—like the filmmaker Dziga
Vertov and Gan, publisher of the constructivist film journal Kino-Photo—who saw in celluloid
an effective aesthetic and propagandistic means for conveying the velocity of the modern era.85
Sholpo marks the nexus where the Russian avant-garde’s interests in utopian technology,
machine worship, factory production, projectionism, cinema, and sound converge. His writings
and inventions—especially the Variophon, his proto-synthesizer—chart key directions in
creative experimentation in early 20th century Russia. Moreover, Sholpo’s projects of the late
1910s and early 1920s encapsulate the broader ideological and artistic shift underway in Soviet
art and culture: from objects to processes and speculative research, from a studio practice to
industrial production, and from a concern with functional aesthetics to a creative engagement
with math and engineering. Sholpo’s Variophon and his cinema projects marked a turning point
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in Russian sound culture, one that saw the creation of an avant-garde tool for visualizing sound
that would transform modes of musical production for decades.

From Cinematic Graphic Sound to Synthetic Paper Sound
In 1918, the year of the Russian Civil War between the Bolshevik Red Army and the
anti-Bolshevik “whites,” the Leonardo da Vinci Society disbanded, and its members pursued
independent research projects. That year, despite the social and political turmoil around him,
Sholpo constructed a Melograph, a mechanical device that registers a piano performance on
paper, and conducted research into Welte-Mignons, automated pianos similar to pianolas, but,
according to him, neither lived up to the comprehensive nature and crystalline accuracy of the
fictional Mechanical Orchestra. Yet, as he would recall in a 1938 essay, “the invention of sound
cinema was able to change everything.”86
The cinema industry in Russia had been radically reorganized throughout the 1910s and
1920s as various centralized committees formed to consolidate the activities of the numerous
state film studios. One such committee was a union formed under Lenin in 1918 and spearheaded
by Anatoly Lunacharsky, the Soviet government’s People’s Commissar for Enlightenment
(Narkompros), which was tasked with coordinating for northern communes “all affairs and the
resolution of all questions concerning the cinema in all of its field.”87 By March 1928, with
Joseph Stalin now in power, a First All-Union Party Conference on Cinema was held to
determine how to bring all the film studios under one central authority. (This re-organization of
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the film industry was part of a larger Soviet restructuring program, the First Five-Year Plan
[1928–32], that was initiated by Stalin to overhaul Soviet life, from rapidly industrializing
agrarian areas to consolidating power over all major labor industries.) The film production and
distribution organization Soyuzkino, led by Boris Shumyatsky, was established on February 13,
1930 and charged with everything from approving scripts and final cuts to regulating the
manufacturing of equipment and film stock.88 The agency asserted economic oversight over film
production and aimed to create a mass industry of “cinema for the millions,” to use one of
Shumyatsky’s phrases.89
The reorganization of the film industry that came with the First Five-Year Plan also
coincided with the introduction of synchronized sound to Russian cinema.90 Sound had already
been a significant aspect of Russian avant-garde film culture in the form of montage, an
invention of the filmmakers Sergei Eisenstein and Vertov, for which excerpts of individual
sounds (noises, field recordings, speech, etc.) unrelated to the action on screen were edited
together in rapid succession. These disparate, montaged sounds were recorded to discs and
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played on a phonograph simultaneously with a black-and-white silent film to provide its
soundtrack. But by 1930, the anomalous sounds and formalist principles of avant-garde montage
had given way to the realist soundtracks and populism of movies with sync sound—that is,
motion pictures with the image and soundtrack encoded on the same film strip. As film historian
Ian Christie has explained, with the feverish new demand for synchronized sound films, Soviet
montage “became an almost immediate anachronism.”91
The Russian film community met this new technology with ambivalence. Three leading
practitioners of montage, Eisenstein, Vsevolod Pudovkin and Grigori Alexandrov, wrote the
polemical “Statement on Sound” (1928)—perhaps the most well-known primary source on
Russian sound film—as a reflection on the changing cinema landscape at the end of the 1920s.92
The text encapsulates the Russian avant-garde position on the emergence of “talkies.” The
authors convey their strong objections to naturalistic synchronization, explaining that it will
“destroy the culture of montage,” creating illusionism and neatly coupling image to sound rather
than perpetuating the discordant and disjunctive qualities of montage cinema.93 While they
cautiously accept synchronized sound as a necessary and potentially beneficial development,
they also defend montage, firmly asserting that a “contrapuntal use of [sync] sound,” in which
the sounds are sharply at odds with the images on screen, is the only acceptable avant-garde
method for producing sound films, since it opposes the naturalist illusion of sounds coupled to
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images.94 Yet the major film studios, managed by Soyuzkino, welcomed synchronized sound as a
boon for the movie industry, and the Soviet regime embraced the technology as a new tool for
reaching (and re-educating) the proletariat via propaganda films that served the interest of the
state.95 The Russian government had been making silent propaganda films for years, but sound
provided a new creative tool for state-funded filmmakers to engage, and coerce, the senses of the
Soviet citizenry.
Although as a matter of course artists, filmmakers, and engineers (including Sholpo) had
worked for state studios or accepted commissions to produce propaganda films for the Soviet
establishment throughout the 1920s, they were often able to do so with the experimental
aesthetics of a revolutionary modernism (for example, Vertov’s Chelovek s kino-apparatom
[Man with a Movie Camera; 1929], produced for the Ukrainian state studio Vse-Ukrains’ke Foto
Kino Upravlinnia, or All-Ukrainian Photo Cinema Administration) (Fig. 4.13).96 But under the
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precepts of Socialist Realism, officially declared in 1934, experimental or nontraditional forms
of artistic expression were charged as “formalism” and censored (although this policy had
already been enforced unofficially for several years); artists, filmmakers, and musicians were
pressured to create optimistic works that would appeal to mainstream, bourgeois tastes and
support the Communist regime and its ideology. Yet Sholpo not only continued to use his avantgarde “paper sound” technique to produce soundtracks for motion pictures but was directly
supported by state-operated studios in his endeavor.97
Film studios were known at this time, until the mid-1930s, as “film factories”
(kinofabriki), a term that highlights their status as models of industrial production.98 The phrase
also throws artistic labor in this era into stark relief, evoking the monotony, continuity, and massfabrication of assembly-line production rather than the creative, collaborative, and attentive work
of filmmaking. The epithet was nonetheless adopted by avant-garde filmmakers working in state
studios, who were invested in the merging of artistic and industrial production.99 “Film
factories,” such as the Leningrad-based Sevzapkino, generally produced three types of films in
this early sound era: documentary or newsreel films, silent movies dubbed with soundtracks, and
“full” sound movies.
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Director Abram Room’s Piatiletka. Plan velikikh rabot was the first of these sound films,
notable now for catalyzing the production of graphic sound. Though the movie is now lost,
extant descriptions confirm that it was a propaganda film that glorified the goals of the First
Five-Year Plan, which itself spurred the development of synchronized sound. In this way,
through its scenario, sound effects, music, and voice over, Piatiletka. Plan velikikh rabot
recursively celebrates the very policy that enabled its production, as film historian Malte
Hagener has explained.100 Ironically, only two cinemas in the Soviet Union were equipped to
screen the film upon its release in March 1930; given the nation’s insistence on manufacturing its
own equipment and stock, the production and installation of sound technologies in theaters was
slow in comparison to the West.101
Mikhail Tsekhanovsky, an artist, illustrator, and animator, was hired to create animated
segments for the picture, and Avraamov and Sholpo were brought on to produce the film’s
soundtrack. (It was common at the time, as it is today, for composers, technologists, and
shumoviks, sound effects engineers, to work together in teams to create film soundtracks.) The
three of them, led by Avraamov, worked together in Shorin’s CLWC throughout 1929.102
Initially, Avraamov and Sholpo proposed an experimental soundtrack of noises, but were forced
to balance their avant-garde aesthetic with the conventional expectations of the film executives at
Soiuzkino who favored classical music. In his 1939 article “Synthetic Music,” Avraamov
recounted a turning point in their creative process:
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With immense interest we were using a magnifying glass to examine the very first, fresh
print of the soundtrack, still moist, which had just arrived from the lab…[Tsekhanovsky,
mesmerized by the waveform on the film, wondered:] ‘Interesting, if you were to trace an
Egyptian or ancient Greek design on the soundtrack – would we hear some hitherto
unknown archaic music?’ Sholpo and I brought his fantasy back down to earth. As the
ornament itself is strongly periodical in form, depending on its shape, we would hear only
single tones of one timbre or another. Whether they would be ‘Greek’ or ‘Egyptian’ is
hard to say, but there would certainly be nothing resembling a melody…But the word had
been spoken. The idea of reproducing a synthetic, ‘artificial’ soundtrack on the film strip
with all its brilliant possibilities—this idea had taken firm hold of us all.103
The team began to experiment with a graphic soundtrack, based on a limited vocabulary of
geometric figures (trapezoids, triangles, semi-circles, etc.), in an effort to create entirely new
sounds (Fig. 4.14).104 To do this, they drew directly onto the optical soundtracks of film strips
with pins dipped in India ink. But in the end, finding the process too delicate given the extremely
narrow width of the optical soundtrack and caving to pressure from the film’s director to work in
a more traditional manner, Avraamov and Sholpo abandoned their geometric graphic soundtrack,
and instead created one performed by a symphony orchestra.105 Yet, energized by their
discovery, Avraamov and Sholpo continued to privately explore individual directions in graphic
sound after the film was released.
Avraamov developed a systematic technique for creating graphic soundtracks, similar to
that of his German counterpart Rudolf Pfenninger, that involved hand-drawing sound waves and
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then photographing them onto film strips.106 He demonstrated his sound pieces in August 1930 at
the First Conference on Animation Techniques in Moscow and later established a laboratory for
the production of graphic soundtracks at the state-run Mosfilm studio, Multzvuk Group, that
generated more than 6,500 feet of ornamental sound tracks.107 (Avraamov’s projects and the
products of the Multzvuk Group, made with highly-flammable celluloid, were all destroyed in an
apartment fire in the mid- to late-1930s).108 He also wrote extensively on synthetic music,
speculating in 1939 on the future of graphic sound in a passage that seems to evoke Sholpo’s
own words on his mechanical experiments:
In less than two or three years the Soviet composer will lay his hands on a flawless and
obedient mechanism for the realization of his boldest artistic visions, a sort of universal
“super orchestra, conducted by the composer himself,” unlimited in its virtuosity,
expressiveness, accuracy of tuning, assortment of sounds (including wholly invented
sounds)—a veritable “world of tomorrow” in music.109
Indeed, in the years after Piatiletka: Plan velikih rabot, Sholpo endeavored to create such a
“super orchestra” in the form of the Variophon in an attempt to bring his imaginary Mechanical
Orchestra to life.
In May 1930, just two months after the release of Room’s film Piatiletka: Plan velikih
rabot, Sholpo applied for a patent on a “method and device for the production of a periodic
sound track on film,” the first part of a system that would later be called the Variophon (Fig.
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4.15).110 For the remainder of 1930, he conducted some preliminary experiments in a work space
provided by Shorin at the CLWC and produced a soundtrack (both drawn and recorded) for the
short propaganda film J god 1905 v burzhuaznoj satire (The Year 1905 in Bourgeois Satire),
directed by N.I. Galkin for Soiuzkino. Although he had studied music and music theory, and thus
had an understanding of scores and composition, Sholpo did not write the score for the film and
instead worked with the composer Georgy Rimsky-Korsakov (grandson of the famous composer
Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov). Like so many avant-garde and pro-Stalin films from this era, J god
1905 v burzhuaznoj satire—which featured animated caricatures of pre-revolutionary journals—
has not survived. By fall 1931, Sholpo and Rimsky-Korsakov were slated to produce a graphic
soundtrack for director Eduard Ioganson’s cartoon Tempy reshayut (Decisive Speed), an
experimental, animated propaganda film (also lost) promoting the use of government bonds. In
order to achieve the “primitive, eccentric sounds” he desired, Sholpo now needed to construct an
actual Variophon; the Bureau of Realization of Inventions at Lenfilm Studios agreed to fund the
project.111 Sholpo built the first prototype in early 1932.
The Variophon—or the “Sholpograph” as it was termed by his Lenfilm colleagues—was
a mechanical device for the production of graphic sound that used a radically different technique
from Pfenninger’s “sounding handwriting” system.112 Pfenninger, as elaborated in Chapter 3,
painted images of sound waves onto paper strips and then used an animation stand to photograph
these images onto the optical soundtrack of a film strip—doubly translating the labor of the hand
(via the paintbrush and photographer’s trigger) to a material that could be read by the mechanical
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device of the film projector. In Russia, while Avraamov, Yankovsky, and Voinov all utilized this
same animation stand technique, they varied in their approach to producing sound strips:
Avraamov analyzed and painted the shapes of individual sound waves, like Pfenninger.
Yankovsky built a device, the Vibroexponator, capable of creating sounds in varying timbres
using a spectrum analysis of sound frequencies. Voinov’s device, the Nivotone, precisely
calculated the shapes of sound waves, which the engineer then meticulously cut out of paper; he
then photographed these alongside the picture on a film strip.113
Sholpo instead partially automated this procedure (since the cogs were still cut by hand),
coupling sound directly to a film with the aid of the Variophon and eliminating the sound strip
and photographic transfer altogether. First, Sholpo produced hundreds of paper disks perforated
with holes of varying shapes and sizes, each disk corresponding to a specific note (Fig. 4.16).
These flimsy disks, resembling cogwheels or modern day Viewmaster reels, were then attached
(one at a time) to a tabletop device, a gear box constructed of wooden parts controlled by ropes,
wires, and levers, that could precisely control the speed of the disk’s rotation and sync it with a
moving film strip running through the same machine. A ray of light directed by prisms
penetrated the holes of the rotating paper disk and “printed” an image of the light shapes onto the
moving film strip.114 It’s difficult to assess if extant recordings of the Variophon are reflective of
its original sound, since corrosion on the old film strips and aging projectors could alter the
quality of a recording. Variations in playback speed seem to have slightly altered the pitch of
certain recordings, creating an unsteady warble as the film strip sped up and slowed down in the
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projector. But, generally, the sound is clear and tremulous, richest in tone at the mid-register but
capable of soaring highs, deep bass, and abrupt staccatos.
This paper sound technique was extremely precise and manipulatable. The speed of
rotation, which could be micro-adjusted, determined the tempo with faster revolutions creating
faster beats. The operator could program the machine to produce any pitch at any scale by setting
buttons, levers, and meters on the machine ahead of time. But it also required significant
forethought and planning. Sholpo had to pre-calculate the wave form and rhythm he wanted to
produce before cutting the paper disk. While the original Variophon was capable of generating
polyphonic soundtracks, it was only able to do so through multiple exposures, a painstaking
process that involved shooting over the same film again and again with different sound disks
until numerous sounds were built up onto the optical track. (In later versions of the device,
Sholpo produced polyphonic disks, with up to twelve sounds cut into the same paper wheel).
Since the results of the process could only be confirmed once the film was developed, a mistake
could result in several months of lost work.115
In partially automating sound synthesis via his paper disks, Sholpo created what was
effectively an early version of the modern synthesizer. The word “synthesizer” was not
introduced until 1956, when it was coined to describe an American instrument, the RCA
Electronic Music Synthesizer Mark I. Unlike electronic synthesizers produced since the mid1960s, which create sound in real time as they are played or controlled, the Variophon (like the
RCA Mark I after it) did not produce audible sound and was not intended as a live instrument.
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Rather, it was built for studio use as a “composition machine.”116 Yet we can still consider the
Variophon a significant early synthesizer: its settings gave the operator control over timbre and
pitch, the device generated electrical signals (in this case, from light) that were converted into
sound, and, importantly, it was used as a prototype for the ANS in the 1950s.
Still, as a machine designed to produce sound, the Variophon was remarkably
aestheticized. Its intricately cut paper tonewheels appear more ornamental than the regular,
diagrammatic wave patterns inscribed or notched into paper by Sholpo’s colleagues (Avraamov,
Voinov, and Yankovsky) which maintain the form and linearity of the strip (Fig. 4.17).
Moreover, in its use of a rotating gear mechanism and patterned disks to direct light and sound,
the Variophon was more comparable to early twentieth century electromechanical organs like the
Hammond organ (c. 1935), the Optophonic Piano (1916) designed by the Russian Vladimir
Baranoff Rossiné, or the Clavilux (“Lumia”) color organ (late 1920s) created by Thomas
Wilfred—in short, more analagous to musical instruments—than to film equipment (Fig.
4.18).117
Indeed, Sholpo’s expertise as an engineer and his diverse experience in the fields of film
and music, the visual and the aural, made him uniquely suited to design the Variophon, a device
that incorporated technologies derived from both fields. Sholpo attended college at the Institute
of Civil Engineers in St. Petersburg and undertook military service from 1918 to 1922 during the
Civil War in Russia, where he worked as a draftsman in the Bureau of Commissioners of
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Military-Engineering Management. Concurrent with his engineering practice, Sholpo also
performed as a musician and took courses in music theory at the St. Petersburg Conservatory. By
1926, deeply engaged in the study of acoustics, he was working at the Laboratory for Musical
Acoustics, part of the State Institute for History of the Arts; by the time he built the first version
of the Variophon in 1932, he had been hired as the manager of the department of Graphical
Sound at the Scientific and Technical Laboratory of Lenfilm Studios.118
It was there that Sholpo produced with the Variophon the short film Simfoniya Mira
(Symphony of Peace; 1932; 14 min.), perhaps his best-known project.119 A collaboration with
Rimsky-Korsakov, who composed the music, Simfoniya Mira was an allegorical cartoon about a
European peace conference in Geneva that critiqued Western disarmament efforts. A two-color
animated film with an exclusively graphic soundtrack directed by Vitali Syumkin and S.
Tarasov, the scenario was written by Eduard Ioganson, B. Bankovsky, and Alexander Flit with
design by Victor Grigoryev. The cartoon assembled a group of animal musicians, conducted by a
tiger, to perform a “Symphony of Peace.”120 The tune is suddenly interrupted by the sound of a
machine gun. Gas fills the air and, when it clears, the instruments have metamorphosed into
various weapons and the “Symphony of War” begins.121
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Remarkably, although the cartoon is now lost, a short instructional film about the
Variophon that Sholpo inserted before the main film has survived; the footage offers us the only
filmed record of the device in operation. In the clip, Sholpo himself is seen operating the
Variophon, smoking as he makes calculations, sets the paper wheel, and starts the device. Sholpo
carefully constructed this demonstration of the Variophon, which would have been a major
public introduction to the device. Intertitles explain the graphic soundtrack and the method of its
production (Fig. 4.19):
Scientific-Technical Lab of Lenfilm, Department of Graphical Sound, 1934 / Fifth
version from piano forte Sonata by Beethoven No. 26 / The sound recording is synthetic
according to the system by Evgeny Sholpo on the machine called the Variophon /
Cardboard disks are spinning with cutouts of different forms / They are photographed by
the Variophon onto a moving film strip / Different kinds of cutouts on these cardboard
disks / make different figures on the sound strip / When these images go through the
movie projector they turn into sound / These sounds are made artificially without the
participation of any musical instruments / Therefore, the Variophon is a purely optical
apparatus / It is not transmitting or receiving any sound / It is drawn (graphical) sound.122
Under Stalin, who hated modernist music, musical experiments in the Soviet Union moved
towards classicism as the regime censored unconventional modes of expression (atonality,
dissonance, noise) and controlled musical production. Thus, creating a soundtrack for Simfoniya
Mira was a complicated and traditionalist project for Sholpo, who programmed the Variophon to
imitate the sounds of the various instruments that appeared on screen and to perform the melody
of a classical sonata during the intertitles. But despite his and Rimsky-Korsakov’s efforts, the
film was never released: the two-color process was deemed by the film studio to be too low
quality for public issue. This was to be the first of many professional disappointments for Sholpo
in his attempts to promote the Variophon.
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For the next few years, Sholpo and Rimsky-Korsakov collaborated on a number of other
film and music projects using the Variophon, including a series of educational films about cars
such as Sjuita Karburacija (The Carburetor; 1933), and graphical sound versions of “Waltz”
(1935) by Nikolai Timofeev, “Ritt der Walküren“ (Ride of the Valkyries; 1851–56) by Richard
Wagner, “Hungarian Rhapsody No. 6” (1846–53) by Franz Liszt, “Pesnya Roberta” (Robert’s
Song; 1936) by Isaak Dunayevsky, and “March-Trot-Galop” (1935) by Rimsky-Korsakov
himself, ostensibly used as soundtracks for popular or propaganda films (Fig. 4.20).123 The brisk,
polyphonic soundtracks for Sjuita Karburacija (which still exists, though the film is lost) and
Liszt’s “Rhapsody” demonstrate the remarkable variability of tones, rhythms, and pitches
achievable with the Variophon, unlike other contemporary electronic instruments, like Henry
Cowell and Leon Theremin’s Rythmicon, which produced unmodulated, staccato, and
rhythmically rigid sounds.124
By 1935, Sholpo had been fired from Lenfilm but had been invited by Boris Krasin,
Commissar of the Soviet Pavilion for the 1937 Paris World’s Fair, to present the Variophon and
his graphic sound technique at the international exposition, a venue that would have given
Sholpo’s project wide attention and publicity. He was also invited to join the Avtonomnaya
Nauchno-Tehnicheskaya Sekciya (Autonomous Research Section at the Union of Composers, or
ANTES) in Leningrad, an organization founded by Avraamov, Krasin, and musicologist Alexei
Ogolevets that was dedicated to developing research into new tonal systems and electronic
instruments. It agreed to fund a second, improved version of the Variophon (Fig. 4.21). Sholpo
presented the device, now the size of a player piano, to the House of Scientists in Leningrad and
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to professors from the Moscow State Conservatory that year; the French newspaper Le Journal
de Moscou reported on the former meeting:
No virtuoso or orchestra can be compared, as far as technique and color, to the Sholpo
variophone. When one listens to G. Rimsky-Korsakoff’s plays written especially for this
instrument, as well as a few classical works by Beethoven, Chopin and Liszt adapted for
the variophone, one can hardly believe that this is not the perfect specimen of a virtuoso
or an orchestra of virtuosos, but a music “written graphically” by hand without any
previous musical performance.125
Sholpo recorded the soundtrack for several films with his new Variophon including one for the
experimental cartoon Sterviatniki (Vultures; 1941), about the fight between “Soviet” hawks and
“fascist” carrion birds, that he realized with the composer Igor Boldirev during the 1941
blockade in Leningrad (Fig. 4.22). Unfortunately, Krasin died unexpectedly in 1936 and, as a
result, Sholpo’s contract for the Paris World’s Fair was cancelled and ANTES closed.
As the Nazis advanced on and eventually invaded Russia, misfortune continued to plague
Sholpo and the Variophon, preventing both from reaching widespread recognition. Work on
Sholpo and Yankovsky’s magnum opus, a book titled The Theory and Practice of Graphical
Sound that was to codify their theories on sound synthesis, was halted after the advancement of
German troops into Russia in 1941.126 And on January 31, 1943, during the aforementioned siege
of Leningrad, the second version of the Variophon was destroyed by an enemy shell. After the
war, in 1946, Sholpo built a third version of the Variophon as director of the Scientific Research
Laboratory for Graphical Sound in Leningrad, but in 1948 he was removed from the position for
purportedly wasting resources; no images of this third device exist. The fourth and final iteration
of the Variophon, constructed beginning in 1949 at the Sound Recording Institute in Moscow—
and swollen in size to human height—remained unfinished at the time of Sholpo’s death in 1951
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(Fig. 4.23).127 Although the video of the Variophon in operation, as well as photographs,
diagrams, and patent applications, provide insights into its construction, none of the machines
have survived.

Conclusion: The ANS and the Afterlife of the Variophon
Though the Variophon was never popularly recognized for its experimental approach to
sound, it had attracted the support of the Soviet film industry and the attention of Sholpo’s
colleagues. And while the Variophon never fully lived up to Sholpo’s expectations for an
automated, all-encompassing Mechanical Orchestra, his idea for ornamental paper sound had an
immediate afterlife in the late 1950s with the invention of the ANS synthesizer, named after the
composer, occultist, and theosophist Alexander Nikolayevich Scriabin. This unique photoelectronic musical instrument—designed by audio engineer Evgeny Murzin beginning in 1939 in
a single model that still exists in Russia today—greatly expanded the Variophon’s primary
innovations, namely the sound wheel and gear box, and pushed Sholpo’s abstract visualization of
sound to its endpoint.128 Sound was no longer painted as waves or produced via pre-calculated
shapes cut in paper cogs but drawn, freely, by hand, and thus no longer imitated orchestral music
(Fig. 4.24).
While the Variophon was a table-top device, the ANS is a human-sized machine
resembling a jukebox. Its main interface is a sheet of glass covered in black mastic. The operator
scratches into the resin, creating a crude etching that removes parts of the black coating and
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reveals the raw glass below (Fig. 4.25). These arbitrary traces, which create a kind of “score,” do
not, however, reinstate the role of the performer, since the operator does not interpret these
marks as a musician would, but rather generates them indeterminately. Five photo-optic discs
spin behind the glass sheet, each printed with 144 concentric circles of sound waves representing
720 microtones.129 When the machine is switched on, light filters through these sound discs and
onto the composer’s etching. The vertical axis of the glass plate corresponds to pitch—marks
etched into the bottom of the glass create low frequencies, while those drawn onto the top half
create higher frequencies—and the horizontal axis to time. The resulting sounds are much more
organic and subtle than contemporary electronic synthesizers, sometimes akin to the singing tone
produced when rubbing one’s finger along the rim of a glass of water and sometimes resembling
the analog chatter of modular synths.130
Although Murzin never credited Sholpo’s Variophon as the basis for the ANS, he
undoubtedly knew of the project through his good friend Boris Yankovsky, whom he met in
1938. By that time, Yankovsky and Sholpo had been working on graphical sound projects in
tandem for years and were just about to embark on their primer on the subject. At the moment
when Murzin embarked on his design for the ANS, the Variophon was already in its third
iteration; Murzin must have known about the device and its unique paper sound cogs and used
them as the basis for his spinning optical sound disks.131
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Unlike Sholpo, who produced the Variophon with the support of state-funded film
centers, Murzin worked alone and in relative secrecy throughout the 1930s and 1940s on the
ANS. It was only in 1957, after the death of Stalin and the beginning of the Thaw under
Khrushchev, that wider Soviet artistic circles became aware of his invention. Famed composers
like György Ligeti and Karlheinz Stockhausen performed concerts on the ANS, which was then
housed at the Scriabin Museum, and various Russian rock bands recorded with it in the 1970s
and 1980s.132 The ANS was perhaps most famously used by Edward Artemyev in his soundtrack
for Andrey Tarkovsky’s 1972 science fiction film Solaris, based on Stanislaw Lem’s 1961 novel
of the same name. A psychological drama aboard a remote space station, Solaris can be seen as
an extension of the techno-futuristic societies first envisioned in Soviet and pre-Bolshevik
science fiction. In this way, the use of the ANS for the film’s soundtrack finally linked Sholpo’s
aspiration for a Mechanical Orchestra to the history of Soviet science fiction that had so inspired
him.133
Through his essay “The Enemy of Music” and subsequent creation of the Variophon,
Sholpo endeavored to transform modern music by removing the role of the interpreting musician
and creating, instead, a great sound machine that combined objective, scientific studies of sound
synthesis with a fantastic vision for “performer-less” music, thereby positioning the composer as
controller. His visionary projects demonstrate the ethos of technological futurism that was
pervasive in Bolshevik culture of the 1920s and 1930s, as avant-garde artists and engineers
moved from the creation of productivist goods to the formation of projectionist research. While
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“the full transference of ‘art’ into ‘industrial production’ remained a utopian vision” for the
Productivists, Sholpo’s work for the cinema more flexibly integrated the two fields, assimilating
abstract paper sound into the production for films at state-run “film factories.”134 Though a
successful standard for the artist-as-engineer failed to materialize in avant-garde circles in
Russia, Sholpo provides a more productive, hybrid model of the artist-engineer, one who
comfortably inhabited both roles within a Soviet film studio. His experiments, as I have shown,
were projective. Not mere speculative propositions, they represent a form of Soviet avantgardism intimately connected to science, engineering, and industrial technologies. In a society
enthralled by science fiction, techno-futurism, and modern machines, Sholpo transformed Soviet
culture through a technological and musical revolution and, with his modernist experiments,
realized the utopian goal of fusing creative expression with “mechanical kingdoms.”
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CONCLUSION
The legacy of artist-engineers such as Leopold Stokowski, Paul Deharme, Rudolf
Pfenninger, and Evgeny Sholpo is pervasive in contemporary artistic practices—even if buried
until now. After the technical viability of sound technologies emerged in the early 1930s, another
explosion of innovation occurred beginning in the 1950s as artists and engineers built on the
pioneering projects of the previous, pre-World War II generation and capitalized on
advancements in computing and wireless communications devices.1 With the rise of conceptual
art and its interrogation of both the authorial role of the artist and the status of the art object, the
telephone became a key conduit for conveying information or instructions and for transmitting
live sound. Artists continued to draw on the uncanny nature of disembodied sound to pull radio
transmissions from the ether, and expanded radio networks allowed artists to reach even greater
numbers of listeners. Graphical sound became more precise and polyphonic, while innovations in
circuit design, enhancements to surround sound, and digital video enabled new forms of
experimentation with film and projectors. The invention of modular synthesis transformed
modern electronic music, offering musicians and engineers a revolutionary way to control and
perform live sound. The four figures I have discussed were not only among the first to harness
the artistic capabilities of machines (the telephone, radio, synthesizer, and film projector), but
also actively contributed to their technical refinement.
Several key themes that have animated this study of the interwar avant-garde—especially
performer-less music and the dialectic between sound and image—reemerge in mid-century.
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Advancements in sound synthesis and data processing helped to reshape the relationship between
composition and performance, on the one hand, and the generation of sounds on the other,
making it possible to reduce, eliminate, or erase human intervention from the act of musical
creation and interpretation. New software, computers, and electronic synthsizers, like the RCA
Mark II, emerged as technological appendages, enabling artists and musicians to automate
compositional decisions and allowing the machines themselves to create sounds. John Cage’s
exhortation to embrace as music “any and all sounds that can be heard,” including the sounds
within silences, spurred other mid-century composers to incorporate everyday noises and
spontaneous sonic events into their works, thus complicating the notion of performer-less music
by granting performative agency to non-human actors, machines, and environmental activities
like wind and rain.2 Artist-engineers also continued to explore the relationship between sounds
and images as increasingly sophisticated audiovisual technologies, such as television and cinema
surround sound, closed the distance between the two.
The genealogy laid out in the previous chapters also offers an opportunity to view the
activities of the interwar avant-garde, as I have described them, in relation to the so-called neoavant-garde. This period of revolutionary artistic activity in the 1950s and 1960s, inspired by the
innovations of its earlier twentieth century precedents and in response to the needs of a postwar
bourgeois audience primed for spectacle, attempted to redefine art’s relationship to cultural
production in the new, commodified reality of Theodor Adorno and Max Horkheimer’s “culture
industry.”3 While Peter Bürger theorized the neo-avant-garde as a failed reprisal of its historical
2

John Cage, “The Future of Music: Credo” (1937), in Audio Culture: Readings in Modern Music, eds. Christoph
Cox and Daniel Warner (New York: Continuum, 2004), 26.
3

Theodor Adorno and Max Horkheimer, “The Culture Industry: Enlightenment as Mass Deception,” in Dialectic of
Enlightenment: Philosophical Fragments, ed. Gunzelin Schmid Noerr (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press,
2002), 94–136. For key analyses of the neo-avant-garde, see Benjamin H.D. Buchloh, Neo-Avantgarde and Culture
Industry: Essays on European and American Art from 1955 to 1975 (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 2000); Hal
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paradigm, Benjamin H.D. Buchloh and Hal Foster refute this causal logic and compellingly
argue for an originary neo-avant-garde that finally achieved the historical avant-garde’s project
to critique the institution of art.4 The neo-avant-garde was not a repetition or an after-effect, they
claim, but rather the result of productive exchange with the ideas of its precedent.
The recasting of the historical avant-garde’s intermedia, intersensory explorations in midcentury provided a necessary alternative for some artists to the strict medium-specificity
promoted by Clement Greenberg and Michael Fried in the United States. By this time, audiovisual technologies had proliferated and rapidly advanced in sophistication and accessibility,
making them ripe for new manipulations. Given its marginalization and reliance on complex
technical platforms, sound art also resisted institutionalization into museums and private
collections in a period when the “culture industry” began to decisively control the legacies,
practices, and visual artworks of the historical avant-garde, watering down their innovations for
mass consumption. In setting contemporary projects in dialogue with the work of my
protagonists, I show the significance of 1930s sound experiments for recent artworks and
interventions that utilized sound technologies as media.5
***
Following the “invisible orchestra” and its pioneering use of the telephone system as a
medium in the 1930s, the telephone began to appear again in numerous art projects of the 1960s,

Foster, “What’s Neo about the Neo-Avant-Garde?” October 70 (Autumn 1994): 5–32; and Neo-Avant-Garde, ed.
David Hopkins (Amsterdam: Rodopi, 2006).
4

See Foster, “What’s Neo about the Neo-Avant-Garde?” and Benjamin H.D. Buchloh, “Theorizing the AvantGarde,” Art in America 72, no. 10 (November 1984): 19–21.
5

I do not mean to suggest that the four projects I have described necessarily provided direct inspiration for
contemporary experiments with sound technologies, but rather that they represent an origin point for recent
practices, both as the first examples of creative experiments with these media and in helping to either refine the
technologies (Stokowski, Sholpo) or develop new methods for using them (Deharme, Pfenninger).
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most of which used the device in the traditional sense, that is, as a means to communicate or
convey information. Walter de Maria’s “Art by Telephone” (1969) was installed in the famous
conceptual art group show, When Attitudes Become Form, at the Kunsthalle Bern. It consisted
simply of a telephone placed on the floor and a sign instructing the viewer to answer the phone if
it rang; the artist was on the other end of the line. An exhibition also titled Art by Telephone was
installed at the Museum of Contemporary Art in Chicago that same year. Inspired by László
Moholy-Nagy’s “Telephone Paintings”—officially Constructions in Enamel (1923), a series of
works produced by a porcelain-enamel factory in Weimar according to the artist’s instructions,
which were purportedly relayed via telephone—this influential exhibition consisted of projects
by some three dozen artists that were conveyed over the telephone to museum staff who then
executed the works according to the artists’ instructions (Fig. 5.1).6 The phone calls that initiated
the artworks were compiled onto an LP record, which was sold as the exhibition catalogue.7
Several other projects in this era drew on long-distance telephone technology to link
disparate sound sources for a live transmission event, building on the precedent established by
Stokowski and Bell Laboratories. City-Links was a series of performance installations by
American artist Maryanne Amacher organized in twenty-two cities over several decades.

6

The artist list included Siah Armajani, Richard Artschwager, John Baldessari, Iain Baxter, Mel Bochner, George
Brecht, Jack Burnham, James Lee Byars, Robert H. Cumming, Francoise Dallegret, Jan Dibbets, John Giorno,
Robert Grosvenor, Hans Haacke, Richard Hamilton, Dick Higgins, Davi Det Hompson, Robert Huot, Alani Jacquet,
Ed Kienholz, Joseph Kosuth, Les Levine, Sol LeWitt, Robert Morris, Bruce Nauman, Claes Oldenburg, Dennis
Oppenheim, Richard Serra, Robert Smithson, Guenther Uecker, Stan Van Der Beek, Bernar Venet, Frank Lincoln
Viner, Wolf Vostell, William Wegman, and William T. Wiley. For more on Moholy-Nagy’s telephone paintings, see
Krisztina Passuth, Moholy-Nagy (New York: Thames & Hudson, 1985), 31–33; Louis Kaplan, “The Telephone
Paintings: Hanging Up Moholy,” Leonardo 26, no. 2 (1993): 165–68; Oliver A. I. Botar, “Art as Information /
Information as Art,” in Sensing the Future: Moholy-Nagy, Media and the Arts (Zurich: Lars Müller Publishers,
2014), 151–54; Brigid Doherty, “László Moholy-Nagy: Constructions in Enamel. 1923,” in Bauhaus: Workshops
for Modernity 1919–1933, eds. Barry Bergdoll and Leah Dickerman (New York: The Museum of Modern Art,
2010), 131–33; and László Moholy-Nagy, “Abstract of an Artist” (1944), in The New Vision and Abstract of an
Artist (New York: Wittenborn, 1947), 79.
7

A free MP3 version of the record is available on UbuWeb. See ubu.com/sound/art_by_telephone.html.
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Microphones and analogue telephone lines transmitted sound feeds from different sites to a
central space where Amacher would live mix the transmissions. The project began in 1967 with
eight channels of sound captured from various locations in Buffalo, New York including the Erie
Canal, exhaust pumps from an area gas plant, and the airport, which were then transmitted to
WBFO FM radio where Amacher mixed the source sounds over the course of a twenty-eight
hour broadcast performance. Dependent on a vast apparatus of equipment and leased telephone
lines, City-Links both integrated and reflected upon the American telecommunications network
(Fig. 5.2).
Similarly, John Cage’s infamous Variations VII, performed in New York City as part of
the legendary event 9 Evenings: Theatre & Engineering (1966), comprised sounds entirely
created in real-time (rather than recorded) by devices including telecommunications technologies
like the radio and telephone, which amplify and transmit sounds already occurring elsewhere.8
Prior to the performance, Cage arranged for ten telephone lines to pick up noises from locations
around New York City, including the Bronx Zoo aviary, composer Terry Riley’s turtle tank, the
14th Street Con Edison power plant, and the floor of dancer Merce Cunningham’s studio; these
were then broadcast into the performance space (the 69th Regiment Armory) and manipulated
live by Cage and dozens of collaborators (Fig. 5.3). Both Amacher and Cage sought to develop
the idea of sonic telepresence—the sensation or effect of being present via the mediation of
technology—by harnessing the sounds from distant telephone lines for a live performance event.
After the birth of radio broadcasting in the 1920s and the pioneering radio plays of artistengineers like Paul Deharme, radiophonic experiments flourished in the later 1930s and in the

8

Cage also picked up the brainwaves of his performers and deployed photo-voltaic cells to trigger sounds as the
musicians passed in front of pre-installed lights. Geiger counters, household machines (blenders, fans, mixers),
contact microphones, and transistor radios were also used.
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decades immediately after World War II. Distinct national genres of radio plays formed across
Europe, from art radiophonique in France to hörspiel (literally “hear play”) in Germany, which
emerged from the rich radio culture of the Weimar Republic, to radio dramas in the United
States. Key examples from mid-century include John Cage and Kenneth Patchen’s The City
Wears a Slouch Hat (1942), the story of an urban drifter with a score of percussive sound effects
commissioned by CBS Radio; Antonin Artaud’s infamous 1947 play for French Radio Pour en
finir avec le jugement de Dieu (To have done with the judgement of God), an assaultive,
anguished tirade of anti-Americanism, nonsense words, anti-Catholic sentiment, and scatological
references based on Artaud’s “theater of cruelty;” and Samuel Beckett’s wordy experimental
production Embers (1959), one of several radio plays he produced for the BBC in the 1950s and
1960s.9
The radio has also been continually mobilized as a creative medium and as a performance
instrument in projects that subvert the key function of the radio as a transmission device. For
example, Cage used the radio as an instrument of sound generation instead of reception. In 1951
he composed Imaginary Landscape No. 4 (March No. 2), a piece for twelve radios and twentyfour performers in which a pair of operators assigned to each radio control the volume
(amplitude) and tuning (frequency). Composed in traditional notation to precisely specify the
moments in which the volume and tuning knobs should be adjusted, the piece also
characteristically incorporates Cage’s chance operations, allowing the unknown content of a

9

Interestingly, all of these examples are marked in part by failure: Cage initially wrote an ambitious 250-page score
of sound effects, but was forced by station engineers to simplify his vision. Artaud’s controversial radio piece, slated
to air on February 2, 1948, was pulled by the station director right before its scheduled broadcast. Artaud died that
March; the radio play was never publicly aired in the artist’s lifetime, and was only broadcast for the first time in the
1970s. Embers, known for its challenging language and complex narrative, was considered by both critics and the
artist to be too difficult for an audience to grasp. To listen to The City Wears a Slouch Hat, visit https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=82COs3cuLC8. To listen to Pour en finir avec le jugement de Dieu, visit https://archive.org/
embed/ToHaveDoneWithTheJudgmentOfGodWrittenAndReadByAntoninArtaud. To listen to Embers, visit
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_wp0MDYuaQU, all accessed December 15, 2018.
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tuning frequency—static, talk show, popular music, baseball game, sermon, etc.—into the
performance.10 Such a work represents an example of the ways in which the role of the
performer was reconfigured yet again in mid-century.
For Public Supply I (1966), the first in a series of performances that would continue until
1973, sound artist Max Neuhaus asked listeners to call in to ten telephone lines in the studio of
New York City public radio station WBAI-FM.11 He then live-mixed the sound sources of the
incoming audio and broadcast the new sound collage over the radio, deploying the radio as a
participatory network in which the public could both contribute and listen to sonic material.
Neuhaus’s creative framework was both distributed and dispersed: the artist and the public,
situated in distant locations, shared responsibility for participating in, and ultimately completing,
the performance. This shared authorial agency recalls the radiophonic principles of Deharme,
who sought not only to affect the subconscious minds of his listening audience, but also to solicit
their feedback as to whether or not his play, Un incident au Pont du Hibou, generated
hallucinatory dreams.
Film projectors and celluloid also continued to capture the imaginations of mid-century
experimental filmmakers who saw graphic sound as a tool for free expression and for working
outside of the expensive, proprietary, and commercial sound technologies of the cinema industry.
Norman McLaren brought graphic sound to a new level of attention in 1940 when Peggy
Guggenheim commissioned him to make several cameraless films with synthetic sound, which

10

This treatment of the radio influenced Cage’s friend Robert Rauschenberg, who incorporated five working radios
into several of his combines including Oracle (1962–65), a piece developed with engineer Billy Klüver at Bell
Laboratories.
11

For more on Public Supply, see Charles Eppley, “Soundsites: Max Neuhaus, Site-Specificity, and the Materiality
of Sound as Place,” Ph.D. diss., Stony Brook University, 2017. As a follow-up, Neuhaus developed a hugely
ambitious project called Radio Net (1977), for which he asked radio listeners to call in to National Public Radio
stations (around two hundred at the time) and whistle; he live-mixed the sound feeds in a two hour broadcast.
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joined the collection of the Museum of Non-Objective Painting and were screened there in
several programs of abstract film. McLaren was aware of Rudolf Pfenninger’s early graphic
sound films, and even saw Pitsch und Patsch (1932), Pfenninger’s animation of an underwater
scene featuring an introductory demonstration of his technique, tönende Handscrhift (sounding
handwriting).12 Building on the German filmmaker’s technique and method, McLaren devised a
system of index cards containing dozens of drawn wave forms that he would select to produce
synthetic soundtracks. He also intervened on the celluloid strip directly, using razors, pens,
brushes, knifes, and other tools to draw, etch, or otherwise mark the optical sound strip (Fig.
5.4).
Daphne Oram, a British composer and significant figure in the evolution of electronic
music, designed her own graphic sound system in 1959 called Oramics. A massive, three-part
automated machine, the Oramics instrument consisted of glass plates and ten synchronized strips
of 35mm film, all containing irregularly painted lines and shapes; as with Pfenninger’s system,
light cells would translate these dark forms into tones. Though too fragile to play, the Oramics
machine has been preserved at the London Science Museum (Fig. 5.5).13
Since the introduction of sound cinema, new technologies like digital projectors and
cameras, multi-channel surround sound, and high-definition video formats have continually and
radically transformed the cinema industry. Today, celluloid film is almost an obsolete medium;
once the sole option for producing feature-length movies, 35mm film stock was only used to
produce around thirty films in 2017 according to one study from the industry magazine

12
Maynard Collins, Norman McLaren (Ottawa: Canadian Film Institute, 1976), 73–74. I mention McLaren because
he was aware of Pfenninger’s trailblazing experiments, though Len Lye and Stan Brakhage represent two other
filmmakers well-known for their drawn sound projects.
13

For more on Oram, see her book An Individual Note of Music, Sound and Electronics (1972; republished by
Wakefield, UK: Anomie Academic, 2016).
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Filmmaker, owing to the diminution of companies producing celluloid film and the associated
increase in costs.14 Nonetheless, independent filmmakers have regularly used celluloid film and
projectors as tools for sonic experiments. From Paul Sharits’s Shutter Interface (1975),
consisting of four 16mm film projectors that overlap shifting color fields and transmit flickering
tones from the machines themselves (Fig. 5.6), to David Gatten’s What the Water Said, Nos. 1–3
(1997/98), a cameraless film for which the artist submerged celluloid strips in the Atlantic
Ocean, allowing aquatic matter to abrade and inscribe the surface, the materials and technologies
of film remain potent sites for experimentation (Fig. 5.7).
As we have seen, Evgeny Sholpo’s visionary design for a synthesizer in the early 1930s
was not fully realized until the late 1950s, when advancements in computing, circuitry design,
and sound generation enabled the production of the ANS, a programmable electronic synthesizer
considered to be among the precursors for modern versions of the instrument.15 The completion
of that machine in 1957 launched an innovative period of modular synthesizer design in the
1960s as Don Buchla built the Buchla 100 (1963–65), commissioned by composers Ramon
Sender and Morton Subotnick as a live performance instrument, and as Robert Moog created the
eponymous Moog (1964), a system partially controlled by a piano-style keyboard that was
initially used only in recording studios (Fig. 5.8).16 Though refined and enhanced over decades

14

Vadim Rizov, “Around 31 Films Shot on 35mm Released in 2017,” Filmmaker Magazine (April 5, 2018),
https://filmmakermagazine.com/105050-31-films-shot-on-35mm-released-in-2017/#.XBU3wy_MwWo, accessed
December 15, 2018.
15

The RCA Mark II Sound Synthesizer, installed at Columbia University in 1957 where it remains today, is another
of these precursors. Like the ANS, it was a custom-built, single model synthesizer. The other devices I discuss in
this paragraph, the Buchla and Moog, were built for mass production.
16

For more on Buchla, see The San Francisco Tape Music Center: 1960s Counterculture and the Avant-Garde, ed.
David W. Bernstein (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2008). For more on Moog, see Analog Days: The
Invention and Impact of the Moog Synthesizer, by Trevor Pinch and Frank Trocco (Cambridge, MA: Harvard
University Press, 2002).
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and still built today, these instruments are nonetheless relics of the golden age of synthesizer
design. Today, synthesizing music has become simpler and ubiquitous, since the invention of
MIDI in the 1980s (a communication protocol for audio devices), the invention of miniscule but
highly-powered circuits, and the design of computer programs and phone applications that allow
anyone to create music at the push of a button.
Aside from these contemporary experiments, it is instructive to consider the figures I
have discussed in this dissertation within a larger history of convergences between art, science,
and technology in the postwar period. While I have examined several artist-engineers who
worked simultaneously but independently on creative experiments with sound technologies, the
1960s saw the emergence of several collectives and collaborative initiatives that combined art
and music with advancements in engineering. These included Experiments in Art and
Technology, also known as E.A.T. (1967–70), based in New York and launched by artists,
dancers, and musicians with scientists from Bell Telephone Laboratories; the Art and
Technology program at the Los Angeles County Museum of Art (1967–70), which paired artists
with aerospace, telecommunications, and scientific research corporations such as NASA and
AT&T; and the New York media group USCO (1964–66), a collective of artists and engineers
whose multi-sensory, intermedia projects were sparked by the psychedelic effects of LSD.17 The
projects I have mapped, from 1928 to 1933, can be seen as direct antecedents to these more
familiar 1960s collaborations.

17
Countless other exhibitions and projects have been devoted to the alliance between art and technology, including
TV as a Creative Medium (Howard Wise Gallery, 1969), Information (Museum of Modern Art, 1970), Software:
Information Technology, Its New Meaning for Art (Jewish Museum, 1970), and more recently, “Seven on Seven,” an
ongoing project by the New York non-profit Rhizome that pairs artists with technologists to produce a project
presented for one-night only.
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These 1960s groups are often described as the “origin point” for partnerships between
artists and technologists in the twentieth century.18 Much attention has been devoted in particular
to E.A.T., a non-profit organization founded by engineer Billy Klüver and artist Robert
Rauschenberg as a vehicle for the production of intermedia projects combining avant-garde art
and cutting-edge technology.19 The high-profile nature of the group and its participants—
including luminaries from the worlds of dance, music, and art such as Yvonne Rainer, John
Cage, and Öyvind Fahlström—as well as a renewed interest in scholarship on the art of the
1960s has resulted in numerous articles, books, and exhibitions on E.A.T., including five
dedicated exhibitions in a single recent year.20 Bell Laboratories even revived E.A.T. as a
corporate initiative beginning in 2017, the group’s fiftieth anniversary.
Yet the four projects I have discussed herein—with the telephone (Leopold Stokowski),
radio (Paul Deharme), projector (Rudolf Pfenninger), and synthesizer (Evgeny Sholpo)—
advance this narrative by about four decades, demonstrating that artist-engineers creatively
experimented with sound technologies as early as 1928. Developed in scientific laboratories and
corporate research departments, outside of conventional venues for the production and exhibition

18

See for example Michelle Kuo, “Robert Rauschenberg’s nine night electronic tennis match in the dark,” The
Guardian (January 27, 2016), http://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2016/jan/27/robert-rauschenbergelectronic-tennis-match-art-tech-john-cage-9-evenings, accessed February 25, 2016. E.A.T. is also the subject of
Kuo’s Ph.D. dissertation, “‘To Avoid the Waste of a Cultural Revolution’: Experiments in Art and Technology
(E.A.T.), 1966–1974” (Harvard University, 2018).
19

Klüver summarized the importance of collaboration between artists and technologists during a talk at the Museum
of Modern Art in 1968: “It is essential for the artist to have permanent and organic access not only to existing
technical facilities and materials, but also to facilities for experimentation. Only industry can give the artist what he
wants. It would be, at this point, not only wrong but sheer indulgence to think in terms of setting up separate
laboratories and facilities for artists to works in.” Quoted in Marisa Jahn, “Producing and Its Byproducts,” in
Byproduct: On the Excess of Embedded Art Practices, ed. Marisa Jahn (Toronto, Canada: YYZ Books, 2010),
35.
20

E.A.T. has been the subject of five exhibitions in the last year, at the Spencer Museum of Art, University of
Kansas (2015), the Museum der Moderne Salzburg (2015), the Contemporary Jewish Museum in San Francisco
(2015), the George Mason University School of Art in Virginia (2015), and Whitechapel Gallery in London (2016).
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of art, the sonic projects I describe represent a thriving facet of avant-garde activity in the 1920s
and 1930s. Mobilizing emergent machines for the generation or transmission of sound, the four
protagonists in this study helped to revolutionize not only the nature of sound and the culture of
listening but the history of art and technology.
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Italy, ca. 1914–15. Both published in Letters from the Avant-Garde: Modern
Graphic Design, by Ellen Lupton and Elaine Lustig Cohen (New York: Princeton
Architectural Press, 1996).
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Fig. 1.1

Notebook by Alexander Graham Bell, 1875–76, entry dated March 10, 1876.
Library of Congress, Manuscript Division.
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Fig. 1.2

(top) Signal path for Stokowski / Bell Laboratories collaboration. From Carlos
Chavez, Toward a New Music: Music and Electricity, trans. Herbert Weinstock,
reprint of 1937 edition (New York: Da Capo Press, 1975), p. 79. (bottom) Bell
Laboratories engineers at the Academy of Music in Philadelphia in 1933, AT&T
Archives and History Center, Bell Laboratories Records, 58524.
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Fig. 1.3

(top) Section rendering of orchestra at Festspielhaus (Festival Theater) in
Bayreuth, Germany (bottom) Postcard showing orchestra with Siegfried Wagner
as conductor. Published by Bayreuther Postkartenverlag, Hans Brand.
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Fig. 1.4

Leopold Stokowski’s conducting copy of Berlioz’s The Childhood of Christ with
a decibel marking at the top of the page. Leopold Stokowski Collection of Scores,
Ms. Coll. 350, University of Pennsylvania, Kislak Center for Special Collections,
Rare Books and Manuscripts.
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Fig. 1.5

Pages from the program for the world premiere of H.P. Leopold Stokowski
Papers, Ms. Coll. 381, University of Pennsylvania, Kislak Center for Special
Collections, Rare Books and Manuscripts, VI.A., Box 22.

Fig. 1.6

Publicity photograph of Frieda Hempel conducting a tone test at Edison Studios,
New York City, in 1918. Courtesy Edison National Historic Site. Published in
Emily Thompson, “Machines, Music, and the Quest for Fidelity: Marketing the
Edison Phonograph in America, 1877–1925,” The Musical Quarterly 79, no. 1
(Spring 1995): 132.
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Fig. 1.7

Francis Barraud, His Master’s Voice (1898).
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Fig. 1.8

Cover of Scientific American 96, no. 10 (March 9, 1907) featuring the
Telharmonium.
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Fig. 1.9

Jules Chéret, Théâtrophone (1890), lithograph, 48 15/16 x 34 3/8 in. (124.2 x 87.4
cm), collection of the Museum of Modern Art, New York.

Fig. 1.10

“Oscar,” Bell Laboratories’ “listening” dummy used for binaural recording
experiments. Published in Harvey Fletcher, “An Acoustic Illusion Telephonically
Achieved,” Bell Laboratories Record 11, no. 9 (May 1933), p. 289.
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Fig. 1.11

Oscar and a Bell Laboratories engineer. Published in Harvey Fletcher, “An
Acoustic Illusion Telephonically Achieved,” Bell Laboratories Record 11, no. 9
(May 1933), p. 286.

Fig. 1.12

“Is Art to Have a Tyrant?” Advertising campaign from the American Federation
of Musicians, Syracuse Herald (September 2, 1930).
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Fig. 1.13

Bell Telephone Laboratories, Early Hi-Fi: Wide Range and Stereo Recordings
Made by Bell Telephone Laboratories in the 1930s - Leopold Stokowski
Conducting the Philadelphia Orchestra, 1931–1932. LP, 1979.

Fig. 1.14

Program for the concert organized by Leopold Stokowski and Bell Laboratories,
April 27, 1933.
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Fig. 1.15

D.T. Bell of Bell Laboratories in front of the eight foot tall power amplifiers in
Washington D.C. Published in “The Reproduction of Orchestral Music in
Auditory Perspective,” Bell Laboratories Record 11, no. 9 (May 1933), p. 261.

Fig. 1.16

Leopold Stokowski at the control panel in Washington D.C.’s Constitution Hall as
Harvey Fletcher (standing) looks on. Published in Oliver Daniel, Stokowski: A
Counterpoint of View (New York: Dodd, Mead & Co., 1982), p. 312.
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Fig. 1.17

Control apparatus in Washington D.C.’s Constitution Hall. AT&T Archives and
History Center, Bell Laboratories Records, 58524.
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Fig. 1.18

(top) Floor plan of the Academy of Music in Philadelphia showing the location of
the microphones (bottom) Floor plan of Constitution Hall in Washington D.C.
showing the location of the loudspeakers. Published in E.H. Bedell, “Auditorium
Acoustics and Control Facilities for Reproductions in Auditory Perspective,” Bell
Laboratories Record 12, no. 7 (March 1934): 199–202.
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Fig. 1.19

(top) Geographic layout of communication line used to carry music from
Philadelphia to Washington D.C. (bottom) Diagram showing the attenuation of
sound in decibels from Philadelphia to Washington D.C. Published in H.A. Affel,
R.W. Chestnut, and R.H. Mills, “Transmission Lines,” The Bell System
Technical Journal 13, no. 2 (1934): 285–300.
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Fig. 1.20

E.C. Wente, left, and A.L. Thuras of Bell Laboratories with the high-frequency
loudspeakers used for the concert. Published in “The Reproduction of Orchestral
Music in Auditory Perspective,” Bell Laboratories Record 11, no. 9 (May 1933),
p. 254.
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Fig. 1.21

Western Electric advertisement, Photoplay (September 1929), p. 13.
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Fig. 1.22

Still from Fantasia (1940).

Fig. 2.1

Advertisement in Le Petit Journal (November 2, 1933).
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Fig. 2.2

Valentine Hugo, Portrait of Paul Deharme (1934), Israel Museum, Jerusalem,
Vera & Arturo Schwarz Collection of Dada and Surrealist Art.

Fig. 2.3

Radio station at the Eiffel Tower, 1914. Photograph by Alphonse Berget.
Published in La Telegraphie sans fil (1914). Source: SPL / Science Source,
SS2545832.

350

Fig. 2.4

Map showing regional radio stations in France, ca. 1933. Published in
L’Almanach Radio Magazine (1933).

351

Fig. 2.5

(clockwise, from top left) Film still from Luis Buñuel and Salvador Dali’s Un
Chien andalou, 1929; Man Ray, Object to be Destroyed, 1964 (replica of 1923
original), courtesy of Man Ray Trust; Max Ernst, cover image for Paul Éluard,
Répétitions (Paris: Au sans Pareil, 1922).
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Fig. 2.6

Robert Desnos, Dream – Poetry (ca. 1922), watercolor and ink, 12 3/10 x 18 9/10
(31.3 x 48 cm), private collection.

Fig. 2.7

Robert Desnos, The Death of André Breton (ca. 1922), oil on canvas.
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Fig. 2.8

Excerpt of Paul Deharme, Un incident au Pont du Hibou (1928), radio play, 20
min. from Robert Desnos, Bouche d’Ondes, Radio France, April 11, 2002, radio
broadcast. Courtesy of Institut national de l'audiovisuel (INA), France.

Fig. 2.9

Au Planteur de Caïffa logos on (from left) bar soap; stamp; instant custard cream.

Fig. 2.10

Man Ray, Waking Dream Séance (1924), gelatin silver print, courtesy of Man
Ray Trust (top, left to right) Max Morise, Roger Vitrac, Jacques-André Boiffard,
Paul Éluard, André Breton, Pierre Naville, Giorgio de Chirico, Philippe Soupault,
and Jacques Baron (bottom, left to right) Simone Breton and Robert Desnos.
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Fig. 2.11

Successive advertisements for La grande complainte de Fantômas on page 2 of
Le Petit Journal October 23, 24, and 25, 1933.

Fig. 2.12

Paul Deharme, Le grande complainte de Fantômas (1933), radio play, 31 min.
Courtesy of Institut national de l'audiovisuel (INA), France.
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Fig. 2.13

(left) Film stills from The Murderous Corpse (1913), directed by Louis Feuillade.
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Fig. 2.14

Cover for Fantômas, by Pierre Souvestre and Marcel Allain (1911).

Fig. 2.15

Paul Deharme, L’Ile de voix, 1934, radio play, 25 min. Courtesy of Institut
national de l'audiovisuel (INA), France.

Fig. 2.16

Robert Desnos, La clef des songes, 1938, radio play, 03:19 min. Excerpt courtesy
of UbuWeb.
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Fig. 3.1

“Odd Designs on Film Turn to Music,” Popular Science Monthly 122, no. 3
(March 1933), p. 36.
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Fig. 3.2

Film still from the documentary Animierte Avantgarde: Der künstlerische
Animationsfilm der 20er und 30er Jahre (Absolut Medien, 2010) showing
Pfenninger at work on “sounding handwriting.”

Fig. 3.3

László Moholy-Nagy, “Produktion – Reproduktion,” De Stijl 5, no. 7 (July 1922).
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Fig. 3.4

Close-up photograph of Oskar Fischinger’s “sounding ornaments” on a film strip.

Fig. 3.5

Soundtrack recording in progress with portable Tri-Ergon equipment, 1928.
(equipment, left to right) amplifier; camera; microphone.
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Fig. 3.6

(left) Variable density recording (right) variable area recording.

Fig. 3.7

Film stills from Largo (1930–31) by Rudolf Pfenninger.
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Fig. 3.8

Film still from Pitsch und Patsch (1930–31) by Rudolf Pfenninger.

Fig. 3.9

Film stills from Pitsch und Patsch (1930–31) by Rudolf Pfenninger.
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Fig. 3.10

Film stills from Tönende Handschrift – das Wunder des gezeichneten Tones
(1931) by Rudolf Pfenninger. Published in Thomas Y. Levin, “‘Tones from Out
of Nowhere:’ Rudolf Pfenninger and the Archaeology of Synthetic Sound,” in
New Media, Old Media, eds. Wendy Hui Kyong Chun and Thomas Keenan (New
York: Routledge, 2006), p. 65.
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Fig. 3.11

Cover of Illustrierte Technik 10, no. 29 (October 15, 1932) showing dozens of
Rudolf Pfenninger’s sound strips and film strips.
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Fig. 3.12

Flyer for Telehor 1, nos. 1–2 (1936) with two photographs of Rudolf Pfenninger
working on Das Wunder des gezeichneten Tones. Reproduced in Oliver A.I.
Botar, Sensing the Future: Moholy-Nagy, Media and the Arts (Zurich: Lars
Müller Publishers, 2014), p. 56.
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Fig. 3.13

Invitation to “The New Film Experiments,” a lecture and film presentation
organized by László Moholy-Nagy for the Bund Das Neue Frankfurt, e.V. on
December 4, 1932.

Fig. 3.14

Film still from Allegretto (1936) by Oskar Fischinger.
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Fig. 3.15

Segments from Oskar Fischinger’s Ornament Sound experiments, ca. 1932,
courtesy of the Center for Visual Music.

Fig. 3.16

(left) Detail of textile design by Elfreide Fischigner, 1931. Published in William
Moritz, Optical Poetry: The Life and Work of Oskar Fischinger (Bloomington:
Indiana University Press, 2004), p. 30 (right) Film strips from Oskar Fischinger’s
“ornament sound” experiments. Published in Moritz, Optical Poetry, p. 41.
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Fig. 3.17

Publicity photograph of Oskar Fischinger with rolls of hand-drawn sound, ca.
1932–33. Courtesy of Iota Foundation Archive, Los Angeles.

Fig. 3.18

Wave forms drawn by Rudolf Pfenninger to represent the five vowel sounds and
the German consonant “sch.” Published in Herbert Rosen, “Synthetic Sound,”
Wireless World (February 3, 1933), p. 101.
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Fig. 3.19

Rudolf Pfenninger at his animation desk, photographing sound strips onto an
optical soundtrack. Published in Jury Rony, “Das wunder des gemalten
Tonfilms,” Illustrierte Technik 10, no. 29 (October 15, 1932): 3.

Fig. 4.1

Evgeny Sholpo with the first version of the Variophon, ca. 1932. Published in
Andrey Smirnov, Sound in Z: Experiments in Sound and Electronic Music in
Early 20th Century Russia (Cologne: Walter König, 2013), 185.
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Fig. 4.2

Sholpo loading the first version of the Variophon, ca. 1932. Published in Smirnov,
Sound in Z, 187–88.
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Fig. 4.3

(left) Natalia Goncharova, Rayonism, Blue-Green Forest (1913), oil on canvas, 21
1/2 x 19 1/2 in. (54.6 x 49.5 cm), The Museum of Modern Art, New York (right)
Karl Ioganson, Electrical Circuit (Representation) (1922), paper collage and
graphite on paper, 17 7/8 x 13 1/4 in. (45.4 x 33.6 cm), The State Museum of
Contemporary Art, Thessaloniki.

Fig. 4.4

(left) Arseny Avraamov, at far right, before the performance of Symphony of
Sirens in Moscow, November 7, 1923 (right) view of Moscow performance
picturing conductor on the roof and Avraamov’s “Magistral.” Published in
Andrey Smirnov and Sasha Kloptsov, “Revolutionary Arseny Avraamov,” Red
Bull Music Academy Daily (July 28, 2017), http://daily.redbullmusicacademy.com
/2017/07/revolutionary-arseny-avraamov.
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Fig. 4.5

Arseny Avraamov (left) excerpt of text score for Symphony of Sirens (1922) and
(right) photograph of Avraamov conducting the symphony.

Fig. 4.6

Varvara Stepanova, catalogue cover for 5 x 5 = 25 (1921).
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Fig. 4.7

Kliment Red’ko, Composition (Factory) (1922), A. Kasteyev State Museum of
Arts, Kazakhstan.

Fig. 4.8

Experimental movement research at the Central Institute of Labor, 1923.
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Fig. 4.9

Solomon Nikritin, manuscript illustrating a classification system for human
movements according to the principles of biomechanics (1922).

Fig. 4.10

El Lissitzky, Self-Portrait (The Constructor) (1924), gelatin silver print, 5 1/2 x 3
1/2 in. (13.9 x 8.9 cm), The Museum of Modern Art, New York.
374

Fig. 4.11

(left) Aleksandr Rodchenko, Spatial Construction No. 12 (ca. 1920), plywood,
open construction partially painted with aluminum paint, and wire, 24 x 33 x 18
1/2 in. (61 x 83.7 x 47 cm), The Museum of Modern Art, New York (right)
Rodchenko, maquette for an advertisement for cookies from the Krasnyi Oktiabr’
(Red October) factory, 1923, text by Vladimir Mayakovsky, gouache on paper, 32
x 21 3/4 in. (81.3 x 55.2 cm).

Fig. 4.12

Vladimir Tatlin, Monument to the Third International, Moscow, 1920
(destroyed).
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Fig. 4.13

Stills from Dziga Vertov, Man with a Movie Camera (1929).

Fig. 4.14

Sholpo, Hand-drawn graphic sound strips, 1931–34.
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Fig. 4.15

Diagram of the Variphon, ca. 1932. Published in Andrey Smirnov, Sound in Z:
Experiments in Sound and Electronic Music in Early 20th Century Russia
(London: Koenig Books, 2013), p. 198–99.
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Fig. 4.16

Sholpo, making discs for the Variophon, ca. 1932. Published in Sholpo, Sound in
Z, 189.
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Fig. 4.17

(top) Sholpo’s discs for the Variophon (bottom, left to right) graphic sound strips
by Avraamov (1930–31), Boris Yankovsky (1931) and Voinov.
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Fig. 4.18

Vladimir Baranoff Rossiné’s Optophonic Piano (1916) and disk.

Fig. 4.19

Opening credits for Simfoniya Mira (Symphony of Peace; 1932), featuring Sholpo
and the Variophon.

Fig. 4.20

Evgeny Sholpo, Sjuita Karburacija (The Carburetor; 1933) and Richard Wagner,
“Hungarian Rhapsody No. 6” (1846–53) by Franz Liszt.
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Fig. 4.21

Second version of the Variophon, late 1930s. Published in Smirnov, Sound in Z,
200.

Fig. 4.22

(left) Musical score for Sterviatniki (Vultures; 1941) (right) Table with numerical
score data to program the Variophon for Sterviatniki. Published in Smirnov,
Sound in Z, 193.
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Fig. 4.23

Fourth version of the Variophon, ca. 1949. Published in Smirnov, Sound in Z, 201.

Fig. 4.24

(top) Score and coder of the ANS (bottom left) Second version of the ANS, 1967
(bottom right) Coder for the first version of the ANS, 1960. Published in Smirnov,
Sound in Z, 227–33.
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Fig. 4.25

Etchings for the ANS.
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Fig. 5.1

Installation view, Art by Telephone (1969) at the Museum of Contemporary Art
Chicago with Nam June Paik, at left, and Charlotte Moorman.

Fig. 5.2

Maryanne Amacher testing the microphone at Pier 6, Boston, for City-Links #4
(1973–76).
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Fig 5.3

Installation view, Variations VII (1966). Courtesy of Julie Martin.

Fig. 5.4

(left) Norman McLaren index cards and (right) example of McLaren’s handdrawn sounds. Detail from Pen Point Percussion (1951), a short documentary on
the filmmaker’s technique.
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Fig. 5.5

Daphne Oram working on the Oramics machine at Oramics Studio for Electronic
Composition, Kent, UK.

Fig. 5.6

Paul Sharits, Shutter Interface (1975), installation view at the Hirshhorn Museum
and Sculpture Garden, Washington D.C.
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Fig. 5.7

David Gatten, What the Water Said, Nos. 1–3 (1997–98), unexposed black-andwhite and color film stock with sound track. From the cover of Harvard Film
Archive (Winter 2012).

Fig. 5.8

(left) Don Buchla and (right) Bob Moog with their self-named synthesizers.
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